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FOREWORD
The emergence and evolution of cyberspace has
contributed to globalization, the creation of a new
global commons, the rapid spread of knowledge and
ideas, the development of global markets for local
products, and the empowerment of individuals and
small groups. Yet, cyberspace creates new opportunities for criminality, provides new avenues for terrorist recruitment, and adds a new playing field within
which geopolitical rivalry among great and not so
great powers plays itself out. Dependence by societies on cyberspace also creates new vulnerabilities.
Cyberspace has brought new potential and promise—
yet simultaneously it has also become a domain in
which malevolent actors pursue selfish interests, spy,
steal, extort, bully, and stalk.
The problems are intensified by the fact that although cyberspace has become a ubiquitous feature
of modern life, it is poorly understood. One approach
often adopted by many members of the national security community is to treat it as a fifth strategic domain,
joining land, sea, air, and space. Yet, cyberspace also
permeates these other domains, and indeed, has permeated society as a whole. Perhaps one of the most
significant features of cyberspace, however, is that it
is becoming a risky place for the entire spectrum of
users: nation-states, non-governmental and transnational organizations, commercial enterprises, and individuals. Yet it is also a space of opportunities—for
benevolent, neutral, and malevolent actors.
It is against this background, that the Ridgway
Center for International Security Studies, the University of Pittsburgh, and the Strategic Studies Institute
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(SSI) of the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) held a
conference entitled “Cyberspace: Malevolent Actors,
Criminal Opportunities, and Strategic Competition.”
This volume contains the revised papers from that
conference, along with several additional chapters
that were commissioned after the conference. Accordingly, this volume has three parts: the first focuses
on cyberspace itself; the second on some of the major
forms of malevolence or threats that have become one
of its defining characteristics; and the third on possible responses to these threats. Each section focuses on
conceptual and analytic issues as well as the implications for policy and strategy.
The following chapters raise major and enduring
questions about the conceptual and analytic challenges
posed by the unique nature of cyberspace; differences
between cyberthreats and more traditional challenges
to national security; the range of possible responses to
cyberthreats, ranging from the development of codes
of conduct in cyberspace to strategies of deterrence
and denial, and even the development of offensive
cyberwar capabilities; and the relevance of traditional
concepts such as crisis management and escalation to
potential confrontations in cyberspace. This volume
is designed to inform and provoke, as well as assist
civilian and military national security, commerce,
public sector, and academic decision-makers in understanding the sheer complexity and dynamism of
cyberspace itself. Moreover, the authors identify and
assess the challenges and threats to security that can
arise in cyberspace because of its unique nature. In
the final section, the authors discuss a variety of responses, with some suggesting that the most favored
options being pursued by the United States are poorly conceived and ill-suited to the tasks at hand. The
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intent is to provide food for thought to decision-makers as they confront this “new” medium and respond
to its challenges and opportunities.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute and
U.S. Army War College Press
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Phil Williams
Dighton Fiddner
In a highly prescient analysis written just prior to
the end of the Cold War, James Rosenau argued that
we were moving from a world of dichotomies to a
world of paradoxes, from a world where something
was either A or B to a world where A and B coexist and
interact, albeit often uneasily.1 Cyberspace is an excellent example of this world of paradoxes and complexity. The emergence and evolution of cyberspace have
been an enormously positive force, contributing to
globalization, the creation of a new global commons,
the rapid spread of knowledge and ideas, the development of global markets for local products, and the
empowerment of individuals and small groups.
Yet, cyberspace also facilitates intensified government surveillance of its citizens, creates new opportunities for criminality, provides new avenues for terrorist recruitment, and adds a new playing field within
which geopolitical rivalry among great and not-sogreat powers plays itself out. Dependence of societies
on cyberspace also creates new vulnerabilities, which
can be exploited by those with few scruples to inhibit
their behavior. Indeed, at the same time that cyberspace has brought new potential and promise to millions of people, it has also become a savage domain in
which malevolent actors pursue selfish interests, spy,
steal, extort, bully, and stalk. In short, cyberspace has
become a high-risk venue and medium for the entire
spectrum of users: nation states, nongovernmental
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and transnational organizations, commercial enterprises, and individuals. Key attributes of cyberspace,
such as the low cost of entry, ubiquity, and relative
anonymity (with the high degree of impunity that results), provide unique opportunities for malevolent
actors and actions. Many of the same characteristics
that make cyberspace so attractive—access to encyclopedic knowledge, flourishing commerce, ease
and speed of communications and transactions, and
the capacity to act as a force multiplier—also make it
highly vulnerable to disruption and exploitation.
What makes this all the more problematic is that
cyberspace is constantly evolving and expanding in
numbers of users, types of users, points of access,
means of access, degrees of connectivity, and forms
of connectivity. At the same time, governance mechanisms lag far behind. Consequently, it is important
to examine more fully the nature of cyberspace, the
kinds of threats that it brings, and the range of possible responses to these threats. Accordingly, this volume has three parts: The first focuses on cyberspace
itself; the second on some of the major forms of malevolence or threats that have become one of its defining characteristics; and the third on possible responses
to these threats. Each section centers on conceptual
and analytic issues as well as on the implications for
policy and strategy. As one ponders and explores
the very nature of cyberspace and what makes it so
unique and distinctive, for example, questions about
the differences between cyberthreats and more traditional challenges to national security become inescapable. The same kinds of questions arise in relation to
the range of possible responses to cyberthreats: how
useful are codes of conduct in cyberspace as opposed
to strategies of deterrence and denial, and even the
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development of offensive and defensive cyberwar capabilities? In the same vein, what is the relevance of
traditional concepts such as crisis management and
escalation to potential confrontations in cyberspace?
Is cybercrime simply an old crime in new bottles, or
have some crimes become so pervasive and far-reaching that they are qualitatively different from anything
that went before? Conversely, how useful and relevant are new concepts such as digilantism? While this
volume seeks to provide answers to such questions, it
also challenges some of the answers that have become
fashionable or convenient. Its starting point, however,
is the sheer complexity and dynamism of cyberspace
itself.
CONCEPTS AND TRENDS IN CYBERSPACE
In Chapter 2, “Defining a Framework for Decisionmaking in Cyberspace,” Dighton Fiddner describes
the nature and structure of cyberspace and teases out
some of the ramifications for security. Because decision-making and strategies for cyberspace transcend
the technical realm and incorporate multiple conditions, the definition of cyberspace needs to include
individuals, organizations, and interrelated physical
and cognitive components that involve information
collection, processing, dissemination, and action. As
such, cyberspace brings together the cyber and physical spheres of activity. Threats that begin in cyberspace
now can jeopardize any level of security (personal,
collective, and national), and can lead to a wide range
of possible response options in either the physical or
cybersphere of interaction.
Fiddner also argues that cyberspace is first and
foremost a strategic domain (a sphere of activity, con-
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cern, or function) similar in some respects to the traditional land, air, sea, and space domains. If cyberspace
is a fifth, separate, and independent strategic domain,
however, it is structured and operates differently than
the other four traditional domains. Moreover, cyberspace encompasses the other four strategic domains
and, as such, can have a direct causal and catalytic
effect on activity that occurs within them. The threat
and/or response vectors in cyberspace could come
from either the cyber or physical sphere. However,
in addition to being a strategic domain, cyberspace
shares the characteristics of both a dimension and
instrument of national power.
Because cyberspace is man-made and already in
place, government decision-makers must work within
the existing cyberenvironment and understand both
specific risks and threats within the cyberspace domain and its relationship to the broader strategic environment. Response management in cyberspace is not
a narrow technical challenge, but also involves fundamental issues of politics, strategy, security, interstate
relations, bargaining, and escalation dynamics and
control.
What makes these challenges all the more formidable is the novelty of cyberspace. In her highly trenchant
analysis found in Chapter 3, “Emerging Trends in Cyberspace: Dimensions and Dilemmas,” Nazli Choucri
highlights the ways in which international relations in
the 21st century differ from the international relations
environment in the 20th century and the importance of
cyberspace in contributing to these changes. Not only
does cyberspace provide an unlimited opportunity for
power, but it also is a source of vulnerability that continues to create major disturbances in the traditional
legacy system of the 20th century. In this connection,
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Dr. Choucri highlights seven disconnects between traditional and familiar conditions and current realities.
These disconnects are temporality, physicality, permeation, fluidity, participation, attribution, and accountability. The result, she suggests, is that old ways
of visualizing the pursuit of political and/or economic
power have been rendered passé, if not obsolete, by
diffuse, decentralized, diverse, and different types of
interactions. “Cybervenues are critical drivers of the
on-going realignments and the means by which all
actors . . . pursue their goals.”2
Moreover, cyberspace adds an important element
of complexity to a power calculus, which has shifted
from a polar to a highly distributed structure characterized by asymmetries in power and capability, and
the creation of new vulnerabilities and challenges for
national security. Choucri goes on to describe those
complexities by providing a comparison of the old
and new realities and the emergent trends in cyberspace. In her view, policymakers now have to contend
with new sources of vulnerability (cyberthreats) and
new dimensions of national security (cybersecurity),
coupled with uncertainty, fear, and threat from unknown sources (attribution problems). In addition,
the empowerment of new actors—some with clear
identities and others without—as well as the wide
range of asymmetries, contribute to an environment
with greater potential for malevolence.
One of the difficulties recognized by Choucri, but
more fully elucidated by Rick Hutley in Chapter 4,
“Technologies That Will Change Your World,” is that
cyberspace itself is constantly morphing and expanding as a result of a continuing exponential explosion
of technology innovation. The remarkable growth of
digital data, continued increases in bandwidth stor-
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age capacity, and improvement of raw computing
power have all had a profound impact on societies. In
effect, technology has become so integrated into the
contemporary world that life would become chaotic
without it. Hutley also focuses on some of the more
promising current and future technologies (3D printing, designer pharmaceuticals, continued miniaturization, augmented reality, and high fidelity) to provide a glimpse of the likely future environment. In his
view, the march of innovation now allows us to know
(almost) everything about (almost) everyone, (almost)
instantaneously through the Internet of Things (the
connection of everything to the Internet). Paradoxically, with these enhanced capabilities come enhanced
risks to personal, corporate, and national security; the
possibility for malevolent use from each emerging
technology is as great as (if not greater than) the possibility for benevolence. As Hutley says, “While these
technological innovations have brought us heretofore
unimaginable capabilities and benefits, they have also
exposed us to a whole new breed of threats.”3 These
threats will not go away, because humankind no longer has the ability to survive without technology. In
order to mitigate them, it is necessary to focus not on
the security capabilities of any one piece of technology, but rather on the overall security architecture of
a technology infrastructure. As he argues, a “cohesive,
holistic architecture that addresses security as a foundational design element”4 is essential. That argument
is all the more relevant because of the kinds of threats
that have emerged in cyberspace.
One of the surprises in all of this is that, in much
of the developing world, technology is also having a
profound impact. That impact is one of the themes in
Jeff Boleng and Colin Clarke’s Chapter 5, “Big Data
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Challenges, Failed Cities, and the Rise of the New
’Net.” Boleng and Clarke focus on growing urbanization, particularly the continued growth of slums in
developing countries, and examine the impact on cyberspace through the development of what they term
“the new net.” The new net has emerged in large part
through the proliferation of feature phones throughout large parts of the developing world. Noting that
5.9 billion Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards are
registered to active users globally, the authors emphasize that even people who live in relative poverty
value the connectivity and services mobile devices
provide. The prevalence of feature phones rather than
smartphones has contributed to the creation of a new
type of information environment. Information generated and consumed on these mobile devices is largely
composed of multilingual text jargon, voice, images,
and video, especially 6-second vines. Nevertheless,
the creation and sharing of information in this new
environment is staggering. It is also disconcerting, not
only because of the likelihood of failing cities, but also
because U.S. military forces might have to engage in
contingencies in a range of unstable and chaotic urban
environments. The challenge of the new net is particularly formidable because of the demanding physical
environment and the equally demanding information
environment. As Boleng and Clarke note:
[T]his new net does not resemble the Internet and
World Wide Web that we are accustomed to operating
our cyber operational and intelligence forces in. It creates new challenges of multi-lingual, multi-media content that is highly intermittent and transient in nature.
We must be able to rapidly gather intelligence and apply automated means to add context and connections
to this vast sea of largely non-textual data.5
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In other words, cyberspace has had new forms
as well as serious new challenges. Indeed, it is only
a small step from the valued connectivity of the new
net to considering more explicitly the forms of malevolence and threats to security that can arise from
its connections. These threats are the subject of Part II
of this volume.
CHALLENGES AND THREATS IN CYBERSPACE
In Chapter 6, the first of the chapters dealing with
threats in cyberspace, Michael Kenney critically examines the prospects of cyberterrorism. He concludes that
the threat is overhyped, not least because the concept
of cyberterrorism remains poorly understood. Confusion over cyberterrorism stems, in part, from recent
attempts to stretch the concept to include hacktivism
and terrorists’ use of the Internet to facilitate conventional terrorism. Although the United States and other
countries have experienced thousands of cyberattacks
in recent years, none has risen to the level of cyberterrorism. Consequently, Kenney argues, it is important
to dial down the rhetoric on cyberterrorism. He does
this very emphatically by explaining how cyberterrorism differs from cyberattacks, cyberwarfare, hacktivism, and terrorists’ use of the Internet. The most
immediate online threat from terrorists lies in their
ability to exploit the Internet to raise funds, research
targets, and recruit supporters rather than engage in
cyberterrorism. The skill with which the Islamic State
has used Twitter to spread its message, to mobilize
support, and to flaunt its victories underlines the arguments presented in this chapter. As Kenney notes,
cyberterrorism might well occur in the future, but at
present, online crime, hacktivism, and cyberwarfare
are more pressing virtual dangers.
8

In Chapter 7, “China’s Reconnaissance and System
Sabotage Activities: Supporting Information Deterrence,” Timothy Thomas examines how and why the
Chinese so aggressively probe and enter global networks. His chapter goes beyond simply describing
the cyberactivities that China employs to gain an advantage in economics, business, military competition,
and political bargaining, to elucidate the Chinese use
of cyberactivities for truly strategic purposes. China’s
objective is to “win victory before the first battle”
by mapping the opponent’s digital “terrain.”6 Much
of this behavior is driven by Chinese beliefs that the
United States maintains hegemonic power over global cyberspace, that information superiority is a key
component of national power, and, therefore, China
is at a strategic disadvantage in any conflict with the
United States. From this perspective, strategic digital
reconnaissance is particularly important, because it
provides the Chinese with knowledge of the digital
landscape, or virtual shi, allowing more effective offensive and defensive activities if needed. Active offense (system sabotage) is the preferred strategy of the
Chinese for winning a cyberconflict. This offense entails damaging or disrupting the adversary’s material
and technical foundations, thereby making it impossible for the adversary to adjust to problems on the
battlefield. Strategic digital reconnaissance locates the
critical nodes to be destroyed.
Chinese strategic writers also foresee much merit
in “information deterrence” through cyber-reconnaissance and cybersabotage. Several Chinese strategic
thinkers view “the information umbrella as more utilitarian than the nuclear umbrella.” By controlling information, China would leave its opponent in the dark
about what is going on, thereby rendering it “impos-
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sible to turn war potential into actual capabilities for
engaging in war.”7 Thomas also emphasizes that Chinese strategic thought does not foresee information
deterrence acting alone, but as coordinated with nuclear deterrence, conventional deterrence, and space
deterrence. Moreover, he postulates that the Chinese
may even develop political, economic, or cultural information deterrence to provide a strategic advantage
in future conflicts. His analysis in this chapter and
elsewhere is an important guide to China’s concepts
about cyberconflict—thinking that is both highly innovative and integrates ideas about cyberspace with
broader considerations concerning geopolitical competition, strategy, and conflict.
As Stephen Blank discusses in Chapter 8, “Information Warfare A La Russe,” Russia also views
actions and policies in cyberspace as part of a more
comprehensive strategy. This strategy consists of cyberwar, economic sanctions, domestic and international public information campaigns, manipulation
of youth organizations or gangs, and the penetration of key sectors of the economy and subversion of
politicians. This strategy takes the place of large-scale
military capabilities that are unavailable or simply not
usable. The Russian experience in both Estonia and
Georgia indicates that Moscow operationalized a strategic information war to achieve victory by paralyzing
a target country’s social infrastructure networks, i.e.,
what might be called its central nervous system.
Russia appears to have employed this strategic
concept with attacks on the cyberinfrastructure of Estonia (one of the world’s most “connected” governments and societies at the time), which jeopardized
that state’s ability to function, let alone retaliate in cyberspace.The attacks on Estonian socioeconomic and
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political institutions were allegedly coordinated with
organized crime structures like the Russian Business
Network. This offensive was also combined with economic warfare, as well as attempts to incite domestic
violence in Estonia and attack its embassy in Moscow
through violent demonstrations orchestrated by Nashi
(one of the “official” Russian youth organizations). In
Blank’s view, the cyberattacks appeared to have been
long planned to disrupt the Estonian government and
society, and to demonstrate the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization’s (NATO) inability to protect Estonia
against this novel form of attack.
For the first time, Georgia seemed to combine
warfare in cyberspace with more conventional forms
of warfare in traditional military domains. Russia attacked Georgian command-and-control and weapons
systems, while also launching information-psychological attacks against media and communications
targets. The perpetrators of the cyberattacks were
recruited through the Internet and social media, and
they were aided by Russian organized crime, which
provided botnets and other malware that were used
in the first wave of attacks. The second wave of attacks seemed to be based—in a sophisticated way—on
postings containing both cyberattack tools and lists
of suggested targets for attack. Once Russian troops
had established positions in Georgia, the attack list
expanded to include many more governmental and
news media websites, financial institutions, business
groups, educational institutions, and a Georgian hacking forum to preclude any effective response to the
Russian presence and induce uncertainty about what
Moscow’s forces might do. These attacks significantly
degraded the Georgian government’s ability to deal
with the invasion by disrupting communications,
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stopping many financial transactions, and causing
widespread confusion. The clear objective of the cyberstrikes was to support and further the goals of the
military operations. Beyond this, the cybercampaign
was part of a larger information battle between the
Russian media and the Georgian and Western media
for control of the narrative. In sum, Blank’s analysis
of Russia, rather like Thomas’s analysis of China, suggests that, in contrast to actual or potential adversaries, the United States has embraced a rather narrow
technocratic approach to cyberspace and the ways it
might be used as part of a geopolitical competition.
In addition to threats in cyberspace that emanate
from geopolitical competition and the pursuit of
power and security in the fifth domain, there are other forms of malevolence that are linked to the profit
motive. Cybercrime has become pervasive, simultaneously exploiting, challenging, and eroding the use
of cyberspace for commerce and business. Although
there were early indicators of this in 1994 when a
Russian criminal was able to electronically steal $10
million from Citibank, the situation began to change
more fundamentally in the late-1990s. In a little-reported episode in August 2000, a few months after the
“I Love You” virus infected thousands of computers
worldwide, a variant of the virus was used to acquire
information from banks.8 Since then, as Shawn Hoard,
Jeffrey Carasiti, and Edward Masten indicate in Chapter 9, cybercrime has exploded with criminal use of
the Internet. Their analysis reveals how cyberspace
has not only facilitated new ways of carrying out old
crimes, but also has created criminal opportunities,
including new methods of money laundering. The
chapter contains a series of highly illuminating case
studies that provide strong support for the notion that
cybercrime has become a major threat in its own right.
12

A less obvious set of threats targets the nongovernmental organization community and humanitarian
initiatives in crises and conflicts. As Ronald Deibert
and John Scott-Railton point out in Chapter 10, “Digitally Armed and Dangerous: Humanitarian Intervention in the Wired World,” social media has penetrated
armed conflict just as it has penetrated most other
aspects of life in a world in which cyberspace looms
increasingly large. As they point out:
humanitarian groups, aid organizations, and conflict
prevention and peace-building bodies use tools and
data sources like Ushahidi and other crowd-sourced
maps to anticipate, predict, and respond to crises and
organized violence.9

Indeed, there is enormous enthusiasm about the
potential use of digital technologies to boost both conflict prevention and humanitarian relief. Reflecting this
potential, the authors identify important milestones in
the evolution of digital humanitarianism, describe key
approaches and technologies, and suggest a trajectory
of where the field is headed. Yet, they also recognize
the potential downside, noting the growing “risks to
digital humanitarianism . . . as armed protagonists
increasingly become more adept at exploiting these
technologies for malignant ends.” In fact:
nonstate actors—such as organized criminals, rebels, insurgents, and rioters—have proved as adept at
exploiting digital technologies for their ends as have
the governments that monitor them. Thus, the spread
of digital technologies need not necessarily result in
increased access to information, opportunities to better tailor humanitarian relief, or tools to employ in the
struggle against authoritarian governments. Rather,
increased access to ICTs offers new avenues for non-
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state actors to engage in escalated violence against
citizens and the state as well as for state repression of
opposition and insurgents.10

Protagonists in armed conflicts can pollute information streams and spread disinformation or they can
set up honeypots or malicious websites to infiltrate social networks, and even locate and arrest or murder
individuals and groups. Crowd-sourced data can be
used to entrap people or identify protests and take action against protesters. Drawing from recent Citizen
Lab research, this chapter outlines some of the ways
that humanitarianism is at growing risk from unintended consequences of its embrace of digital technology. In other words, Chapter 10 provides a vivid example of how cyberspace can be used for malevolence
and coercion just as easily as for benevolence and humanitarianism. Those who exploit technology can also
be threatened by it and with it.
The same theme emerges in Chapter 11, contributed by Isaac Porche, which moves from sources of
threats in cyberspace to potential targets that could be
attacked through cyberspace. His central theme that
automobiles have a cybersecurity risk is both compelling and disturbing. The vulnerabilities of automobiles
stem from the abundance of software, computers, and
networks that were initially designed for automobiles
several decades ago and have become much more salient, important, and vulnerable since then. Onboard
diagnostic connectors, wireless communication connections, and the interaction between the Internet and
the vehicle all provide additional sources of vulnerability that could be used to disable a vehicle or to
override the commands of the driver, with potentially
disastrous consequences. Using some very plausible
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scenarios, Porche highlights the extent of the risks involved not only in the automobiles themselves but also
in the transportation infrastructure (traffic lights, for
example), which is also susceptible to both degradation and manipulation. Moreover, like the vulnerabilities in cyberspace more generally, automobile-based
vulnerabilities are likely to persist. Enhanced security
standards, stronger federal motor vehicle regulations,
and a new patching regimen by car owners will all be
needed to help mitigate the risks. Until then, however,
it is not hard to imagine a day when a portion of the
American automobile fleet is taken over by nefarious
actors. Even then, as smart cars and self-drive cars become more common, new vulnerabilities are also likely to arise. In sum, Porche identifies an important area
of vulnerability that very few people think of, and that
has clearly been given insufficient attention, despite
its ubiquity. He also provides examples that suggest
the danger is both clear and present.
RESPONDING TO THREATS IN CYBERSPACE
Having examined the challenges and threats in cyberspace, this volume considers a variety of responses,
with the authors suggesting that some of the most favored options being pursued by the United States are
poorly conceived and ultimately inadequate and illsuited to the tasks at hand. In Chapter 12, “Reflections
on Cyberspace,” Martin Libicki considers the possibility of cyberdeterrence as a major option for the United
States. Libicki had long argued that the “difficulties
associated with attributing attacks meant that the
threat of retaliation, and hence cyberdeterrence, could
not be expected to play a strong role in defending the
United States from cyberattack.” He revisits the theme
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of cyberdeterrence, focusing on four key issues: the
possibility of attribution; consideration of whether or
not deterrence can work to prevent “obnoxious” behavior in cyberspace and not just an attack; the way
in which third parties view the credibility of attribution; and whether a comparison of attribution in cyberspace with attribution in real-world attacks should
discourage a deterrence policy for a cyberattack.
In an analysis with a great deal of subtlety and
nuance, Libicki notes that attribution of an attacker
who actively wishes to “avoid blame offers different
and far less promising attributes for attribution than
a repeated persistent intrusion set whose aim is to
exfiltrate large amounts of data.” Consequently, “attribution against the kind of attack that would merit
retaliation has not gotten significantly easier.” He also
suggests that it is difficult to deter lesser actions such
as cyberespionage. As Libicki suggests, “It is difficult
to eradicate a practice, regardless of how obnoxious,
in which the winners gain more than the losers lose.”11
Libicki also casts doubt on the notion that a cyberattack should be treated as a casus belli:
Retaliation may lead to counter-retaliation and a titfor-tat cycle which may stay in cyberspace or not, . . .
which gets to the core dilemma of any deterrence policy—worthwhile as long as it serves to reduce the odds
that others will misbehave, but problematic if it has to
be carried out, particularly against a country with the
capability to strike back.12

In the final analysis, therefore, Libicki concludes
that deterrence is still not a viable option against possible cyberattacks.
In Chapter 13, Davis Bobrow comes to a similar conclusion, albeit by a very different route. In Bobrow’s
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view, much of U.S. cyberpolicy has been driven by the
experience of Pearl Harbor, HI, and subsequently, the
development of nuclear strategy—what he calls “the
odd couple” (TOC):
Those two templates . . . already have been shaping
general U.S. conceptions of cyberwar and cybersecurity as well as more specific choices about how to pursue them. The consequences (actual and perceived)
have and will affect how the rest of the world chooses
to treat cyberwar and cybersecurity.13

Bobrow challenges the wisdom of these dominant
frames. He elucidates the considerations that make
them appealing but casts doubt on both the historical accuracy and completeness of their prevailing
construction, noting that the dominant nuclear strategy was supplemented by the reciprocal reassurance
measures such as the hot line and arms control agreements. Bobrow compares this with cyberspace, where
“the preconditions for giving a serious push to hedges
involving self-restraint and multilateral mechanisms
seem to be only embryonic and lagging far behind the
evolution of threats.”14
Perhaps most importantly, however, Bobrow emphasizes the dissimilarity between nuclear weapons
and cybertechnologies, concluding that it is doubtful
that “even an improved version of TOC illuminates
more than it distorts coping with prospects for cyberwar and cybersecurity.”15 Yet these differences seem
to have little impact on the odd couple framework as
a guide to U.S. policy and strategy. The danger, as he
notes, is that both Pearl Harbor and the nuclear frame:
. . . will reinforce self-damaging policy illusions. Those
will carry with them substantial direct economic
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and security costs associated with a cyber-arms-race
marked by leapfrogging defense and offense measures
and counter-measures. Directly and indirectly, those
competitive patterns increasingly will undercut proclaimed U.S. goals of a tolerant and cooperative cyberworld marked by individual informational freedom
and mutually beneficial, peaceful cross-border flows.
They will further motivate others to modify or organize alternative international cyberinstitutions with
different priorities than those of currently American
controlled bodies.16

Rather like Bobrow, in Chapter 14, Rob van Kranenburg postulates that the existing models of thinking
about security in cyberspace are not necessarily the
most appropriate or useful. In contrast to Bobrow’s
focus on U.S. security policy, van Kranenburg argues
broadly and philosophically that the emerging Internet of Things, with its “automated systems interacting
in the physical world,” is altering the very basis of society. It is also altering the way society has organized
itself economically, politically, and in relation to security, etc. and, as a consequence, the “nature of power”
itself. He makes a distinction between the “real” enemy who can “redefine all that you hold normal, dear,
and take for granted” and the “absolute” enemy that
is more threatening because one is unable “to change
convictions, alliances, and opinions” or one’s “ontologies: what you are, what you hold yourself to be, what
you believe to be ‘normal,’ ‘just,’ ‘fair’.” The absolute
enemy is difficult to confront, partly because there is
“no clear definition of what a victory would mean—
other than having things not happen,” but most importantly because there is no context or markers “to
make an informed choice about the kinds of weapons
that could either be used for defense or offense.”17
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Van Kranenburg argues that this change in ontological perception requires a change in how one makes
decisions about the emerging digital world—moving
from “analog” cause and effect to decisions made by
negotiating “a network of varied and widely diverging
skill sets that allow for conflict inside the network.” To
do this, he advocates constructing a “new conceptual
space” with “new notions of privacy, security, assets,
risks, and threats, tailored to a reality of today, not a
reality of yesterday or longer.”
Moreover, this is an urgent task and whoever succeeds first will dominate:
when it is time to act out of a deep knowledge that
the current situation is untenable. Unfortunately, the
analysis of the situation leaves different stakeholders
with different timeframes.18

In Chapter 15, in a trenchant and often controversial analysis, Benoît Morel offers another critique of
existing approaches to cyberspace. He also examines
whether the United States should seek cyber-armscontrol agreements at either a bilateral or multilateral
level. Morel’s answer is a clear no. In his view, there
is no good framework for multilateral negotiations,
while he argues that bilateral negotiations with China
should also be avoided, primarily because the United
States simply would be negotiating from a position
of weakness. Indeed Morel is extremely critical of the
political establishment, the policy community, and
the national security community—particularly the
military—in the United States for not adapting to the
peculiar and novel demands of cybersecurity. Instead,
he argues, the military has simply rehashed old concepts that applied in the real world but are not readily
applicable in cyberspace.
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Morel also emphasizes that the cyberthreat is a
composite of very different threats and that:
cybersecurity is not served in debates mixing up privacy,
cybersabotage, cyberespionage and cybercrime. They are
very different subjects calling for very different answers.
Privacy should enter in that kind of debate as a binding
constraint.19

Rather, like the earlier authors considering responses to threats and challenges in cyberspace, Morel
argues that appropriate responses require a conceptual change and a real change in culture. As he notes,
however:
The adjustment to a new culture tends to be a slow
and protracted process. If one compares the situation
as it was a few years ago, there has been progress.
By way of analogy, it is a bit like the grass growing.
Progress is not immediately visible; it takes place only
very slowly. This reflects the slow penetration of the
‘culture’ of cybersecurity in the U.S. government and
military.20

Unfortunately, this process is as vital as it is slow
and incremental.
Instead of focusing on government responses to
malevolence in cyberspace, Kelsey Ida in Chapter
16, “Transnational Organized Crime and Digilantes
in the Global Cybercommons,” suggests that there
might be bottom-up emergent responses, particularly
to transnational organized crime and its digital and
real-world activities. After examining how the digital
age has revolutionized transnational organized crime
by providing “a means of conducting profit-generating activities with greater efficiency and an extraterritorial capacity,”21 Ida considers the role of the transnational public in efforts to curb transnational crime.
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She highlights the unique features of cyberspace and
argues that bottom-up regulation by digilantes is not
far-fetched after all:
In the absence of a legitimate state to govern the virtual world, agency arguably flows to those individuals
that can best manipulate the virtual environment. This
amounts to those individuals with high cyberknowledge (i.e., encryptions skills, coding skills, hacking
skills, programming skills, etc.), or . . . ‘smart power.’22

The two major examples considered are the “419
digilantes,” who take steps to counter the “Nigerian
Advance Fee” or “419” fraudsters, and “Anonymous,”
which has confronted the highly violent Mexican
criminal organization, the “Zetas.” The 419 fraudsters
derived their name from the relevant Nigerian constitutional criminal code dealing with fraud. Although
Ida acknowledges that there is a possibility that some
digilantes might be seduced into using their skills to
exploit the plethora of criminal opportunities in cyberspace, she suggests that social frameworks, values,
and the traditional notion of the superhero, by and
large, will work to prevent this.
The prevalence of cybercrime also provides the
background against which Timothy Shimeall in Chapter 17, “From Cybercrime to Cyberwar: Indicators and
Warnings,” considers how to distinguish between
different kinds of attacks in cyberspace and the ways
certain groups might move from crime to war. Shimeall identifies a variety of behavioral shifts as groups of
malicious actors transition from profit-oriented cybercrime activity to politically oriented cyberwar activity.
These changes include those of motivation, aggression, methods, and impact. Each shift is discussed in
depth, along with possible indicators related to that
shift. While it is difficult to identify a transition in
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activity from any single shift, in combination, a clear
pattern may emerge. Using the shifts as a basis, indicators for each stage of attack are profiled. The attack
stages are drawn from the “cyber-kill-chain model.”23
He concludes with discussions of the limitations of
network-traffic analysis and strategies for dealing
with these limitations. In addition to providing considerable technical details about the shifts, Shimeall
begins the process of identifying those attacks that
constitute acts of cyberwar.
These acts are the starting point for Chapter 18 by
Phil Williams, which focuses on “Crisis Management
in Cyberspace and in a ‘Cybered’ World.” After a period of inattention during which crisis management appeared to be little more than a Cold War relic, Williams
argues that the crisis in Ukraine, along with growing
tensions in the Pacific, revelations about how close the
Cuban Missile Crisis came to war, and the hundredth
anniversary of the Sarajevo crisis that led to the First
World War, have combined to place the possibility of
great power crises back on the agenda. He suggests
that there is an important distinction between crises
that begin in cyberspace with a major cyberattack, and
those that are precipitated by events in the real world
but are played out in a world in which cyberspace is
an additional and important strategic domain.
After identifying some of the characteristics of
crises and the nature of crisis management, Williams
names some of the major challenges likely to confront
policymakers who have to manage a crisis in cyberspace. He considers how cybercrises might differ from
traditional crises and looks at the particular problems
likely to arise in several key areas: decision-making,
communications, crisis bargaining, making sound intelligence assessments, and maintaining control over
events. Drawing on both the work of Herbert Lin on
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escalation in cyberspace and that of Forrest Morgan
and his co-authors on escalation dynamics, Williams
elucidates some of the dangers. He also looks at the
problems of crises that begin with a traditional geopolitical flashpoint, but that have to be managed in
a context within which cyberspace looms very large.
Finally, Williams provides a set of recommendations
to enhance the capacity for crisis management both in
cyberspace and in a cybered world.
The notion of a cybered crisis is an extension of
the idea of cybered warfare developed by Chris Demchak, who provides the concluding chapter in this volume. In Chapter 19, “Cybered Ways of Warfare: The
Emergent Spectrum of Democratized Predation and
the Future Cyber-Westphalia Interstate Topology,”
Demchak provides a view of future cyber-conflict,
given the “disequilibrium” of the interstate system.
Weak international institutions for cybergovernance
have produced a hypervirtual anarchic system in
which individual self-interests reign supreme. As
a consequence, “every major conflict among states
will involve cyber means that seminally influence
the outcome of the conflict”; what Demchak calls
“cybered conflict.”24
In Demchak’s view:
cyberspace has spread as a highly insecure, open ‘substrate’ under the world’s major communities, with
systemic characteristics democratizing anonymous
predation globally and overwhelming established
state and societal controls.25

In response to this situation:
states and organized groups are now engaged in a
transition era to sort out where the new societal and
interstate controls on predatory behavior will be
23

placed and enforced in the slowly emerging future
‘Cyber-Westphalia’ interstate system.26

The institutions that are created during this transition “will strongly influence which states are robust
or weak ‘cyberpowers’ when cyberspace’s topology
stabilizes.” As for long-term outcomes at the end of
this transition, Demchak identifies three major possibilities: (1) “a system of fractious atomized states
with varying degrees of cyberpower and responsible
behaviors;”27 (2) a system dominated by the rise of an
illiberal superpower and the decline of liberal globalization; and (3) a system of many various balancing
responses dominated by new or renewed technologically integrated regional alliances of like-minded,
like-structured, or like-threatened nations. Which of
these scenarios becomes dominant will do much to
determine the future of malevolence in cyberspace.
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PART I
CONCEPTS AND TRENDS IN CYBERSPACE
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CHAPTER 2
DEFINING A FRAMEWORK FOR
DECISION-MAKING IN CYBERSPACE
Dighton Fiddner
INTRODUCTION
The author thanks the IBM Center for The Business
of Government for generously funding the foundational research that produced this chapter. An earlier version of the chapter appeared as the report “Defining a
Framework for Decision Making in Cyberspace” to the
IBM Center for The Business of Government, and was
presented at the CISS, Jagiellonian University Millennium Conference 2015: Interdisciplinary Approaches
to Security in the Changing World, Krakow, Poland,
June 18-20, 2015.
About the Research Project.
This report is intended to provide cyberspace decisionmakers with a more comprehensive, clearer description
of cyberspace, which they can use to manage and make
decisions about cyberspace programs to improve the effectiveness of government in this critically important
area. The report offers an assessment of and recommendations focused on the unique characteristics of cyberspace,
which were initially designed without much focus on
security or risk management. Improving the definition
of cyberspace will improve the current understanding of
how to address cyberissues strategically, as well as how,
when, and what tools decision-makers should use to
respond to cyberevents.
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The Political Science Department at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania (IUP) initiated this project with the support of the IBM Center for The Business of Government.
The project brought together an interdisciplinary panel of
experts in national security, international relations, U.S.
foreign policy, information system network and security, public policy, and computer science. They were asked
to apply their individual and collective expertise to develop an integrated understanding of strategic decisionmaking for cyberspace activities.
The panel of experts met in two collaborative roundtable meetings, during which participants deliberated
about a series of questions to frame and inform the issue.
The second roundtable’s questions were derived from and
informed by the findings of the first panel’s deliberations.
These meetings allowed the researchers to further the
goal of defining, describing, and explaining problems
that hinder successful management in cyberspace, now
that cyberspace is an integral part of the security environment. Each roundtable was videotaped for reference,
archival purposes, and possible future use as edited digital
instructional material.
The report summarizes the roundtables and adds context based on the roundtable participants’ experience and
research into cyberspace. The following sections present:
•	A general discussion of the need to define cyberspace as a tool to help the government manage cyberactivity more effectively, both directly
and across traditional strategic domains of land,
sea, air, and space.
•	A taxonomy of the range of cyberthreats for
which effective responses can be framed, using
context created by the definition of cyberspace
and determining the consideration of cyberspace as a separate strategic domain.
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•	A set of recommendations for the government
to consider in deciding whether to adopt the
proposed definition and then implement an
effective framework that can help frame cyberspace management in a security context.
GOALS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
First, roundtable participants wrestled with the lack
of an accepted definition of cyberspace. This lack stems, in
part, from how the perspectives of “technologists” (the people who focus on the hardware that operates the systems)
differs from those of “information scientists” (the people
who focus on both information and software). Cyberspace
decision-making and strategy transcend the technical
realm and incorporate multiple conditions, as do other
national and enterprise security issues, necessitating solutions that extend beyond a purely technical environment.
Therefore, roundtable discussions addressed multiple
dimensions of cyberspace, including individuals, organizations, and interrelated physical and cognitive components that involve information collection, processing,
dissemination, and action.
The roundtables next addressed the notion of cyberspace as a strategic domain. Traditionally, strategic domains have been divided into four categories: land, air,
sea, and space. The participants concluded that cyberspace
is best defined as a separate and independent fifth strategic domain that is structured and operates differently
from the other four traditional domains. However, participants also acknowledged that cyberspace encompasses
the other four strategic domains and, as such, can have a
direct causal and catalytic effect on activity that occurs
within them. In addressing the impact of cyberspace for a
government, decision-makers across all dimensions must
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understand both specific risks and threats within the
cyberspace domain and its relationship to the broader
strategic environment.
In taking this approach to devising a definition for
cyberspace, roundtable participants had to address the
lack of a definition for “strategic domain.” The researchers referred to a strategic domain as a sphere of activity, concern, or function.1 Strategists traditionally have
found that an activity, concern, or function could occur in four separate, independent domains (land, sea,
air, and space). Based on the assessment that cyberspace
provides a fifth domain in which an activity, concern,
or function can occur, roundtable participants defined
“cyberspace” as:
A man-made global strategic domain, dimension of
national power, and instrument of the dimension of
national power within the information environment,
consisting of the interdependent network of information
technology infrastructures and resident data—including
the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer
systems, and embedded processors and controllers—for
the production and use of information by individuals
and organizations.2

UNDERSTANDING CYBERSPACE AS
A STRATEGIC DOMAIN
Cyberspace, like the other four domains, can independently serve as the locus of activity, concern, or function,
and each could trigger activity, concern, or function in
the other domains. Figure 2-1 presents the five strategic
domains.
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NOTE: Cyberspace is a separate, independent domain that permeates the entire strategic environment and also encompasses the
other strategic domains.

Figure 2-1. Strategic Domains.3
In addition, cyberspace as a strategic domain has
three unique properties:
1. It has no physical boundary, which means cyberspace permeates the entire strategic environment;
2. It occupies the same space as the other four domains; and,
3. It can generate activity as a dimension and instrument of national power. This means that actions in
cyberspace can:
•O
 ccur solely in the cyberspace domain
•M
 ove to one or more of the other traditional
domains
• Simultaneously affect activity in one or more of
the other domains, either through human activity or automation.
Unlike the air, sea, land, or space strategic domains,
cyberspace is not geographically constrained. Much like
the space strategic domain, cyberspace is a global com33

mon good; no one country controls space, but instruments
of national power can exist within the domain. In addition,
unlike the other strategic domains, cyberspace simultaneously occupies the space of the other strategic domains.
As a result, activity within cyberspace can have a direct
causal and catalytic effect on activity in the other strategic
domains. It is an uber-strategic domain that can involve
the other four domains.
Cyberspace also brings together the cyber and physical spheres of activity. The threat vector and the response
in cyberspace could come from either the cyber or physical sphere. This has tremendous implications, which influence how government manages and makes decisions
involving cyberspace.
As mentioned earlier, the roundtables also found that
cyberspace shares the characteristics of both a dimension
and instrument of national power. As a dimension of national power, a nation can leverage cyberspace as it does
any other strategic dimension, using it to persuade, entice,
coerce, deter, or compel an entity to act in a certain fashion. As an instrument of national power, cyberspace includes key components, such as interdependent networks
of information technology infrastructures and resident
data, including the:
• Internet
• telecommunications networks
• computer systems, especially software,4 and
• embedded processors and controllers.5
This conceptualization of cyberinstruments is analogous to examples of the other dimensions of national
power displayed in Figure 2-2. This figure presents the
four dimensions of national power and provides examples of each.
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Figure 2-2. Dimensions and Instruments of
National Power.6
Because cyberspace is man-made and already in place,
government decision-makers must work within the existing cyberenvironment. This existing environment is of
concern because certain properties or characteristics of
cyberspace were deliberately designed without a specific
focus on security or risk management. These properties
include the network topography of cyberspace, which
inherently introduces risk into cyberactivities. This risk
reinforces the need for a commonly accepted framework
that defines cyberspace so that risks can be addressed
within a relevant context.
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THREATS AND POTENTIAL RESPONSES IN
CYBERSPACE’S DIFFERING SPHERES
Introduction.
The properties discussed in the previous section magnify the impact of cyberspace threats. Threats that begin
in cyberspace now can jeopardize any level of security
(personal, collective, or national), and can lead to a wide
range of possible response options. In contrast, traditional security threats and responses emanate from the same
sphere of interaction—for example, in the traditional
physical sphere of interaction, a response would most
likely have come from the same sphere from which the
initial threat emanated.
Figure 2-3 includes horizontal rows that represent the
sphere of interaction (cyber, physical, or merged cyberphysical), and vertical columns that show activity at
differing levels of physical or economic security (individual, national, and global). The roundtable discussions inspired the framework shown in Figure 2-3. The
framework is intended to describe threats in cyberspace,
based on the context set out by the group’s definition of
that term as discussed in the previous section.
The following discussion addresses each component of
the cyber-threat-and-response framework. The scenarios
reinforce the need to develop a strategic context for managing activities in cyberspace—in which specific, general, and collateral impacts and their scope, as well as
attribution, can vary widely and change rapidly, posing
challenges for legitimate actions by government. Using
the context delineated by the roundtables and described
earlier in the report, and the recommendations presented
in the next section, government can enhance its ability
to make effective decisions about how best to address a
wide range of cyberthreats.
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Figure 2-3. Threat Vectors.7
CYBERSPHERE OF INTERACTION
The initial threat vector involves cyberactivity in
the cybersphere.
Global Cybersphere (Top Left Square).
A threat to cybersecurity could take the form of a
risk to global cyberinfrastructure or a violation of globally accepted norms of content. Response to this threat
in the cybersphere would usually be constrained to
that sphere, which could consist of removing the links
to offending websites. Additional responses, such as issuing a warning to remove harmful content from servers
or shutting down services, could be implemented if the
initial response(s) was not successful in deterring or stop-
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ping the threat. This threat vector can also move to the
physical sphere of interaction through some action (e.g.,
an unwarranted release of names of people—be they innocent bystanders or people who hold sensitive and undisclosed positions, thereby jeopardizing personal, organizational, or national security, or the security of other
collective groups). In such scenarios, a response could
still occur within the cybersphere of interaction; one
example would be to degrade the perpetrator(s’) cyberinfrastructure.
Nation-State Cybersphere (Top Center Square).
Threats in this sphere of interaction emanate from
the cybersphere; the response also would occur primarily within the cybersphere, but these could be combined
with threats from the physical sphere. Strategy for this
vector does not involve information deterrence alone,
whether in cyberspace or with other forms of information. Timothy Thomas wrote, “Informatized warfare can
increase its deterrent power capable of achieving strategic
objectives when combined with nuclear deterrence capabilities.”8 Actions in this space may also leverage conventional deterrence, space deterrence, and information
deterrence as a “cocktail” for use in future conflicts.
Practitioners in the nation-state sphere of interaction
view cyberspace as an asymmetric entity, in which cyberconflict, economic actions, a domestic or international
public information campaign, or other measures, supplement large-scale military activities that may be unavailable or simply not usable. Most behavior in this sphere
is driven by the belief that information superiority is
becoming a key component of national power.
As a result, states and other participants can probe aggressively and enter global cybersphere networks to gain
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a competitive advantage in economics, business, military,
and political bargaining for strategic reasons; for example, by conducting strategic reconnaissance to “win victory before the first battle” by mapping the opponent’s
digital “terrain.”9 Strategic digital reconnaissance will
provide knowledge of the digital landscape to permit
more effective military activity. In this context, proactive
responses in cyberspace can be a preferred strategy for
winning a cyberconflict. Such actions seek to damage or
disrupt the critical nodes that comprise the material and
technical foundations of the opponent’s cybersystem.
Individual Cybersphere (Top Right Square).
The individual threat vector is completely in the cybersphere and involves a violation of individual cyberinfrastructures of globally accepted norms regarding content that is published in cyberspace. The response would
initially be confined to the cybersphere of interaction, but
could migrate to the physical sphere if the desired result
is not achieved through cybersphere response(s).
PHYSICAL SPHERE OF INTERACTION
(“TRADITIONAL” SECURITY)
The physical sphere of interaction—the traditional focus of security concerns—addresses the physical or economic well-being of the individual, formal organization,
or state. Traditional security threats come from within
the physical sphere, and the response was and often is delivered in that sphere as well; however, the cybersphere
can be used to augment a physical sphere response.
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Global Physical Sphere (Bottom Left Square).
International security often involves activities in the
global physical sphere. States collaborate to enforce an accepted global norm, which is typically also in their own
interests. Although primarily physical, instruments of
the cyberdimensions of national power increasingly are
being used in conjunction with physical military instruments and other dimensions of national power to provide
an even greater comparative advantage.
National Physical Sphere (Bottom Center Square).
This sphere represents the historical, realist notion of
national security: a state acting within the physical sphere
of interaction for its own self-interest, generally employing the military dimension of national power. Activity
within the cybersphere of interaction can greatly enhance
both the physical sphere’s initial instruments of military
power, as well as any subsequent activity.
Individual Physical Sphere (Bottom Right Square).
Often, people who live in dangerous areas and desire
physical safety and the basic necessities of life turn to anyone who can provide them. Although the cybersphere of
interaction could be involved, both the principal threat
and response generally reside in the physical sphere of
interaction. When authorities do not provide safety for
those in jeopardy, unofficial groups might emerge to provide a physical (or cyber) response.
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MERGED PHYSICAL-CYBERSPHERE
OF INTERACTION
In the global merged sphere, the threat to a specific
level of security—and a potential response—initially
could appear from either the physical- or cybersphere of
interaction. Any subsequent risks could arise from any
or all spheres. In this scenario, it becomes difficult to locate the sphere in which activity is most prominent. Of
course, there is always the potential for a physical threat
to the cyberinfrastructure. The physical-cyber merged
sphere seems to be the perfect example of the ability
of cyberspace to impact the four traditional strategic
domains, encompassing many aspects of physical- and
cyberspheres.
Global Physical-Cybersphere (Middle Left Square).
The risk in the global-merged physical-cybersphere of
interaction may initially be strategic, economic, or political (involving reconnaissance and intelligence gathering), and may lead to more direct action in the future.
Alternatively, information derived from reconnaissance
conducted by governments, embassies, research firms,
trade and commerce organizations, aerospace, military
installations, energy providers, or critical infrastructures
could include geopolitical data for use by nations, or it
could be traded underground and sold to the highest
bidder. A collective response would generally fall in the
cybersphere—but if the risk and loss of data were serious enough to jeopardize vital interests, then the response
could move to the physical sphere.
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National Physical-Cybersphere (Middle Center
Square).
This sphere of interaction represents an integrated
merging of the traditional dimensions of national power
(political, economic, military, etc.) with the cyberdimension. Countries now view the use of the cyberdimension
of national power as a supplement to other more traditional dimensions of power. They may use any and all
interchangeably to achieve their preferred outcome(s) as
a normal course of action, with the cyberdimension used
to attack command-and-control and weapons systems
directly and indirectly to disrupt various civilian functions. Cyberactivity can also be used independently to
damage objects in the physical sphere.
Individual Physical-Cybersphere (Middle Right
Square).
This sphere of interaction involves actions in cyberspace that jeopardize individual physical or economic
security and lead to cyber- and physical responses. The
initial response is generally through the cybersphere, but
can migrate to the physical if the desired outcome is not
forthcoming through cyberactivity. Vigilantism (or digilantism, the cyberequivalent of vigilantism) might occur
in the physical and cyberspheres of interaction if an appropriate, effective response from recognized authorities is
absent; this could also occur in the other two individual
levels of security (cyber and physical).
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Response management in cyberspace could prove
to be much more problematic than it was during the
Cold War because of the ontology of cyberspace and its
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complex threat and response vectors—especially when
definitive attribution of activity is difficult because the
perpetrator strives to go undetected. However, managing security in cyberspace is not a narrow technical challenge; it involves fundamental issues of politics and
strategy, nation-state relations, bargaining, and escalation
dynamics and control. An understanding of the technological domain and strategic environment is imperative
for developing effective responses to deliberate threats to
cyberinfrastructures.
Without a solid conceptual foundation, a cyberconflict would pose significant management challenges. Even
with more comprehensive scenario development and
contingency planning, there is a strong potential for miscalculations and misunderstandings, which provoke an
out-of-control escalatory spiral in the absence of a commonly understood definitional framework to help frame
strategic and tactical choices.
The roundtables did not attempt to resolve the debate over the internal ontology of cyberspace. Such an
attempt would have taken the group’s attention away
from the impact of a definition for cyberspace informing
strategic choices by the government. Rather, roundtable
participants tried to clarify the structures of the strategic environment within which cyberspace exists and
operates.
Understanding the role of cyberspace in the strategic environment is crucial to making optimal decisions about cyberactivity, especially during a crisis. The
roundtable discussions revealed that cyberspace is a more
complex strategic domain than the other four strategic
domains (air, land, sea, and space), and, therefore, demands more complex response calculations. Cyberspace
is a separate independent strategic domain, much like
the traditional four domains, while at the same time
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encompassing those four domains. This fact presages
significant difficulty for strategic planners and decisionmakers who seek to accurately identify the true locus of
the threat, attribution of the perpetrator, time available
to respond, and response options. The roundtable participants recommend that government decision-makers be
flexible and adaptable, and approach solutions with open
minds within an agreed-upon strategic framework.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation One: The Federal Government
Should Agree on a Definition of Cyberspace.
The roundtables believe that cybersecurity management would be more effective and efficient if the term
were more clearly defined. Such a definition could replace
the one now used by the Department of Defense (DoD)
in Joint Publication 1–02: DOD Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms.10 Based on roundtable discussions, the
following definition is recommended:
Cyberspace is a man-made global strategic domain, dimension of national power, and instrument of the dimension
of national power within the information environment,
consisting of the interdependent network of information
technology infrastructures and resident data—including
the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer
systems, and embedded processors and controllers—for
the production and use of information by individuals
and organizations.11

This definition incorporates all of the aspects of cyberspace (functions, components, and uses). Roundtable participants found the recommended definition to be both
comprehensive and practical.
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Considerations regarding the proposed definition of cyberspace in a security context.
Several aspects of the proposed definition of cyberspace merit consideration by government decisionmakers:
•	Cyberspace simultaneously influences three different functions: global strategic domains, dimensions of national power, and instruments of
national power. These three functions complicate cyberspace activity considerably because
cyberspace has a variety of impacts, depending
on the context in which it is used across these
three functions. Decision-makers need to consider specifically which of those functions involves cyberactivity and which function should
be used in responding to a threat if warranted.
•	Cyberspace is a system composed of hardware,
digital data, and human beings. It is a man-made
system, with inherent vulnerabilities stemming
from its design and construction, especially its
network structure—which continues to evolve
in a scale-free fashion with little overall organization or function.
— Decision-makers should identify and prioritize cyberspace vulnerabilities (especially to
critical infrastructures) according to the risks
posed by a targeted attack on the continued
well-being of U.S. national and economic security.
— Methods or strategies to reduce or eliminate
those prioritized structural vulnerabilities
can either be taken or become a research priority, to enhance the continued operations
that support national security.
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•	
Cyberspace exists to facilitate human activity and
is subject to human decision-making with all of
its foibles; people must be involved in cyberspace
operations, creating or initiating even automated
cyberactivity, which then operates without direct
human intervention. Human decision-making is
not formulaic; it is based on different individuals’ sometimes idiosyncratic assessments of costs
and benefits, beliefs about fundamental issues
of politics and strategy, skills in bargaining, and
escalation dynamics. Cyberspace-based responses
should be made by human decision-makers, not
predicated solely on an algorithmic response, given that these decision-makers created the circumstances that require a response.
Recommendation Two: Government Should Apply
the Definition of “Strategic Domain” to Managing
These Domains.
The relationship between cyber- and the four other
spheres, and the unique nature of cyberspace’s strategic
domain, involves both an independent space in which
cyberactivity takes place and the other four strategic domains. This makes national security decisions involving
cyberspace extremely complex. An increase in knowledge about the cyberdomain and its role and function
in the strategic environment will allow decision-makers
to identify different strategic options and should lead
to more sophisticated anticipation of threats, as well as
more nuanced and effective responses that account for the
costs and benefits of various choices.
Particular efforts should be devoted to identifying
the domain from which the cyberactivity originated.
Making decisions in the strategic context of cyberspace
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is as much about managing uncertainty across multiple
domains that cyberspace activity affects as it is about
achieving a specific goal. Successful strategic decisionmaking and management in cyberspace involves:
•	Clear identification of goals;
•	A profound (or deep) understanding of the relevant strategic environment;
•	A clear assessment of the comparative advantages offered by one proposed solution over
another, as they affect the entire environment;
and,
•	
A calculation of costs through an objective
appraisal of the effect of an action on national
resources.
Effective government cyber decision-making will provide management between the internal cyber-domainenvironment and the external domain environments, with
an understanding of the goals and values, resources and
capabilities, structure, and systems—and will identify the
range of options of cyberspace’s domains that it would be
helpful for decision-makers to understand.
Questions to Consider in Applying Cyberspace within a
Strategic Domain.
•	At what point does the degradation of cyberand other critical infrastructure systems become
so serious that it jeopardizes the nation’s ability
to act in response to threats?
•	In what instances should government ignore
problematic activity against cyberinfrastructure? The level of risk acceptance across critical infrastructure sectors should be identified
and prioritized to determine what constitutes a
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national security risk as opposed to a “nuisance”
(i.e., cyberactivity that is annoying or interferes
with the operation of the national cyberinfrastructure, but does not rise to the level of threatening its existence or operability). Identification
and prioritization of risks relevant to a critical
infrastructure could lead to the establishment of
a typology of activity based on risk acceptance,
which could assist decision-makers in deciding
how best to respond to the cyberactivity.
•	When is an escalation of cyberactivity in response to a threat or a preemptive action warranted?
•	What activity would prompt movement across
strategic domains? What could those linkages
be, and how might they shape a cyberconflict?
Should escalation into other domains be sequentially ordered? What are acceptable parameters for the following:
— Authority: Who acts, where, and when?
— Response: What actions to take? What are the
rules of engagement?
— Resources: What are the scope and scale of the
following actions:
• Which dimension(s) of national power to
use, and in what mix?
• Which elements of national power to use,
and in what mix?
• Which domain(s) to act within?
— Impact: What are the likely consequences of a
response?
— Crisis: When does cyberactivity become a crisis (e.g., given an unexpected occurrence, time
constraints, widely unacceptable degree of
risk, or high importance of a decision)? Crisis
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management and cyber-incident-response can
be challenging, especially when the perpetrator
of a hostile act seeks to go undetected. What
level of threat and other internal and external
forces (e.g., type, severity, internal dynamics,
range of outcomes) could impede adequate
management of a cybercrisis?
Recommendation Three: Educate Practitioners about
the Nature of Cyberspace, to Help Government Effectively Manage Across the Range of Cyber-Risks
and Response Options. Training Can Provide Important Context to Frame Actions in the Event of a
Cybersystem Degradation or Shutdown, especially a
Cyberevent that Jeopardizes the Nation’s Health and
Welfare.
Understanding the nature of potential impacts across
cyberspace and related domains will improve the capacity of government to anticipate and act in the face of
these threats. Anticipation, built through training, will
diminish the risk of miscalculations and misunderstandings that could provoke an escalating spiral of actions
harmful to security. Such training should include:
•	A series of scenarios that could be developed to
depict different cyberthreat/risk situations in all
the spheres of interaction, along with calculations threat-and-risk impact, so that decisionmakers and operators have the benefit of existing
knowledge and practice to hone their ability to
confront these risks. Such scenarios could address
answers to the questions above and be framed to
accommodate:
— Results
— Time
— Attribution error
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— Precedent-setting activities
— Type and extent of responses.
•	
More sophisticated scenarios that could be generated to depict two- or multi-factor risk/threat
situations to assess possible actions proposed to
introduce asymmetric risk (an investment involving uneven gains and losses). Such scenarios could
be made more realistic through simulations that
involve both nation-state decision-makers and
those who jeopardize nation-states, by generating activity in both the physical and cyberspheres of interaction.
•	Estimates of the probable effectiveness of responses to a given scenario that could be modeled, providing decision-makers with a tool to
understand the potential impacts of these types
of decisions.
•	Digitized training, which could be developed
to involve “gamifying” different situations using
video techniques to reflect cross-domain impacts.
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CHAPTER 3
EMERGING TRENDS IN CYBERSPACE:
DIMENSIONS AND DILEMMAS
Nazli Choucri
This chapter was originally funded by the Office of
Naval Research under Award Number N00014-091-0597. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this publication are
those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Office of Naval Research.

INTRODUCTION
Almost everyone everywhere recognizes that cyberspace is a fact of daily life. Created by human ingenuity with the Internet at its core, cyberspace has
become a fundamental feature of the 21st century.
Almost overnight, interactions in this virtual domain
have catapulted into the realm of high politics and are
at the forefront of nearly all key issues in international
relations. However, today, this domain has become
a source of vulnerability—posing potential threats to
national security and a disturbance of the familiar international order—and a major arena of unlimited opportunity for various forms of power and potential. The
rapidly shifting configurations of interactions in this
virtual domain—with expanding actors and actions
with diverse causes and consequences—continue to
create major disturbances in the traditional system, a
major legacy of the 20th century.
The vocabulary of world politics has already accommodated these new realities by signaling refer-
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ences to cyberconflict, cyberpower, cyberintrusion,
cybercooperation, and cybersecurity, to name only a
few. The early concepts were put forth in hyphenated
terms (such as cyber-security); now these are increasingly framed in one word (notably, cybersecurity). At
first glance, such differences might seem trivial, but
the shifts point to an explicit recognition of a new phenomenon, one that is no longer captured by the hyphenated concepts imported from the familiar politics
of 20th-century international relations.
The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the salience of cyberspace’s characteristic features, which
are so fundamentally different from those of the traditional realities we are already accustomed to. Emergent trends on the Internet reflect significant shifts of
actors and actions in the cybersphere and reveal the reconfigurations of interests and influence in the virtual
domain of world politics. We begin by signaling some
of the distinctive features of cyberspace and cyberpolitics, which create disconnects between traditional and
familiar conditions and the current realities.
CYBERSPACE AND CYBERPOLITICS
Of the many critical disconnects between the new
cyberarena and the traditional domain of international
relations, we focus on seven of the most problematic
for all actors in world politics—state and nonstate,
formal and informal. Individually, each feature is at
variance with our common understanding of social,
political, and economic realities. Jointly, they signal
a powerful disconnect between contemporary understandings of international relations.1 These pertain to:
a. Temporality, in the sense that chronological
time is replaced by near instantaneity in the realization of action and potential reaction.
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b. Physicality, meaning that activities undertaken
or decisions made are not constrained by geography,
spatial consideration, or sovereign boundaries.
c. Permeation, which refers to communication and
activities that penetrate state boundaries and sovereign jurisdictions. As we shall indicate, however, the
sovereign state is trying increasingly to control access,
with varying degrees of success.
d. Fluidity, which refers to the ease with which
shifts in patterns of interactions take place, with attendant configurations and reconfigurations and the
emergence of new actors and modalities of interaction.
e. Participation, in the sense that access to cybervenues has already shown how barriers to activism
and political expression can be reduced, and the wide
range of effects that could then occur.
f. Attribution, where the basic property of cyberspace in this connection refers to the obscurity of identity for actors as well as the difficulty of linking actors
to specific actions.
g. Accountability, which refers to the absence of
mechanisms of responsibility, due most largely to the
lack to attribution possibility.
Any one of these factors alone creates serious dilemmas for the conduct of international relations. Jointly,
they suggest that cyberpolitics in this domain cannot
be reduced to a mirror image of interactions in world
politics as conventionally understood—given the historical record and the tradition of empirical analysis,
on the one hand, and our conceptual and theoretical
tools, on the other.
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In this context, cyberpolitics, a recently coined
term, refers to the conjunction of two processes or realities—those pertaining to traditional human interactions (politics) surrounding the determination of who
gets what, when, and how, and those enabled by the
uses of a virtual space (cyber) as a new arena of interaction with its own modalities, realities, and contentions.2
OLD LEGACIES AND NEW REALITIES
The traditional systems of international relations,
such as those with bipolar, multipolar, or unipolar
structures—generally characterized by hierarchical
power relations—are being replaced by new structural configurations characterized by the diffusion of
power, decentralization, diverse asymmetries, and
different types of power relations. Together these new
features co-exist with, if not replace, the well-known
vertical structures of power and influence. Cyberspace
may be relevant to all these, but it did not create them.
Legacies of the 20th Century.
By definition, the legacies of the 20th century
shape the basic parameters of the 21st century. Some
of these legacies will prove to be transient; others are
definitional in setting the contours of 21st-century international relations power and politics. Most notable
among these is a large number of new states, formed
by the decolonization process coupled with the periodic reframing of sovereignties and territorial boundaries. Somewhat related, with a logic and dynamic of
its own, is the growth in the number of international
institutions and the expansion of scale and scope of
their activities.
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We also must recognize the explosion of profitseeking private sector activities and the consolidation
of global reach permitted and propelled by technological innovations, market conditions, and emergent opportunities. With persistent expansions, the corporate
structure of investment activities took on worldwide
risks and responsibilities to investors of various kinds.
The use of “private” may be somewhat misleading
in this context, as state-based or state-owned firms
should not be ignored. With the nationalization of
resource extraction enterprises, for example, the state
replaced the private (and usually foreign) investor in
ownership as well as in operations and management.
Slow at first, and then more rapid—eventually occuring at an accelerated pace—is the growth of voluntary, not-for-profit entities in international relations. Initially, they appeared largely for the purpose
of expanding religious faith. Gradually and almost
imperceptibly, they adopted a wide range of causes,
pursuing an ever-expanding set of activities and interests. Some of these non-profits were encouraged
by the state system; others by the profit-seeking sector. But all pursued a target-based agenda driven by
specific interests, even when these were defined in
broad terms. With the increasing politicization of science and technology worldwide, the scientific community supports a wide range of research activities
organized around particular knowledge interests.
Over time, it became clear that the post-World War II
major powers no longer held the monopoly of control
over the global political, social, or economic policy
agenda. By the 1980s, the international policy priorities, consumed by the conjunction of developmental
and environmental challenges, framed what was arguably the first, most comprehensive global approach
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to policy imperatives—at all levels of development
and all forms of political aggregation. The concept of
“sustainability” was framed to become as salient as
“security,” as conventionally understood in world
politics.
None of these developments were due to the construction of cyberspace.
Realities of the 21st century.
When we factor in the construction of cyberspace—especially the dramatic expansion of cyberaccess worldwide, the growth of “voicing,” global civil
society, and the new economic and political opportunities afforded by the Internet—cybervenues appear
to be more than enablers of power and influence.
They are critical drivers of the ongoing realignments,
the means by which all actors, at all levels of analysis,
pursue their goals and objectives. Furthermore, they
have assumed constitutive features of their own.
Constructed by human ingenuity, cyberspace is a
domain of interaction enabled by new forms of communication venues. Almost overnight, human beings—who now recognized the salience of the natural
environment and its life-supporting properties to be
fundamental to survival and well-being—were interacting in a new environment whose properties were
yet to be fully understood.
This particular reality of the 21st century did not
replace, reduce, or eliminate the effects of 20th-century
legacies. It created added complexities—augmenting,
rather than reducing, the impact of the features noted
above. The “new” reality altered key traditional dynamics of world politics and shaped many new features that were largely unprecedented but profoundly
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pervasive in scale and scope. To begin with, the 21st
century witnessed the effects of changes in the traditional power calculus. The old “polarity” framework
in international relations was replaced by a highly
distributed structure. This shift, a legacy of the 20th
century, must be viewed in conjunction with critical
elements of the new realities.
Among these are the powerful asymmetries in
power and capability in traditional (kinetic) and new
(cyber) terms. Stated differently, almost overnight,
many states—large and small—expanded their cyberbased capabilities in ways that were not contingent on
their position in the traditional power-based system.
Equally important, if not more so, is the clear dominance of the private sector in the management of the
cyberdomain. The fact is that the state system is a latecomer with respect to governance and the operation
of cyberspace. Thus, we have increasing complexity
in cybermanagement coupled with growing politicization. The management system put in place by the
United States early in the cyberera was being contested by states with alternative visions and interests,
such as China, Russia, and others.
For the state system as a whole—as well as for
individual countries—many features of cyberspace,
such as those noted above, created new vulnerabilities and new challenges for national security. Cybersecurity is now fundamental to the security of states,
firms, organizations, institutions, and individuals. The
challenge now is to provide this new imperative with
robust theoretical and empirical foundations, which
would at the very least enable the formation of robust
policy responses.
All of this is due to the construction of
cyberspace.
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The Net Results.
Almost by definition, new forms of conflicts have
emerged—for state and nonstate entities—supported
by new instruments, tools, and weapons. These new
conflicts are political and economic in nature, driven
by the pursuit of power and the pursuit of wealth—in
both legitimate and nonlegitimate venues. To be fair,
international law for cyberspace is at the early stages
of development; the rules for legal cyberconflict and
competition and the acceptable venues for cybercontention are at their earliest stages.
Concurrent with the growth of conflict in cyberspace—or uses of cybervenues for the conduct of traditional conflict—are diverse international efforts to
develop rules of cyberconduct; norms for cyberbehavior, laws, and regulations; and institutions for cybersecurity. Since the state is the only entity enfranchised
to speak or act in the international system on behalf of
its citizens—or people within its borders—it leads the
formal cyber-related discussions and represents both
private and public interests.
In the most general terms, we can identify two specific and overarching outcomes for the international
system of 20th-century legacies and 21st-century realities. The first is an increasingly “close coupling” between traditional- and cyberpolitics in international
relations, reflecting the growing interconnections
between two initially distinct and separate arenas of
interactions. By definition, “close coupling” does not
necessarily imply mirror-image dynamics. That in itself in an empirical question. The second is the evolution of “hybrid” policies, generally in response to
particular dilemmas rather than to reasoned policies
based on robust principles.
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Table 3-1 summarizes the differences in strategic
international context “then” and “now.”
THEN:

NOW:

20th-Century

21st-Century

Power-Politics

Cyberpolitics

Only the Major Powers

Anyone & Everyone

Bipolarity

Multiplicity & Diversity

Structural Power Balance

Structural Instability and
Volatility

Clear Deterrence Calculus

Complexity in Deterrence
Calculus

Recognized Symmetry

Uncertain Asymmetry

Known Actor Identity

Obscured Actor Identity

Shared Aversions

Varied Avoidance

State Dominance

Loss of State Dominance

Known Paths & Outcomes

Unknown Paths & Outcomes

Table 3-1. Strategic Context—Then and Now.
EMERGENT TRENDS IN CYBERSPACE
We now turn to cyberaccess and patterns of cyberparticipation. If we consider mobile signals as a notable indicator, then Figure 3-1 reminds us that by 2010,
only 10 percent of the world’s population did not have
access to a mobile cellular signal. For all practical purposes, almost the entire globe was covered. However,
this statistic in itself obscured many important features of cyberparticipation. See Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. Percentage of the World’s Population
Covered by a Mobile Cellular Signal, 2003
Compared to 2010.3
Distribution of Users.
We show in Figure 3-2 that in 2012, Asia hosted the
largest percentage of users worldwide. The regional
distribution for that year illustrates an interesting disparity anchored, not only by differences in population
size, but also in rapid growth in cyberaccess.
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Figure 3-2. Internet Users in the World,
Distribution by World Regions, 2011.4
Figure 3-3 presents a different view of cyberparticipation, one that focuses on the number of individual
users and thus draws attention to new features of international relations. We consider this indicative of
“people power,” in the sense that the individual is now
able to articulate preferences and voice interests. None
of this can guarantee results, but it must be recognized
as a notable feature of cyberdemography.
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Figure 3-3. Global Numbers of Individuals
Using the Internet, Total and
Per 100 Inhabitants, 2001-2011.5
Yet another perspective on the political demography of cyberspace is based on the 2010 Internet User
statistics worldwide. If we consider total Internet users,
note, for example, the differences between the United
States (227 million) and China (298 million): these figures represent 74 percent of the total U.S. population,
but only 22.4 percent of China’s population. Invariably, the character of cyberspace is influenced by shifts
in the composition of users. With this demographic
contour of cyberspace, new complexity follows.
New Complexity.
Nowhere is the influence of cyberdemography
more evident than in the languages used on the Internet. While English continues to dominate, Chinese is
a close second. The other notable languages shown
in Figure 3-4 trail behind significantly. These are all
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absolute figures, which reflect the accumulation of
language use over time. They provide little insight
of language
use over
time. They provide
insight
differencesacross
in rates of languages.
change across languages.
into
differences
in little
rates
ofinto
change
These differences shape much of what is observed at
These differences shape much of what is observed at aggregate levels.
aggregate levels.

Figure 4: Internet Users by Country, 2009
Source:Figure
July 29, 2009:
NSW. AUsers
News.com.au
of Internet
users 6by
3-4.Sydney,
Internet
by graphic
Country,
2009.
country as of 2009. Pic. Simon Wright. ©Newspix. http://www.internetpromotionaustralia.com.au/internetpromotionblog/?p=250\

Among the most significant features of the new
political demography of cyberspace—the user, the
language used, and the implications for the pursuit
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with a growth of 267.3% over this period. It goes without saying that cyber access was growing over
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time, the voice of non-western speakers clearly dominates. Such differentials are likely to enhance, rather
than dampen the politicization of cyberspace and the salience of “high politics.”

Russian

Figure
Top Tenin Languages
on– the
Internet,
Figure
5: Top 3-5.
Ten Languages
the Internet, 2010
in millions
of users.
2010, in Millions of Users.7

Source: Internet World Stats. Copyright © 2001-2011, Miniwatts Marketing
Group. www.internetworldstats.com/.

MALEVOLENCE AND THREATS TO
CYBERSECURITY

V. Malevolence We
and have
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so Security
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different
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and different
stakes.and
However,
these challenges are all driven by the basic primitives
13
of international politics; that is, the pursuit of power
and the pursuit of wealth.
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Cyberattacks.
Cyberattacks have become an integral part of the
entire cyberecology. The diffusion of damage-creating
tools and the deployment of malevolence technologies, coupled with the growth of markets for malware,
put cybersecurity at the forefront of national and international concerns in almost all parts of the world—
threatening sovereign states as well as private entities
and individual as well as organizational users.
Figure 3-6 shows the growth of cyberattacks, the
originating country-location, and the number of organizations affected by different tools of malevolence.
Clearly, from the country of origin, we cannot conclude that the government itself is responsible for the
attacks. The originating country refers to the physical
location of the attacker, but does not imply that government action was the source. In the most general
terms, this growth further reflects the “power of the
individual” unrestrained by sovereign jurisdiction of
conventional territorial boundaries.
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Figure 3-6. Cyberattacks: The Rise in Global
Cyberattacks.8
Denial of Service.
The foregoing notwithstanding, at the same time,
the state does not remain inert. We see the hand of
government in the denial of service. Denial of service
is a prerogative of the state, with formal authority, legitimacy, and regulatory capability. Figure 3-7 shows
denial of service requests to Google, indicating how
often governments request content removal, and how
often Google agrees to the requests. The figure also
indicates the reason stated for the request. To note
the obvious, the diversity of requests is remarkable,
as is the distribution of requests. Of course, there are
considerable differences in government systems and
national and social priorities, capabilities, and cyberaccess. To note only the three most obvious cases—Brazil, Germany, and South Korea—the size and reasons
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illustrate salient issues at the state levels. By contrast,
if we consider India and Libya, the drivers of requests
in the then-authoritarian state (Libya) are far greater
and more varied than in the democratic state (India).
Interestingly, India features prominently in another
dimension of cybermalevolence, namely, as a target of
espionage from China.

Figure 3-7. Denial of Service.9
Cyberespionage.
Given the fluidity of the emergent cyber-based
vocabulary, it is often difficult to distinguish between
“attack,” “penetration,” and “damage” as forms of
behavior just like it is difficult to differentiate among
instruments and tools or “malware” or other types. Of
course, motivations are usually attributed to, rather
than announced by, the actor or country-source.
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With these considerations in mind, Figure 3-8 shows
one representation of computers “compromised” with
China as the source. This representaation, put forth in
the MIT Technology Review, reflects the reach of computer penetration and compromise origination from
China. Unexpected in Figure 3-8 is the salience of India as a target country—compared to other targets that
are depicted. Either India’s cyberdefenses are weaker
than those of other state-locations, or India holds a
greater attraction for penetration by users from China.
None of the data in Figure 3-8 have the precision or
the empirical foundation of the 2012 Mandiant report,
but they do provide a sense of the attributed Chinese
penetration.10 The general view is that such penetration is largely in the form of industrial or corporate espionage. By international standards, such penetration
is a form of illegitimate “technology-leapfrogging,”
one that is manifested through venues not exactly
advocated for by development analysts.

Figure 3-8. Espionage in the Cloud.11
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EPILOGUE
The state-based international system, anchored in
the traditional Westphalian concept of sovereignty,
is increasingly influenced by the construction and expansion of cyberspace. Among the many effects, the
following are among the most notable: First are the
new challenges to national security, with new sources
of vulnerability (cyberthreats) and new dimensions
of national security (cybersecurity), coupled with
uncertainty, fear, and threat from unknown sources
(attribution problem). Second is the empowerment
of new actors, some with clear identities and others without—but all with opportunities for growth.
Among these are national actors created to exercise
access control or denial, nonstate commercial entities
with new products and processes, entities operating
as proxies for state actors, and novel criminal groups,
often too anonymous to identify, too varied to list, and
too difficult to locate—all shaping new and unregulated markets. Third is the wide range of novel types
of asymmetries that shift power relations and create
new opportunities to exploit the advantages afforded
by cyberanonymity. For example, such opportunities allow for weaker actors to threaten stronger ones, or for
criminals to expand their activities, or for individuals
to challenge the power of the state system—to note
some of the most obvious possibilities.
Developments such as these are all breeding
grounds for malevolence in its various forms, which
create unprecedented threats to the stability and security of the state system, business enterprises, and
activities of not-for-profit nonstate actors. The militarization of cyberspace, potentials for cyberwarfare,
threats to critical infrastructures, and so forth are
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among the explicit and evident threats. Equally, and
perhaps more damaging, is the multiplication of computer-penetration activities that appear to be in the
realm of industrial and technological cyberespionage.
Given the mounting evidence of such malevolence,
the international community is beginning to recognize
the salience and significance of this threat trajectory.
While not the focus of this particular chapter, the
issues addressed in this monograph all point to an
increasingly critical global dilemma surrounding the
governance of cyberspace. At its core, the dilemma
is framed by two countervailing trends—on the one
hand is the growth of an increasingly strident demand
for governance mechanisms regulating conduct in cyberspace; on the other is the consolidation of international cleavages over the policy principles upon which
to construct the supply of mechanisms for cybergovernance. This dilemma, noted here in the idiom of the
marketplace, is fundamentally one of power politics—
a worldwide struggle over new opportunities for the
pursuit of power and wealth as well as gains in strategic and market contexts—made possible by the fluidity of the cybersphere.
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CHAPTER 4
TECHNOLOGIES THAT WILL CHANGE
YOUR WORLD
Rick Hutley
INTRODUCTION
Regardless of which industry you work in today,
what pastimes you have, or where you live, your
world is dominated by technology. There is almost
nothing we do today that does not depend upon technology somewhere along the line. Even rural farmers
who live off the land depend upon technology to deliver the water or package the seeds.
We have all seen a wide variety of technological innovations in our lifetimes, and all of them have played
their part in transforming our world. Some of their
impacts have been relatively subtle but nonetheless
pervasive, such as the humble battery; while others,
such as the telephone or the computer chip, have made
dramatic changes in our world. Human ingenuity and
innovation are truly remarkable. What is equally surprising is that they have been remarkably consistent.
Ray Kurzweil, one of the world’s leading futurists, has
shown that human innovation closely follows an exponential growth curve—approximately a 45-degree
upward sloping line on a logarithmic scale!1 Nothing
has slowed our rate of innovation—not the Great Depression or even two world wars—and over the past
100 years or so, most of that innovation has involved
technologies of various kinds.
While technological innovations have brought us
heretofore unimaginable capabilities and benefits,
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they have also exposed us to a whole new breed of
threats. At their core, these threats can be summarized in the realization that humankind no longer has
the ability to survive without technology. Our world
would be thrown into utter chaos if we were to lose
our technologies, and it is critically important that we
consider the implications of any threat to our technological foundations.
Technology has changed our lives beyond all
recognition, and it will change our lives again and
again—but not always for the better.
A WORLD WITH FEW LIMITS—THE ERA OF BIG
DATA (ACTUALLY, BIG EVERYTHING)
We live in an increasingly complex world driven
by an exponential explosion of technological innovation. Stop for a moment and consider that word “exponential.” We have all seen the graphs; you probably
use that word quite regularly, but have you ever considered what it truly means?
There is a famous legend from India regarding the
literal power of exponential growth. A local king who
was fond of chess would offer anyone who could beat
him any prize that person wished. One lucky winner simply asked for rice—to be added to the chess
board in the following manner: one grain on the first
square, twice as many (two grains) on the next, twice
again on the third square (four grains), and so on.
The king eagerly agreed, thinking it a small price to
pay. There are, however, 64 squares on a chessboard
and on the last the king would have needed to place
18,000,000,000,000,000,000 grains of rice. That equates
to around 210 billion tons of rice—enough to cover the
entire territory of India with a layer of rice one meter
thick!
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Exponential is a BIG concept.
We live in an era of truly exponential data growth.
Some of the numbers are staggering:
•	In 2009, mankind created more data than we
created in the previous 5,000 years combined!2
•	Global mobile data traffic grew 70 percent in
2012, and that growth is accelerating.3
•	We send over 2.4 million emails every second.4
These types of statistics abound. Consider communications bandwidth. In 1998, the cost of transporting
Internet data was around $1,200 per megabit. These
costs have steadily been reduced between 30 to 50 percent per year until today, when it costs around $0.50
cents per megabit.5 That is a 240,000-percent price
reduction. However, it is not just about cost. We can
now transmit high-quality live video to most parts of
the planet for viewing on everything from giant television screens to wristwatches.
Storage is another practically unlimited resource.
In 1956, IBM introduced the first computer hard drive
with a capacity of five megabytes. By 1980, IBM had
increased this capacity to over one gigabyte at a cost
of $140,000. Today, a thousand times that capacity (or
one terabyte) can be purchased for as little as $60, and,
through the magic of Internet storage—or cloud storage—unlimited amounts can be purchased for around
$0.06 per gigabyte.
Perhaps the most remarkable improvement over
time has been in raw computing power, which has
seen a similar exponential growth. In 1949, J. Presper
Eckert and John Mauchley developed the Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Computer. It weighed over
30 tons and could perform around 5,000 additions
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per second. The cost of this behemoth has been lost
to the sands of time—probably for good reason. By
1997, IBM built Deep Blue, the first computer to beat
a human at chess, and, in 2011, the corporation did it
again when IBM’s Watson computer soundly beat all
human competitors on the TV quiz show, Jeopardy.
Computer processing power steadfastly has followed Moore’s Law since 1965, when Gordon Moore
first projected that the number of transistors (on a
computer processor chip) would double every 2 years.
In order to cram more and more circuitry into a single
integrated circuit, the size of the individual components has shrunk and shrunk. Today a single chip can
have up to five-billion transistors.
While these statistics are impressive, does it really
matter? Put simply, yes, it does. These technologies
mean that we could store every piece of information
we could ever need, transmit it to anyone, anywhere
at any time, and then process it faster than we could
possibly imagine. These technological advances open
up a universe of opportunities. From a security perspective, this also means that anyone with around
$1,000 and an Internet connection can gain access to
information on any topic from how to boil an egg to
how to boil the ocean—and reach every person on the
surface of the earth, instantly. That is both an exciting
and scary development—and we have not even begun
to explore the possibilities.
Some have projected the demise of Moore’s law,
pointing out that we are reaching the limits of electronic circuits imposed by the physics of electrical
conduction. In other words, we are reaching the point
where we will not be able to develop faster processors,
or cram more storage into our devices. They are correct, but that has not prevented us from continuing our
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inexorable ability to innovate our way to even greater
heights. We are now in the process of developing an
array of new computing techniques that will take us
far beyond the physical limitations of traditional electronics, including photonic computers, DNA computing, and quantum computing.
Our capacity to innovate and create ever faster,
more powerful technologies fortells an amazing (yet
potentially alarming) future. Ray Kurzweil predicts
that by 2040, we will have developed computers with
the capacity to exceed the processing power of the human brain, and, by 2050, we will have developed a
machine with more processing power than the entire
human race!6
Whether it is the power of computer chips, the
speed of communications bandwidth, the amount of
storage at our disposal, or data, the fact is there are
almost no practical limits to our digital world.
THE CAPACITY OF THE INTERNET—AND THE
INTERNET OF EVERYTHING
Consider the Internet itself for a moment. One way
to think of the Internet is like a vast postal system, in
which everything connected to it; including you, me,
and our digital toys, all have a unique address. We
can send information to those addresses to impart information, request information, or cause a device to
take an action. In short, if we can give something an
Internet address, we can see it, track it, and control it.
In 2008, the Internet ran out of addresses. That
made things a little tricky. It would be a bit like telling
everyone that no one else can have a house because
we have run out of house numbers. Fortunately, the
technologists saw this coming, so they developed a
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new, bigger addressing system that had more numbers—a lot more numbers! The new Internet Protocol
version 6 (IPv6) has an astronomical address range—
to be precise:
340,282,366,920,938,463,463,374,607,431,768,211,456

In theory, that would allow every person on the planet
to have 4.25 E28 addresses each—or 6.7 E19 addresses
for every square centimeter of the earth’s surface.
Again, for all practical purposes, everything could
have an IP address.
In 1995 (the beginning of the Internet as we know
it today), there were approximately 16 million users.
Within 10 years that number had grown to one billion users, and, by the middle of 2012, we had reached
2.4 billion. That is still only 34 percent of the human
population, so we have a lot of growth to go yet.
However, the number of “things” that we are now
connecting to the Internet will far surpass the number
of people connected to the Internet. In 2008, we officially entered the Internet of Things era—the point at
which there were more things than people connected
to the Internet. Now, with the advent of the new IPv6
addressing range, we are entering the Internet of
Everything era.
THE GARDEN OF GOOD AND EVIL—SECURITY
IMPLICATIONS
By 2020, we estimate there will be over 50 billion
devices connected to the Internet. So what are all these
things? Some are what we might expect.
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•	
Computers: We all use computers every day,
but do you realize just how many computers
you rely on for almost every aspect of your life,
every day? For example, there are typically
seven networks and up to 100 computers in a
luxury car. These control everything from the
entertainment system and global positioning
system (GPS) to the anti-lock braking system.
Your wristwatch is quite possibly driven by a
computer chip, and so are your DVD player,
television, microwave oven, etc. Prior to 2010,
the word “computer” conjured up machines
that ranged from the room-sized “mainframe”
computers large corporations used—to desktop computers we had on our personal desks
in the office or at home. If you were truly “on
the edge,” you might even have had a laptop
computer so that you could travel from desk
to desk as well. In 2010, that all changed when
Apple introduced the first truly successful commercial tablet—launching the iPad. Now computers travel with you as easily as a newspaper.
•	
Smartphones: Today’s smartphones are more
powerful than yesterday’s desktop computers.
They can run a bewildering array of applications (apps) that are so cheap that anyone can
afford to have as many apps as he or she wants.
Computing is now truly affordable. Smartphones are powerful computers with small
screens. One of the most powerful capabilities
of today’s smartphones (and tablets) lies in
their accelerometers and gyros. These are simple solid-state chip devices that can communicate your exact location (via GPS), the direction
you are walking, the speed at which you are
walking, and even your gait. From information
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like this, it is possible to detect whether or not
you are walking normally, in a furtive manner,
have a limp, are in a hurry, or maybe that you
are feeling ill.
Add to that the modern phone’s ability to capture
voice, images, and video; store large amounts of information; and access an infinite amount of data online,
and you have a very powerful mobile device indeed.
One of my favorite apps is a business card scanner—
but I could just as easily use the phone to photocopy
documents or secretly record a meeting.
•	
Televisions: Make no mistake, modern televisions are computers. If smartphones are computers with small screens, then TVs are computers with really large screens. They can run
apps and communicate with the Internet just
like any other computer—and the next breed
of TVs will have cameras, too. They will watch
you and record and report on your behavior
every bit as much as you watch them.
•	
Door Entry Systems: When you swipe your
corporate passcard through the door lock you
are providing a lot of useful information: who
you are, the date and time you pass through
the door, your access rights (or authority), etc.
By recording this information, it is possible
to build up a history of your entries and exits
to and from specific buildings or rooms, how
long you spend in given areas, and your typical work patterns. However, many of today’s
door locks now use Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) or Near Field Communications
technologies to detect the badge. These badges
can also be detected by other wireless detection
systems and can do more than just track your
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ingress/egress via doors. They can also detect
your movement around the building, the time
you spend between point A and B, the time
you spend in any given location (e.g., a specific
desk or in front of a photocopier), or the time
you remain motionless.
•	
ATMs: The ATMs we are all familiar with at
our banks are just one example of card readers and automated interface devices. Square
even makes a card reader that plugs into the
headphone socket of your smartphone so that
you can conduct credit card transactions on the
move (www.squareup.com). These machines are,
of course, connected to the Internet and communicate a broad range of information regarding who you are, the transaction you just performed, where in the world you are, and when
you used your cards.
•	
Cameras: Once the domain of professional and
high-end amateurs, camera technology today
is incredibly cheap. Modern plastic lenses and
single-chip camera-sensing technologies now
enable good-quality cameras to be embedded into everything from phones to ballpoint
pens. Cameras are everywhere. For example,
there are an estimated 4.2 million surveillance
cameras in the United Kingdom (UK)—one for
every 11 people in the country—most of them
privately owned and operated.7 The growing
number of cell phone and computer cameras in
our everyday lives dwarfs this number. What
many do not realize is that, unless security restrictions are put in place, these cameras can be
accessed and controlled without your knowledge. For example, it is possible to access a
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laptop computer remotely and turn on its camera—without turning on the little green light to
let the user know it is recording!
There are, of course, many other traditional uses of
technologies that could be mentioned. Almost everything today has some form of internal computer chip,
from our washing machines to the remote controls for
our TVs, and all of them either connect, or have the
potential to connect, to the Internet. Once connected,
you have almost no idea what the devices are saying
about you. Rather than expound further on the “normal” technologies we all know and recognize, it is
more useful to identify some of the less likely ways
we are using technology to enrich the world around
us today.
•	
Pets / Animals: Pets and animals are valuable.
Whether for emotional reasons, such as that
we love our pets, or commercial reasons, such
as the animals that constitute a farmer’s livelihood, pets and animals are important to us.
When things are important, we tend to want
to track them. As a consequence, a growing
number of people have tracking devices embedded under the skin of their pets so that they
can locate them and track their movements.
Farmers have cattle, sheep, and pigs barcoded
or RFID-tagged and can track every aspect of
their livestock from the date and location of
their birth, the food they eat, the trucks they
are transported on, and the name of the shelf
stacker who placed the final product on display
in the supermarket.
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•	
Trees: There is a talking tree in Europe that has
more Twitter followers than most of us reading
this chapter.8 Why? Because information is a
valuable and useful resource. Everyone—from
environmental scientists to city planners, botanists to hobbyists—finds the information that
this tree can provide useful in a variety of ways.
For example, the tree can tell you the temperature, wind speed, vibration from nearby traffic,
CO2 levels, the number of hours of sunshine,
and a whole lot more—and all for the paltry
salary of $0.
•	
Shoes: If trees can tell us about our surroundings, shoes can tell us about our activities. Nike
was one of the first companies to link your
shoes to the Internet, informing you (and anyone else you choose—and maybe do not choose)
about your every move—literally. You (and the
world) can track your level of activity, how vigorously you exercised, or how frequently you
jog or run.
Today you are also actively encouraged to share
your information via social media. Often this comes
in the guise of a competition of some form: challenge
yourself, compare yourself to your friends, etc. By doing so, of course, you allow even more information to
be gathered about you, such as who you ran with, how
often you meet up with people, or where you went for
coffee afterward (just because you stopped running
does not mean your shoes turned off!).
•	
Cardboard Boxes: Think about the number of
items you own or use every day that came in a
cardboard box. The chair you are sitting on, the
cereal that you ate this morning for breakfast,
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even the bill for the electricity you consume
reading this document came in a cardboard box
(OK, a very flimsy piece of cardboard disguised
as an envelope, but you get the idea). We have
barcoded packaging material for years, and for
more expensive items we have also been embedding RFID chips; but we are now starting
to use much cheaper, smaller tracking devices
that need less power. It would now be possible
to track every single box, package, or even a
single document not only in terms of their location, but also the range of temperatures they
have undergone, the degree of vibration they
have experienced, and when/where they experienced those extremes.
•	
Clothing: Sensors are now starting to be embedded into the very clothing you wear. We
have, of course, applied tags to clothing in
stores to prevent theft for many years, but what
if those tags were deliberately woven into the
fabric of the material so that the seller could
continue to provide added services once you
had left the store? Wearable computing is not
science fiction—it is here now and ranges from
smart wristwatches to clothes that can monitor
your health. Like the shoes above, this information can be streamed on a constant basis over
the Internet unless we take specific steps to
prevent it.
These are just a few of the myriad things we are
connecting to the Internet. Even so, over 99 percent
of the things in our world remain unconnected at this
time.9 We are entering an era of unprecedented innovation and change that will dwarf even the impacts
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we saw with the introduction of the Internet itself. The
question is, what do you do with power like that? Or
perhaps more importantly, what could someone else
do with that power?
ADVANCE TECHNOLOGIES
Let me start this section by stating up front that I
am not suggesting that the examples I cite below are
real—or will ever become real—but they could. My
point is, technologies exist or are being developed
that would allow the following to occur, and history
has shown that more often than not, what is possible
is usually done by someone—eventually.
As explained earlier, the addressing scheme of the
Internet is truly mind boggling. It opens up the possibility of attaching a unique address—a unique ID—to
almost everything we could possibly have an interest
in. Once we can address something, we have the ability to monitor it, track it, and control it. Furthermore,
some of the new technologies now entering the marketplace will add significantly to the list of things we
can connect and control via the Internet. Let us look at
a few of these.
3D Printing.
When I was growing up, there was a popular TV
cartoon series called “The Jetsons.” This futuristic
space-age family had some amazing tools at its disposal, one of which was a wonderful kitchen appliance
that could create almost anything the Jetsons wanted:
food, drink, whole meals—even the cups and plates
the meals were served on. That has now become a reality. 3D printers are here today, and for a mere $1,200
you could have one at home.
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3D printers enable the creation of a wide range of
objects locally, literally printed in three dimensions in
front of your eyes. Think of a traditional 2D printer
that prints one layer of the object you are creating.
Then it prints another layer, and then another, until
eventually you can stack each of these layers one on
top of the other to create a three-dimensional object.
That is what 3D printers do. They can print in a wide
range of materials, including plastics, nylon, metals,
etc. What is more, the printing be done in millions
of colors and high definition to create high-quality,
photorealistic objects.
Not only do these printed objects look highly realistic; they work too! In fact, 3D printers can create objects that we cannot easily produce using traditional
manufacturing techniques. Think of a bicycle chain.
Traditionally we manufacture each link and then
connect them together using pins to create a circular
chain. With a 3D printing method, the entire chain is
printed as one complete object in which each link is
separate from the others and free to move, just as it
is in a traditionally manufactured chain, but there are
no joints. The parts are not produced individually and
then assembled into a chain; instead, all of the parts
are printed together into a single working object. With
traditional manufacturing techniques, the weakest
links (no pun intended) tend to occur at the seams,
or where we join different components together. With
3D printing, there are no seams or joins.
Perhaps the most amazing 3D printing materials of all are human cells. We now have the ability to
print up to 22 different human organs, from the skin
to beating heart cells.10 Furthermore, this is now leaving academia and the experimental stage and entering
mainstream use. In June 2011, the first-ever human
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procedure was conducted when a 3D-printed titanium jaw was implanted into a woman’s face.11
This technology will fundamentally change many
industries. For example, why go to the store to pick
up a replacement part for your dishwasher when you
could simply download the blueprint and print it
yourself at home? The home repair industry will be
forever changed. Imagine a world in which you could
download the recipe for that Asian cuisine you have
been wanting to try and have the 3D food printer produce it for you—perfectly, every time. Better still, why
not ask one of the world’s leading chefs to takeover
the production of the entire meal:
•	Ordering the ingredients at the right time so
they arrive as fresh as possible.
• Printing personalized place cards and menus.
•	Controlling the 3D printing of the before-meal
cocktails to the after-dinner mints.
•	
3D printing custom napkin rings and wine
glass name tags.
•	
Even controlling the music selection and
lighting.
The potential is endless.
The above scenario is, of course, an appetizing image of haute cuisine on demand (OK—pun intended
this time), but there can be more sinister and disturbing uses of this technology, too. 3D printing could just
as easily be used to print weapons of all kinds—from
working guns to bacteriological devices. While we
could monitor the Internet for those downloading
blueprints for an automatic handgun or ordering radioactive isotopes, we would be hard pressed to detect
some of the no-less-concerning activities. For example,
it would be difficult to tell from the readily available
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data whether a person ordering raw materials to print
metal objects was intending to make guns or garbage
cans. As for the blueprints themselves, with modern
graphics software, it would be trivial for a skilled individual to compose an appropriate blueprint from
innocent parts or simply from scratch. What is more,
even if we could detect some of these things, it may
be too late by the time we detect them: 3D printing
enables real-time production. In short, someone could
download the blueprint and then produce the guns in
the space of hours or minutes.
Designer Pharmaceuticals.
One further example comes from Proteus Digital
Health, which has developed pills that have an embedded IP chip inside them (www.proteus.com). These
chips are activated by the stomach’s acid when ingested by the patient and send a short communication
signal to a band-aid on the patient’s arm. This, in turn,
communicates with the local wireless network to inform the doctor, relatives, or other caregivers that the
medications have been taken. In this way, computer
chips have been embedded into the pill to augment its
capabilities. We go to elaborate lengths to scan people
as they pass through airports and security gates—but
do you know if the pill you have just taken for a headache is only dulling your pain or perhaps going to
cause you a great deal of pain in the future?
Miniaturization.
Not so much “a technology” but “a technological
trend,” miniaturization is occurring across the entire
technology landscape. Think back to the first mobile
phones—or bricks, as we all called them. They were an
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amazing technological advance that, for the first time,
untethered us from our desks and forever changed the
nature of our business and personal lives. Think of the
first “portable computers.” The first one I used was
from Compaq and was appropriately called a “Transportable” computer, as it was the size of a small suitcase and weighed more than I could carry beyond a
few steps from the car to the desktop.
By comparison, we all walk around now with more
computing power in our wrist watches than we had in
many desktop computers not so many years ago. My
wrist watch today (I have a Nike Fuel) not only tells
me the time, but also monitors my walking habits, reports on my progress, calculates the calories I burn,
and logs it all to the Internet for me. The power of the
devices we carry has increased exponentially, and
their size, weight, power consumption, and cost have
all plummeted. So where are we at today, size-wise?
Smart dust is an excellent example of miniaturization at its best. Smart dust devices are micro-electromechanical systems—miniature millimeter-size devices such as sensors that can detect a broad range of
inputs, including light, magnetism, temperature, pressure, etc. They have only rudimentary “intelligence,”
but have the ability to communicate with each other
and with their main wireless controllers. Think of
them as a network of sensors distributed across a wide
area—maybe woven into the carpet you are standing
on, or embedded in the wallpaper or paint in your
office. Each one could be reporting a simple piece of
information that in and of itself is quite innocent, but
collectively provides a great deal of information about
the world around them. Imagine, for example, that
your office is impregnated with just one simple type
of smart dust—one that can record pressure. From
that information I could deduce:
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• Where you are standing;
• Which way you are facing;
•	How much you weighed when you entered the
office and how much you weighed when you
walked out (Did you leave something or pick
something up?);
•	How long you stood facing the wall with a given diagram on it;
•	If you walked with certainty or in a furtive
manner;
•	What was your reaction when a given person
entered the room;
• How fast you moved; and,
• Whether you were wearing new shoes, etc.
Information is a very powerful thing.
To get a sense of just how small and finely tuned
our sensing capabilities are, scientists at Penn State
University have developed flexo-electronic sensors
that can detect the presence of a single atom. Measuring whether or not you picked up a piece of paper and
walked out of the office will be trivial by comparison.
As further proof of how small and almost invisible
we can make things—and harping back to 3D printing—the Vienna University of Technology recently
used a technology called two-photon lithography to
produce a 3D-printed racing car that can be seen only
by using an electron-scan microscope.12 A 3D racing
car carries a great deal of information, and detecting
its existence would be virtually impossible if you did
not know where to look (unless you happen to have
an electron-scan microscope handy).
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However, let us get smaller still. DNA sequencing
is one of the truly amazing accomplishments of the
past few years. From the discovery of the DNA double
helix in 1953, we have progressed to the point that we
can not only sequence the entire human genome of 3.2
billion base pairs, but we also can now engineer a DNA
sequence to our specific requirements. The 3.2 billion
pairs of four components (computers use only two
states—zero and one) enable us to encode an incredible amount of information into a single DNA strand.
DNA can easily be replicated by the trillions, even by
amateurs in their home kitchens, image-encoding secret information into a DNA strand and injecting that
into an animal, say a homing pigeon or even a human.
We are not finished yet. As Richard Feynman once
said, “There is a lot of room at the bottom.”13 Miniaturization is set to continue in almost every field for a
long time to come.
Augmented Reality.
This technology is real today. In fact, you probably
have an augmented reality app on your smartphone
right now, but it is going to get a whole lot more interesting over the next few years. Augmented reality
simply refers to the ability to add additional information (append) to the world around us (reality). The
simplest example can be seen in a smartphone app
such as “Around Me.” This app allows you to see reality through the phone’s camera (you simply see what
the camera is seeing), but with additional information
overlaid on top of that image—for example, to show
the name, address, phone number of, and distance to
the nearest coffee shop. As you rotate yourself and
your smartphone camera around, you see the various
coffee shop data pop up on the phone’s camera image.
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As another well-known example, fighter pilots
have had Head Up Displays (HUDs) for many years;
flight information is projected onto the helmet visor of
the pilots so that they can see key information while
continuing to look through the visor at the sky around
them. The Armed Forces, of course, have been experimenting with augmented reality solutions for many
years. Modern soldiers receive key information that
can be superimposed on their night vision goggles, or
“over the hill” information pertaining to enemy positions and armory placements. Augmented reality is
increasingly showing up in nonmilitary areas as well.
Modern cars are now appearing with HUDs showing key driving information, such as speed, superimposed on the windscreen of the car so that drivers do
not have to take their eyes off the road.
This is a powerful concept. We can add additional
information—any information—to enhance the world
around us. Consider therefore the range of information at our disposal in today’s electronic world, and
imagine how it could be used to augment our lives.
Satellites constantly scan every square inch of the
planet on a nonstop basis—there is nowhere you can
hide today. Wikipedia holds over 26 million articles
on every conceivable topic, in 286 languages by over
100,000 active contributors.14 Google’s mission is to
“store the world’s information.”15 There is almost limitless information at our disposal, much of it available
for free, and all of it could be used to augment the
world around us.
Google Glass16 is one of the exciting new technologies about to be made available to the world. Through
this small pair of spectacles, somewhat reminiscent of
Geordi La Forge’s visor from Star Trek, Google will
be able to project information so that the wearer, and
only the wearer, of the glasses can see it. Imagine your
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next customer meeting where key product information or customer order history data are projected into
your vision only.
While we are on the topic of Star Trek, and linking
back to sensors for a moment, in January 2012, Qualcomm announced a $10-million X-Prize Tricorder
project.17 Imagine a few years’ time when your doctors have the ability to project all of your vital signs,
such as blood pressure, temperature, etc., onto their
glasses. Alongside your information could be information about specific drugs or treatments, along with
the collective guidance from the world’s specialists on
your specific condition.
Of course, those are the good examples. We could
equally envision terrorists using the same technologies to share up-to-the-minute information pertaining to security guard positions. This key information
might be used to compromise the person you are
speaking with—or maybe to convince that person you
are someone he or she should trust, or even identify
which of the security guards is feeling sleepy or emotional and is most susceptible to distraction.
High Fidelity.
On top of this ability to share unlimited information in real time and in a secure and/or secret manner,
you also have to consider the fidelity of that information. Graphic displays and image-processing software
today can produce results that are indistinguishable
from reality in all but the most rigorous laboratory
testing. Using a battery of sophisticated sensor techniques from light sensors and infrared sensors to ultrasonics and x-rays, we can reproduce materials with
amazing accuracy. An individual’s voice can be captured, analyzed, and sequenced such that we can cre95

ate audio files that are perfect in every detail. In short,
we can make “you” say anything we want.
We even have technologies today that can model
human behavior and mannerisms. For example, Cisco
Systems has software that can monitor the conversations between a call center operator and a customer
and indicate whether the customer is angry, frustrated, or elated. We can produce computer avatars that
display human emotion in terms of their body language, facial expressions, and voice intonation.
Of course, 3D is commonplace today, and with
the new 4K (and soon-to-be-released 8K) ultra-highdefinition TVs and display with super-vivid Organic
Light Emitting Diode, our ability to project highly detailed, highly realistic images is incredible. Next time
you see one of these devices, look closely into the picture, and you may just see some information hidden
deep within. For a sense of how imaging technology
today can store a lot of information, take a look at the
Gigapan high-resolution panoramic images (www.
gigaspan.com). For less than $1,000, you could create
an image that allows you to read the headlines of
someone reading a newspaper on the steps of the U.S.
Capitol Building from the Lincoln Memorial.
In short, it is getting harder and harder to tell what
is real and what is computer-generated.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
It is clear from the preceding examples that technological advances offer us some amazing opportunities,
but also present us with some significant challenges.
The most important thing to remember is: you cannot
stop. This point is so critical, I want to repeat it. You
cannot afford to stop using these technologies or try to
avoid them. Your adversaries will most definitely em96

ploy every technology they can obtain and use them
in the most imaginative ways possible. Whether you
represent an individual company or an entire country, you cannot afford to allow your competitors or
enemies to outmaneuver you by using technologies
you choose to avoid. We must not be frightened into
inaction.
Security and privacy, of course, are very serious
issues, and they must be treated as such. Good security needs to be architected into your world—it is not
a bolt-on afterthought. This includes everything from
the hardware and software you use to the processes
and procedures your employees follow. Choosing your
technology solutions is a critical step in your overall
security strategy. Low-cost solutions may prove to be
very expensive in the long run when critical information is leaked due to inadequate security capabilities
of your information and communications technology
infrastructure. Furthermore, it is not simply the security capabilities of any one piece of technology that
counts, but rather the overall security architecture of
your technology infrastructure. As the saying goes,
you are only as strong as your weakest link.
Most corporations today are consolidating their
technology infrastructure down to a few key strategic partners who have the breadth and experience to
help them build a cohesive, holistic architecture that
addresses security as a foundational design element.
From a security standpoint, it is no longer safe to build
a patchwork quilt of low-cost technologies that cannot be linked together to form a tight, secure platform
for your critical business functions. Technology is no
longer a small back-office capability reserved for a few
specialists in finance—your technology infrastructure
is the very foundation of every aspect of your company, and it has to be secure.
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Chief among your technology concerns should be
the corporate network. It carries all of your information—voice, data, video, sales, customer information,
and security codes—every single piece of information
your company runs across your network. A secure
network can not only protect your company from security breaches while transporting information across
the network, but can also provide critical security controls to all of the devices connected to the network. For
example, you might use your network to detect aberrant behavior or malicious messages at the edge of
your network and prevent such activities from entering your company. Building a secure network should,
therefore, be one of your highest priorities.
Choose your technology partners well. Work with
them to develop a robust, holistic technology platform
that is founded upon a highly secure network with security designed in from the outset as an architectural
capability. This is an imperative for both governments
and corporations.
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CHAPTER 5
BIG DATA CHALLENGES, FAILED CITIES,
AND THE RISE OF THE NEW ‘NET
Jeff Boleng
Colin P. Clarke
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 40 percent of the global population
currently uses the Internet, with that figure only expected to grow.1 Indeed, by the end of 2015, both China and the Philippines will have outpaced the United
States in Internet and social media usage on a percentage basis.2 More than 1.35 billion people use Facebook,
roughly equivalent to China’s entire population and a
significant portion of the world’s.3 Not only has the
number of people using the Internet increased, but
also the sheer number of devices that people use to
access the Internet is also increasing. Now, more than
ever before, these devices are becoming part of an “Internet of Things,” which is, in turn, increasingly connected to cyberspace.
As the world moves into an era of big data, numerous opportunities present themselves to analyze
emerging challenges in the international security environment. One of these challenges is dealing with the
proliferation of urban slums. The world population
topped 7 billion in October 2011 (7.125 billion as of
2015) and is predicted to be around 8.3 billion in 2030,4
with well over half the population living in Asia and
Africa5 and over 50 percent living in urban areas.6
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In 2012, the GSM Association reported that over 6.8
billion Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards have
been issued, with 5.9 billion actively assigned to human users.7 Many of these mobile subscribers live on
an average of $2 per day, spend up to 2 months’ salary
on a mobile phone, and pay up to 10 percent of their
income for basic connectivity.8 To put this in perspective, imagine an American consumer spending $600
per month for a mobile phone plan and up to $8,000
to purchase a mobile device (based on a reported
median annual income of $50,000).9 Furthermore, 70
percent of all phone shipments worldwide are feature
phones,10 and the most popular phone in the world is
the Nokia 1100 series feature phone.11 Finally, mobile
phone penetration rates in countries with three of the
most prominent underdeveloped city neighborhoods
(from here on referred to as slums)—Kiberia Nairobi,
Kenya; Mumbai, India; and Jakarta, Indonesia—are 74
percent, 76 percent, and 92 percent, respectively.12 In
fact, nearly 62 percent of the population of Mumbai
reportedly lives in slums.13 Clearly, even people who
live in relative poverty value the connectivity and services mobile devices provide.
In an example of what the National Intelligence
Council (NIC) labels a “tectonic shift,” by 2030, the
world’s urban population will stand at approximately
4.9 billion of a projected total global population of 8.3
billion—roughly 60 percent. Much of this growth is
expected to occur in China, India, Bangladesh, Brazil,
the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Pakistan,
and other cauldrons of ethnic and religious strife.14
Indeed, according to Strategy Analytics, by the
end of 2012, there were over 6 billion mobile phone
subscriptions. This means that today, not to mention
the future, we are living in a hyperconnected world.
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Everyone is constantly communicating, but not always in a way that we can understand or that makes
sense. For all the good that this increased connectivity has wrought, it also portends growth in a more
nefarious side—the dark underbelly of society that
leverages the convenience and anonymity of mobile
phones for sordid purposes such as human trafficking, drug smuggling, and the financing of terrorism.15
Mobile phones have vastly increased connectedness
on multiple levels, between coastal cities and their
hinterlands, between cities, and between domestic
populations and global networks like refugee and
diaspora populations living abroad.16
In essence, just as certain technologies enhance the
exchange of information that can promote health and
well-being, good governance, and foster collaboration,
so too can they facilitate a range of criminal activity.
Meanwhile, though, if the method of communication
being used by these criminals is properly understood,
it can be tracked, translated, analyzed, and eventually used as a critical component of multi-intelligence
fusion.
Urban areas that are plagued by overcrowding
and high crime are the most likely candidates to prove
problematic for law enforcement authorities, since
these areas will also be hyperconnected, retain the
ability to spoof and maintain anonymity, and be potentially unhooked from the wider World Web. Since
mobile phones can be used for a range of illicit purposes, from communicating or organizing mass attacks
to detonating improvised explosive devices (IEDs),
the challenges of tracking these devices are manifold.
Consider the following statistic: between January and
August 2012, 14,733 mobile phones were reported stolen in the city of Karachi, Pakistan (and that is simply
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the number reported, so the actual number stolen is
likely much higher).17 Unregistered phones are hard
enough to track. The challenge is compounded when
these phones are stolen and end up in the hands of
unknown users.
This data leads to the following conditions/conclusions:
•	A majority of the population lives in urban areas, with significant numbers living in slums.
Both these conditions are expected to increase
in the future.18
•	A majority of people, even in the developing
world, have mobile phones, resulting in hyperconnectivity.
•	The majority of the mobile phones in the world
are feature phones, as opposed to smartphones.
This inevitably makes them harder to track and
attack.
•	Literacy rates lag cell phone penetration rates,
especially in slum environments.19
These conditions have created a new type of information environment. Information generated and consumed on these mobile devices is largely composed
of multilingual text jargon, voice, images, and video.
The pace of information creation and sharing in this
information environment is staggering and increasing. Current capabilities of large-scale data analytics
are heavily text-centric. As the world’s population
becomes more urban, as slums increase in size and
number, and as information flow and news reporting
continue to democratize, these urban environments
and slums become a natural center of gravity for a crisis, natural disaster, or conflict. Future operations—
whether humanitarian aid to civil authorities or mili-
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tary operations—increasingly will be centered in these
environments. The United States must begin to focus
on the challenges presented by this new information
environment in order to be able to gather intelligence
from, operate in, and exert influence through this
new ‘Net.
SOCIOECONOMIC CHALLENGES OF SLUMS
Writing in the late-1700s and early-1800s, British
scholar Thomas Malthus centered on the importance
of demography and the political effects of poverty and
resource deprivation. Today, the term “Malthusian” is
synonymous with the feral cities of the near future—
fetid, overcrowded, squalid, tribally governed, and
dangerous. This is the place where life in 2015 still is,
as once described by Thomas Hobbes, “short, brutish,
and nasty,” or, as the journalist Josh Eells remarked
when visiting Lagos, Nigeria, in May 2012, “a Dickensian conurbation of overcrowded slums and nonexistent services.”20
Failed and weak states are plagued by corruption,
which attenuates the rule of law and makes police and
border security officials more prone to bribery—increasing the porosity of borders and thus facilitating
the flow of illicit goods into and out of the territory.
Other challenges faced by failed cities are too numerous to list, but these include at least the following: insurgency, terrorism, energy insecurity, climate
change, resource deprivation, brain drain, transnational crime, corrupt patronage networks, religious
extremism and radicalization, piracy (both digital and
maritime), cyberwarfare, weapons of mass destruction, global economic slowdown, and the spread of
pandemics and disease.
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From Mumbai to Mogadishu and from Caracas to
Kinshasa, failed cities present a host of political, social, economic, and security challenges to any entity
attempting to intervene in these environments. Weak
cities contribute to weak, failing, failed, and collapsed
states; which, in turn, then become a haven for terrorists and insurgents, nuclear proliferators, and transnational criminal organizations that engage in money
laundering, kidnapping for ransom, counterfeiting,
and the smuggling and trafficking of humans, weapons, and narcotics.
Case Study: Karachi, Pakistan.
While much has been made of failed states, the
hand wringing curiously has not extended to a similar concern over the plight of failed cities. However,
without question, failed states are made up of failed
cities, towns, and villages. In the mega-slums of the
near future, the challenges are herculean. For evidence, one need not look any further than the city of
Karachi, Pakistan.
Karachi is a city of 23.5 million people with an
average growth rate of 4.9 percent a year, the highest of any of the top 28 most populous cities in the
world. Sometime in the early- to mid-1990s, the Pakistan Army was deployed to this sprawling megacity
in Pakistan’s Sindh Province to stabilize a city that
had morphed into a hub of terrorist and gang activity.
The arrival of Pakistan’s Army transformed the city
into an urban battlefield during Operation CLEANUP, fought in the streets and back alleys of Karachi.
Unable to quell the violence, Pakistan’s Army was
replaced by an elite paramilitary ranger unit, which
fought door to door against a panoply of criminals,
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terrorists, and violent political parties, some of which
used rocket launchers against the security forces.21
Karachi was soon paralyzed by violence as the city
quickly became ungovernable. Ordinary citizens took
law enforcement into their own hands as the violence
spread throughout the area.
Now imagine if a coalition comprised of Western
nations is forced to intervene in such an environment.
Never mind that Pakistan is a nuclear-armed nation,
though that fact alone is sobering enough. Even for
the most competent and capable of security forces, Karachi poses a nightmare of an operating environment.
This is a city of unauthorized settlements (known as
katchi abadis), rampant pollution, and daily blackouts
that last for hours on end.
Violence is a fact of life, with bombings, kidnappings, riots, and murders the rule, not the exception. In
2009 alone, 1,747 people were killed in Karachi.22 Following the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, Karachi was
a receiving station for al-Qaeda fighters and served as
a rear base for militants to organize and plan attacks
back across the border. Subsequently, it has emerged
as a hub for insurgents from Tehrik-i-Taliban, a militant outfit fighting the Pakistani state.23
Tehrik-i-Taliban is an example of a nonstate actor
that includes an array of adversaries, such as terrorists,
insurgents, militias, warlords, transnational criminal
organizations, and violent drug trafficking organizations. Some scholars have labeled this phenomenon
BlackFor, or Black Force, defined as a “postmodern
form of societal cancer,” and as “a confederation of
illicit non-state actors linked together by means of a
network of criminalized and criminal (narco) cities.”24
Components of BlackFor are likely to be intertwined
inextricably with, and indeed aided by, symbiotic
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relationships with Mafia states. In these kinds of states,
government officials enrich themselves and their cronies, while utilizing the “money, muscle, political influence, and global connections” of crime syndicates
in order to pad their pockets and remain in a position
of power.25
Where governments suffer from capacity gaps,
legitimacy deficits, and functional holes, alternative
sources of governance will fill the void. One form of
alternative governance that often emerges in response
to central political collapse, in which a government either cannot or will not provide its citizens with basic
services, is the warlord. Warlords lead armed bands
of up to several thousand fighters, hold territory (this
could be as small as several city blocks), and act both
financially and politically in the international system
without interference from the state in which they are
based.26 These individuals flourish where cultural
identities are fragmented, political space is in flux, and
the absence of traditional governance mechanisms is
apparent.27
The urban slums likely to become operational environments of the next decade are extremely poor,
with high levels of unemployment and low levels of
literacy. These cities also suffer the effects of “youth
bulges” and “brain drain,” which exacerbate the levels of inequality between the “haves” (landowners,
retired military, and those with connections to the ruling elite and patronage system) and the “have-nots”
(everyone else). The result is a legion of marginalized,
frustrated, angry youth with the mobile connectivity
to organize for violence and to do so surreptitiously.
This same marginalized youth is likely to survive by
participation in the illicit economy, in which various
flavors of crime—from the smuggling and trafficking
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of arms, humans, drugs, organs, endangered species,
etc., provide the only means of income for an otherwise neglected subpopulation. In this world, a culture
of lawlessness means that life is cheap, and everything
is for sale. A decaying social fabric furthers the gap
between expectations and opportunities and makes
individuals prone to recruitment into terrorist groups
and criminal organizations. Those who can afford it
will outsource security to private firms. This will encourage a return to the dark ages of fiefdoms and accelerate the erosion of the Westphalian state, as the
pendulum swings back in the other direction—thus
encouraging a backlash against the concept of government as it currently exists.
Case Study: Mogadishu, Somalia.
Following a decade of insurgency from 1980
through 1991, Somalia began its rapid descent into
state collapse, as warlords besieged the country’s
capital, Mogadishu.28 Warfare between clans and
subclans and the proliferation of violent nonstate
actors—warlords, terrorists, militias, gangs, and pirates (to name but a few)—consumed the city and
transformed Mogadishu into one of the most lawless
zones of urban terrain in the world. Once the former
dictator, Siad Barre, finally had been driven from the
country, Somalia degenerated into “an orgy of uncontrolled violence,” characterized by ethnic cleansing.
The cities of Mogadishu, Baidoa, and Kismayu soon
became known throughout East Africa as “the triangle
of death.”29
In some of the most odious violence in the contemporary era, warlords massacred orphans, systematically raped women from rival clans, slaughtered clan
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elders, killed and mutilated pregnant women, indiscriminately bombed neighborhoods with mortars
and rocket-propelled grenades, and used women and
children as human shields.30 Young men roamed the
country wearing shirts that read in English, “I am the
Boss,” which came to reflect the stark reality that, in
essence, every Somali was his or her own boss, which
meant security for nobody and violence for all.31 The
Bakara Market in Mogadishu became known as one of
the world’s busiest bazaars for the exchange of arms,
weapons, and ammunition.
Somalia has been without a functional central
government since 1991, which is to date the longest
recorded tenure of state collapse in post-colonial history.32 The country has not held a civilian election in
44 years.33 For most of the 2000s, Somalia held the dubious distinction of being ranked number one on Foreign Policy and the Fund for Peace Failed States Index.
At the time of state collapse in 1991, about one-third of
Somalia’s population (estimated at between 8 and 10
million people) was internally displaced.34 Somalia’s
economy remains among the poorest in the world,
while its human development indicators also rank
among the lowest.35
Failed Cities Make Failed States.
In the early-1990s, Mogadishu became the scene
of violent looting and a humanitarian catastrophe,
compounded by a lack of food, electricity, and clean
water. Clan warfare, the control of resources, and
the absence of governance exacerbated the zero-sum
mindset of most Somali political actors.36
On December 9, 1992, the United States provided
a quick reaction force to a peace enforcement mis-
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sion dubbed Operation RESTORE HOPE, intended
to bring humanitarian relief to Somalia. In the summer of 1993, following continued attacks on United
Nations (UN) peacekeepers and a U.S. military police
convoy by Mohammed Aideed’s Somali National Alliance (SNA) militia, President Bill Clinton deployed
Task Force Ranger to Somalia.37
Upon entering Mogadishu, U.S. forces used fire
and maneuver, teams and squads leapfrogged one
another, and infantry dismounted, moving on foot to
provide the convoy with full cover.38 Combatants routinely disguised themselves as civilians, hiding their
weapons and then ducking behind cars and buildings
before re-emerging to fire bursts of automatic gunfire
from windows, doorways, and alleys. Somali militiamen constructed roadblocks, burned tires to alert
others, and set up a defense covering 18 separate sectors across the city, connected through a primitive
radio network. Within sectors, the communication
method was even simpler. Gunmen with megaphones
implored civilians to “Come out and defend your
homes!”39
The Task Force, which included some of the most
elite soldiers in the world—U.S. Army Rangers—became disoriented while attempting to navigate through
the city’s terrain. A dearth of intelligence about Mogadishu’s structural conditions, street widths, and lack
of clear landmarks for navigation contributed to soldiers getting separated from each other.40 The battle
made famous by the book (and subsequent movie)
Black Hawk Down resulted in the death of 18 Army
Rangers.
In their monograph Street Smart: Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield for Urban Operations, Jamison
Medby and Russell Glenn lay out some of the most
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significant challenges posed by urbanized terrain, including underlying terrain, buildings, infrastructure,
and, of course, people.41 Urban areas, especially slums,
are congested, polluted, decrepit, and packed with
a dizzying blur of pedestrians, motorists, buildings,
windows, streets, alleys, and tunnels. In dense urban
environments, counterinsurgent or counterterrorism
forces need to be prepared to respond to myriad challenges, ranging from counterfire radar to radio and
global positioning system degradation.42
Knowledge of culture and people is a critical enabler in any urban operation. The Battle of Mogadishu
between U.S. troops and Somali militiamen saw civilians protecting Somali gunmen by using their own
bodies as shields. This posed a tactical challenge for
U.S. troops, who were constrained by rules of engagement and the law of land warfare.43
The world has grown infinitely more complex
since 1993. Over the past 2 decades, technology has
proliferated with the spread of globalization and the
broadening of access to previously isolated areas.
While the U.S. military is certainly more technologically advanced than it was during the Battle of Mogadishu, so too has the patchwork of violent nonstate
actors become adept at utilizing mobile phones, the
Internet, and social media.
Somalia: 20 Years after the Battle of Mogadishu.
Of all the many challenges facing Somalia today,
perhaps the most pernicious is the rise of Harakat alShabaab al-Mujahideen (aka Shabaab, or “The Youth”).
Shabaab is a radical fundamentalist faction that split
off from the Islamic Courts Union, which itself was the
outgrowth of al Itihaad al Islamiya.44 Although radical
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Islam does not have a rich history in Somalia, over the
past decade or so, the country has fallen within the
“orbit of Wahhabist preaching” which, in turn, has led
political Islam to become ascendant.45
Shabaab actively recruits Somali-Americans from
the diaspora to come and fight with the insurgents
in Somalia. In July 2010, Shabaab exploded bombs
among revelers watching a World Cup soccer match
in Kampala, Uganda, killing 74 people and injuring
scores more.46 The group has also claimed responsibility for horrific attacks such as the September 2013
Westgate Mall attack in Nairobi, Kenya, and the April
2014 Garissa University College attack in eastern Kenya. Religious extremists regularly target foreign aid
workers and journalists in Mogadishu. Furthermore,
for most of the last 2 decades, kidnapping has become endemic in Mogadishu, and those with wealth,
family connections, or an employer thought to have
deep pockets and an inclination to pay became prime
targets.47
By 2005, Shabaab numbered somewhere around
400 fighters and expanded when Ethiopia invaded
Somalia in late-2006.48 Throughout 2007 and 2008,
employing a range of ambush-style attacks, IEDs, assassinations, and bombings, Shabaab militants fought
the Ethiopian military to a standstill.49 The Ethiopians
withdrew in early-2009. The fighting between Shabaab
and Ethiopian forces, complemented by U.S.-backed
militias, became known as the “dirty war,” since both
sides chose to eschew previously held norms regarding violence. Shabaab introduced suicide bombing
to Somalia for the first time, while the Ethiopians
responded by using white phosphorous bombs to
clear out entire neighborhoods.50
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Shabaab poses even more of a threat than Aideed’s
militia did back in 1993. Unlike the SNA, Shabaab relies heavily on digital video and social media to convey its messages, transmit propaganda, recruit new
fighters, and counter security force interpretations of
events.51 Having to contend with a network composed
largely of feature phones with intermittent connectivity sharing nontraditional, culturally specific text data
and large amounts of non-text data would certainly
pose immense challenges to security forces operating
in Mogadishu. These challenges are in addition to the
many other challenges already present when one is
dealing with densely populated, urban terrain.
The case studies of Karachi and Mogadishu are
intended to demonstrate the complexity of operating
in failed cities and how technology and demographics
serve to compound the challenge. Coupled with the
threat of the diffusion of violent ideologies like that
espoused by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS);
and the convergence, in some cases, between terrorism, insurgency, and transnational organized crime,
the operational environment is evolving rapidly and
not in a manner favorable for the United States and
its allies. The rise of the “New ‘Net” will only further
exacerbate these threats.
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES OF THE NEW
‘NET
The technology challenges presented by the rise of
this new network are considerable. Chief among them
are multimedia content, multilingual content, and
transient nature. As noted earlier, the data content
produced, consumed, and exchanged in this new network largely will be voice, images, and video. Signifi-
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cant content will also be exchanged as traditional text
via short-message service, but it will be multilingual
slang and leetspeak.52 The nature and volume of the
content place huge demands on U.S. analytical and
intelligence capabilities for understanding and sensemaking. We must expand research in automated
methods for multimedia context mining and multilingual text understanding. Additionally, we must have
the ability to deploy rapidly and focus systems with
these capabilities in previously unforeseen locations
around the globe.
Added to the challenge of determining the meaning and relative context is the transient nature of the
network itself, both in terms of connectivity and participation. Reliance on battery power and the difficulty
of recharging phones in slums where infrastructure is
fragile, expensive, and often nonexistent have created
an environment in which users power off phones when
not in use. This creates a highly dynamic network
with mobile devices disappearing from one location
and reappearing in another. Tracking mobile devices
becomes much more difficult, and the time windows
available for fixing a device or gathering data from it
are small and rare. New techniques for tracking and
intercepting data from intermittently connected devices should be made a priority.
The urbanization of the population and increasing poverty have created numerous slums around the
globe. These areas are dominated by hyperconnectivity and a new type of electronic network that has not
been seen before. This new ‘Net does not resemble the
Internet and World Wide Web, where we are accustomed to operating our cyberoperational and intelligence forces. It creates new challenges of multilingual,
multimedia content that is highly intermittent and
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transient in nature. We must act to increase current
understanding and define new areas of research that
will provide us with the ability to operate effectively
in these environments. We must be able to gather intelligence rapidly and apply automated means to add
context and connections to this vast sea of largely nontextual data. Furthermore, we must ensure that our
forces are able to leverage their technological capabilities even in locations that do not share the same infrastructure or resources they have become accustomed
to or depend on.
The Challenges of (Really) Big Data.
As of 2012, 2.5 quintillion (2.5x1018) bytes of data
were created every day.53 A quintillion bytes is referred to as an exabyte. It is estimated that there are
approximately 10 terabytes (10x1012) of data in the
print collection of the Library of Congress, and all the
words ever spoken by human beings may account for
approximately 5 exabytes (5x1018).54 Even if these are
rough estimates, the world creates about as much data
every 2 days as the entirety of humanity has ever uttered, or about 50 million times the Library of Congress print collection every day. Additionally, the rate
at which data creation increases is more than linear.
According to the IDC Digital Universe Study, unstructured data will account for 90 percent of all data created over the next decade.55
How big a challenge is it to make sense of this
magnitude of data? Even if we take out the 12 terabytes (12x1012) of tweets created each day, we are
still left with 2.499988 exabytes of something else.
The majority of these data are voice, images, and
video. Consider the challenge of just determining the
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semantic meaning of the data in Twitter. From a data
standpoint, much of this is exchanged via images and
the growing use of 6-second Vine videos. However, as
of May 2015, there were on average 6,000 tweets per
second, which corresponds to over 350,000 tweets per
minute, 500 million tweets per day, and around 200
billion tweets per year.56 In order to analyze only the
textual data in real time, we would need to process far
more than 4,000 to 6,000 tweets per second. The current state-of-the-art algorithms can accomplish topic
modeling on roughly 500 to 1,000 tweets per second;
while sentiment analysis is somewhat more resource
demanding, resulting in 100 or so tweets per second
on a commodity processor. Scaling of these techniques
to make use of multiple cores or multiple computers
is not always obvious or possible with current algorithms. This performance can scale to handle the current volume of tweet texts, but may not scale to much
more complex and longer text artifacts such as emails,
etc. which require significantly more memory and
processing to analyze. Additionally, the use of images
and videos in tweets is growing substantially, and the
demands to analyze these are not included here.
Let us turn our attention to the huge magnitude
of leftover data. As a back-of-the-envelope calculation, assume these data are composed of roughly onethird each of voice, images, and video. Furthermore,
assume a compromise data rate for voice and music
encoding of 128 Kilo-base pair (common size images
(1280x1024 resolution at 24 bits per pixel jpeg, or approximately 250 kilobytes per image), and standard
definition television video (3.5 mega-base pairs). With
these sizes, we will need to be able to process about 1.6
million years of conversation, 3 trillion images, and
60,000 years of video every day! These are extremely
rough estimates, but even if they are off by multiple
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orders of magnitude, the world is creating really big
data. As fast and ubiquitous as modern-day computers have become, with current techniques, there is not
enough computation for topic modeling and semantic
analysis of this magnitude of unstructured data.
Of course, we could greatly reduce the amount of
data processing required by focusing our efforts on
the areas that may be most volatile. But where in the
world are these places? We could focus on slums and
developing countries. These areas produce relatively
lower rates of data than industrialized countries. On
the other hand, these areas are densely populated, and
we have already seen that mobile devices are proliferating in every segment of society and the world. These
mobile devices are all capable of producing audio,
photos, and video at quality rates much higher than
those considered above. Consider also that groups desiring to gain global influence will likely operate and
strike in wealthier industrialized cities and countries.
What must be done, at least from a technological standpoint? First, mechanisms to access the data
produced by mobile devices must be developed and
expanded. This raises numerous societal and privacy
concerns that are beyond the scope of this chapter.
However, there will be instances in which access to
mobile device data will be absolutely required. Second, we must increase investment in the research and
development of algorithms and techniques to process
unstructured data. The volumes of data being produced are beyond the capacity of any organization to
analyze manually. We must be able to perform topic
modeling and semantic and contextual analysis of
huge amounts of streaming text, voice, image, and
video data in near-real time to focus our attention
rapidly on emerging events that could threaten our
national interests around the world.
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Making Progress with Data Analysis.
Through our engagements with public safety personnel and experimentation with publicly available
social media data, we have discovered four types of
interaction with data analysis to aid intelligence gathering in support of public safety and military operations. We identify these types of interaction:
• Forensic Analysis;
• Reactive Intelligence;
• Predictive or Actionable Intelligence; and,
•	Preventive Intelligence or Influence
Operations.
Recorded and archived data can be used in support
of intelligence operations by applying data-mining
techniques to the corpus of historical data in a matter informed by records of actual events. It is possible
to recognize trends in disparate data channels, which
can be used as indicators and warnings of the events
that occurred. This level of analysis facilitates the development of algorithms and rules that can be applied
to streaming real-time data. Additionally, archival
data can be used as training and evaluation sets for
machine-learning algorithms, which can also be used
as computational filters for streaming data.
The preparation and training of the system
through forensic analysis of the data have led us to
a system that facilitates reactive intelligence. By this,
we mean that real-time intelligence is gathered and
analyzed as the situation is unfolding. This information is invaluable in informing reaction teams
about the details of a situation while the teams are
still en route to respond. By the time quick-reaction
elements are in place to engage the situation, they
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already have been informed of key details about the
location; quantities of hostile, neutral, and friendly
participants; terrain outlet; and other essential details to give them an information advantage over the
adversary.
Our current endeavor is to refine our forensic and
reactive capabilities continually through experience
and more fine-grained training of the machine-learning algorithms. Employing our techniques in a wider
variety of events and drawing from a more diverse
set of available public and social media feeds, we are
gaining invaluable experience that we are confident
will lead to a predictive intelligence capability. A representative scenario with which we have experience
is analyzing large amounts of social media data at a
multiday music festival attended by 60,000 to 80,000
people. The initial system capabilities include topic
modeling and sentiment analysis of Twitter streams
related to the event. Based on the automated alerts and
trends in the data, further manual analysis of associated Instagram, Vine, and selected publicly available
Facebook data has proven promising in the pursuit of
a predictive intelligence capability.
Perhaps most controversially, consider the ability
to influence situations through the creation of data. In
the near term, this implies the manual creation of information in an attempt to shape behavior. However,
it is conceivable that a variant of the same machinelearning algorithms used to recognize a volatile event
could also be used to inject orthogonal data automatically to inform the crowd or population in an opposite
or calming manner. This capability can be understood
as preventive intelligence when applied to situations
involving groups of U.S. citizens. Strong safeguards
must be in place to ensure that only factual informa-
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tion is disseminated. In the Department of Defense
context, this is more commonly known as “information” or “influence operations,” and a much wider
variety and array of information can be used to shape
responses. If the data streams indicate the planning of
a possible threatening event, one response mechanism
is to deploy a significant and visible monitoring force
to the suspected area in an attempt to dissuade the
would-be perpetrators from carrying out their plan.
In another context, extemporaneous incidents can expand at amazing time scales due to the rapid proliferation of social media and mobile data. As the ability
to develop and efficiently analyze massive amounts of
data in terms of context and semantics matures, it will
also be possible to generate contextual and semantically accurate data to influence alternative behaviors
in large numbers of data consumers.
As previously noted, efforts to date have focused
solely on the use of textual data. Research is expanding, however, to focus on the real-time analysis of
streaming voice, images, and video at scales sufficient
to support operations in densely crowded urban environments. There is much work to be done, both architecturally and algorithmically, but efforts to date have
shown promise and generated widespread interest
from the public safety and national security communities. The applicability of these techniques to support
ad hoc military engagements in areas with sparse intelligence preparation is clear.
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PART II
CHALLENGES AND THREATS IN CYBERSPACE
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CHAPTER 6
CYBERTERRORISM IN A
POST-STUXNET WORLD
Michael Kenney
When Saudi Aramco, the world’s largest oil producer, and several major American financial institutions, including JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America,
and Wells Fargo, were pummeled by computer attacks
in August and September 2012, it marked the beginning of a new wave of cyberattacks against the global
oil and banking industries. What made the attacks
stand out from earlier ones was that they were directed toward destroying information rather than stealing
data or defacing websites, which are objectives typically associated with hackers and online criminals. In
this respect, the attacks resembled Stuxnet and other
cyberweapons the United States and Israel reportedly
unleashed against the Iranian government to sabotage its nuclear development program by physically
damaging the centrifuges used to enrich uranium. Indeed, as they learned more about the attacks against
the U.S. banks, American officials became convinced
they were carried out by the Iranian government in
retaliation for Stuxnet and U.S.-led financial sanctions
on the Iranian economy.1 The cyberwar that RAND
strategists John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt declared
was coming almost 20 years before it was apparently
at hand.2
The Barack Obama administration has remained
conspicuously silent about Stuxnet, refusing to confirm or deny numerous reports describing the American role in the attacks. However, prominent officials
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have expressed growing alarm over the wave of
cyberattacks against U.S. financial institutions. In
giving voice to their concerns, some observers have
moved beyond trepidation to hyperbole. In a major
speech referring to the attacks, Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta warned that the United States faced a
“cyber Pearl Harbor,” whereby an “aggressor nation
or extremist group” could use computer attacks to
“derail passenger trains . . . contaminate the water
supply in major cities, or shut down the power grid
across large parts of the country.”3 If the Defense Secretary’s scenarios sounded like something out of a Die
Hard movie, some computer security specialists actually compared the recent attacks between the United
States and Iran to the fourth film in the Bruce Willis
franchise. In that film, terrorists send viruses that kill
people by causing their computers to blow up, to suggest that what we are seeing today is not cyberwar,
but “cyberterrorism” and “the beginning of the end of
the [interconnected] world as we know it.”4
While the covert actions between the United States
and Iran represent a new threshold in cyberattacks,
the breathless portrayals of these events by Panetta
and others do not. Ever since the widespread adoption of the Internet in the 1990s, government officials,
computer security specialists, and journalists have
promoted frightening scenarios depicting a “digital
Pearl Harbor” in which, as one long-time observer
recalls, computer hackers “would plunge cities into
blackness, open floodgates, poison water supplies,
and cause airplanes to crash into each other.”5 The
perpetrators behind these hypothetical attacks were
often called “cyberterrorists,” a term whose provenance dates back to the same period.6 In popular
accounts, cyberterrorists referred both to computer
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hackers, who caused airplanes to fly into each other
or brought down the nation’s banking system; and
terrorists, who used computers to kill, as in the Willis
movie. Either way, Tom Ridge, then White House Director of Homeland Security, warned that the threat of
cyberterrorism was immediate and palpable: “Terrorists can sit at one computer connected to one network
and can create worldwide havoc . . . [they] don’t necessarily need a bomb or explosives to cripple a sector
of the economy, or shut down a power grid.”7
There was only one problem with such dire warnings, the threats never materialized. While the United
States experienced hundreds of thousands of cybercrimes and cyberattacks in the ensuing years, none
rose to the level of cyberterrorism. Cyberterrorism
is defined as computer-generated attacks against
other computer systems that cause enough violence
or physical harm against private citizens or property
to generate fear in a wider audience in pursuit of a
political, social, or religious objective. Instead, during any given year, a motley assortment of hackers
and online criminals routinely broke into computer
networks to probe for weak spots, steal information,
vandalize websites, disrupt online services, and, more
recently, sabotage computers and the machines they
run. While some attacks were carried out by politically and socially motivated hackers who used nonviolent means to engage in digital protest politics, such
incidents typically involved website defacements—
the virtual equivalent of graffiti—or denial of service attacks, which temporarily disrupted websites.
None of the thousands of computer intrusions physically harmed anybody, provoked fear in larger audiences, or seriously damaged critical infrastructures,
such as major transportation and communication
systems.
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This chapter seeks to dial down the rhetoric on
cyberterrorism by analyzing the concept along with
similar phenomena with which it is often associated.
While some scholars have previously drawn distinctions between these phenomena, others have recently
“stretched” cyberterrorism’s conceptual parameters—
equating it with hacktivism, cyberattacks, and terrorist
use of the Internet. In the wake of Stuxnet and Iran’s
retaliatory cyberattacks against American banks,
along with the pugnacious virtual pranks and digital
activism of Anonymous, a conceptual review appears
in order. My inquiry proceeds from the assumption
that precision is essential to this task: to understand
what cyberterrorism is, we must be able to distinguish
it from what it is not. To be sure, none of the concepts discussed below enjoy universally agreed-upon
definitions, but each contains basic features that are
essential to the phenomenon in question—characteristics that distinguish cyberterrorism from its cybercompanions. While my analysis is largely conceptual,
I repeatedly draw on real-world examples to illustrate
my arguments and observations. In a post-Stuxnet
world, threats to our cybersecurity are real, but only
by carefully distinguishing among them, separating
fact from fantasy, can we best understand the dangers
we face without inflating them.
CYBERATTACK
I begin high up the ladder of abstraction with the
most general concept, one that provides a conceptual
umbrella for the phenomena that follow. A cyberattack is a deliberate computer-to-computer attack that
disrupts, deceives, degrades, or destroys computer
systems or the information they contain.8 There are
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many different methods for conducting cyberattacks,
including infecting computers and networks with viruses and worms that takeover, slow down, or damage computers; embedding malicious code, also called
“Trojan horses,” into otherwise legitimate hardware
and software; using fake emails or websites to trick
or “phish” people into sharing sensitive information;
exploiting spyware to probe for network vulnerabilities or capture data; and conducting denial-of-service
attacks, with or without the assistance of botnets, to
overwhelm websites and networks by flooding them
with junk communications.9
By definition, cyberattacks are computer attacks
on other computers. They do not include physical
assaults on computers using other weapons, such as
destroying computers with hammers or explosives.10
The immediate objective of a cyberattack may be to
harm the targeted computer or system, steal information from it, or simply observe the computer in action
in order to exploit vulnerabilities for subsequent attacks. The key is that the attacker conducts the intrusion with hostile, if not necessarily destructive, intent—and without the knowledge or consent of the
target. Beyond this, cyberattacks do not contain a lot
of discriminating characteristics, as we would expect
in such a broad, general concept. The perpetrators of
cyberattacks can be states or nonstate actors, the scale
of the attack can be large or small, and the purpose for
such intrusions can be to achieve any economic, political, social, or psychological goal.
Among the many cyberattacks that have been carried out in recent years, prominent examples include
the “I Love You” worm, which caused billions of dollars in estimated damages among millions of computers in 2000; the “Slammer” denial-of-service virus,
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which infected dozens of computer servers in 2003,
including a 911 emergency response system in Washington State and the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant
in Ohio; and the "Conficker" super worm in 2009,
which created a massive botnet of millions of Windows-based personal computers, a botnet that was
never activated, yet still infects many computers.11
CYBERCRIME
If a cyberattack is an overarching concept under
which we can distinguish many different cyberphenomena, cybercrime is also a broad concept, referring
to any criminal activity committed using a computer.
Cybercrime encompasses a wide range of activities
for which the computer is “the agent of the crime, the
facilitator of the crime, or the target of the crime.”12
Some cybercrimes, such as “spamming,” online piracy, and distributing child pornography, occur exclusively on the computer; while others, including cyberstalking and harassment, some forms of identity theft,
and corporate espionage use the computer to facilitate
crimes that are conducted largely offline. Many cybercrimes are perpetrated by individuals and small
groups of hackers, rather than traditional organized
crime groups or states.13 In recent years, corporate cybercrime involving the widespread use of botnets and
sophisticated espionage attacks that steal proprietary
data has emerged as a major concern in the United
States and Europe.14
Cybercriminals have a variety of tools at their disposal, including viruses, worms, Trojans, keystroke
loggers, and other malicious software, along with
phishing scams and social engineering tricks to elicit
sensitive information from unwitting victims.15 Cyber-
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crimes may constitute cyberattacks, particularly when
the act is undertaken with hostile intent and without
the knowledge or consent of the target. But not all cybercrimes are cyberattacks. Some forms of cybercrime,
such as online drug dealing, involve the cooperation
of mutually consenting participants. For example, federal authorities in 2013 shut down Silk Road, a virtual
underground marketplace connecting thousands of
drug dealers with over 100,000 customers who regularly purchased marijuana, Ecstasy, LSD, illegal prescription drugs, and other illegal goods.16
As with offline criminality, the purpose of many
cybercrimes is economic, to obtain money or other
material resources rather than to achieve some political or social objective. However, some cybercrimes, including harassment, “life ruin” pranks, and “revenge
porn,” may be driven by psychological motivations,
such as the desire to harm a perceived wrongdoer or
merely have fun (lulz)17 at another’s expense.18 Irrespective of the motivation, cybercrime has skyrocketed
in recent years, with identity theft, online frauds, and
other illegal computer intrusions becoming a regular
feature of everyday life—costing the U.S. economy an
estimated $100 billion dollars in losses each year.19
CYBERWARFARE AND STUXNET
Like conventional warfare, cyberwar is largely,
though not exclusively, the domain of states. States,
and the hackers they sponsor or support, wage war in
cyberspace to deny their rivals the ability to use computer systems effectively while safeguarding their
own ability to do the same. Cyberwarfare includes defensive operations that protect a state’s computer networks from attacks by others and offensive operations
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that damage and destroy their adversaries’ networks
or deter their opponents from attacking them.20 Similar to kinetic warfare, cyberwar involves a sustained
campaign rather than isolated attacks. Moreover, cyberwar generally occurs in the context of larger conflicts, including, but not limited to, low-intensity conflict and operations other than war.
Unlike cybercrime and cyberattacks more generally, there are not a lot of clear-cut examples of cyberwarfare in the real world. One oft-cited exception
refers to the campaign of cyberattacks directed against
the Georgian government in the lead-up to the Russian-Georgian war in 2008. Weeks before the fighting
broke out, hackers believed to be acting on behalf of
the Russian government carried out a series of distributed denial-of-service and website defacement
attacks against websites run by the Georgian government. When Russian forces began bombing Georgia,
the cyberattacks expanded to other targets, including government, media, and transportation company
websites in Georgia. While the cybercampaign managed to shut down many websites temporarily, the
significance of the attacks lay not in the damage they
caused, but rather in the fact that it was the first time
a documented series of cyberattacks acted as a force
multiplier for one of the combatants in a real war, effectively opening another theater of operations for
contemporary warfare.21
Although computer forensics investigators uncovered substantial evidence of Russian involvement in
the attacks, the Russian government denied that it was
responsible, illustrating another feature of cyberwar—
the difficulty in determining whether clandestine
perpetrators responsible for specific attacks are state
agents or nonstate actors. The challenge of assigning
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attribution makes it hard to distinguish some cyberwarfare incidents from cyberattacks more generally.
The hackers who claimed credit for the recent cyberattacks against U.S. financial institutions called themselves the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Cyber Fighters, in
honor of a famous cleric who died while fighting British forces in Palestine during the 1930s. In several press
releases posted on the Internet, the group claimed it
attacked the banks in retaliation for an offensive video
mocking the Prophet Mohammed.22 However, American officials claim the group is merely a cover for the
Iranian government, which they believe launched the
attacks in retaliation for Stuxnet and other computer
viruses allegedly unleashed by the United States and
Israel against Iran’s nuclear program.23 Ironically, if
these officials are right, the cyberattacks and counterattacks between the two countries may be viewed as
cyberwarfare, particularly when seen through the lens
of the recent history of low-intensity conflict between
the two countries dating back to the Iranian Revolution and the U.S. hostage crisis in the late-1970s.24
Practitioners of cyberwar have a variety of weapons in their arsenals, including distributed denialof-service attacks, spying malware, and viruses and
worms. Because they are carried out or supported by
states, cyberwar operations tend to be more complex
than many cyberattacks carried out by nonstate hackers. While the Stuxnet worm may not have been as
cutting-edge as the media hype surrounding the attacks suggested, it still set a new standard in weaponized malware.25 Part of a larger U.S. cyberwarfare
program called “Olympic Games,” Stuxnet launched
a series of attacks targeting industrial controllers
used at Iran’s uranium enrichment facility in Natanz.
Industrial controllers are small computer systems that
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run mechanical devices such as pumps, valves, motors, and thermometers by sending and receiving electrical signals.26
With Stuxnet, computer programmers created an
intricate code capable not only of manipulating the
industrial controllers who spun the gas centrifuges at
the facility, but of secretly recording plant operations
when the centrifuges were working properly, and replaying these signals back to plant engineers during
the attacks, so that they thought the centrifuges were
operating normally when they were spinning out of
control.27 After programmers developed and tested
the Stuxnet worm against a replica of the Iranian facility using the same kind of gas employed at Natanz, individuals with access to the plant deployed the virus,
wittingly or not, through infected jump drives. This allowed the United States and Israel to jump the air gap
surrounding the facility, which was not connected to
the Internet for security reasons. Once Natanz’s computer systems were infected, the cyberattacks were
periodically activated over the course of many weeks,
deliberately altering the velocity at which the delicate
gas centrifuges spun and causing them to slow down
and speed up at intervals the machines were not designed to handle.28 The intermittent nature of the attacks, in which the centrifuges returned to normal
following each round of attacks, confused the plant’s
engineers. This allowed the operation to continue over
an extended period of time before Iranian authorities
temporarily closed the facility, setting back their country’s nuclear enrichment program by months or even
years.29 Stuxnet marked a watershed in cyberwarfare,
not only demonstrating U.S. willingness to engage in
offensive cyberattacks against its most intransigent
adversaries, but also revealing a level of destructive
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power with computer code previously reserved for
kinetic bombings and physical sabotage.30
The purpose of Stuxnet and other acts of cyberwarfare is inherently political. Countries engage in cyberwar to protect and advance their security interests.
While private, “patriotic” hackers may actively support one belligerent over another, most cyberwarfare
involves state adversaries, either the governments directly involved or state-sponsored or supported hackers acting on their behalf. In addition to the United
States, Israel, and Iran, numerous countries have developed offensive cyberwarfare capabilities in recent
years, including China, Cuba, France, Germany, India,
Iraq, Japan, Libya, Syria, and the United Kingdom.31
This list will likely continue to grow in the aftermath
of Stuxnet, which so dramatically illustrated the firepower of today’s most advanced cyberweapons.
HACKTIVISM
Hacktivism refers to politically or socially inspired
cyberattacks carried out by private, nonstate hackers,
either operating on their own or as part of larger collectives such as Anonymous. These politically motivated hackers, or “hacktivists,” target different government agencies, business corporations, and even
private individuals with distributed denial-of-service
attacks, website defacements, viruses and worms, and
data theft. In 1999, after the North Atlantic Treaty Organization accidentally bombed the Chinese Embassy
in Belgrade during the Kosovo war, hacktivists from
China attacked U.S. Government computer networks
with website defacements and denial-of-service email
attacks.32 In 2006, hackers launched denial-of-service
attacks and website defacements against numerous
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websites in Denmark after the Danish newspaper
Jyllands-Posten published cartoons lampooning the
Prophet Mohammed.33 Over the years, pro-Palestinian
hackers and digital activists repeatedly have attacked
government and private websites in Israel, as they
did after the resumption of violent hostilities between
Israel and the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip in 2012.34
These digital activists are driven by an assortment of
political, social, and religious causes, representing
new forms of direct action and civil disobedience that
are reshaping contemporary protest politics.35
No collective has pushed the boundaries of this
new form of digital activism more forcefully than
Anonymous. Along with its numerous spin-off
groups, including LulzSec and AntiSec, Anonymous
has taken hacktivism to a whole new level, carrying
out dozens of highly publicized denial-of-service attacks, website defacements, and life-ruining attacks
against a sundry assortment of government agencies,
private corporations, and individuals. Among the
many targets of Anonymous are the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee, the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Koch
Industries, MasterCard, the Motion Picture Association of America, PayPal, the Public Broadcasting Service, Sony, Stratfor, The Sun newspaper, the Vatican,
Warner Brothers Music, the White House, and the
Westboro Baptist Church. What unites “Anons,” as
members of the hacktivist movement call themselves,
behind their operations is an eclectic vision that embraces the free flow of information, the protection of
human rights, and the “power of the individual” not
only to participate in virtual civil disobedience, but
also to agitate and amuse “just for the lulz,” satisfying
the participants’ ironic, self-righteous sense of humor,
often at the expense of others.36
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Attacks carried out by Anonymous and other hacktivists have been disruptive, causing inconvenience,
financial damage, and, in some cases, emotional distress to their immediate victims. In 2007, following the
removal of a Red Army war monument from the center of Tallinn, the capital of Estonia, hackers used botnets to carry out distributed denial-of-service attacks
against the former Soviet republic that temporarily
blocked Estonians’ access to online banking services
and government websites.37 Speaking at a public forum hosted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies shortly afterward, the Estonian Minister
of Defense emphasized the “psychological nature” of
the attacks, claiming they “caused intimidation . . .
[and] created widespread confusion and miscommunication in the general public.”38 After being victimized by distributed denial-of-service attacks, website defacements, and other Anonymous pranks, the
Church of Scientology issued a statement describing
Anonymous as “a group of cyber-terrorists” carrying
out “illegal assaults on Church web-sites.”39
Ultimately, whether these incidents caused enough
harm or fear in wider audiences beyond their immediate victims to be considered cyberterrorism rather
than hacktivism is, as Dorothy Denning observes, “a
judgment call.”40 Although some Estonian citizens
may have been disturbed by the country-wide cyberattacks, they did not likely fear immediate physical harm. The website disruptions were temporary,
online services were rapidly restored, and no critical
infrastructures were targeted. “[T]he primary operational result of the attack,” concludes the National
Research Council in its assessment of the incident, “was
inconvenience.”41 The distributed denial-of-service attacks and website defacements carried out against the
Church of Scientology did not cause their victims any
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physical damage. Nor have any Anonymous operations incited fear or intimidation in audiences larger
than the immediate victims of the attacks, which is essential to terrorism. In sum, these incidents were politically and socially motivated cyberattacks designed
to disrupt, inconvenience, and publicize their respective causes, rather than spread terror, cause physical
harm, or degrade critical infrastructures. The attacks
represent an aggressive form of digital protest politics
and civil disobedience rather than terrorism, with or
without the “cyber” prefix.
CYBERTERRORISM
Cyberterrorism refers to cyberattacks against
computer systems outside of cyberwarfare, resulting in substantial physical harm or violence against
civilian noncombatants intended to terrorize wider
audiences for some political, social, or religious end.
Unlike cybercrime, cyberterrorism is a political act,
one that is committed in pursuit of a larger cause, be
it overthrowing the capitalist economic system, reestablishing the Islamic caliphate, or creating a “racially
pure” theocratic state based on Biblical scripture. Cybercrime may be violent, but it is not politically motivated, and the fear or intimidation it generates is limited to its immediate victims, contrary to the broader
audience that terrorists seek to influence. In contrast
to hacktivism, cyberterrorism is, by definition, a physically violent act, one intended to seriously harm or
kill innocent human beings or cause substantial destruction to property or critical infrastructure. By way
of illustration, Denning discusses specific examples of
cyberterrorism, including attacks “that lead to death
or bodily injury, explosions, plane crashes, water contamination, or severe economic loss,” or “serious at144

tacks” against critical infrastructures that spread fear
rather than “costly nuisance” attacks, which do not.42
To date, most cyberattacks have been disruptive,
not destructive. To be sure, a small number of attacks
have resulted in physical damage, at least against
property. The most prominent examples are Stuxnet
and a separate attack against a water treatment plant
in Queensland, Australia, in 2000. The Queensland
attack was carried out by Vitek Boden, a former employee of the software firm that installed the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
and industrial controllers that regulated the plant’s
sewage system.43 After quitting the software firm and
being turned down for a similar position on the local government council that ran the treatment plant,
Boden used his expertise of the industrial controllers
and SCADA system to remotely access and release
800,000 gallons of raw sewage into adjacent rivers,
parks, and the grounds of a nearby hotel, destroying
local marine life and creating a nauseating stench for
residents.44
Both Stuxnet and the Boden attacks caused physical damage, in the latter case against critical infrastructure. They also caused puzzlement and confusion among plant operators, who struggled to
understand what was happening to their respective
facilities.45 However, neither attack was accompanied
by any public statements or admissions of responsibility from perpetrators threatening additional assaults,
which would have made the attacks more intimidating had that been the perpetrators’ intention. What
distinguishes kinetic cyberattacks like Stuxnet and
Queensland from cyberterrorism is that the violence
of the latter has an inherently dramatic purpose: to
provoke fear, dread, and terror in a wider audience,
an audience extending well beyond the immediate
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victims to a country’s government or society at large.46
Stuxnet was intended to sabotage and disrupt the Iranian government’s nuclear program; Queensland was
an act of vengeance by a disgruntled employee who
wanted to get even with his former employer and the
local government that refused to hire him. Neither attack was intended to provoke widespread fear in the
areas they targeted.47
The attributes of cyberterrorism discussed so
far—political motivation, physical violence against
civilians or property, and coercion through fear and
intimidation—are all found in terrorism proper. What
makes an act cyberterrorism is the means by which it
is conducted and the target of the attack. Unlike conventional terrorism, cyberterrorism refers to computer-generated attacks that target other computers and
the information they contain.48 With cyberterrorism,
computer technology is both weapon and target. Significantly, the many examples of terrorists exploiting
computers to prepare for conventional attacks, such
as using the Internet to research potential targets,
buy plane tickets, or email fellow conspirators, do not
qualify as cyberterrorism. Nor do physical attacks on
computer systems, such as using explosives to destroy
a SCADA system that regulates the electricity grid of a
large American city.49 What would qualify as cyberterrorism is a computer-generated attack on a SCADA
system or industrial controller that regulates critical
infrastructure, provided the attack is politically inspired and causes enough violence and damage to
provoke fear and intimidation in others beyond the
immediate victims of the attack. Cyberattacks rarely
produce this sort of physical violence. As Denning
points out, this “may be one reason they have not yet
become an instrument of terrorism.”50
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The four elements discussed above—physical violence, psychological coercion, political motivation,
and computer generation—represent necessary, but
not sufficient, conditions for cyberterrorism. The combination of these four elements suggests that cyberterrorism is defined both by its intent and its effects, rather than by one or the other, as some analysts suggest.51
The intent of computer-generated violence must be to
achieve some political, social, or religious goal, and
its effect must be sufficiently harmful or damaging to
generate a high level of fear, comparable to real-world
terrorism. There can be no cyberterrorism without
terrorism.
STATE OR STATE-SPONSORED
CYBERTERRORISM
Do states engage in or sponsor cyberterrorism?
The question is an important one because, as Stuxnet illustrates, state hackers or state-sponsored hackers possess the resources and expertise to carry out
cyberattacks with the severity of effects needed for
cyberterrorism.52 Some researchers maintain that cyberterrorism is the exclusive province of nonstate actors. Maura Conway uses the U.S. State Department’s
definition of terrorism, which limits the perpetrators
to “subnational groups or clandestine agents,” as the
basis for her definition of cyberterrorism. She defines
the latter as:
premeditated, politically motivated attacks by subnational groups or clandestine agents against information,
computer systems, computer programs, and data that
result in violence against noncombatant targets.53
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Mark Pollitt does the same, arguing that analysts
must be able to distinguish cyberterrorism from other
concepts, such as information warfare. The first, he
points out, is “an offensive and defensive function of
governments,” while the second is the work of “subnational groups or clandestine agents.”54 Similarly,
Kelly Gable argues that states and state agents engage
in cyberwarfare, while “individuals, groups of individuals, or organizations such as Al Qaeda” engage in
cyberterrorism.55
Restricting cyberterrorism to nonstate actors is
consistent with the views of some leading terrorism
scholars, who insist that states do not conduct terrorism. According to this line of argument, states are
sovereign actors who enjoy a monopoly on the legitimate use of violence within their national territories
and who are bound by the Geneva, Switzerland, and
Hague, The Netherlands, Conventions. States may
commit war crimes against other states and “terror”
against their own citizens, but they do not engage in
terrorism. The latter is the domain of nonstate terrorists who scorn long-standing rules of warfare and international diplomacy by, among other things, taking
civilian hostages; bombing embassies; and blowing
up, shooting, and otherwise harming and killing innocent civilians and noncombatants.56
This view, however, is not shared by all terrorism
scholars, many of whom insist that, since the French
Revolution, the historical record is replete with examples of states and their agents carrying out violent acts
against civilians outside of warfare that are intended
to terrorize wider audiences for some political purpose, usually to coerce dissenters to submit to state
rule.57 Moreover, Bruce Hoffman and other established
scholars, and even the U.S. State Department itself,
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acknowledge that some contemporary governments
engage in state-sponsored terrorism when they intentionally support nonstate terrorist groups, including
groups that execute attacks to serve the sponsoring
state’s national security interests.58 Whether analysts
wish to call it “state terror” or “state terrorism,” history suggests that some states have been implicated
in terrorist attacks, either directly as perpetrators or
indirectly as sponsors.
Consequently, Brian Michael Jenkins and others
maintain that terrorism must be “defined by the nature of the act, not by the identity of the perpetrators
or the nature of their cause.”59 When terrorism, and by
extension cyberterrorism, is defined by the nature of
the act, rather than by the identity of the attackers, it
is no longer necessary or plausible to restrict it to nonstate actors. If all the definitional elements of cyberterrorism described earlier apply to the act in question
and the act takes place outside of warfare between two
or more belligerents, then the perpetrators behind the
attack may be considered cyberterrorists, irrespective
of whether they are states or nonstate actors.
Including states as possible agents or sponsors of
cyberterrorism compels us to add a fifth component
to our definition, which is necessary to distinguish
cyberterrorism from cyberwarfare. Unlike cyberwarfare, cyberterrorism refers to peacetime cyberattacks
against computer systems resulting in substantial
physical harm or violence intended to terrorize wider
audiences for some political, social, or religious end.
While most acts of cyberwarfare committed to date
have aimed to steal data from or damage computer
systems rather than to intimidate or terrorize wider
audiences, such a possibility is not inconceivable.
Two belligerents engaged in a sustained campaign of
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cyberattacks against each other as part of a larger, kinetic war between them may seek to intimidate or terrorize each other’s civilian populations through extensively distributed denial-of-service attacks or SCADA
attacks targeting critical infrastructures. So where do
we draw the line between cyberwar attacks intended
to terrorize and cyberterrorism proper? If such attacks
occur during sustained hostilities between belligerents, including low-intensity conflict, they are cyberwarfare; if they occur during peacetime, they are cyberterrorism. Cyberterrorism, in sum, is the peacetime
equivalent of what could be called cyberwar crimes or
atrocities.60
For an act to be considered cyberterrorism, it must
meet five conditions. First, as with cyberattacks more
broadly, the act must be a computer attack that targets
other computers, computer systems, or the information they contain. Second, the attack must be undertaken in pursuit of some political, social, or religious
aim, as opposed to an economic one, which is associated with cybercrime. Third, the attack must result in
physical violence against persons, property, or critical
infrastructures. Fourth, the attack must cause fear or
intimidation in a wider audience beyond the immediate victims of the violence. While cyberwarfare may
also result in physical violence and widespread fear,
such effects are incidental, not essential, as they are
in cyberterrorism. Fifth, unlike cyberwar, the attack
must occur outside the context of war or hostilities between two or more belligerents.
When analysts apply all five factors to the many
thousands of cyberattacks that have occurred in recent years, attacks involving both state and nonstate
perpetrators, they will find few, if any, instances of
cyberterrorism. This stands in sharp contrast to the
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other cyberphenomena discussed earlier, for which
there are many examples. Table 6-1 summarizes the
essential components for all five types of cyberactions
discussed in this chapter and provides real-world
examples for each, save one.

Table 6-1. Necessary Components of Different
Cyberphenomena.61
THE PAUCITY OF CYBERTERRORISM
Cybersecurity has become a major concern among
policymakers and practitioners in recent years, and
rightly so, given the dramatic rise in cyberattacks and
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cybercrimes, if not cyberterrorism. Indeed, what is
perhaps most striking about cyberterrorism is that it
has never occurred.62 To date, not a single cyberattack
has been carried out by either state or nonstate actors
that meet the five conditions of cyberterrorism. This
includes Stuxnet, the Boden attack in Queensland,
and the operations of Anonymous and al-Qaeda,
who have never carried out a major cyberattack, despite expressing a desire to do so.63 None of the cyberattacks believed to be from state actors, including
Stuxnet and the Iranian cyberattacks on American financial institutions, qualify as cyberterrorism because
the attacks sought to disrupt or sabotage computer
systems rather than terrorize wider audiences. None
of the cyberattacks involving nonstate actors, including the hacktivism of Anonymous, qualifies because
they did not involve physical violence. Or, if they did,
like Boden’s attack, they did not spread fear and intimidation among wider audiences, though some liferuining attacks may have intimidated their immediate
victims. Recent years have witnessed several complex
cyberattacks by states, many more or less sophisticated but disruptive hacking attacks by nonstate actors
such as Anonymous, and even more cybercrimes by
economically motivated criminals, but not cyberterrorism.
This does not mean that terrorists and their supporters, including those affiliated with al-Qaeda, have
not carried out cyberattacks.64 In October 2001, a group
of hackers called G-Force Pakistan announced the
formation of the al-Qaeda Alliance and defaced the
Department of Defense website devoted to Operation
ENDURING FREEDOM.65 Several years later, other
hackers carried out attacks under the banner of what
the media sometimes calls “cyber-jihad.” After Euro-
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pean news media started publishing cartoons of the
Prophet Mohammed in 2006, hackers vowed to take
revenge by launching denial-of-service attacks against
the Danish news websites held responsible for these
acts of “blasphemy.”66
Significantly, none of these attacks resulted in the
violence and fear that are necessary for cyberterrorism. The distributed denial-of-service attacks caused,
at best, temporary disruptions to public websites, often lasting only a few minutes. The website defacements, which typically posted anti-Western text and
photos on the hacked sites, were the online equivalent of spray-painting the side of a building.67 Users
visiting targeted websites during such attacks may
have been frustrated and inconvenienced, as the sites
they sought to access were temporarily unavailable or
displayed offensive messages. But they did not likely
feel the dread of violence and physical intimidation
associated with terrorism, despite exaggerated claims
of cyberterrorism made by a few computer security
professionals after some of these attacks.68
To be sure, some al-Qaeda members and supporters have expressed interest in conducting more
damaging attacks against computer systems, attacks
that could, if they were executed, approximate the
widespread fear and intimidation necessary for cyberterrorism. In 2002, Omar Bakri Mohammed, a
media-savvy British-based cleric who claimed to be a
spokesman for the political wing of Osama bin Laden’s International Islamic Front for Jihad Against Jews
and Crusaders, gave an interview to Computerworld
magazine in which he suggested that al-Qaeda would
soon carry out devastating cyberattacks against major
stock exchanges.69 That same year, the United States
seized computers belonging to al-Qaeda operatives
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in Afghanistan, suggesting that they had gathered
information about how to program SCADA systems
that run critical infrastructures, information that some
al-Qaeda detainees claimed they intended to use for
launching cyberattacks.70 More recently, other jihadists have expressed their familiarity with Stuxnet in
online discussion forums and talked about the possibility of carrying out cyberattacks on SCADA systems
and industrial controllers.71
While some of these incidents served as a wake-up
call to government authorities, it is important to subject such claims to dispassionate, critical evaluation,
particularly when they are made in open discussion
forums or through media interviews. To be effective,
terrorists need to communicate their messages to wide
audiences, and they often use the media and the Internet to do so. To enhance the propaganda value of
their communications, terrorists and their supporters
often inflate their ability to carry out devastating attacks, whether using chemical, biological, nuclear, or
cyberweapons. Propaganda aside, there is usually a
wide gap between terrorists’ stated desires and their
technological and operational capacity to transform
these desires into reality. Individuals like Omar Bakri
frequently engage in “jihad of the tongue” to alarm the
United States and its allies—in this case by exaggerating al-Qaeda’s computer capabilities. As intelligence
experts have long observed, Bakri is a “fire-breather”
who lacks inside knowledge of al-Qaeda’s ability to
launch cyberattacks.72
Whatever the propaganda value of Bakri’s claims,
his thinly veiled threats have not materialized. More
than a decade after his interview and after American
authorities publicized al-Qaeda’s interest in SCADA
attacks, neither the terrorist network nor hackers act-
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ing on its behalf have come close to executing cyberattacks capable of causing the big economic collapse
Bakri predicted. While some jihadist websites and discussion forums contain information and software for
basic hacking, there is no evidence that militants have
attempted cyberattacks against industrial controllers
or SCADA systems, or that they even have access to
labs with the specialized software and equipment
needed to carry out such attacks.73 Instead of exploiting online resources to conduct Stuxnet-like attacks
that are beyond their capabilities, al-Qaeda and other
nonstate terrorists continue to use the Internet to gather information, spread propaganda, radicalize their
supporters, and coordinate their activities, including
carrying out simpler flesh-and-blood attacks using
conventional weapons. Even after Stuxnet, as Denning
explains, “Al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups still
prefer bombs to bytes, and cyber terrorism remains a
hypothetical threat even as the overall threat level in
cyberspace has increased.”74
CONCEPT STRETCHING
Some observers have responded to the lack of
cyberterrorism by arguing that the concept itself is
flawed and needs to be expanded, to include terrorist
use of the Internet, cyberattacks, and hacktivism. One
prominent analyst suggests that “any application of
terrorism on the Internet,” including posting videos
of attacks online and building websites to spread propaganda, should be considered cyberterrorism.75 To
illustrate his point, he characterizes Younis Tsouli, the
young West Londoner who facilitated Abu Musab alZarqawi’s efforts to disseminate his propaganda online by hacking into computer servers, and the hack-
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tivists who carried out the denial-of-service attacks
against the Danish media websites in 2006 as cyberterrorists.76 A pair of computer security researchers take
a similar, if more subtle approach, suggesting that cyberterrorism targeting computers is “pure” cyberterrorism, while “regular” cyberterrorism occurs when
the terrorist leverages “the other factors and abilities of the virtual world . . . in order to complete his
mission, whatever that may be.”77
In removing the computer-as-target condition of
cyberterrorism from their definitions, these authors
equate terrorists’ use of information technology with
cyberterrorism.78 Terrorists use information technology for all sorts of reasons—some of them directly related to their attacks, some not. Using computers and
the Internet as tools to spread propaganda, raise funds,
or even facilitate conventional gun-and-bomb assaults
is different from engaging in computer-to-computer
attacks to spread widespread fear and terror. Only the
latter qualifies as cyberterrorism; the former refers to
some of the many different ways terrorists use the Internet instrumentally.
In fact, modern-day terrorists use a wide variety
of communications technologies to facilitate their attacks, not just the Internet. For example, terrorists
routinely use cell phones to communicate with their
colleagues, coordinate their activities, and detonate
their improvised explosive devices. We do not call
this “cell phone terrorism,” nor do we make fatuous distinctions between “regular” cell phone terrorism and “pure” cell phone terrorism. Instead, we
simply view cell phones, along with other communications technologies like global positioning system devices, satellite phones, and personal digital
assistants, as tools terrorists use to carry out their
activities.
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In the media, where much of the discussion on cyberterrorism takes place, it is common for journalists
to equate cyberattacks, hacktivism, and cybercrime
with cyberterrorism and thereby inflate the threat we
face from the latter.79 As unfortunate as this may be,
it is also understandable, given the tight deadlines
many journalists face, that many “experts” on whom
they draw fail to distinguish cyberterrorism from
hacktivism and cyberattacks. Also understandable is
the temptation news editors face to exploit sensational
terms like “cyberterrorism” to attract more readers,
viewers, and listeners. What is less explicable, and
perhaps less excusable, is when scholars—highly
educated academics with the time and intellectual
freedom to be able to make such distinctions—fail to
do so.
While many academic researchers carefully highlight the differences between hacktivism and cyberterrorism, others are not immune from the hyperbole
and definitional sloppiness that plague the popular
discourse on this topic. Indeed, one of the most notorious examples of such scholarly embellishment
was published by the prestigious National Research
Council (NRC), one of the nation’s premier bodies for
disseminating scientific research to enhance the public welfare. In 1991, the NRC’s System Security Study
Committee, which included faculty members from
the University of California at Santa Barbara, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Harvard University, published a report on computer security with
an alarming description, which later became a touchstone for journalists and researchers writing about the
threat of cyberterrorism. “We are at risk,” the report
began, going on to describe American dependence on
computers and vulnerability to attack before deliver-
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ing the chilling punch line: “Tomorrow’s terrorist may
be able to do more damage with a keyboard than with
a bomb.”80
If 23 years qualifies as enough time for assessing the
damage caused by tomorrow’s terrorist, the authors’
worst fears appear not to have been realized. More to
the point, the distinguished scholars who wrote the
report failed to distinguish between cyberterrorism,
terrorist use of the Internet, hacktivism, and cyberattacks. They are not the only academics to do so. One
communications professor defines cyberterrorism as
“the intentional use of threatening and disruptive actions against computers, networks, and the Internet.”81
This broad definition would include most cybercrimes
and cyberattacks and virtually all hacktivism. Indeed,
in discussing his examples of cyberterrorism, he lists
acts commonly associated with hacktivism, including:
penetrating a top-secret federal computer system and
stealing data, damaging files . . . disrupting monetary
systems, damaging the mass media . . . disseminating
false information, sabotaging operations, erasing data,
[and] threatening to divulge confidential information
or system weaknesses.82

Another academic, a professor of international law,
offers a necessarily broad definition of cyberterrorism
that “includes everything from basic hacking and denial of service attacks to concerted efforts to unleash
weapons of mass distraction or mass disruption.”83
Among this professor’s list of significant examples of
cyberterrorism are: a series of espionage attacks from
Chinese hackers against American defense contractors beginning in 2003, the disruptive cyberattacks
launched by patriotic Russian hackers against Estonia
in 2007, a week-long series of hacking attacks against
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U.S. and South Korean government websites in 2009,
and thousands of attempts by unknown hackers to
remotely access the Pentagon’s computer systems.84
While all of these computer-generated efforts to steal
information and disrupt computer systems qualify as
cyberattacks and some, depending on the motives of
the perpetrators, may qualify as hacktivism, none of
the attacks caused the violence and fear necessary to
meet the criterion of cyberterrorism.
These examples are not meant to disparage any
particular researchers working in this conceptually
cluttered field, but to illustrate how easy it is to undermine the analytical precision of cyberterrorism by
conceptually stretching its parameters.85 When concepts that are meant to be precise, like cyberterrorism
and hacktivism, are extended to make them indistinguishable from each other and from more general
concepts like cyberattacks, we undermine our ability
to comprehend the phenomena these concepts are
meant to explain. There is a real and compelling difference between a nonviolent denial-of-service attack
or website defacement that seeks to publicize a cause,
and a computer attack against industrial controllers
or SCADA systems intended to terrorize a large audience by causing substantial physical damage to people and property. Both acts are politically motivated,
computer-generated attacks on computer systems, but
here their similarities end. The first act seeks to communicate through disruption; the second, through terror. The definitions we use to describe these phenomena must be precise enough to allow us to identify
such distinctions and to apply them consistently to
the phenomena we seek to explain. Broad definitions
and applications of cyberterrorism, including those
that stretch the concept to include hacktivism and all
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manner of cyberattacks, fail to make such distinctions.
In doing so, they confuse rather than clarify.
Conceptual precision is not important for just
understanding phenomena, but also for gathering
and interpreting information about them as well. As
Giovanni Sartori observed many years ago, concepts
need to be sufficiently precise and discriminating to
allow researchers to collect data that correspond to the
concepts they are meant to explain. When concepts are
not sufficiently precise, because of definitional sloppiness and concept stretching, then mistaken data gathering and misinterpretation are unavoidable.86 This
occurs when data that correspond to a general concept, such as cyberattacks, are mistakenly applied to a
more precise concept like cyberterrorism. When data
misclassified in this way are used for interpretation,
it contributes to a false understanding of both concepts. In the cybersecurity field, examples of cyberattacks are frequently mischaracterized as cyberterrorism, leading to significant over-reporting of the latter.
One study that likens cyberattacks to cyberterrorism
claims that there have been millions of cyberterrorist
incidents.87 Another claims that “the actual number”
of cyberterrorist attacks annually “is so colossal that
there could not be accurate reporting on just how frequently those attacks occur.”88 Such mischaracterizations suggest that cyberterrorism is pervasive, with
thousands of incidents a day. The reality is that few, if
any, of these incidents are cyberterrorism, as opposed
to cyberattacks more broadly. These mischaracterizations also obscure what terrorists are actually doing
online, that is, using the Internet as a communications
and coordination tool to advance their cause rather
than to destroy critical infrastructures through complex computer attacks.
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CONCLUSION
Cyberterrorism may not have happened yet, but
that does not mean it never will. Stuxnet, in particular,
has brought us closer to cyberterrorism than any other
recent incident. To be sure, the purpose of the Stuxnet
attacks was to sabotage Iran’s uranium enrichment
program, not spread terror. But the demonstration effect of the cyberweapon was enormous, showing the
world how cyberterrorism could potentially unfold,
by attacking the computer controllers and SCADA
systems that regulate industrial machinery. Perhaps,
even more troubling, the Stuxnet genie is out of the
bottle: the code has spread to computer programmers
and hackers around the world. To date, the damage
caused by Stuxnet’s spread has been minimal, because
the worm was carefully calibrated to attack only the
industrial controllers and electrical motors used at
Natanz and contained a built-in expiration date that
has since passed.89 The danger now, as former White
House czar for cybersecurity Richard Clarke points
out, is that thousands of programmers and hackers
“are playing with it,” modifying the code in ways that
might allow them to attack other industrial controllers
and SCADA systems for their own purposes.90 Many
specialists believe it is only a matter of time before the
United States is targeted with a Stuxnet-like cyberweapon.91
But perhaps not. Given the history of knee-jerk hyperbole surrounding “digital Pearl Harbors,” “cyberArmageddons,” and other overwrought warnings
that never panned out, an element of caution remains
in order, even when assessing the threat of cyberterrorism today. After Boden caused sewage water to
pollute the area surrounding a water-treatment plant
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in Queensland in 2000, computer security specialists
sounded the alarm with chilling forecasts that terrorists would soon use SCADA attacks to wreak havoc
on critical infrastructures in the United States. While
numerous incidents since then have confirmed that
poorly protected industrial controllers and SCADA
systems are vulnerable to remote penetration, none of
these attacks produced destructive effects anywhere
near the doomsday scenarios predicted by many.92
One reason was that the same security specialists
sounding the alarm were also studying the Boden
attack and other incidents to identify—and fix—the
vulnerabilities hackers were exploiting. A second reason was that cyberattacks that caused physical damage to industrial machines, including the incident in
Queensland, required substantially greater expertise
than denial-of-service attacks, website defacements,
and other standard hacking techniques. For all the
fears that Stuxnet has reignited, the attack has been
widely studied by computer security specialists who
have developed patches for many of the security flaws
the worm exposed. While Stuxnet was not as sophisticated as many media reports suggested, developing and deploying the worm still involved a level
of technical expertise that is beyond the capacity of
most nonstate terrorists today. State hackers and cybercriminals with the necessary skills and knowledge
to exploit Stuxnet’s code to malicious effect are more
likely to use such weapons to wage cyberwar or to
commit an online crime.
If the history of contemporary 4th Wave terrorism
is any guide, nonstate terrorists, including al-Qaeda
and its Islamist affiliates, are much more likely to carry out flesh-and-blood attacks using simpler, easierto-acquire conventional weapons—guns, bombs, and
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knives—than intricate attacks against SCADA systems
and industrial controllers, the fear-inducing capacity
of which remains uncertain. While terrorists have increased their use of information technology in recent
years, they use these tools instrumentally to facilitate
their own real-world activities, rather than to bring
the Internet crashing down. The real cyberthreat from
nonstate terrorists lies in their ability to exploit the Internet to raise funds, research targets, and recruit and
radicalize enthusiasts rather than to execute SCADA
attacks. Cyberterrorism may well be in our future, but
for now, at least, the virtual dangers we face have a lot
more to do with online crime, hacktivism, and even
cyberwarfare than they do with cyberterrorism.
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CHAPTER 7
CHINA’S RECONNAISSANCE AND SYSTEM
SABOTAGE ACTIVITIES: SUPPORTING
INFORMATION DETERRENCE
Timothy L. Thomas
Disclaimer: The views expressed in this report are
those of the author and do not necessarily represent the official policy or position of the Department
of the Army, Department of Defense, or the U.S.
Government.
The Foreign Military Studies Office (FMSO) assesses regional military and security issues through
open‑source media and direct engagement with
foreign military and other security specialists to advise Army leadership on issues of policy and planning critical to the U.S. Army and the wider military
community.

INTRODUCTION
For the past decade, numerous nation-states have
accused China of conducting extensive reconnaissance
activities against their militaries, banks, and industries. Due to the anonymity of the Internet, it is difficult to pin the blame for these reconnaissance activities
on any one nation. However, the feeling appears to be
widespread among nation-states that Chinese hackers
lie behind the majority of these intrusions.
These China-based cyberactivities appear aimed
at uncovering nation-state digital vulnerabilities in
peacetime. As such, they are part of a larger digital
strategy to accomplish two objectives. The first is to
gain access to important industrial information that
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would increase the military capability of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA). The second is to map any potential opponent’s digital terrain, uncover vulnerabilities, or plant dormant viruses, thereby establishing a
digital strategic advantage so that China can “win victory before the first battle” if such a confrontation ever
occurs.
One of the more offensive actions that China is
practicing is system sabotage operations. When this
capability is perfected, information deterrence can be
generated. This chapter discusses Chinese strategic reconnaissance activities, how they lead to the ability to
conduct “system sabotage,” and how the latter leads
to the development of information deterrence concepts. All of the activities are part of a plan to “gain
victory before the first battle.”
RECONNAISSANCE
In a 2010 article in Qiushi (a semiofficial journal of
the Communist Party of China’s Central Committee),
Jiang Yong discussed the issues of cyberspace and information superiority. Cyberspace was defined as:
A network consisting of the interconnected computers, satellites, cables, and various types of information terminals. It connects political, military, business
and trading, financial, and transportation entities
in all trades and industries, including governmental
and non-governmental organizations, enterprises
and individuals, and thus shapes the ‘nerve system’
on which the contemporary world and all sovereign
states rely for normal operation.1

Cyberspace contains a massive volume of information that is used to spread a user’s influence, which
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can be either benevolent or harmful or a combination
of both. Information flows have become a strategic resource, in China’s opinion. China worries about U.S.
hegemony in cyberspace, since the latter controls 10
of the world’s 13 root servers and, therefore, information flows. China states that, if alterations are made to
information in the servers or deception is used here, it
can provide the United States with the power to control the information resources of another nation. China believes the United States also controls the Internet
through the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN), which assigns domain names
and digital addresses.2 Therefore, China is pressing to
change the system and is developing cyberconcepts
with Russia, the International Telecommunications
Union, and others. Information superiority, Jiang
concluded, is becoming the key factor in determining
future calculations of comprehensive national power.3
For that reason, cyber-reconnaissance is becoming
more important than ever. Over a decade ago, China developed a theoretical framework dedicated to
cyber-reconnaissance activities, which have enabled
Chinese experts to examine the cybervulnerabilities of
a potential opponent’s cyberinfrastructure. The best
example of this conceptual framework is the book Direct Information War, written by Dai Qingmin, formerly
the head of the General Staff Department that handled
information warfare activities. Dai discussed a host
of network reconnaissance actions. He stated that in
computer network warfare, being able to seize intelligence related to operational objectives is of primary
importance. Only then can one “Know yourself and
know the enemy, and you need not fear the results
of a hundred battles.” The process of gaining enemy
computer network intelligence is termed “computer
network reconnaissance.” Computer network recon175

naissance, Dai added, is mainly information about
the computer network system under reconnaissance,
such as the hardware configuration of the topological
structure and all network nodes, the communication
systems, encryption methods, computer network protocols, the system platforms and system capabilities of
software, and the geographical location of the target
nodes.4
Dai discussed the importance of cyberreconnaissance:
Computer network reconnaissance is a prerequisite factor for seizing victory in network warfare. The status and
role of computer network reconnaissance in computer
network warfare is proving to be decisive. Possessing
complete intelligence not only creates the necessary
conditions for controlling battlefield initiative, it also
lays the foundation for giving full play to strategic victory in military competition, and it can even begin the
path for attaining the ideal state of ‘breaking the enemy’s
resistance without fighting.’ For this reason, computer
network intelligence reconnaissance with the objective of
contending for intelligence and with the goal of ‘knowing the enemy’ is both an effective measure for military

competition and also an important strategy for military competition.

Computer network reconnaissance is the basis for
computer network warfare, and it runs through the
entire course of computer network warfare. It provides
accurate intelligence support for computer network
attack and it guides offensive computer network operations such as choosing opportune moments, places,
and measures for attack, and it collects evidence used
to evaluate attack effectiveness.5

Dai’s focus is on collecting technical parameters and
specific properties of all categories of information
weapon systems and electronic information products.
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He described various reconnaissance techniques that
have played important roles in computer network
reconnaissance operations. These techniques include
information interception, code breaking, conventional
reconnaissance, covert reconnaissance, and infiltration reconnaissance. Intelligent reconnaissance techniques, including data mining and fusion processing,
can also be used to gain as much sensitive information from inside target networks as possible and to use
counter-reconnaissance techniques to safeguard one’s
own information security.
Network Information Interception.
Network information interception techniques are
one of the main methods of computer network reconnaissance, offering important research content for
computer network warfare. The data in the information transmitted online can be illicitly intercepted and
monitored, thereby acquiring sensitive information
from the side under reconnaissance, the only requirement being to impose physical or logical measures on
network transmission links.
Code Breaking.
Most information that is intercepted, especially
important sensitive information, is encrypted. Therefore, it is necessary first to crack the code of the encrypted text. Only then is it possible to carry out the
next steps of analysis and processing. Code breaking
techniques can be used to get into military computer
networks surreptitiously via the common networks to
which they connect.
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Conventional Computer Network Reconnaissance.
Conventional computer network reconnaissance
refers to scanning and surveying target mainframes
or networks on the Internet and acquiring useful information, such as security loopholes that exist in the
target computer network system. This provides an
important foundation for the next step in carrying out
a network attack. Each week, 15-30 loopholes may
emerge, and they can affect software and hardware installations at great range, including operating systems
themselves and their support software, computer network clients and server software, computer network
routers and security firewalls, etc.
Covert Network Reconnaissance.
There are many methods used to conduct covert
reconnaissance. For the most part, they can be separated into two categories. The first is making reconnaissance actions secretive to the best of one’s ability,
e.g., adjusting reconnaissance tactics according to the
security defense installations of the target system in
order to attain the goal of not being discovered. The
second is using some deceptive techniques and gaining the trust of the mainframe of the side under reconnaissance and its operators in order to gain valuable
information.
Network Infiltration Reconnaissance.
Conventional computer network reconnaissance
techniques have no way of penetrating firewalls
to search the information inside the local area networks located behind the firewalls. For this reason,
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network infiltration techniques have emerged as
the times required. The great majority of firewalls
can frequently carry out extremely strict filtering
of the links coming from outside the network to inside the network, but they are neglectful of taking
precautions against the links sent out from the inside. Infiltration reconnaissance makes use of Trojan horses to serve as probes. They collect large volumes of information and ultimately penetrate the
firewall from the inside to send information back
outside.
Intelligent Network Reconnaissance.
Intelligent network reconnaissance uses intelligent
computer network probing programs that act on their
own in roaming computer networks to probe fixedcomputer network targets, monitoring and probing
targets and sending back collected intelligence information via covert communications methods.
Network Counter-Reconnaissance.
Infiltration detection systems conduct real-time
monitoring of computer networks without affecting
the performance of the computer networks, collecting and analyzing information from a number of key
nodes and seeing whether there are behaviors that
violate security strategy or indications of infiltration
in the computer network. In addition, computer hackers can also be used to send a flood of false and useless
information intentionally to the enemy’s information
systems, creating a “mighty information torrent” that
clogs or crams its information transmission channels.
This leaves the enemy with no way to timely and
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effectively collect, transmit, and process the information it needs in order to delay enemy information reconnaissance.6
The Chinese have developed an extensive cyberreconnaissance organization within the General Staff.
This organization was highlighted in the report, The
Chinese People’s Liberation Army Signals Intelligence and
Cyber Reconnaissance Infrastructure.7 Authors Mark
Stokes, Jenny Lin, and L. C. Russell Hsiao, writing for
the Project 2049 Institute, discussed both the PLA’s
Third Department (signals intelligence collection,
cryptology, computer security, and analysis agency)
and the Fourth Department (radar, electronic support
measures, electronic warfare, electronic intelligence,
and electronic countermeasures). Since the Third Department is the focus of reconnaissance activities, it is
discussed here. It is believed that Major General Meng
Xuezheng serves as the director of the Third Department.
The authors note that their Third Department
discussion is tentative and theoretical. They analyze
two areas: the command structure and subordinate
research institutes; and the department’s 12 operational bureaus. The command has a headquarters,
political department, logistics department, science
and technology intelligence bureau, and science and
technology equipment bureau. Key subordinates to
the Department include the 56th Research Institute
(supercomputing), the 57th Research Institute (communications intercepts, signals processing, and satellite communications), and the 58th Research Institute
(cryptology and information security technology).8
The study lists the operational bureaus of the Third
Department:
•	1st Bureau (61786 Unit)—decryption, encryption, information security;
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•	
2nd Bureau (61398 Unit)—U.S. and Canada
focus;
•	
3rd Bureau (61785 Unit)—line of sight radio communications, direction finding, and
emission control;
•	
4th Bureau (61419 Unit)—Japan and Korea
focus;
• 5th Bureau (61565 Unit)—Russia focus;
•	
6th Bureau (61726 Unit)—no mission given;
Wuhan University network attack and defense
center is located in this area of operation;
•	7th Bureau (61580 Unit)—some computer network attack and computer network defense,
some work on the U.S. network-centric concept, and psychological and technical aspects
of reading and interpreting foreign languages;
•	8th Bureau (61046 Unit)—Western and Eastern
Europe, Middle East, Africa, Latin America;
•	
9th Bureau (unknown Unit)—strategic intelligence analysis/database management, the
most opaque bureau;
•	10th Bureau (61886 or 7911 Unit)—Central Asia
or Russia, telemetry missile tracking, and nuclear testing;
• 11th Bureau (61672 or 2020 Unit)—Russia;
•	12th Bureau (61486 Unit)—satellites and spacebased signals intelligence collection.9
These operational bureaus, according to the report, are separate from the technical reconnaissance
bureaus (TRB) under the seven military region (MR)
headquarters. The TRBs of the MRs include the following responsibilities:
•	
Beijing MR (66407 Unit)—Russia, along the
Inner Mongolian border;
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•	
Chengdu MR (78006 and 78020 Unit)—two
TRBs; English, and computer network exploitation operations;
•	Guangzhou MR (75770 Unit)—Internet viruses,
and voice over Internet protocol;
•	Jinan MR (72959 Unit)—oversees 670 technical
specialists, microwave relay intercepts, Korean,
Japanese, English, and other language specialists;
•	Lanzhou MR (68002 and 69010 Units)—monitors border military activities;
•	Nanjing MR (73610 and 76630 Units)—Western
Pacific and Taiwan;
•	Shenyang MR (65016 Unit)—Russian, Korean,
and Japanese targets.10
Finally, the report listed several organizations associated with the Third Department. The PLA’s Information Engineering University is the Third Department’s
training vehicle. According to the report, other organizations associated with computer network defense
include:
• PLA Communications Security Bureau;
• China North Computation Center;
• Third Department Computing Center;
•	
National Research Center for Information
Security Technology (Network Risk Assessment);
•	PLA Information Security Evaluation and Certification Center;
• Information Security Research Institute;
•	National Information Center (affiliated with
science and technology equipment);
•	
National Information Security Engineering
Technology Center.11
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Today, Chinese authorities recognize that digital reconnaissance lays the groundwork for achieving future results and aids in the development and analysis
of war-control issues.12
Reconnaissance thus enables the PLA to establish
what is known as virtual shi, a strategic advantage or
posture in the cyberworld. It is akin to taking the high
ground in a physical battle. Retired Chinese General
Tao Hanzhang noted that, with regard to an attacking
force, shi is “the strategically advantageous posture
before a battle that enables it to have a flexible, mobile,
and changeable position during a campaign.”13 The attainment of strategic advantage through the planting
of Trojan horses or viruses or spotting vulnerabilities
in Western systems via reconnaissance activities helps
ensure the ability to “win victory before the first battle.” This requires mapping the cyber terrain of potential adversaries. Destructive codes that are planted in
this terrain can be activated at a time of China’s choosing. Further, knowing a system’s weaknesses ahead of
time helps attain the initiative in future battles, since
system searches are not required—they have already
been performed. Reconnaissance efforts can even take
the form of a cognitive attack, such as controlling or
manipulating the information a source receives, thereby causing a source to divulge important information.
It is no secret that the Chinese have conducted extensive reconnaissance activities against numerous nations during the past several years. When confronted
with accusations from several nation-states of numerous reconnaissance activities against their banks, militaries, and industries, Chinese authorities have continued to ignore such protests or to state that Chinese
authorities have never conducted such activities. Electronic reconnaissance activities offer an opportunity
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for the PLA to put into place the initial stages of its
war-control planning process. Western analysts must
become aware of the purpose behind these Chinese
reconnaissance activities if they hope to keep the lead
in 21st-century cyber prowess.
Of particular concern to Western societies should
be the question of whether “shaping the situation”
(as the U.S. terminologically designates digitized preemptive moves) could also involve controlling market societies and manipulating the electronic flows of
free societies. Analysts need to be constantly aware
of such potential. Can one well-placed and educated
computer specialist serve this purpose today and stop
the flow of 10,000 (or more) decisions in the marketplace? General Tao notes that there is the saying in
China: “With only one man guarding the mountain
pass, 10,000 men are not able to pass.”14
SYSTEM SABOTAGE
The attainment of virtual shi, or strategic advantage, is the shaping mechanism that enables the use of
preemptive moves and system sabotage activities. The
Chinese have noted that a post-emptive move is “not
an effective way to seize the initiative on the informatized battlefield.”15 Rather, in order to seize the initiative and control war in the initial state of a conflict, the
active offense must be emphasized.
The book, A Study Guide for Information Operations
Theory, described system sabotage warfare:
What Is System Sabotage Warfare? The basic characteristics of informatized wars are that they are guided
by information and that they consist of two systems
fighting each other. This is why system sabotage is so
important as it is the decisive mechanism of informa184

tized operations, and it is the basic path to victory in
informatized wars.
The key point to system sabotage is in ‘gaining control, using precision strikes for maximum damage,
and paralyzing the enemy to subjugate his will.’
This primarily entails using asymmetrical operations
where the emphasis is on the ‘destruction’ part of the
equation. Methods to attack weaknesses in a system
include blocking network connections, breaking down
the system architecture, and lowering operational
effectiveness.16

The authors note that to make system sabotage
effective, there needs to be a basic mode of thinking
where the Chinese “destroy before conducting war,
using destruction to aid in the fight.” This is because
under-informatized conditions, the core elements,
and mechanisms for victory in war have undergone
critical changes. There are significant differences in
the procedures and centers of gravity for current operations compared to those in past wars. Destroying
the material and technical foundation of a systemsintegrated operation (the network-based information
system) makes it impossible to adjust to problems on
the battlefield. Obviously, conducting system sabotage requires an emphasis on destroying the network
first before engaging in war.17 For that reason, reconnaissance is very important because it identifies the
nodes to destroy and in what order.
Cyber destruction refers to concentrated and continuous strikes on perception and information transmission systems on the battlefield. Implementing
strikes where Chinese forces “kill two birds with one
stone” means cutting off the “seamless link between
sensors and launchers” to greatly hamper reconnaissance and detection, rapid response, and precision185

strike capabilities in an integrated operational system,
thus creating the chance for dividing and ruling. When
it comes to combat, this primarily refers to the favorable conditions in war for reducing the effectiveness
of an operational system by conducting long-range
precision strikes as the primary means of nonlinear,
noncombat operations. Continued strikes on weak
points break down an enemy’s operational actions,
shatter his operational intentions, and shake his will
to resist. Of course, combat occurs during destruction,
and vice versa, so the two are connected, but the focus
and aim are different.18
Ping Zhiwei, a deputy director of the Campaign
and Tactics Department of the Shijiazhuang Army
Command Academy, and Majors Zeng Xiaoxiao
and Zhang Xuehui, both from the Combined Tactics
Teaching and Research Office of the same department
and academy, noted that system sabotage is an operational mechanism of the system of systems (SoS) concept, along with domain control, effect control, integrated joint action, and self-organized collaboration.19
The system sabotage mechanism aims to damage the
structure of an adversary’s operational system or, at
least, disrupt it. The system-to-system confrontation
and sabotage concept offer the capability to paralyze
an adversarial operational system. Confrontations are
aimed at severing an opponent’s campaign and tactical systems. Sabotage is aided through maneuver and
precision strike capabilities that keep an adversary
guessing as to the place and time of a final assault.20
The military press in China often is peppered with
references to the system sabotage concept. The press
stated that this concept is a better method of fighting
in the digital age than attrition; that it utilizes both
hard and soft strikes; and that it is identified as an
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operational pattern of war, whereas SoS is recognized
as a characteristic of war.
Both concepts increase in use under informatized
operational conditions. Methods are developed for
employing system sabotage operations. Further, from
exercises conducted in the field, it is clear that, on occasion, system sabotage methods are employed in the
PLA’s internal red versus blue exercises. The Mission
Action-2010 exercises, for example, emphasized the
position and role of information as the main element
guiding the exercise, “firepower as the main battle in
system sabotage,” and the inspection and examination of system sabotage tactics, such as forward depth
precision strikes and the selection and striking of key
targets.21 It appears that the system sabotage element
is becoming a key part of any planning stage in PLA
operations.
CHINA’S INFORMATION DETERRENCE
CONCEPT: FROM 1999-2011
In 1999, Chinese author Shen Weiguang, the father of information war (IW) in China, wrote that the
main IW battlefield will be intangible information
space, and this will cause a change in the state of war.
The effect of this change will include the softening of
strategic objectives, the development of information
deterrence as a new means of preventive action, the
determination of military actions by the possession
of information, the rising status of special forces, and
the use of civilians on the battlefield.22 Also writing in
1999, authors Lu Xiuru and Yu Zhengxue noted that
intellectual information deterrence would be part of
the intellectual-economic era that had descended on
the world. This era will change the form of war and
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no longer make violence necessary.23 A 2000 article by
noted Chinese stratagem specialist Li Bingyan stated
that “future war will be a high-technology war within
the framework of nuclear deterrence and information
deterrence.”24 Thus, the Chinese have been discussing
information deterrence for some time.
Interestingly, the definitions and discussions of the
concept imply that cyber-reconnaissance and system
sabotage (even though not listed by name) are key
methods for imposing information deterrence against
an opponent. A 2002 article in Jiefangjun Bao stated that
information deterrence would make warfare more
transparent.25 So far, however, cyberactivities have
been most often characterized as anonymous. The difficulties associated with uncovering identities are actually roadblocks to transparency. In 2003, editor Cai
Cuihong’s book, Information Networks and International
Politics, proposed an information deterrence theory.
The work views the information umbrella as more
utilitarian than the nuclear umbrella. The information
umbrella must be able to control information dominance and enable one side to see the adversary, while
not allowing the adversary to see friendly activities.
Control over information has become a new deterrent
force as a result. Cai’s work notes that:
the side that controls information can manipulate the
start and conclusion of wars, can use informatized
weapons to paralyze enemy weapons and command
systems, and can destroy the enemy’s precision guided weapons.26

Information control appears to be a key aspect of a deterrent force, according to this explanation. Cai adds
that “information network warfare under conditions
of nuclear deterrence will be the new form of future
international conflict.”27
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Network warfare includes network spy warfare
and network attack and defense warfare. It is a form
of fighting similar to IW.28 Network warfare is low
cost, full of surprises and anonymity, involves low
personnel casualty costs, and is asymmetrical. The latter concept indicates that warfare could be conducted
between countries, between countries and organizations, between countries and individuals, between organizations, between organizations and individuals,
and even between individuals.29
Further, the mission has changed:
The goal of computer network warfare is no longer annihilating the enemy and preserving oneself; rather, it
is controlling the enemy and preserving oneself. What
we call control is mainly influencing the thinking and
will of the war decision-makers, putting the adversary into a darkroom, depriving him of the means for
‘knowing himself and knowing the enemy,’ and making it impossible to turn war potential into actual capabilities for engaging in war.30

The combat strength of China’s armed forces will
be balanced on the basis of its computing power, communications capacity and reliability, real-time reconnaissance capabilities, computer simulation capabilities, and other information elements. These elements
can deter through misconceptions and psychological
pressure. Without a distinction between front and
rear, wars will truly become “people’s wars,” and
their shape could be strongly influenced by invisible
information space.31
If China is able to capture the strategic information resources of a country, then it can “win victory
before the first battle.” It can check an opponent’s
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behavior using non-war methods. In the past, China
has referred to the United States as a cyber-hegemonic
power. To attack this process, China is engaging in an
information cultural offensive to takeover the war of
words and use them as part of an information deterrence strategy. China must develop into a cyberpower
if it is to develop the proper counter-deterrence ideology required to put up a unified fight. If military power is the main deterrent component of comprehensive
power, then cyberpower cannot follow far behind.
Cyberpower is most likely now considered the main
ingredient of comprehensive power computations
that the Chinese update regularly. China cannot utilize information deterrence if it is not a cyberpower.
As a cyberpower, China can attempt to exploit foreign
information resources, like it is apparently trying to
do, as it procures terabytes of information from foreign nations’ information systems via reconnaissance
probes.
Information deterrence is defined in the PLA work,
The Science of Military Strategy as:
the deterrence that depends on the powerful performance of information science and information technology, and it is put into effect by the momentum and
power of information warfare.32

In the world of information, the creation of deterrence
from momentum is accomplished via the preparation
of cyberpower, showing an enemy force a disposition
or capability of cyber strength, and from actual cyberstrikes (perhaps the numerous computer reconnaissance activities of the Chinese).
Information deterrence, according to authors Peng
Guangqian and Yao Youzhi, has the following features: first, permeability or the ability to permeate not
only the military but also politics, the economy, cul190

ture, and science and technology; second, ambiguity,
where the difference between information deterrence
and information offense is hard to distinguish; third,
diversity, such as unauthorized visits, malicious software, database disruption, etc.; fourth, two-way containment, where victims of an information attack may
not be just the enemy but also others, to include oneself, due to the interconnectedness of networks and
the global grid; and fifth, the use of people’s war as a
capability, that is, the potential of people joining in to
combat an enemy on the net.33
The Science of Military Strategy also notes the following points, which apply more to the transmission
of information (“information transmission is the necessary condition for creating the deterrent impact of
strength and determination”)34 in order to impact the
cognition of an opponent after extensive reconnaissance and the mapping of his systems:
Deterrence requires turning the strength and the determination of using strength into information transmitted to an opponent, and to impact directly on
his mentality in creating a psychological pressure to
shock and awe the opponent . . . for this reason, effective strategic deterrence depends not only on strength
and determination, but also on the above-mentioned
information acquired by the deterred side. If the opponent has not acquired the above information or the
information acquired is not accurate, or the deterred
side believes that the acquired information is only
bluffing and intimidation, then it cannot create creditable and effective strategic deterrence . . . only when
the opponent on receiving deterrence information perceives and believes that if he acts rashly, he may suffer
a more severe punishment, can the deterrence obtain
the expected impact.35
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Finally, Peng and Yao write that deterrence seeks
momentum in several postures: creating momentum
through military preparation, demonstrating momentum by showing one’s disposition of strength, and
augmenting momentum with military strikes.36 Momentum is a term sometimes used interchangeably
with strategic advantage when defining shi.
Writing in China Military Science in 2001, Zhao Xijun, a deputy commander of the Second Artillery (responsible for nuclear weapons), defined deterrence as:
military actions in the form of a show of force between
countries or political groups, or an indication of their
resolve and readiness to use force, intended to make
an opponent not dare to take hostile action or to escalate his actions.37

In this case, a show of force could simply be the presentation to the other side of the virtual layout of its
cyberinfrastructure or digital terrain. If one were to
attempt to extrapolate what China’s cyberdeterrence
theory might look like from its strategic deterrence
theory, Zhao’s article is an interesting contemporary
start point. Zhao implies that deterrence theory is
based on a combination of stratagems. These stratagems are using soft power and reconnaissance to win
victory without war, and winning victory before the
first battle. To Zhao, these specific formulations of the
concept of deterrence theory in military thought come
from the early works of Sun Tzu.38
Zhao notes that key factors in Sun Tzu’s writings that influence contemporary deterrence theory
include having superior military power, being fully
prepared for war, having severe measures of punishment at one’s disposal, having superb skill at “attacking strategy” and “attacking diplomacy,” and making
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one’s ideology of deterrence be a lynchpin in a more
complete system. The essence of deterrence is to resolve war with non-war measures. Western warfare
is, in Zhao’s opinion, very different conceptually than
Chinese warfare. He feels Western theory is based on
using war to achieve political objectives.39
A Chinese deterrence warfare strategy protects
national interests; ensures that a nation’s economy,
science, and technology develop quickly; and offers
the nation an invincible position in complex environmental and international disputes. Zhao adds that
a counter-deterrent capability is the most effective
method to stop the aggressive attempts of powerful
nations from harming China’s national interests. Flexibility and effectiveness are other important principles
for the use of deterrence, which reflects the strategists’
resolve, the manifestation of military strategy, and the
embodiment of power. The key factors of deterrence
must be cleverly assembled, flexibly mobilized, and
securely developed to enable the ideal strategic outcome.40 The anonymity of the Internet appears to fit
these criteria perfectly.
First, a proper deterrence strategy includes the
ability to judge the hour and to size up the situation
while cautiously making decisions. Do what suits the
time, place, and to coordinate actions. A nation must
have a good grasp of the target and the objective of
its deterrent posture. Again, this is where digital reconnaissance perfectly fills the bill. The correct timing
and judgment must also be used when attacking an
alliance. Initially, it is necessary to attack those countries with weak social and political foundations. These
actions warn others and create a chain reaction of
fear in the alliance.41 The United States must theorize
whether Chinese hacker intrusions are nothing more
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than an attempt to size up the target and to map the
U.S. infrastructure in order to spot vulnerabilities or if
other purposes are present.
Second, Zhao notes that China should use an integrated deterrence approach. A single deterrent force
is not sufficient to constitute effective deterrence.
Comprehensive power must be employed to retain
the strategic initiative. This thought brings to mind
the work of Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui in their
book, Unrestricted Warfare. The authors noted 24 different types of warfare and then theorized that a cocktail mixture of the methods would best bring about
success. Thus, one might envision cyberpreemption,
plus network reconnaissance, plus high-tech deception, plus financial market disruption, plus network
deterrence, and so on.
Third, it is necessary to combine truth with falsehood, a direct application of stratagems. This combination can work to awe an enemy force into submission.
Friendly forces must look for opportunities to attack
an enemy force’s power and resolve. They must create
a posture of deterrence through a policy of truth and
falsehood to deprive an enemy of willpower. When
striking, they must do so resolutely, threatening targets with the greatest strategic value first, those the
enemy does not want to see hit. Finally, psychological
offense and strategy are the best tactics to gain victory. Deterrence is a test of power and resolve and a
test of strategy and wisdom. When there is no smoke
or gunpowder, strategy acts as a multiplier of power
and resolve in deterrence. Strategic thought evolves
and develops continuously, along with societal developments, especially as changes occur in the military
sphere.42
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No matter what type of deterrence is used:
Its ultimate outcome is never merely the result of a
comparison of the relative power of the two opponents. More important is the result of an analysis of
the benefits which the deterring side and the deterred
side might secure, of the price they each might have
to pay. Implementing deterrence requires stepped up
research of the threat the country faces. It requires scientific analysis and judgments.43

The 2004 Chinese book, New Concepts During
Military Transformation: Interpreting 200 New Military
Terms, defined several deterrence-related terms, to include the strategy of deterrence, strategic deterrence,
nuclear deterrence, space deterrence, forward deterrence, full spectrum deterrence and, most importantly, information deterrence. The latter term, defined
as follows, should be considered in conjunction with
cyber-reconnaissance and system sabotage activities:
With the backing of information weapons, intimidating and containing an adversary by threatening to use
information weapons or when necessary carrying out
an information attack. Information deterrence is essentially warning an adversary in advance about the
possibility that information weapons will be used or
information attacks will be carried out, as well as the
serious consequences these actions may give rise to,
causing the adversary to weigh the pros and cons and
thereby producing psychological fear, forcing him to
submit to the will of the side carrying out deterrence
or abandon his original plans and thus allowing the
side carrying out deterrence to achieve certain political objectives.44

An equally interesting article on strategic deterrence was published in 2004 in China Military Science.
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Zhou Peng and Wen Enbin, from the Academy of
Military Science, wrote that strategic deterrence refers
to a:
country or political bloc’s military actions to compel
an adversary to not dare take hostile action or escalate
actions through a show of force or indicating the resolve of being prepared to use force, thereby achieving
specific strategic goals.45

The possession of military strength is a prerequisite,
along with the resolve to use force and the ability to
make the one being deterred aware of one’s capabilities. Informatized warfare can increase its deterrent
power to be capable of achieving strategic objectives
when combined with nuclear deterrence capabilities.
Targeted deterrence can be achieved due to the controllability and flexibility of informatized measures.46
Former Chinese President Jiang Zemin recommended elevating deterrence to the level of strategy,
according to Zhou and Wen. It should be used to
contain war, delay its outbreak, or prevent its escalation. The core of new deterrence capabilities should
be “assassin’s mace” technologies, which would certainly fit cyber-reconnaissance and digital sabotage
methodologies. Jiang emphasized mobilization measures as a priority development. Due to the fast nature of high-tech wars, a war’s start can have decisive
significance. For that reason, China “must establish
an emergency mobilization combat force,” as well as
a strong traditional force capable of imposing deterrence in the strongest manner. In this way, China can
confidently unleash the deterrent effect of people’s
war under high-tech conditions.47 This emergency
mobilization force in the Information Age could be
the cybermilitias utilized in China. Policy analysts
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Robert Sheldon and Steven Glinert wrote that the eight
million strong militia system (defined as an armed organization composed of the masses not released from
their regular work) in China is where the cybermilitia
component can be found. Sheldon and Glinert have
painstakingly uncovered 64 groups of either information militias or network militias. The relationship of
the groups to Chinese developmental programs and
high-tech development zones, along with their mobilization potential, possible wartime roles, geographic
dispersion, and their functions, roles, and missions
are discussed.48
It is only through comprehensive national strength,
in Zhou and Wen’s opinion, that a reliable deterrent
effect can be generated. This image of strength must
be developed now during China’s so-called 20-year
“window of strategic opportunity.” Strength should
be built around nuclear forces; the close integration
of information resources, space resources, and conventional forces; and the people’s war concept under
high-tech conditions. A good deterrent force involves
the use of nuclear deterrence, conventional deterrence, space deterrence, and information deterrence,
again reminding one of cocktail warfare.49 The authors
add that:
The acme of the art of strategic guidance is fully reflected in the proper selection and constant innovation
of deterrence forms; it is the most real, most dynamic
part of wielding strategic deterrence.50

In 2007, Major General Li Deyi stated that information deterrence would rise to a strategic level close
behind nuclear deterrence. New and important modes
of deterrence will include information-technology
deterrence, information-weaponry deterrence, and
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information-resource deterrence. Further, counterinformation deterrence will be part of China’s new
mode of thinking.51 Also in 2007, Senior Colonel Deng
Yifei wrote that information deterrence would be a
means, behind nuclear deterrence, to achieve national
strategic goals and military strategic goals. Deng believes that information has become the core concept in
military thinking. Vying for information supremacy
and forming information deterrence capabilities are
key areas of current military thought.52
In 2009, a few top nuclear generals in China wrote
on information resources and the information components of weaponry as they apply to information deterrence. For example, author Zhou Fangyin noted that
the concept of information deterrence is defined as
forcing an adversary to lay down his weapons through
demonstrations or through highlighting friendly force
weaponry’s advanced precision under informatized
conditions.53 In 2010, Senior Colonel Yao Yunzhu,
writing in the U.S. journal Air & Space Power stated
that China would continue to apply deterrence at the
grand strategic level while depending more on “uncertainty” for a better deterrence effect.54 Even though
her comments were with regard to nuclear deterrence,
they could easily fit an information deterrence scenario. In the age of computer hacking, uncertainty as to a
hacker’s actual identity or government connection is a
common problem.
Other terms that may develop in Chinese thought
would be political, economic, or even cultural information deterrence. The latter term could be interpreted as the cultural or soft power offensive. Economic
information deterrence could mean that if a nation
controls or manipulates economic information to a
significant degree, then it may be capable of imple-
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menting a type of economic information deterrence
over another country. One nation could deter another
simply based on the former’s manipulation of and
subsequent control over the latter’s economic assets,
which are generally in information bases.
CONCLUSIONS
China has continued to conduct reconnaissance
activities against the United States and many other
nations, ignoring repeated calls to cease such actions.
Interestingly, Zhao offers a piece of advice in his article that could be used by U.S. policymakers to counter
these reconnaissance activities. Zhao writes:
If the opponent persists in having his own way and
refuses to stop his hostile actions, then the other side
must select the right time and an appropriate objective
and execute high-intensity deterrent actions against
the enemy, to include a warning strike. This is to demonstrate full and resolute determination to fight the
enemy to the end, and force the enemy to abandon his
high-handed scheme.55

Thus, if China refuses to stop its reconnaissance activities, the United States could conceivably, based
on such a line of reasoning, fire a warning strike. Of
course, a warning strike would be in the form of a
cyberattack against a key utility or bank or military
communication network. It is doubtful that it would
include missile strikes, which could lead to further
escalation scenarios. It is also doubtful the United
States would react in such a way unless analysts were
100 percent certain as to the origin of the harmful activities, and whoever initiated them ignored repeated
warnings to stop such activities.
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The interesting thing to note about China’s evolving concept of information deterrence is that it is based
on extended reconnaissance to identify vulnerabilities
in an opponent’s cyberlandscape and on system sabotage methods as a means of intimidation. These two
items offer inside knowledge of an opponent’s system
and increased uncertainty in the opponent as to what
China actually knows; they also offer a realistic cybercombat power model that can be used to carry out
planning. Together, both items can deter an opponent
from acting. Interestingly, as Major General Li Deyi
notes, there are various forms of information deterrence that can be developed: information-technology
deterrence, information-weaponry deterrence, information-resource deterrence, and counter information
deterrence, among others. China now appears well on
its way to developing a mode of thinking that will integrate with modern technological advances. Where
this mode of thinking will lead is anyone’s guess.
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CHAPTER 8
INFORMATION WARFARE A LA RUSSE
Stephen J. Blank
This is an expanded, revised, and updated version
of an earlier article, “Russian Information Warfare as
Domestic Counterinsurgency,” published in 2013 in
the journal, American Foreign Policy Interests, and derived from a paper presented at the Graduate School
of Public and International Affairs - Strategic Studies
Institute, U.S. Army War College, conference on Information Warfare, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
PA, November 1-2, 2012. The views expressed here
do not represent those of the U.S. Army, the Defense
Department, or the U.S. Government.

Information warfare (IW) and information operations (IO) have become ubiquitous and apparently permanent features of today’s military-political-economic
landscape. Though their consequences may be anything but routine, media discussions of these general
phenomena or specific examples of them have become
commonplace. This latter trend does owe much to the
explosion of information technology and social media.
However, a less appreciated but probably still major
cause for the ubiquitous discussion of these subjects
is the fact that, in the last 30 years, professionals and
amateurs alike have come to embrace a new concept
of security, both within states and between or among
them, that vastly expands the concept of security from
previous classical definitions.1 According to this “new
thinking about security,” the internal structures of a
society are as much an object of security practice and
discourse as were the classical manifestations of a
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country’s defense policy. Thus, the internal infrastructures of a functioning society and/or state have now
become objects of policymaking that postulates these
structures as integral elements of a state’s security.
Consequently, a state’s domestic structures have become the object of governments’ discourse and actions
about security and, particularly with regard to IO, a
potential target of hostile adversaries. In a word, they
have become securitized.2
Securitization denotes a process, mainly conceived
in terms of political and/or military rhetoric and
action, where leading actors in a state make an issue or
series of issues a fixture of the state’s security agenda
and view them mainly, if not exclusively, through that
prism. Issues hitherto not thought of as being related
to national security are now seen in that context and
through that prism. Political actors who first politicize
an issue as a threat to security and then securitize it,
aim to persuade relevant audiences—in this case, the
political and military elite, and then the rest of the
population—that the issue in question poses an “existential threat” to the country, either to its territory, the
integrity of the state, its group identity, its environment, or its economic interests.3 Consequently, government leaders who believe their state is inherently
unstable or who grasp the illegitimacy of their rule are
quick to believe that they are under assault by foreign
adversaries using IO or IW to unseat them.
Securitization thus denotes political actors’ efforts
most often, though not exclusively, through speech
or discourse, to take an issue out of normal politics
and bring it into the realm of security and thus much
closer state scrutiny. This process subordinates the issue to the competence of security organs, removes it
from the public realm, substitutes secret bureaucratic
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decisions for open politics, and often contravenes human or civil rights:4
The aim of a ‘securitizing move’ is typically to enable
‘emergency measures’ that can secure the survival of a
referent object. If and when the content of the security
‘speech act’ is acknowledged as legitimate by a (significant) ‘audience’ the issue in question has become successfully ‘securitized’. It has been moved out of the sphere of
‘normal politics’ and into the sphere of ‘emergency politics’; where it can be dealt with in an urgent manner and
with fewer formal and informal restrains.5

Actors make “securitizing moves” not just to place
an item on the agenda, but also to claim that their
agency alone has either the capability to define or resolve the problem or to implement the appropriate
solution.
This securitizing trend has immense significance
for IW and IO both globally, and especially for Russia. Russian writers assume that IW and IO are legitimately deployable within the framework of combat
operations, as a vital part of contemporary weapons
systems, and simultaneously within domestic political struggles in societies that are otherwise formally
at peace. For example, when writing in 2005 about the
Russian Far East (RFE), Chairman of the Federation
Council Defense and Security Committee Viktor Ozerov outlined a threat assessment emphasizing that
military strengths not be the key determinant of national power in the system of international relations:
The new geopolitics are based, as a rule, on the idea of
“indirect wars” or “indirect influence.” Overt military
operations are being replaced by mechanisms of total
regulation based on the concentration of financialeconomic resources and information-psychological
influence.6
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Since then, Russian writers, and not just specialists on IW, have virtually made this idea a canonical
aspect of Russian military thinking. Similarly, in 2006,
Chief of the General Staff General Yuri Baluyevsky
outlined a list of threats that comprised among them
“planning and execution of information, psychological operations against the Russian Federation.”7 Thus,
Baluyevsky not only expanded the scope of these
threats, but he also gave the military the right to comment on and argue for policies against internal threats.
He added to the notion that Russia is at all times under
comprehensive internal and external threats to which
the military must address itself, and which demand a
defense policy response.
Ensuing discussions of threats to Russia followed
along these lines. For example, in late-2006, the military journal Voyenny Vestnik Yuga Rossii (The Military
Herald of South Russia) published an account of the
tasks of the North Caucasus Military District’s Personnel for 2007 that was a much more comprehensive
threat assessment.8 Among these threats were:
Contemporary international military-political relations are characterized by a rigorous informationalpsychological warfare that is aimed at undermining
Russia’s statehood and integrity. In this connection
daily attacks are made according to two criteria: the
external and internal information environments. Influence is being exerted on our country’s population not
by means of direct military interventions but by the
adept exploitation of the national and religious contradictions within.9
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Direct military threats thus included:
the informational-psychological influencing and infiltration of different spheres of the Russian Federation’s
vital activity, which may entail the disabling of the
system and military administration and control.10

As part of this debate, Director of the Academy of
Military Science Retired General M. A. Gareyev offered a 2006 presentation that strongly rejected the
notion that security threats originate within Russia
and firmly stated that they all come from outside Russia.11 So while he polemicized against the notion that
IW represents a novelty in warfare, he accepted its
newfound importance in contemporary war. Indeed,
Gareyev advocated the creation of a:
Separate, independent directorate, as part of the Presidential Staff of the Russian government that would
be entrusted with coordinating information activity
on a countrywide level—from intellectual security,
the development of a national idea and shaping Russia’s favorable image abroad to countering all types of
subversive activity, including the ideological support
and organization of ‘color’, ‘velvet’, and other sorts of
revolutions.12

It should be noted that much, if not all, of this
program has been put into active operation since
then. Moreover, we see many of the consequences of
this program in the global manifestations of Russian
policy in the wake of Moscow’s aggression against
Ukraine and its ever-increasing domestic repressiveness against internal critics of the regime. It is precisely such organizations as Gareyev advocated that
have been established, and that carry out much of the
domestic and foreign activities that constitute Russian
IW against both dissidents and foreign adversaries.
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Finally, President Vladimir Putin himself has
publicly and strongly endorsed this view. He has
built upon earlier statements by leading officials and
analysts by indicating that acts of IW are nonmilitary
means that can be used for achieving strategic as well
as military-political objectives. In his annual address
to the Duma in 2007, Putin warned that:
To be frank, our policy of stable and gradual development is not to everyone’s taste. Some, making use of
skillful use of pseudo-democratic rhetoric, would like
to return us to the recent past, some in order to once
again plunder the nation’s resources with impunity
and rob the people and the state, and others in order
to deprive our country of its economic and political
independence. There has been an increasing influx of
money from abroad being used to intervene directly
in our internal affairs. Looking back at the more distant past, we recall the talk about the civilizing role of
colonial powers during the colonial era. Today, ‘civilization’ has been replaced by democratization, but the
aim is the same—to ensure unilateral gains and one’s
own advantage, and to pursue one’s own interests.13

Since then, Putin has openly claimed that information weapons and capabilities are an instrument
for the leverage of Russian and other states’ political
systems. In February 2012, he published a manifesto
entitled Rossiya I Menyayushchiyisiya Mir (Russia and
the Changing World) wherein he wrote that:
The notion of “soft power” is being used increasingly
often. This implies a matrix of tools and methods to
reach foreign policy goals without the use of arms but
by exerting information and other levers of influence.
Regrettably, these methods are being used all too frequently to develop and provoke extremist, separatist,
and nationalistic attitudes, to manipulate the public,
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and to conduct direct interference in the domestic policy of sovereign countries. There must be a clear division between freedom of speech and normal political
activity on the one hand, and illegal instruments of
“soft power” on the other. The activities of “pseudoNGOs” and other agencies that try to destabilize other
countries with outside support are unacceptable.14

Thus, Putin’s subsequent attacks on nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) hardly came as a surprise. Neither is it a surprise that Putin ordered the
special services to expand their coordination to prevent extremist and terrorist propaganda (which of
course goes undefined) in the global information
space.15 A plethora of laws has steadily constricted the
space for domestic opposition and transmission of information while subjecting the country to a relentless
nationalist mobilization. Leading think tanks like the
Valdai Club endorse this view as well. In their recent
paper on Russia’s defense reform, members of the
Club wrote that:
Military operations are designed to not only defeat
the enemy physically, but also to crush their morale,
and not just of the troops but also of the people and
the government. Factors such as the depth of support for the war among the general population play
an increasingly important role, and accordingly, so
does understanding and using culturally specific features of the enemy and his political system, including
through exposure via the media. The distinction between “civilian” and “military” segments of society
is disappearing. The aim of a military campaign is to
impact not only the enemy army, but also its society,
understood in terms of its cultural as well as its physical aspects. This trend makes it necessary to conduct
joint “civilian-military operations,” rather than purely
military ones.16
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Along with this conceptualization of IW, we see
a corresponding discussion and effort to define what
constitutes an IO. Thus, Russia’s defense doctrine of
2010 stated that one of the features of contemporary
military conflict is:
The prior implementation of measures of information
warfare in order to achieve political objectives without the utilization of military force and, subsequently
in the interest of shaping a favorable response from
the world community to the manifestation of military
force.17

It should be emphasized here that the 2010 doctrine’s guidance is that these measures be launched in
advance of actual combat operations, thus indicating
that IW and IO are peacetime affairs and not just wartime activities. In other words, IO and IW occur all
the time, and this is as it should be. If anything, in the
wake of Ukraine, this precept stands out all the more
clearly. Correspondingly, a prominent Russian theorist of IW, A. A. Strel’tsov, defined an IO as:
activities coordinated in terms of time, efforts, and
objectives performed by agents to implement government information policy over a relatively long period
of time that are directed at carrying out mid-term or
short-term political tasks.18

The aspect of IW and IO that is aimed at military targets, command and control, or at degrading
the performance capability of enemy weapons, or to
enhance the information component of one’s own
weapons, or to cause physical infrastructure to malfunction, is called the information-technical aspect of
IW. Whereas, the use of IW and IO targeted at media,
socio-political structures, and mentalities is the information-psychological aspect.19
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Russian leaders take both aspects of IW or information confrontation (Informatsionoye Protivoborstvo)
quite seriously. In early-2012, Chief of the General
Staff General Nikolai Makarov observed that, while
land and sea have ceased to be the main theaters of
war, the focus has shifted to the aerospace and information spheres, including cybersecurity. Moreover,
the wise use of “asymmetric action, [during] the initial
period of hostilities has begun to exercise a decisive
effect on the way a war is waged and on its outcome.”
Both kinds of IW can be used in that period.20 In this
context, it is hardly remarkable that in 2011, President
Dimitri Medvedev tasked the armed forces to develop
measures “to destroy the information and control assets of an ABM system” as part of a campaign emphasizing the information-technical aspect of IW.21
Russian definitions of the two aspects of IW and
IO are notable because they openly discuss a long
campaign carried on in peacetime. These campaigns
undertake what amounts to—at a minimum—an information/intelligence preparation of the battlefield
(IPB) that can long precede (as was the case in Estonia,
Georgia, and now Ukraine) the actual manifestation
of overt conflict. Here again, the distinction between
peace and war has been effaced, indicating that from
Moscow’s standpoint, “war is peace,” in George
Orwell’s words, and is being waged continually,
even now.
Indeed, leadership, doctrinal, and expert statements like Strel’tsov’s observations define a two-part
strategic role for IW and IO in the future, if not in the
Estonian and Georgian operations:
First, IO can be used to undermine the leadership and
decrease the morale of the citizens of a target country.
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The operational ways of such actions would be, as was
displayed in 2007 and 2008, attacks on government,
media, and financial websites aimed at limiting a government’s ability to control its resources and communicate with the population.22

Given this long-term, implicitly cumulative, and
steadily reinforcing nature of IW and IO, some analysts have likened its effects to the tightening vise of a
naval blockade. The destruction or degradation of enemy means of communication and weapons systems
represents the information-technical aspect of Russian
IW concepts, while the attacks on the enemy country’s
media and population represent the information-psychological component.23
While there are Western writers who see IW and
IO in this light, for the most part, this kind of conceptualization is fundamentally alien to U.S. and Western
writing on IW and IO, which focuses on the technical
and not the psychological aspect.24 American writing on IW and IO definitely underrates or omits the
information-psychological aspect and concentrates almost exclusively on the information-technical aspect
of “cyber war”; Russian writers explicitly and fully
incorporate the latter aspect into their assessments.25
Moreover, we have seen Russia employing both aspects of IW and IO in its strategic activities since its
war with Chechnya in 1994-96. Thus, IW and IO have
featured prominently in Russian operations at home
and the wars with Chechnya since 1994, in the domestic consolidation of the Putin regime, against Estonia
in 2007, Georgia in 2008, and against other Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) targets at various
times in the last several years. Thus, as we have suggested, the use of IW and IO in Ukraine is hardly an
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anomaly, but rather is a continuation and refinement
of previous thinking and activity.
This Russian way of thinking and of employing information technologies in warfare denotes an autochthonous approach that is informed by Western practice and writing but nevertheless diverges from it and
represents a creative adaptation or updating of these
phenomena to Soviet strategic and military-political
thinking. As U.S. Colonel Richard Zoller’s analysis
of Russian thinking about IW concerning the general
process that Russians call informatization observed:
More than any other nation-state, Russia uses the
cognitive domain of cyber as much as the technical
domain. Where Western definitions of cyberspace
focus on technical aspects of information technology,
“informatization” takes on a much broader definition.
“Informatization” can be broadly defined as applying
modern information technologies into all fields of both
social and economic development, including intensive
exploitation and a broad use of information resources.
What this means is that Russia uses cyberspace more
to disrupt an adversary’s information than to steal or
destroy it.26

Thus, for Russia, IW and IO are fully legitimated
weapons or instruments of internal political as well as
foreign military-political contestation. IW and IO are
weapons of internal and/or external political struggles
within or between political entities (not only states)
and can be used for public, government, civic, and
private strategies. Accordingly, it goes without saying
that in a society in peacetime or at war, the struggle to
influence and shape “the information space” is ongoing. Moreover, recent Russian writing about IW notes
that conflict over information space has been waged
throughout history between states to expand their
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political zones, control raw material resources, etc.
Meanwhile, today IW is being constantly waged both
between and within states for all kinds of purposes,
not least the “possibility of manipulating moods and
behaviors of large masses of people.”27 Indeed, Vladimir Karyakin argues that the advent of information
and network technologies, coupled with advances in
psychology regarding the study of human behavior
and the control of people’s motivations, “make it possible to exert a specified effect on large social groups
but [also] to also reshape the consciousness of entire
peoples.”28 This kind of thinking about IW establishes
a direct link between current Russian writings about
IW and IO and the Leninist tradition of using indoctrinated Communist Party cadres as a political surrogate
for armies, e.g., “a fifth column.”29
Therefore, we can argue that, at least in the efforts
to influence a society’s information space, there is no
distinction between war and peace, and some would
also argue among war, peace, and the use of social
technology for criminal purposes. This is a new phase
in a process of “neither war nor peace,” and a direct
continuation of the Leninist tradition of a constant
state of siege within and between states, societies, and
blocs. Similarly, there is no hard and fast definition
(unlike U.S. thinking) between war and peace. As
Russian writers and officials see it, conflict is constant,
and one major target, especially in domestic political
arenas or among populations at war with each other,
is the mentality of the “home front.” According to
Karyakin:
The mental sphere, a people’s identity, and its national and cultural identity have already become battlegrounds. The first step in this direction is the discredit-
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ing of and then the destruction of a nation’s traditional
values. And in order for external aggression to be perceived painlessly to the mass consciousness, it must be
perceived as movement along the path of progress.30

He then outlined a systematic campaign of IW
against a nation’s mental perspectives.31 Allegedly,
the United States waged such a war against post-war
Germany and Japan to destroy these societies’ earlier
military spirit and to enforce an irreversible outcome
unlike that of shooting wars. Information and network attack was duly directed against their mental
space and led to a replacement of earlier national values by those of liberalism. “In this case, the mass consciousness does not recognize the fact of implantation
of the enemy’s mental viruses.”32 Today such warfare
assumes the following form:
The aggressor puts multiple social structures into play
in the information and network war. First, and foremost,
this includes the mass media and religious organizations,
cultural institutions, nongovernmental foundations, and
social movements, several of which are funded from
abroad. In their totality they wage what is called a ‘distributed attack’ by inflicting numerous pinpoint destructive actions against a country’s social system under the
banner of ‘development of democracies and civil society’
and ‘observance of human rights.’33

Karyakin also locates such tactics in the alleged
Western manipulation of the Arab Spring. He observes that information and network confrontation of
states encompass a struggle to establish control over
territory. This control is accomplished through; global
information and surveillance systems; encouraging
separatist and terrorist movements; engaging enemies
in low-intensity conflicts and organizing agitation of
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the masses, economic warfare, including embargoes
and sanctions; and ideological warfare as described
here. In addition, control is accomplished through
network strikes by organizing hacker attacks and introducing various computer viruses into computers,
communication systems, and databases.34 In this context, it is noteworthy that the Putin regime’s attacks on
Estonia and Georgia, as well as its targeting of domestic reformers, all follow Karyakin’s and others’ script
in regards to both the targets and methods of waging
IW and IO.
Therefore, the following observations apply to
Russia with particular force for several reasons. First,
the expansion of the theaters of military operations,
from purely battlefield phenomena to the totality
of states’ physical and socio-political networks, can
be construed as a direct evolution from the Leninist
theory of political struggle. Lenin began by expanding
“the state of siege” within Russian Social Democracy
into a global one that reached its apogee in the Cold
War and comprised struggles within states as well
as between blocs on a global scale. Now information
technology has vastly expanded the opportunities for
almost anyone to conduct such operations in both real
time and over the course of time, as well as in depth.
Anyone can target anyone or anything else for as long
as he or she wants and can do so more often than not
with plausible deniability.
Moreover, in this context, information technology and the uses to which it can be put can replace
the strategic and political role played by indigenous
Communist parties that functioned very much as a
surrogate for missing combat power in order to affect
the political balance of power in targeted countries.
Russian leaders, even before Putin’s remarks shown
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earlier, openly viewed information technology as a
nonmilitary means by which they could achieve military, strategic, or political goals. One need not have
a ramified “organizational weapon” like the Communist Party to gain leverage, if not control, over a
nation’s policies, if information weapons can be used
adroitly for those purposes.
Thus, the use of IW at home as well as abroad becomes a conscious securitizing move to enhance the
power and stability of the current Russian state and of
the security services within it. Actors make “securitizing moves” not just to place an item on the agenda,
but also to claim that their agency alone has the capability to define, resolve, or implement the appropriate solution for the problem. This Russian process is
consciously intended to regain state control over multiple domestic processes after the much freer and uncontrolled experience of the 1990s. Consequently, IW
and IO are legitimate weapons in the domestic and/
or international struggle for political power. Since the
Russian government believes itself under attack from
a linked ensemble of foreign governments and democracy promoters who have joined with domestic reformers, IW and IO in Russia are critical instruments
of what might be called a domestic counterinsurgency
strategy. At the same time, in foreign contexts, they
are weapons as well as strategies that are deployed
cumulatively over time, not just to disable an adversary’s military machine, but also to demoralize and
subvert it from within and isolate it from other networks abroad that could support it.
Thus, while Russian theorists have discussed what
they call the information-strike operation against enemy forces, which was evidenced in the 2008 war with
Georgia, most actual uses of information weapons
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in operations have aimed at the domestic “nerves of
government” or of society, not combat forces or military command and control. Indeed, the “informationpsychological” aspect that covers the use of the press
and the media broadly conceived against a target’s
information space is a key category among many in
the Russian definition of IO and IW.35
Russia has been constantly at war against either
Chechnya or Islamic insurgents in the North Caucasus
since 1994, with only a brief and very tenuous respite
in 1996-99. Since Russia remains a society at war in the
most literal sense, its recourse to IW and IO emerges
out of the strategic imperatives and initial conditions
of military operations in 1994-96, and then again since
1999. Even today, its regime fully understands its illegitimacy in the face of a rising tide of popular opposition. Consequently, Russia has frequently waged
its own form of IW and IO against its own people at
home in order to secure or sustain the existing political regime.
Russia’s leaders fully believe as well that not only
does Russia conduct IO or IW at home and abroad,
but also that Russia is the constant target of foreign
governments and intelligence services who operate
together with all the domestic forces who are demanding reforms—domestic reformers, NGOs, or
foreign critics of the regime—to undermine the Russian government.36 The expulsion of the U.S. Agency
for International Development in September 2012 and
accompanying draconian legislation against all manner of opposition to the regime suggests an intensifying governmental fear of this dissent. It also reveals
a governmental obsession, wholly consonant with
Russian tradition about subversion from within, supported from abroad, and aided by the systematic use
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of information technology. These fears have extended
the life of the Leninist threat paradigm of internal enemies of the political order who are linked with foreign
governments, a paradigm that continues to this day.
In this context or according to this logic, the measures
taken by the government to wage IW and conduct IO
against the Russian people—and by its logic implicitly
against the West—are eminently rational.
But at the same time, the growing signs of mass
political disaffection in Moscow and beyond have
only made the regime more adamant in its perception
of this threat assessment. Thus, Russia’s own experience plus its contemplation and assessment of that experience, even as it occurs, confirms to its leadership,
if not also to external observers, that the highly protean concepts of IW and IO apply both at home and
abroad and can also be deployed simultaneously to
target both domestic and foreign audiences. For these
reasons, this chapter, while not neglecting the information-technical element as seen in the 2008 war with
Georgia, concentrates on the information-psychological element, which is more often deployed either at
home in service to a domestic governmental counterinsurgency strategy or to the attainment of strategic
foreign policy goals.
ASSESSMENTS OF IW
Russian military and political leaders have been
aware of the importance of the information factor in
warfare since 1991, when Operation DESERT STORM
first revealed that significance to the world at large.
This understanding has grown, expanded, and developed along with Moscow’s capabilities for employing IO and IW at home and abroad. Indeed, Russia
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has taken IW and IO so seriously that it even crafted
a draft treaty for submission to the United Nations
that would restrict other governments’ abilities to use
these weapons against Russia. This signifies Russia’s
anxiety about the use of these weapons against it at
home in both peace and war. However, throughout
the period of 1991-2012, its leaders and analysts have
assiduously sought to understand and define IW and
IO in ways that would let them be incorporated into
doctrine and operational guidelines for the government and military.37 Since Tim Thomas and Leigh
Armistead, among others, have cogently explored
this literature, there is no need to recapitulate it here.38
Instead, we can examine what at least some Russian
military-political leaders and commentators have said
about the role of IW and IO in contemporary warfare,
particularly as these phenomena apply to the domestic front in what Moscow calls “information confrontation.” From there, we can examine how Russia has
actually employed IW and IO.
Writing in 2006-07, Deputy Premier and former
Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov indicated Moscow’s
full awareness of IW, and that it was a surrogate for
a more classical military kind of operation. Indeed,
Ivanov openly admitted that IW and IO allowed Moscow to find a new weapon to use in what might be
called purely political, i.e., nonviolent, warfare. It also
allowed them to update the Leninist inheritance of using Communist parties, fifth columns, and intelligence
penetration of targeted societies as weapons in what
became the Cold War to obtain political and strategic
advantages. Ivanov observed that:
The development of information technology has resulted in information itself turning into a certain kind
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of weapon. It is a weapon that allows us to carry out
would-be military actions in practically any theater of
war and most importantly, without using military power. That is why we have to take all the necessary steps
to develop, improve, and, if necessary—and it already
seems to be necessary—develop new multi-purpose automatic control systems, so that in the future we do not
find ourselves left with nothing.39

Furthermore, leading Russian military figures like
Baluyevsky and Gareyev openly discussed threats to
Russia in which the country might suffer even a crushing defeat without a shot being fired.40 Gareyev stated
that:
The breakup of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, the
parade of “color revolutions” in Georgia, Ukraine,
Kyrgyzstan, and so on show how principal threats exist objectively, assuming not so much military forms
as direct or indirect forms of political, diplomatic, economic, and informational pressure, subversive activities, and interference in internal affairs. . . . The RF’s
security interests require not only that such threats be
assessed, but also that effective measures of countering them be identified.41

Clearly, what happened to Russia could be turned
around and made to happen to others. But these statements indicate that Russian statesmen and leading
military thinkers like Gareyev clearly grasped that IW
and IO were and remain a double-edged sword. Indeed, leading Russian analysts, not just Gareyev, have
openly argued (even before Putin did so in 2012) that
the United States is waging “a network war” against
Russia. Aleksandr’ Dugin, a prominent Russian geostrategic thinker, openly made this claim in 2007. In
network war, according to his assessment, informa-
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tion is converted into a political instrument for use
by socio-political organizations and institutions in a
general and flexible way. He not only saw evidence of
this employment of the network concept in the “color
revolutions” of Serbia, Georgia, and Ukraine after
2000, but also al-Qaeda employing its own version
of network war.42 He was not alone in his concern for
Russia’s internal stability under such conditions.
Dugin and other similarly inclined writers have repeatedly argued that Russia itself has been subjected
to information attacks by outside forces. They also
occasionally claim that Western critiques of Russian
policies and form of government represent information attacks. This line of reasoning also applies to the
other non-Russian authoritarian regimes in the CIS
who regard U.S. and/or NGO efforts to promote democracy as forms of IW. Thus Belarusian Television 1,
the government’s official channel, openly stated that
“a war of a new type, based on networks of organizations, is being waged on the post-Soviet space.”43 Typically, this “network war” is being directed by the State
Department and U.S. intelligence services that mobilize thousands of smaller organizations; which was
first tried out in Ukraine’s 2004 election campaign.44
Subsequently in late-2011, Putin, as Prime Minister,
claimed that Secretary of State Hillary Clinton gave a
signal to opponents of the Russian regime to demonstrate against the patently false elections that had just
occurred.45 But particularly interesting is that the description the tactics of this operation closely resemble
the Estonia crisis of 2007. In other words, Moscow employed what it professed to believe were its enemies’
tactics against Estonia in its own cause. According to
this Belarusian report:
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Political technologies and manipulating information
form the basis of “the network war.” Networks consist of
numerous modes, and each of them, civil organizations,
movements, foundations, human rights activists, and
the mass media, are playing their particular role: staging
protests and pickets, conducting seminars and publishing articles and reports, in other words, displaying any
instance of public activity seeking to deliberately destabilize the situation in the country. . . . [in Ukraine in 2004]
the number and intensity of democratization programs
have been stepped up, the target audience and the net of
pro-Western forces are being expanded. Youth, women,
and religious organizations, independent trade unions
and regional opposition unions and the mass media are
seeking to implement a civil eruption scenario with numerous sources of fire.46

According to this line of reasoning, all opposition
political activity is essentially an act of war against the
government, and more likely than not, is supported,
funded, or directed from abroad in a deliberate act of
war against the targeted state. Ultimately, this leads
governments like Russia to equate all dissent with
treason.47 Therefore, if IW “is essentially the implanting of one’s own Weltanschauung (world view) in a targeted population,” then the Russian response must be
a state-directed campaign of patriotic indoctrination
and suppression of foreign and, therefore, noxious
communications.48
Nikolai Patrushev as head of Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) in 2007 called upon CIS states to
expand cooperation between secret services, security
agencies, and law enforcement agencies to fight the
use of the Internet for terrorist purposes. Of course,
the hidden agenda is also to stifle dissent in all these
states, but nonetheless, the threat to which we and he
are referring is real enough.49 Similarly, Chief of the
CIS Anti-Terrorist Center Police Colonel-General Andrei Novikov told a meeting of this organization that
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the expansion of terrorist activity from the Balkans to
Afghanistan places every member of the CIS within
the orbit of terrorist information warfare:
Terrorism not only exchanges information with the
help of the Internet and recruits new members, but
also carries out active propagandist work. This circumstance dictates the need for developing adequate
and effective strategic methods of information counteraction on the part of CIS states.50

Novikov and Patrushev have very good reason for
their anxiety about IW conducted by terrorists. Russia, according to the author’s conversations with Russian analysts, has also been victimized in this regard
as part of the Chechen war (indeed, this aspect of that
war has received hardly any coverage). Reportedly, in
late summer 2007, the Russian armed forces went offline because so many hackers and penetrations of the
system were recorded from pro-Chechen sources that
their network could not cope with these threats.51 Certainly, the Russian government understands both the
opportunities and threats, as President Putin had advanced a plan in 2007 calling upon Russia to become
a global leader in information technology (IT); but
also warned at the same time that Russia must guard
against the threat of cyberterrorism, develop innovative companies, and replace foreign components by
domestic products.52 Similarly, the report by a leading Russian think tank, Soviet Vneshnei i Oboronitel’noi
Politiki-SVOP (The Council on Foreign and Defense
Policy), “The World Around Russia: 2017,” warned
that:
The emerging global system, which involves economic globalization and the spread of information technology, opens up unprecedented opportunities for
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development, but at the same time makes the entire
system increasingly exposed to terrorism, WMD, and
IT weapons.53

As noted above, Russian officials grasped the power of IT from the “color revolutions” after 2000. Dmitry
Frolov, an official from the FSB’s Information Security
Center, cited Georgia and Ukraine to Duma legislators
and observed that the Internet was, “becoming a serious player on the information field capable of shaping
public opinion [and it had the capability] to mobilize
political forces against the authorities in their state.”54
Therefore, he concluded that the jurisdiction of Russia’s Siloviki (power structures) to monitor electronic
communications “should be substantially expanded.”55 Other CIS states have followed suit. In the wake
of the Arab spring of 2011, Uzbekistan, an already
draconian state in many ways, launched a further
crackdown on mobile Internet media along with denials by government agencies throughout the area that
revolution is possible. Indeed, Uzbekistan took control
over cellular companies there, instructing companies
to report on any suspicious actions by customers and
on any massive distributions of text messages through
their cellular lines.56 Azerbaijan also attacked Facebook and Skype.57 Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan have
instituted news blackouts.58 In addition, the Uzbek
government has intensified its controls over Internet
access by blocking “hostile” websites, and promoting
instead official websites that present a roseate view
of current conditions there.59 Moreover, such attacks
upon Internet use have continued right up to the start
of 2013.60 These are examples of the way in which Central Asian states emulate Russian laws and practices
designed to preserve the status quo.61
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Of no less importance is the fact that current wars
have brought home to the Russian military that, “It is
difficult to overestimate the importance of the information factor in local wars and armed conflicts of the
early 21st century.”62 Equally importantly, the Russian
power structures fully understand the capabilities of
information weapons and the need for Russia to compete in their production and use. Ivanov’s earlier statement strongly suggests that Russia sees its cybercapabilities as giving it asymmetric or alternative ways to
counter perceived Western challenges and threats by
what are clearly militarily superior adversaries.63
Russian military writings were, if anything, even
more systematic and detailed about the inherent potential of IO and IW. A 2003 article by naval Captain
of the First Rank (Reserve) R. Bikkenin observed that
IW not only occurs in the struggle between opposing
military forces and technologies, but also comprises
“disorganization of all means of a society’s life support, including the enemy military infrastructure.”64
As part of his analysis, Bikkenin included in his categorization of IO, the use of the media, leaflets, religious propaganda—specifically intended for use in
the then occurring Chechen campaign—and showing
the extension of IW to this domain as part of the general process of securitization.65
By 2008, authoritative military writers were publishing detailed analyses of netcentric warfare (NCW)
and effects based operations (EBO) as they understood
it.66 There is also good reason to argue that the current
defense reform, launched in the wake of the disappointing performance in the Russo-Georgian war of
2008, aims to create an army capable of conducting
NCW and EBO in future wars.67 Other writers focused
on the advent of IW in all its operational and politi-
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cal forms, e.g., creating the basis for public information and political support as well as protecting critical
civilian and defense infrastructures, again accusing
Washington of waging IW against Russia, in this case,
on behalf of Georgia in 2008.68 Since the Georgian war,
these themes have been amplified in literature and
political statements.
For example, according to Colonel S. G. Chekinov,
electronic warfare will become an independent operation in its own right in future wars, not just a support
operation. Likewise, we can expect further technological breakthroughs in next-age generation weapons
that will combine physical, informational, psychological, and even biological weapons in combat over vast
areas, including outer space, i.e., multidimensional
warfare.69 Remote operations will occur as much as
direct force-on-force missions; the battlefield will be
transformed into a combat environment concept, including virtual targets and the enemy’s entire range
of psychological orientations and capabilities.70 In this
environment, the computer will become a strategic
weapon in and of itself. Furthermore:
It may be assumed that the informational and engineering components of the so-called information
weapons will be able to paralyze the enemy’s poorly
defended computerized troops and weapons control
systems and deprive the enemy of an opportunity to
transmit information.71

Thus:
In terms of content, therefore, the main specific aspect
of armed struggle in wars and armed conflicts of the
21st century is that the new forms of military operations can be multidimensional and fought in all areas
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of armed struggle (land, sea, and air/space), where
electronic, economic, psychological, informational
warfare, and armed force will be used with growing
intensity over time and terrain to achieve decisive
results in the shortest time period and to deprive the
enemy of initiative and freedom of maneuver.72

Chekinov and Lieutenant General S. A. Bogdanov (Ret.) subsequently have argued that information
weapons already can actually tackle strategic tasks,
such as disorganizing enemy military control, state
control, and the aerospace defense system (which
Russian writers expect will be the first target in a
conventional offensive), deceiving the enemy, creating the desired public opinion, organizing protests
against the enemy government, and launching other
operations while aiming at reducing the enemy’s will
to resist.73 Indeed, they argued that today the focus of
both interstate and intrastate confrontation is turning
toward nonmilitary means, including informational
means, not least because of the danger of mutual annihilation in a nuclear conflict.74 But this also means
that new technologies can generate what they call
climactic weapons, and that new methodologies can
induce dozens of different pathways for psychologically manipulating and controlling an enemy to follow a prescribed course of ultimately self-destructive
actions—this sounds very much like the old Soviet
concept of reflexive control. The supposed next generation of weapons that could combine psychological, informational, and even biological attributes, will
be based, in the famous words of Marshal Ogarkov,
upon “new physical principles” and exemplifies this
trend. Along with a plethora of Russian officials, that
from Putin down, they charge the United States with
developing and deploying these methodologies in the
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color revolutions in Georgia, Ukraine, Central Asia,
and elsewhere.75
In this context, the authors charge that after 1945,
the United States developed what they call “the organizational weapons” (the irony here is that the
Communist Party type of organization developed by
Joseph Lenin was originally and rightly called the organizational weapon), whose purpose is “to eliminate
a certain society, organization, company, or family”
(the mission does not have to be on a global scale.).76
Like Gareyev, they argue, therefore, that states that
cannot defend their information security put their
economic and political independence at risk. American and allied military conduct in the last few decades
produced an object lesson in showing how active information operations can impact the mass consciousness of societies and governments, and ultimately
their military control allowed the United States and its
allies to secure their military-strategic goals.77 Finally,
the United States may go beyond IW to new climactic
weapons. They cite the U.S. High Frequency Active
Auroral Research Program (HAARP) in particular, as
possessing the capability to manipulate the weather
and cause natural disasters, earthquakes, tsunamis,
floods, tornadoes, droughts, etc. They quote Russian
“defense expert” Yuri Boylov who claimed that everything that occurred in the Indian Ocean tsunami of
December 2004 was the direct result of U.S. local tests
of radio-physical and geographical super-weapons
under the HAARP program.78
We may dismiss this kind of analysis as being
both unoriginal and literally fantastic, if not paranoid. However, despite Moscow’s systematic self-disinformation and paranoia, the vistas presented here
merit our close attention because they are so utterly
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pervasive throughout the military-political leadership. Chekinov and Bogdanov seem to have open access to the General Staff’s military journal Voyennaya
Mysl (the English version is Military Thought) as these
and other articles suggest.79 The views presented here
show a strong consistency with leadership statements
in asserting that the Russian state is at risk at home
and abroad from U.S. and allied IW and IO, specifically aiming to undermine the Russian government
and manipulate the domestic political playing field.
Russian interests are also constantly at risk from these
forces, suggesting a continuation of the Leninist state
of siege mentality as well as the Leninist threat paradigm into the post-Cold War world. Warfare, i.e., IW,
goes on even in peacetime, and the Russian state is the
target of a growing campaign. These views are fully
in sync with the overblown, even hysterical, threat
perceptions embodied in Russia’s 2009 National Security Strategy and 2010 defense doctrine, which insisted
that the threat of force being used against Russia was
growing. These views also embody the outlook of a
militarized police state (and criminal enterprise) that
has little confidence in its own legitimacy and security
and insists on viewing the world through this combative, even paranoid lens.80 Moscow’s IO and acts of IW
at home and abroad comport with these estimates of
the centrality of information weapons and threats and
highlight the strategic significance of IW and IO for
both domestic and external strategic operations.
In other words, we already are long since in the
midst of what Russian leaders and thinkers would
call an IW being waged in Russia proper; and Russian leaders fully believe they are under attack from
within as well as from the outside the country. As
we have seen, they fully endorse the idea of IW as a
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weapon of war not only against weapons systems and
C2 neworks, but also against entire social structures
and mass cognitive processes, and they believe they
are being so attacked and must respond in kind. This
aspect of IW and IO has received much less attention in the West, thereby signifying our own myopic
ethnocentrism and inattention to strategic issues and
other peoples’ thinking about contemporary warfare.
We may believe that we are at peace with Russia, but
Russian leaders do not share this view. As long as
this inherited Leninist threat paradigm prevails, updated with the new methods of information technology, from Moscow’s standpoint insofar as the United
States and the West are concerned, if Russia is not
actually at war with them, then at best it is in a state of
neither war nor peace, or at best, peaceful coexistence.
As long as this mentality, which now governs Russia,
prevails, we need to understand what it means for our
own benefit and to grasp the full significance of the
ongoing domestic struggle inside Russia for the future
of international security.
ESTONIA
Bearing the foregoing analysis in mind, the 2007
Russian cyberattack on Estonia stands in a clearer light
than before. Although this attack cannot be definitively traced to Moscow, the available evidence that
it was a predesigned Russian attack is overwhelming.
Indeed, Duma Deputy and a frequent spokesperson
for the Russian Administration Sergei Markov boasted in 2009 that his assistant and office were behind the
attacks, and that more of such events would happen.81
Whether or not Markov’s boasting is truthful, there is
much more evidence that Russia planned this attack,
and it clearly conforms to the elements of Russian
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thinking about IW and IO described earlier. Worse
yet, now that Putin has admitted that the war in 2008
with Georgia was planned by Moscow from 2006, it is
possible that Estonia served in some ways as a dress
rehearsal for that war and as a probe of its defenses
and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO)
response.82
For example, the attacks on Estonian socio-economic and political institutions were allegedly the reaction to Estonian authorities’ transferal of the site of a
monument—the Bronze Soldier—to Soviet liberators
of Estonia from the Nazis in Tallinn to another site.
However, in fact, Estonia’s authorities’ investigation
of the April-May 2007 incidents revealed that Russian
planning for the demonstrations in Tallinn began a
year earlier, i.e., well before any sign that the monument would be removed.83 Further evidence confirms
this assertion:
They were planned in advance and at least somewhat
coordinated, as Russian-language forums were full of
the preparations and planning in the days leading up to
the attacks. The Estonian government even planned to
release news of the strike three days before it began, but
was dissuaded by the European Union (EU) because of
an upcoming meeting between then-EU president and
German chancellor Angela Merkel and Russian president Vladimir Putin.84

Further, evidence all but states that the Russian
strike was an act of high policy. The attacks included
denial of service, botnets, hacking, etc.85 This “war”
lasted from April 26, 2007, until mid-May 2007, a period of several weeks. Although some have argued
that the sources of these attacks cannot be conclusively traced to Russia, the Estonian government has
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insisted from the start that Moscow was behind it. Indeed, it originally claimed to trace the source of some
of these attacks to Russian governmental addresses.86
It is impossible to charge Russia conclusively with orchestrating the attack because of the use of botnets,
short for robot networks. According to James Hughes,
botnets are the newest fad in cybercrime. In a botnet
attack, a cybercriminal or attacker takes control of a
foreign computer by surreptitiously loading software
on it without the consumer’s awareness that the computer has been compromised.87 Criminals typically
use bots to infect large numbers of computers. These
computers form a network or a botnet that is then used
to send out spam email messages, spread viruses, attack computers and servers, and commit other kinds
of crime and fraud. If your computer becomes part of
a botnet, your computer might slow down and you
might inadvertently be helping criminals.88
Moreover, some botnets are huge, embracing tens
of thousands of computers across the world so that
attacks can seem, as in this case, to be coming from everywhere. As Hughes points out, this does not prove
Moscow’s innocence, since its agents could have used
chat rooms and email to incite patriotic Russian hackers, of which there are plenty, as well as cybercriminals to attack Estonian targets.89 Nevertheless, the
nature of the attacks described next and the fact that
Moscow continued to maintain sanctions on Estonia
afterwards to demand revision of Estonian laws concerning its Russian minorities, and to call it a Fascist or
pro-Fascist regime, suggest its hand was behind this
attack.90 Also of interest is the fact that, in a 2006 article, Russian scientists forecast the exact nature of the
use of botnets to achieve denial of service in targeted
computers.91 In addition, of course, Estonian officials
staunchly believe it as well.
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Besides these computer and cyberattacks, Moscow
organized violent demonstrations in Tallinn among
the Russian diaspora there, and among its homegrown
youth organization, Nashi (Ours) in Moscow, against
the Estonian embassy. Nashi, the main Russian youth
organization, is, like the other such youth groups in
Russia, a creation of the Putin regime. These groups
all espouse a strongly nationalistic pro-Russian and
pro-Putin attitude, almost to the point of xenophobia. Their attitudes, behavior, and governmental support make them a kind of legatee of the tactics of the
Komsomol; Mao’s youth gangs during the Cultural
Revolution of 1966-69; the Hitler Jugend; and Fascist
Squadristi. Moscow has also employed Nashi and
other groups against other foreign embassies and domestic dissidents.92 Moscow also has intermittently
imposed various ongoing forms of economic warfare,
such as interference with trade and transport, energy
cutoffs, etc., upon Estonia (and on other Baltic states
which have defied its requests) since the 1990s.
Thus, this information war, the first in European
history, has been combined with attempts to incite domestic violence in Estonia, attack its embassy in Moscow through violent demonstrations there orchestrated by Nashi, an ongoing public diplomacy campaign
targeting both domestic Russian and Western audiences to label Estonia’s regime as Fascistic, and ongoing economic warfare.93 Accordingly, it seems clear
that the computer attacks or the IO and other steps
taken by Moscow against Estonia were acts of high
policy that reflected a coordinated strategy devised
in advance of the removal of the Bronze Soldier from
its original pedestal.94 More to the point, the elements
that went to make up this strategy represent aspects of
a new but already long-standing Russian strategy of
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asymmetric war, which need not be confined only to
the Baltic, Eastern Europe, or Russian use:
• Cyberwar;
• Economic sanctions;
• Domestic and international public information
campaigns against Estonia;
• Manipulation of youth organizations;
• Manipulation of gangs;
• Russian efforts to penetrate key sectors of the
Estonian economy;
• Russian efforts to subvert politicians through
intelligence penetration and the use of connections with the energy industry;
• Russian links with organized crime and Baltic
elites in general.95
This strategy often involves the collaboration of
Russia’s energy firms (which are largely state-owned),
intelligence agencies, organized crime, and embassies. These entities work together in an effort to spend
money buying up key businesses in targeted states,
donate money to political movements and politicians
thereby compromising them, and in general exercise
a covert influence on local politics there. Manifestations of this strategy pervade Russian policy from the
Baltic to the Black Sea.96 For example, in 2004, Roman
Giertych, Deputy Chairman of the commission that
investigated the notorious Orlen scandal in Poland,
concluded in his report:
The commission has evidence that a certain kind of
conspiracy functioned “within the background of the
State Treasury Ministry, the Prime Ministerial Chancellery, the Presidential Chancellery, and big business,” which was supposed to bring about the sale
of the Polish energy sector into the hands of Russian
firms.97
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Subsequently, Lithuanian businessman Rimandas
Stonys, President of Dujotekana, Lithuania’s Gazprom intermediary who had close ties to Russian
and Lithuanian officials and extensive investments
in Lithuania’s energy and transit sectors, was investigated by Lithuania’s Parliament. These investigative
reports charged that he used his ties to Russian intelligence and other Lithuanian political connections to
advance personal and Russian interests in Lithuania’s
energy sector. Dujotekana reputedly was a front for
Russian intelligence services, which were already
entwined with Gazprom. A counterintelligence probe
into a foreign citizen’s efforts to recruit senior Lithuanian Intelligence (VSD) officers led to the firm, which
also recruited government officials. Key executives of
Dujotekana are apparently also KGB alumni. Similar
charges are raised in regard to Stonys’ and his firm’s
influence in Lithuania’s transit sector, his large contributions to politicians and media, and his influence
over political appointments.98 In previous years, attempts were made to compromise Lithuanian politics
by using such figures as Viktor Uspaskich, founder of
the Labor party who tried to make a comeback, and
the disgraced ex-President Rolandas Paskas.99 Likewise, in Estonia, the 2006 annual report of the Security
Police noted that the Constitution Party is financed
partly from Moscow.100
Therefore, the strategy involved here goes beyond
Russia’s tense relations with its neighbors, whether
they are Baltic or other neighbors, to encompass global
potentials for waging such war against hostile governments or as part of an insurgency within a state or as a
takeover from within. Cyberattacks may play a role as
needed in implementing such a strategy, or they may
be a self-standing operation in its own right that can
be repeated endlessly and turned on or off.
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Indeed, the cyberattacks occurred within this context of Russia’s unyielding pressure to exploit energy
dependencies in all three Baltic states and used the
combination of energy monies, bought and subverted
politicians, intelligence penetration—often through
firms influenced or owned by Russian or pro-Russian
personages with shadowy connections to Moscow—
and organized criminal syndicates as a constant means
of pressure upon the Baltic and East European states.101
Such criminal and political penetration or subversion
are long-standing tactics that have also been reported
in Poland, if not throughout all of Eastern Europe. In
addition, these often involve attempts by linked Russian intelligence, energy, and criminal elements operating in tandem to takeover key energy firms and gain
key positions in political parties or economic influence
over political organizations in these countries.102
For these reasons and due to the evidence discussed later, it is safe to argue that these cyberattacks
appear to have been strategic in their choice of targets
and political objectives, part of a larger long-term
strategy, and therefore long-planned. They aimed at
accomplishing certain goals, disrupting and possibly
unhinging the Estonian government and society, and
demonstrating NATO’s incapacity for protecting Estonia against this novel form of attack. Undoubtedly
as well, this operation aimed to compel Estonia to take
Russian interests into account in its policies. In other
words, it had a classically Clausewitzian character of
compelling the enemy, i.e., Estonia, to do Russia’s will
even though it was a bloodless and nonviolent attack.
In this case, as perhaps in Georgia’s case, this attack
may have reflected not so much, or not only, an effort
to correct Estonia’s behavior or influence its orientation, but also a desire to punish it and deter others
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from following suit by holding it up as an example of
the risks to anyone who crosses Russia.103
Certainly, people outraged at the removal of the
Bronze Soldier did not generate the demonstrations
spontaneously, and chances are that the same principle applies to the cyberattacks. First, Estonian authorities have reported that their investigations and courts
found that planning for the demonstrations in Tallinn
were begun a year in advance of their actual occurrence. Second, they recorded the presence of Russian
Special Forces (it is not clear which of the many different kinds of the Russian Special Forces they meant)
at the demonstrations in civilian clothes.104 This tactic
also turned up in the Russian-organized demonstrations in the Crimea against NATO in 2005.105 In this respect, the demonstrations in Tallinn resembled earlier
tactics and efforts by Soviet and Russian Federation
authorities to destabilize or even unseat governments
deemed insufficiently friendly or obedient, e.g., the
Czechoslovak government in Prague in 1948 and in
Bulgaria as well.106 These examples were cited by those
authorities. Though essentially bloodless, these attacks nonetheless represent war as defined by Clausewitz, i.e., a clash of wills where one side attempts to
compel the other side to do its will, although it is not
fully clear what Moscow concretely wants other than
to assert its hegemonic status in the Baltic.
The Estonian investigators also believe that the
plan devised in Moscow for these violent demonstrations among and by Estonia’s Russian diaspora was
aimed at inciting so large a series of demonstrations
that they would provoke violence. They similarly contend that the ensuing violence could then have been
used as a pretext for an intervention by Moscow or for
the launching of a kind of insurgency directed against
Estonia, which could have justified either direct Rus240

sian support for the insurgents or some form of direct
or even military intervention from Russia. Though
Western audiences might consider such threat assessments and scenarios to be far-fetched, the Estonians
do not. Indeed, they emphasize that this operation
represented something quite close to state-sponsored
terrorism.107
While labeling these attacks as state-sponsored terrorism may be stretching the definition of terrorism,
there is little doubt that one purpose of these attacks
was to “derange” the Estonian social order and create
a sense of mass panic within that society. Though this
may not be terrorism, there is a similarity as to some
of the intended goals of terrorist attacks. As Estonian
Defense Minister Jaak Aaviksoo said:
It is true to say that the aim of these attackers was to
destabilize Estonian society, creating anxiety among
people that nothing is functioning, the services are
not operable, this was clearly psychological terror in
a way.108

He also observed that the attacks in April-May
2007 represented a botnet strike that for the first time
simultaneously targeted an entire country on every digital front. The attacks, he observed, targeted
Estonia’s essential electronic infrastructure, banks,
telecommunications, media outlet, and name servers, thereby threatening the entire nation’s security.109
Thus, they came close to describing this operation as
an act of terrorism, underlining, even if only implicitly, the well-established link between terrorism and
IW, and linking it to state-sponsored terrorism as enacted by Russia. In these crucial respects, the attacks
certainly conformed to Russian thinking about IW and
IO depicted earlier.
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Estonian officials also maintained that these provocations and the cyberwar were directed against Estonia’s society and government, and targeted those
institutions like banks and the media whose destabilization would induce mass social panic in Estonia
and undermine confidence in both the stability of the
government and of the country’s leading institutions.
Last, they are also quite convinced that these attacks
represented probes to find out to what degree European security institutions like the EU, NATO, and the
Council of Europe would stand by Estonia. In this
regard, they say, Russia was surprised to find the
strong, if somewhat belated, response by the EU and
Council of Europe and was also disappointed by the
lack of support for this program of action by Estonia’s
Russians.110 However, NATO’s response was late in
coming, something that might signify a real weakness
in NATO.
The combination of IW or IOs, criminal penetration,
incitement through diasporas or other similar organizations, and intelligence subversion of politicians and
political institutions, represents a potentially lethal
form of warfare aiming to destabilize a state and could
serve as a paradigm or as elements of a paradigm for
asymmetric war.111 Thus, we should realize that this
kind of situation has not been confined to Estonia, although other instances of such operations may differ
in some important particulars from the Estonian situation. For example, another noteworthy aspect of the
Estonian incidents is the subsequent scandal in Latvia.
During the fall of 2007, a major scandal broke out in
Latvia after attempts were made to blow up the Director of the Customs Service criminal department, and a
secret service officer was found in the Daugava River.
During the subsequent investigations, it was discovered that Russian-funded political organizations were
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buying Latvian politicians, and Prime Minister Aigars
Kalvitis then observed that there exists a criminal
gang consisting of former employees of the KGB and
employees of the Latvian security services of Parliament and the presidential office. When President Valdis Zatlers refused to accept the anti-corruption minister’s report concerning this network of corruption,
the minister resigned. This resignation then triggered
a large defection from the cabinet where Kalvitis
and ultimately the entire government also resigned,
underscoring the threat to these new states from the
threat of Russian-inspired corruption.112 These almost
concurrent events or crises underscore the consistency
of the Russian strategy for “political warfare” in the
Baltic and Eastern Europe, as noted earlier.
But beyond these facts, the melding of tried and
true Leninist tactics of subversion and intimidation
with the new forms of IW or of large-scale influencebuying reflects as well, the continuing development of
the Soviet and Leninist belief that Russia (previously
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics [USSR]) is permanently under threat and that its national security
policy begins from the standpoint of what the German
philosopher Carl Schmitt called the presupposition of
enemies.113 In other words, the tactics and strategies
developed and employed by the Soviet Union have
served as a foundation for the development of new
strategies that incorporate at least some of this Leninist repertoire and new trends like IW for the conduct
of continuous political warfare against hostile targets.
The continuity in tactics employed in Estonia with
those utilized in earlier Communist takeovers underscores this point. For example, in attempting to demonstrate to Estonia that its allies would not or could
not defend it, Moscow, as in 1968 when it sought
successfully to isolate the Dubcek regime in Czecho243

slovakia, operated on the belief expressed by Ivo
Ducachek that:
For a successful revolution, the Communists must
have, among other things, a clearly favorable balance
of potential outside aid. The democratic majority must
feel isolated internationally; while the Communist
minority is sure of direct or indirect support from
Soviet Russia or other Communist states.114 (Italics in
original).

Furthermore, the use of aggrieved ethnic or class
minorities, especially when backed by a neighboring
great power, as a pretext for subverting an established
order is a hallmark of Leninist tactics that have since
been globalized. Indeed, the use of tactics of terrorism or that resemble terrorism in order to undermine
a state’s adhesion to NATO was also a Soviet tactic.
Thus Spanish officials reported in 1980 that Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko told them that
Moscow would help with their terrorist problem if
they refrained from joining NATO. On the other hand,
he implied that entry into NATO would leave Spain
more vulnerable to terrorism.115 Similarly, we can understand the Soviet attempt to organize large-scale
political organizations in targeted countries along
with smaller-scale guerrilla movements, intelligence
networks, and to use either or both for purposes of
political subversion in those states as a conscious
strategy. Devised at a time of military weakness, such
methods were used to expand the repertoire of instruments available to Moscow for waging political warfare against its enemies to destabilize them and their
societies through what were then novel means, among
them colonial insurgencies. Such tactics in their day,
like IW today, were surrogates for large-scale military capabilities that were unavailable or simply not
usable.116
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Not only was this the first case of IW between
states, it also is clearly a major weapon in Russia’s
unremitting efforts to subordinate the former Soviet
Republics to its exclusive sphere of influence, and to
undermine the processes of European integration and
democratization. Thus, there are indicators of IOs being directed against political figures and forces inimical to Russian interests in CIS countries. In Ukraine’s
2006 elections:
the Ukrainian Central Election Commission’s servers
and network were repeatedly attacked, totaling nearly
29,000 attacks. Most failed, so the servers continued to
operate. Defense [officials] attribute responsibility to
Russian actors or even the Russian government.117

In early-2009 in Kyrgyzstan, Moscow launched an
IO to shut down its Internet networks to pressure the
government to remove the U.S. military base at Manas. These were the same kind of attacks as in Estonia
and Georgia, namely denial of service attacks to disrupt communications links within Kyrgyzstan and to
Manas, and they were also apparently orchestrated by
a mobilization of hackers as occurred against Georgia
in 2008 and Estonia in 2007.118
Second, such attacks involving hackers, Russian
Internet forums, and officials continue, again in keeping with Russian ideas that IW and IO are constant
long-term operations:
On June 25, 2008, the Estonian television channel
ETV24 reported the prevalence of appeals for cyber attacks by Russian hackers against Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Ukraine on Russian Internet forums. The
following weekend, a cyber attack against Lithuania
began, and government, commercial, and private Web
sites were defaced with vicious slogans and Communist symbols (earlier that summer, Lithuania passed
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a law against the display of Communist symbols,
angering Russia). The attack was short, and the Web
sites were fixed by early July. However, Lithuania was
hit again on July 20, when the state tax Web site was
taken down for the weekend with DDOS attacks. Both
attacks can be traced back to Russia. That same day,
the Georgian president’s Web site was taken down for
more than twenty-four hours by DDOS attacks that
were traced back to Russia and operatives connected
to RBN (the Russian Business Network, a notorious
cybercrime operation).119

Third, in Estonia and in subsequent manifestations of IW and IO, we see the Russian government
fully cooperating with organized crime structures
like the RBN to launch these attacks. Thus, beginning
with Estonia, these attacks represent a clear fusion of
government with organized crime for the purposes of
subversion and destabilization of neighboring governments and have since become an integral component
of Russian foreign policy operations in Eurasia. RBN
has been described in the following ways:
RBN is a cyber crime organization that ran an Internet
service provider (ISP) until 2007 and continues to be
heavily involved in cyber crime such as phishing, malware distribution, malicious code, botnet command
and control, DDOS attacks, and child pornography.
Though the most recent structure of RBN began in
2005, there are rumors that date RBN (as an unofficial
group of cyber criminals) back to 1996. In 2002, the
group became more structured and more active. It was
accused of attacking the United States Department of
Defense and the Russian Department of the Treasury
in 2003, though none of this can be proven officially.
While it is not certain that RBN is directly connected
to the Russian mafia, it is highly likely. RBN is heavily
involved in child pornography, which is traditionally
controlled by the Russian mafia, and its official leader,
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who goes by the alias “Flyman,” is suspected of running those operations (and of possibly being a pedophile himself). It is also known that Flyman has family
connections to the government: his father or uncle was
involved in politics in St. Petersburg before taking an
important position at a ministry in Moscow. Another
RBN member, Aleksandr Boykov, is a former lieutenant colonel in the Federalnaya Sluzhba Bezopasnosti (FSB,
the successor agency to the KGB). While it is currently
not possible to prove that RBN has worked in tandem
with the FSB or other security services (collectively,
the Siloviki), it is likely that they are at least connected.
When RBN officially hosted Internet services between
early 2006 and November 2007, it was linked to 60
percent of all cyber crime. Due to increased pressure
(including blocking and blacklisting of RBN IP addresses and domains) from the cyber security industry
and increased attention in published reports and news
articles, RBN attempted to restructure itself in October
2007, concealing its affiliations with a variety of IPs.
When this failed, it deleted a number of its domains
and shut down, moving to Chinese and Taiwanese
networks on November 6, 2007. This failed to divert
attention, however, and two days later, it ceased routing traffic and its networks. However, it would be incorrect to say that RBN no longer exists or even that
it has disbanded. While it no longer runs an ISP, the
group appears to be active still and harder to track on
a much more dispersed level across a variety of mostly
legit ISPs. In general, Russian cyber crime certainly
has not decreased with the end of RBN’s ISP. Instead,
it continues to grow, spread across a variety of ISPs
and domains, and in February 2008, Russia surpassed
China as the largest generator of malware, with 27.9
percent compared to China’s 26.5 percent (the United
States is a distant third at 9.98 percent). Cyber security experts continue to use the term “RBN” to refer to
the loosely organized group of cyber criminals based
in Russia, and cyber activity and crime by this group
continue to remain high. 120
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RBN is also used for other covert operations involving information technology, and not only in
Russia. For example:
RBN has a history of involvement in major cyber operations not only against hostile/unfriendly foreign
targets such as Estonia and Georgia, but also in support of friendlier foreign entities such as Iran. Recent
RBN deployment into Iran to assist that regime in
monitoring dissidents implies at least tacit consent
from Russian leadership given the importance of Russian-Iranian relations. While it may indeed be a coincidence that RBN operations have on several occasions
coincided with official Russian Federation views and/
or actions, it is also likely that the Russian leadership
is well aware of the capabilities RBN offers and utilizes them to assist in achieving international Russian
strategic objectives.121

GEORGIA
In Georgia, we see for the first time an attempt
to combine both elements of IW and IO, namely attacks against forces’ C2 and weapons systems on the
one hand, and the information-psychological attacks
against media, communications, and perceptions on
the other. Moreover, this was the first time Russia did
this in coordination with a plan of attack that, as we
now know, dated back at least to 2006. Although the
results were mixed, there is no doubt that Moscow
has deeply studied this campaign and is constantly
seeking to refine the tactics used in both aspects of its
IW campaign against Georgia for future use. Thus,
Richard Weitz observes that:
The techniques used by the Russian attackers suggest
they had developed a detailed campaign plan against
the Georgian sites well before the conflict. The attack248

ers did not conduct any preliminary surveying or mapping of sites (which might have prematurely alerted
Georgian forces), but instead immediately employed
specially designed software to attack them. The graphic art used to deface one Georgia web site was created
in March 2006 but saved for use until the August 2008
campaign. The attackers also rapidly registered new
domain names and established new Internet sites, further indicating they had already analyzed the target,
written attack scripts, and perhaps even rehearsed the
information warfare campaign in advance.122

Weitz also concluded that Russian proficiency at
IW had not only improved substantially from the Estonian operation of 2007 to the Georgia war of 2008,
but also that Russia had employed, in both cases, botnets directing computers from locations all around
the world to attack both Estonia and Georgian sites.123
Other studies underscore the sophistication of these
IOs directed against Georgia. Civilians actually carried out most attacks with little or no direct (or certainly traceable) involvement by the Russian government or military. But these organizers of cyberattacks
also probably had advance notice of Russian military
intentions and were tipped off about the timing of
Russian military operations while they were taking
place. As Weitz noted, they did not involve reconnaissance or mapping of sites but jumped directly to
attack them, signifying a prior deep intelligence penetration by the Russians of the Georgian networks. In
addition, these cyberattackers were being recruited
through the Internet and social technology, and as in
Estonia, aided by Russian organized crime even to
the point of hosting software ready for use in other
cybercrime activities. The number of attackers against
Georgia was much greater than those attacking Estonia, even though fewer computers were involved.124
Similarly, Jeff Carr, an investigator for Project Grey
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Goose, an organization of 100 U.S. volunteer security experts from the private and government sector,
concluded that “the level of advance preparation and
reconnaissance strongly suggests that Russian hackers were primed for the assault by officials within the
Russian government.”125
The first wave of cyberattacks on August 6-7, 2008,
24 to 48 hours before the actual war, were carried out
by botnets and C2 systems that were prepared before
the invasion and associated with Russian organized
crime. After this, the second wave resorted mainly,
though not exclusively, to postings on websites, again
a carryover from Estonia. These postings contained
both the cyberattack tools and lists of suggested targets for attack. Cyberattacks were limited to denial of
service and website defacements, relatively unsophisticated types of attacks, but carried out in a very sophisticated manner.126 Once Russian troops had established positions in Georgia, the attack list expanded
to include many more government websites, financial
institutions, business groups, educational institutions,
news media websites, as well as a Georgian hacking
forum to preclude any effective or organized response
to the Russian presence and induce uncertainty as to
what Moscow’s forces might do. These attacks significantly degraded the Georgian government’s ability to
deal with the invasion by disrupting communications
between it and Georgian society, stopping many financial transactions and causing widespread confusion. It
is possible that spyware or malware was inserted into
the Georgian systems for future use, criminal or military-strategic.127 The clear objective of the cyberstrikes
was to support and further the goals of the military
operations, and they were timed to begin on a large
scale within hours of the first Russian military operations and ended just after those operations ended.
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Indeed, subsequent reporting found that online
attackers began attacking Georgian websites and discussing upcoming military operations weeks before
the actual onset of hostilities, even to the point of conducting what appeared to be another “dress rehearsal” of the upcoming cyberattacks, providing further
evidence of the unprecedented synchronization of cyber with all other military combat actions.128 Likewise,
the comparative restraint in not attacking key infrastructural targets, but demonstrating the ability to do
so and strike at key energy installations and structures
whose importance went far beyond Georgia must be
disconcerting.129
The Georgian IW campaign points to the returns
that Moscow harvested on its substantial investment
in the resources needed to conduct IOs and an IW
after 2000. As Jane’s observed:
Russia has in recent years stepped up its information
warfare preparations, especially since 2003 when the
Federal Agency of Government Communications and
Information (Federal’noe Agentstvo Pravitelstvennoi
Svyazi I Informatsii: FAPSI) was largely incorporated
into the Federal Security Service (Federal’naya Sluzhba Bezopastnosti: FSB). As the FSB’s special communications and information service, this has moved
increasingly into ‘active measures,’ ranging from coordinated Internet propaganda and disinformation campaigns to the use of cyber attacks to silence, dismay,
and disorganize unfriendly states.130

Another assessment of the Russian cyberwar in
Georgia argued that its objectives were to silence and
isolate Georgia from the international community
and to impose a psychological disorientation upon
the population leading to a substantial demoralization in the wake of Georgia’s defeat. Beyond this, the
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cybercampaign was part of a larger information battle
between Russian media and the Georgian and Western media for control of the narrative. Here, Russian
bloggers were able to flood a CNN Gallup poll stating that Russia’s cause was justified and to attempt to
prevent Georgian media from telling Tbilisi’s story.131
In the early stages, Russian hacktivists shut down the
websites of Georgia’s President, Ministry of Defense,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Parliament, National
Bank, and the English language online news dailies,
The Messenger, www.civil.ge, and the online Rustavi-2
television channel, while also defacing the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and National Bank’s websites.132
CONCLUSIONS
Many conclusions flow from the Russian attacks
and subsequent “post-mortems” of them. First, we
have observed how IOs can facilitate or even become
a means of an IPB. It is clear that Moscow was able
to orchestrate its hacktivists to rehearse operations
and blind or deafen Georgia and its allies to what was
happening. Estonia, too, surprised outside observers,
although possibly not so much as in Georgia. In Estonia, the government was able to get some advance
notice, though the international community was surprised.133 Such IOs that are preparatory to overt or covert military hostilities are therefore likely to become
precedents for future attacks by Russia or other countries upon strategic adversaries.134 In addition to these
factors, we see the government’s deliberate employment of Russian crime syndicates as part of the war
effort in both the Estonian and Georgian cases. Not
only does this raise the possibility that Russian cybercrime is not just a manifestation of criminal behavior,
but also and simultaneously a fully employed instru252

ment of the Russian state’s grand strategy. It already is
well-known that the Russian state is a criminalized or
Mafia state. This aspect provides a telling example of
the larger phenomenon, whereby a state utilizes its
own organized crime figures that it clearly can control
for the accomplishment of vital strategic aims through
a program of covert actions and cyberwar.
Equally disquieting is the second lesson that
Moscow learned in Georgia:
From the cyber campaign against Estonia in April and
May of 2007, Russians had already learned that a cyber
campaign mounted by civilians could cause serious
economic and psychological disruptions in a country
without provoking any serious international response.
This lesson was reinforced by their experiences with
the cyber campaigns against Lithuania at the end of
June 2008 and against Kazakhstan in January 2009,
where major local disruptions produced remarkably
little international press coverage. The campaign
against Georgia took place under different conditions,
because Russia was engaged in overt military action
against the country, but the cyber component was still
carried out by civilians, and there were no international reprisals. Given this history, it would be very surprising if most future disputes and conflicts involving
Russia and its former possessions or satellites weren’t
accompanied by cyber campaigns.135

Third, Moscow repeatedly has shown that it can
mobilize and synchronize civilian hackers and organized crime to coordinate with its government and
armed forces in either pure cyberoperations, as in Estonia, or in major combat operations targeting not just
military forces but also other potential centers of gravity including media, government, and socio-economic
institutions. Moreover, it has done so, not only twice
but repeatedly in Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, and Ukraine
with impunity.136
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Fourth, the Russian experiences in Estonia and
in Georgia, as well as other probes against Eurasian
governments from Ukraine to Kyrgyzstan, indicate
that Moscow is thinking about what U.S. analysts
have called strategic information war. This is a war
whose intention is to achieve victory by paralyzing
a target country’s social infrastructure networks, i.e.,
what might be called its central nervous system. Although U.S. analysts have occasionally warned that,
the further we go into the era of information weapons,
the more likely it is that such a war might be waged
against us or against other states; in fact U.S. writings
minimize and downplay such approaches.137
As Chris Demchak has recently written, we focus
on what many think is the unlikely event of interstate
war and neglect society-wide effects of non-wartime
cyberstrikes directed against critical socio-technicaleconomic systems. We leave many critical sectors of
the private sector relatively unguarded, excessively
downplay the role played by the cybercrime community, and view national security problems in cyberspace as primarily technological ones while ignoring
how human cognitive functions “can cause surprise
to leap to technical system failure or erratic behaviors
and back again.”138 Thus, we have failed to take into
sufficient account the possibility of a strategic information offensive or war used against our interests,
allies, and our own society.
Fifth, the target nation’s patriotic hackers will,
along with vital socio-political institutional structures,
probably become early and primary targets of future
IOs and IW attacks to deprive states of their ability
to retaliate, especially as cyberstrikes are notoriously
difficult to attribute to anyone. Furthermore, those
attacks are ever more likely to be preemptive strikes
or, as we have seen in Russia, long-running, long254

standing attacks mounted either overtly or covertly
in peacetime, further effacing any distinction between
war and peace. Russia is unlikely to be the only offender in this regard.139 Finally, the means of communication and information in a society are likely to
become an increasingly critical center of gravity and
therefore a target for these ever more likely preemptive strikes.140
Sixth, Russia has updated and modified, but preserved, the Leninist inheritance of a world torn by
conflict, and of a Russia that is besieged by linked internal and external enemies who are constantly waging a war, in this case an information war, against the
Russian government. Moreover, they have attempted
to identify social strata in targeted countries that can
be swayed by information campaigns. In distinction
to most U.S. writing which sees IW and IOs largely
in terms of incapacitating enemy C2 and physical infrastructures, Russian thinking goes beyond this to
embrace the notion of IW and IOs as a weapon that is
being used and that it should use in an effort to sway
mass as well as elite psychology. Moreover, Russian
writers long have accepted the idea that the advent
of information weapons could and probably would
lead to a new generation of weapons that could directly affect mass psychology. Thus, several years ago,
Russian writers on the topic of IW argued that they
discerned seven types of information weapons. These
means include:
• Precision location of equipment that emits rays
in the electromagnetic spectrum and for developing that equipment by conventional fire;
• Affecting the components of electronic equipment;
• Affecting the programming resource of control
modules;
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• Affecting the information transfer process;
• Propaganda, disinformation, and psychotropic
weapons, i.e., weapons that literally affect and
even afflict the psyche of enemy personnel.141
The operational and strategic concepts involved in
the ongoing Russian discussion of IW are most interesting and merit serious consideration here. However,
for our purposes we need to focus on the possibility
of new technologies, specifically the seventh type of
weapon. Psychotropic weapons come very close, at
least conceptually, and probably even more so in practice, to creating an overlap between biological warfare
(BW) and IW. If one can deploy informatized systems
not only to mislead or warp enemy judgment and perception, but also to affect the enemy physiologically
by directly targeting the brain’s physical structure and
content, the systems that do so will cross the boundary
from IW into BW. This way of thinking could eventually generate a formulation bringing informational
and biological weapons, as well as chemical and/or
biological warfare (CBW), and IW closer together in
theory and/or in practice. Should Russia or another
country be able to deploy such weapons on a mass
basis, the results could be catastrophic given the ease
with which information weapons and attacks may be
disseminated.
Although we cannot know if such weapons are
feasible or can be developed, the fact that they have
been postulated as a possibility suggests that ongoing
research is taking place in Russia—and perhaps with
other partners like China—to develop such weapons
or find ways of using known systems to accomplish
this goal. If such a technological breakthrough were
to be consummated, it would have devastating implications and must be kept in mind constantly as a
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real possibility for the middle range and longer-term
future.
Seventh, Russian writers have now come up with
the concept of an information-strike operation (IUOInformatsionnaya-udarnaya operatsiya).142 This operation
could be targeted against enemies’ strike platforms,
troops, its society, or some combination thereof and
has come to assume an important place in new Russian thinking about operational art.143 Once again, we
see efforts being made, with interesting and even successful results as in the domestic and Georgian cases,
to update not only the Leninist threat paradigm, but
also the inheritance of Soviet military art. This is not to
say we have a mere derivation of the latter for contemporary purposes. Rather, Russian writers and officials
dealing with these issues have evolved and are further refining concepts that they find strategically useful from the inheritance bequeathed to them by their
Soviet forebears. This process has thus led them to
view IW and IO in much grander and arguably much
more realistic strategic fashion than has most U.S. and
Western writing on the subject. Russian thinking goes
far beyond the use of IW to disable weapons systems;
command, control, communications and intelligence;
or physical infrastructure to embrace a vision of conflict against a society’s overall mental patterns.
Thus, Russia is currently waging an IW and a systematic IO against its own people, as we have suggested, as an instrument of domestic counterinsurgency. It tried this out in Chechnya, viewing domestic
public opinion and succeeding handsomely in doing
so. Since then the Russian population as a whole has
been the target of an unremitting special operation,
and an IO as well, to ensure that the government alone
dominates Russia’s information space and the range
of plausible political thinking. This relatively success257

ful experiment clearly inspires Russian thinking about
IWs and IOs in general and demonstrates to Moscow
the practical utility of such operations against an entire society. We therefore can be reasonably certain
that this operation will not stop at home or at Russia’s
borders, and that we will continue to see such efforts
taking place beyond Russia’s borders in an effort to
reshape international opinion concerning Russia. It
also goes without saying that elements of all of these
foregoing points, as well as some new innovations, are
all discernible in Russia’s aggression against Ukraine
and Russia’s threats and IW directed against the West.
We ignore such thinking at our own peril. Given
the besetting ethnocentric vice of U.S. writing on defense, strategy, and war, it may be no surprise that
we have not done nearly as well in exploiting the opportunities presented by the advances in information
technology as we should have, mainly because of incapacity to think strategically about it. While Russian
efforts have been hobbled by serious organizational
and technical shortcomings; that is no excuse for us to
ignore Russian thinking.144 Indeed, it was the combination of Russian thinking aligned to the early stages
of the “revolution in military affairs” and new operational concepts that gave us our last clear victory in
Operation DESERT STORM. We could do worse than
to relearn this lesson.
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CHAPTER 9
THE ADAPTIVE NATURE OF CRIME:
CO-OPTING THE INTERNET
Shawn C. Hoard
Jeffrey L. Carasiti
Edward J. Masten
INTRODUCTION
Organized crime started in classical antiquity, with
the Illyrian pirates who plundered ships in the Adriatic Sea. Long since conquered by the Romans and all
but forgotten by history, the Illyrian pirates stand as
one of the earliest known examples of a group (albeit
sanctioned by the queen) working together to participate in illegal activities for profit.1 Organized crime,
in the manner we know it, has been around since the
1800s, in one form or another. Irish immigrants to
the United States, in need of protection and income,
formed groups like the Forty Thieves to address those
needs. In the 1920s, organized crime groups saw Prohibition as a way to vastly increase their profits and
influence, and began illegally producing and distributing alcohol.2 While the typical nature of organized
crime groups has changed dramatically since then,
the common goals shared by members of such groups
remain the same as they have always been: protect
your business, protect each other, and make money.
In the same way that organized crime groups adapted
to meet the opportunity Prohibition provided, today’s
criminals are exploiting the opportunities technology
brings.
No longer do criminals need to risk their physical
well-being to make money. In the 21st century they
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have been increasingly shifting toward digital crimes
and money laundering, to both increase reward and
reduce risk. As McKenzie O’Brien noted:
Criminal organizations, true to their adaptive and
adroit nature, have merely co-opted the Internet to
more easily, more safely, and more successfully provide services, expand their clientele base, and ultimately derive more profit.3

This was evident in October 2004, when the New Jersey State Commission of Investigation reported that
while traditional mob moneymakers, like narcotics
trafficking, gambling, prostitution, and loan-sharking
remained prevalent, those techniques were supplemented by identity theft rackets, money-laundering
schemes, multi-million-dollar financial frauds, and
other sophisticated activities that utilized the most recent technological advancements to subvert legitimate
commerce.4
Organized crime groups have not only found ways
to improve classic forms of lucrative crime; they have
also forged entirely new moneymaking and money
laundering ventures with the aid of the Internet and
its wide user base. Advancements in this technology
and its proliferation have, in turn, allowed more actors to perform illegal cyberactivities across the world.
For example, technology like the TOR Browser, which
was created by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory,
has allowed Internet users to access any website while
remaining anonymous by bouncing their Internet Protocol (IP) address from one node to another around
the world. It also has created the “Deep Web,” which
consists of websites that can only be accessed while using the TOR Browser. Virtual currencies, particularly
crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin, have enabled these
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same users to transfer money globally within a matter
of minutes and with a high degree of anonymity.
Accordingly, this chapter examines some of these
technologies and their use in order to highlight various ways that criminals have “co-opted the Internet.”
This chapter begins with a section on the technology
that cyberspace provides criminals to carry out new
methods of illicit profit creation. This is followed by
an examination on how the Internet and cybertechnology not only facilitate, but also enhance traditional
criminal practices. Next is an examination of how
money laundering has expanded into the cyberworld.
This chapter concludes with several case studies that
highlight how organized crime and money laundering operate in cyberspace.
CYBERCRIME TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS
In recent years, organized criminals have been
taking full advantage of all the efficiencies, synergies,
and multiplier benefits that computers and the Internet bring to their trade. The advent of these tools has
generated new opportunities for criminals to steal and
monetize information. Whether it is using cyberspace
to access and appropriate secret information, reach a
broader audience with targeted sales techniques, or
directly steal from victims’ bank accounts, skilled cybercriminals are proving themselves to be formidable
and malevolent actors in cyberspace.
The Norton Cybercrime Report in 2012 announced
that the global cost of cybercrime was approximately
$388 billion; while the global cost of drug trafficking
marijuana, cocaine, and heroin was $288 billion.5 Although there is certainly a significant difference between the numeric totals of the compared amounts,
the numbers listed indicate the costs of cybercrime
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and drug trafficking, not the profit gained by criminal
groups participating in either of the two fields. Nevertheless, it is clear that criminal organizations would
be remiss if they did not take advantage of the virtual opportunities to expand their portfolios of illicit
activities.
In order to increase profits, criminal organizations have been adopting techniques that arrived with
the widespread adoption of personal computers and
the Internet, such as the use of malware to hack into
and sometimes control other computers, and phishing—the unlawful acquisition and use of someone
else’s personal financial information. They have also
exploited cyber currencies and “dark” markets. The
following sections will discuss ways in which criminal
organizations have upped their cyber arsenal in order
to boost their capabilities.
Malware.
Since the advent of the computer, hackers have
been exploiting software to gain unauthorized access
to systems. Malware is integral to the modern-day
bank robberies conducted by organized crime. Indeed, criminals have used malware to conduct previously high-risk crimes, like bank robbery, by gaining
access to computers protected by information security
teams, armed guards, firewalls, or literal walls—and
incurred little risk in doing so. A good example is Carbanak, a successful group of cybercriminals who used
malware to siphon money from over 100 different financial institutions.6 This case is discussed more fully
below.
Cybercriminals often use malware to steal access
codes to bank accounts, advertise products on a com-
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promised computer, or illegally access and utilize
an infected computer’s resources. Common uses of
infected computers include the use of botnets to run
spam campaigns, conduct blackmailing operations,
or participate in large-scale Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks as a form of extortion.7 Decades
ago, criminals would have to break physically into
facilities or bribe someone in order to gain access to
secret information. Now, they can hack into servers
with malware and steal valuable financial information
without even leaving the house. Indeed, in several
highly publicized hacks, criminals have installed malware onto Point of Sale systems in order to steal the
credit card information from every card that swipes
through the devices. This is a creative approach that
blends hacking, malware, and carding to exploit
modern day vulnerabilities in cyberspace.
Spam and Phishing.
Nearly everyone with an email address has received spam or junk emails in his or her inbox. Cybercriminals will sometimes send out massive amounts
of these spam emails in an attempt to solicit business
or information from victims or the victims’ computers. Spamming is not an inherently new venture.
Criminals have been running similar scams for decades, with an early form of advance-fee fraud, which
became prevalent in the 19th century, known as the
Spanish Prisoner confidence trick.8 In this particular
scam, the criminal employed persuasive writing to
con the victim into sending an advance of money to
help the Spanish prisoner get out of jail. If the victim
fell for it, the criminal would conveniently require
more funds, due to increased hardships or changing
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developments. Schemes such as these have only been
enhanced by the convenience of cyberspace.
In appropriating these kinds of scams for their
own use, Nigerians have altered the advance-fee fraud
technique and added more modern mechanisms, using email instead of postal mail. These schemes have
become so prolific that they have been termed 419
scams, after the section of the Nigerian Criminal Code
that deals with fraud.9 In 419 email scams, the criminal
often attempts to implore sympathy from the victim
to entice a payment. These emails are sent in massive spam campaigns, in which criminals figuratively
throw an enormous net into cyberspace and see who
is gullible enough to be caught in it. Even if the majority of Internet users recognize the emails as fake,
and only 0.1% of the emails sent are actually opened,
the ease with which criminals can send these emails
means that they have used very modest resources to
eke out more income from unsuspecting victims.
Phishing typically involves sending out emails
that entice the victim to click on a link included in the
email. Often the emails will advertise deals that are
too good to pass up, the promise of sexual partners,
or cheap access to legal or illegal drugs. Once these
types of emails became more commonplace, criminals
began changing them to be more believable. If they do
not want drugs, prospective victims will not click on a
link that promises cheap pharmaceuticals. However,
if people see seemingly legitimate emails, informing them that they have new private messages on a
social media site, or that they have important emails
that have ended up in the junk section of their inbox,
they might be more likely to click the links. As soon
as people respond by clicking the links they unknowingly download malware to their computers, which,
as noted above, can cause a host of different problems.
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Often, phishing is used to obtain passwords, credit
card numbers, bank accounts, or other information
that can be monetized in some shape or form.10
Carding.
After cybercriminals have stolen credit card data,
whether through malware, hacking, phishing, or a
combination of different methods, they are faced with
a choice. Either they can attempt to sell the information as “dumps” on an underground forum, or they
can monetize the information themselves, through a
process called carding. Dubbed the “daily bread of cybercrime,” carding is the practice of dealing in hacked
or stolen credit card information.11
Criminals can conduct carding with the use of
specific machinery designed to imprint financial data
onto any sort of credit card. Often, criminals use prepaid gift cards, as they are readily available at any
grocery store. After using the carding machinery to
imprint stolen credit card information onto prepaid
cards, those cards can be used to purchase goods, or
even directly withdraw funds from automated-teller
machines (ATMs) assuming that the criminal has
obtained the corresponding Personal Identification
Number (PIN) for the card.
A huge boon to the carding practice came with the
invention of the skimming device. Skimmers are devices that are designed to fit on top of a Point-of-Sale
(POS) system, an ATM card slot, or the entire front
side of an ATM (though those devices are obviously
both more expensive and more difficult to employ)
to collect both card numbers and PINs.12 The invention of the skimmer is just another example of criminals adapting to exploit the opportunities of the 21st
century.
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Zero-Day Vulnerabilities.
Zero-day vulnerabilities (i.e. vulnerabilities in
software that have not been patched or fixed yet by
the developer) are among the most powerful and lucrative tools in the hacking world. After a zero-day
vulnerability is discovered, the code information is
usually sold to hackers who then use it to direct users of the software to download malware, which, in
turn, can steal and transmit targeted data.13 For example, a zero-day exploit found in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer would allow a hacker to install code on
certain websites, directing users to servers hosting
the exploit, then prompting download of a malwarecontaining file or add-on. Thus, personnel in key sectors of interest (defense, technology, financial, etc.)
can be targeted after identifying the typical websites
they visit, and then exploiting the vulnerabilities in
the programs hosting or hosted by the websites to infect their computers (sometimes called watering hole
attacks).14
A powerful market exists for the discovery of
zero-day vulnerabilities. Software developers hold
“bug buyouts” and contests for individuals to discover such exploits in their products. Companies such
as Facebook, Google, and PayPal will pay anywhere
from hundreds to tens of thousands of dollars, while
a few, such as Microsoft, will pay six figures for certain discovered vulnerabilities in their products.15
Six-figure minimums appear to be the norm for black
market purchasing of zero-day exploits, with price
tags reaching this high for government purchases
too.16 As a result, companies have arisen specifically
to discover zero-day exploits or broker sales of the information. Kevin Mitnick, a former black hat hacker,
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established one such company.17 Other entities, such as
the Chinese-based “Elderwood Project” (as called by
cybersecurity research company Symantec), can target
U.S. or other governments’ critical infrastructure and
technology sectors by discovering, distributing, or using the information of zero-day exploits. Tech giants
such as Google have been hacked by the Elderwood
Project. Internet Explorer, Adobe products, and other
commonly used programs have had their vulnerabilities exploited by this group, which indicates that software with wide user bases is targeted.18
With these high price tags, there are strong incentives for new entities to enter into the markets. Companies sell zero-day exploit information currently
with little oversight, often only screening customers
themselves.19 As such, zero-day vulnerabilities are one
of the most lucrative, and potentially dangerous, tools
of cybercrime and cyberwarfare available on the net.
CYBERCRIME AS OLD CRIMES IN NEW
BOTTLES
Criminals are evolving and adapting to an increasingly connected world, and in doing so, they are
utilizing cyberspace to avoid the risks of some traditional crimes. Moreover, both organized criminals
and individual actors are, in some respects, reinventing the wheel to extract illicit profits by using creative
approaches to old techniques.
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Extortion via DDoS Attack and Intellectual
Property Theft.
DDoS attacks are a relatively recent development
in the world of online criminal activities. After targeting an organization’s website, the attackers utilize two
or more computers to send bogus Internet traffic to a
website to overload it, essentially parking semi-trucks
in grocery store aisles; the fake traffic prevents legitimate customers from accessing the website. Often, attackers utilize a “zombie network” or “botnet,” a network of malware-infected computers that the criminal
has taken control of, to further enhance the damage
caused by the attack.20
A capable cybercriminal with a botnet at his or her
disposal can attempt to extort money from a business
that relies on providing online services.21 In a typical
DDoS attack, an attacker utilizes a botnet of infected
computers to send copious amounts of traffic toward
a desired target, depleting its resources and knocking
it offline. This controlled, “zombie” computer network can be used for many different things, limited
only by the botnet master’s imagination. For example,
in 2008, a Church of Scientology (CoS) video starring
Tom Cruise leaked onto the Internet and became massively popular. Upset at the video being “pirated and
edited,” the CoS threatened YouTube with litigation if
it did not remove the video. YouTube acquiesced, and
Project Chanology was born.22 The Internet hacktivist group Anonymous began DDoS attacks against the
CoS because the CoS had messed with Anonymous’
“lulz,” a term stemming from the acronym LOL for
laugh out loud. Anonymous was able to completely
shutdown the CoS website intermittently for a week
in January 2008.23 The group claimed that utilizing
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DDoS attacks was equivalent to conducting a virtual
sit-in, in that they both interrupt traffic of some sort.
Anonymous’ strong belief in what it considered First
Amendment rights led it to file a petition to the White
House to decriminalize DDoS attacks, thereby allowing Anonymous and others to utilize them as a form
of protest.24 Unsurprisingly, the White House has not
decriminalized DDoS attacks.
While Anonymous’ use of DDoS falls in somewhat
of a legal gray area (or, at least, it did at the time),
there are criminal actors who utilize DDoS or other
cyberattacks explicitly to extort money from victims,
or steal industrial secrets, marketing plans, or intellectual property from business rivals.25 For example, China has come under fire for sponsoring cybercriminals,
specifically the People’s Liberation Army Unit 61398.
As far back as early 2012, President Obama was concerned about China’s overzealous intellectual property theft.26 Charged with hacking into the networks of
Westinghouse Electric, the United States Steel Corporation, and numerous other companies, five members
of Unit 61398 were indicted on charges of cybercrime.
The indictment named Wang Dong, Huang Zhenyu,
Sun Kailiang, Gu Chunhui, and Wen Xinyu as criminals participating in intellectual property theft against
the U.S. businesses.27 As of April 2015, however, the
only action observed as a result of PLA Unit 61398’s
intellectual property theft was China’s reaction to the
threats. Unsurprisingly, it denied hacking into U.S.
organizations and dismissed the evidence discovered
by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District
of Pennsylvania’s evidence as “fabricated facts.”28 In
response to the allegations, Chinese officials not only
deflected the inquisition, but also accused the United
States in return.
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Bank Robbery via Hacking and Malware.
From 2003 to 2013, the number of bank robberies
in Britain dropped 90 percent. In the United States,
there were 3,870 bank robberies in 2012, the lowest
figure in decades.29 The most recent figures show that
number is decreasing still, with only 3,430 commercial
bank robberies in 2014.30 One of the main reasons that
bank robberies are on the decline is the ever-growing
shift away from physical robbery and its inherent
risks. While individual actors still steal from banks,
organized crime groups rarely take part in bank robberies. Instead, they perform highly lucrative bank
heists from comfortable chairs, utilizing either hacking methods or malware to steal information from
computers behind firewalls. With the advent of the Internet, online banking became a modern convenience
as early as 1995.31 Now that is has become ubiquitous,
criminals have a wealth of methods through which
to steal financial information and unlawfully access
victims’ bank accounts. Utilizing cybercrime to steal
from financial institutions allows criminals to both reduce risk and greatly increase their potential reward.
In February 2015, a gang of cybercriminals named
Carbanak by security researcher Kaspersky, stole up
to $1 billion from over 100 financial institutions. They
utilized a technique known as “spear-phishing,” in
which criminals target pre-selected employees of a
bank, and send emails to them that are designed to
look legitimate enough to trick them. Then, after the
bank employee clicks a seemingly innocuous link,
malware is covertly installed onto that computer, allowing Carbanak access to the financial institution’s
server. After accessing video surveillance systems, the
hackers learn the patterns of certain bank clerks, and
exploit that knowledge to conduct business like that
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specific employee. The hackers, utilizing their newfound knowledge, mimic the activities of certain employees to make withdrawals and transfers without
arousing suspicion.32
The amount of money surreptitiously stolen from
banks in this manner is cause for alarm, and highlights glaring weaknesses in the security standards of
financial institutions. Sanjay Virmani, director of Interpol Digital Crime Center, described to Kaspersky
the challenges banks face:
These attacks undermine the fact that criminals will
exploit any vulnerability in any system. It also highlights the fact that no sector can consider itself immune
to attack and must constantly address their security
procedures.33

Unless this is done more effectively, cybercommerce
could increasingly be seen as a high-risk activity.
Underground Black Markets.
In March 2014, the RAND Corporation released a
report on criminal activities in cyberspace, analyzing
black markets that trade in all manner of illegal goods
and services. The report detailed fundamental characteristics of these black markets and how their existence poses a great threat to the information security
environment:34
The hacker market – once a varied landscape of discrete, ad hoc networks of individuals initially motivated by little more than ego and notoriety – has
emerged as a playground of financially driven, highly
organized, and sophisticated groups . . . [it] has now
become a burgeoning powerhouse of highly organized groups, often connected with traditional crime
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groups (e.g., drug cartels, mafias, terrorist cells) and
nation-states.35

Below, a diagram from RAND proportionally depicts the different participants and levels in the underground market. It also gives examples of various roles
and shows the typical skill level and sophistication of
those roles.36

Figure 9-1. Different Levels of Participants
in the Underground Market.37
Given the findings of the RAND research, it should
come as no surprise that organized crime groups have
taken to using the Internet as another tool to deal
drugs. However, the drug trade moving toward the
Internet poses a threat to traditional drug dealers and
criminal organizations. Up-and-coming dealers can
rely solely on the Internet to conduct business and can
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do so at lower risk and lower cost than their counterparts using traditional mechanisms for drug dealing.
Moreover, the deals can be conducted using Bitcoin,
a crypto-currency that is discussed more fully below.
Cybersex Trafficking.
Human trafficking, slavery, and forced sexual exploitation have been pervasive throughout human
history. Following the theme of this chapter, however,
these crimes provide even more examples of how
criminals have adapted to the cyber age to continue
their corrupt endeavors under new packaging. In the
Philippines, like everywhere else, organized crime
groups have used human and sex trafficking as a primary source of income for decades. Given that there
could be up to 100,000 Philippine children involved in
the sex trade, it is clear that Philippine organized crime
groups see trafficking as a lucrative endeavor, and it
should come as no surprise that they have adapted
to the advent of computers and the Internet.38 Nowadays, standard laptop computers come equipped with
a camera, and criminals have been using this convenience to force underage children of all ages to engage
in sexual exploitation with mostly foreign customers
via webcam.39 In effect, the use of cyberspace for sexual exploitation becomes an adjunct to or a substitute
for trafficking, not least because it involves minimal
start-up costs, an absence of logistical problems, and
very limited risk.
Moreover, the risk that does exist can often be neutralized through corruption. Indeed, corruption is one
of the biggest enablers and protectors of the cybersex
trade. According to the United States Department of
State’s Trafficking in Persons Report 2013, there is
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corruption at all levels of the government, allowing
human traffickers to prosper unimpeded. Tellingly,
the study states that officials in government units and
agencies assigned to enforce laws against human trafficking reportedly permitted trafficking offenders to
conduct illegal activities, allowed traffickers to escape
during raids, extorted bribes, facilitated illegal departures for overseas workers, and accepted payments or
sexual services from establishments known to traffic
women and children.40 It is almost axiomatic that the
same kind of support and protection applies to the
sexual exploitation of children in cyberspace.
Fortunately, there are non-profit organizations
that are working to combat child exploitation, both
physically and in cyberspace. Jo Alforgue, Advocacy
Officer with End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes
(ECPAT Philippines), explained that one of the problems ECPAT Philippines faces is the issue of locating
cybersex dens. Since they can be established inside
any sort of building with an Internet connection, they
can be extremely difficult to identify.41
Identity Theft.
With the ever increasing digitizing of personal records and data over the past decades, identity theft
is another example of a criminal venture that has
morphed into the cyberworld. For decades, criminals
have been finding ways to steal enough information
to create fake identities, and while would-be identity
thieves could use older techniques such as dumpster diving or searching public records, the Internet
has now provided enormous new opportunities and
a variety of tools with which to steal from potential
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victims. In addition to hacking and using malware,
identity thieves can use social engineering to trick
victims into giving away information; use credit card
skimmers to steal credit card information directly as it
enters and exits an ATM slot, exploit spear-phishing,
and a number of other techniques.
An excellent example of identity theft involved
Sang-Hyun Park, a high-level member of the notorious Park Criminal Enterprise (PCE) that dealt in manufacturing new identities for illegal aliens. In addition
to fraudulently creating or obtaining driver’s licenses,
the PCE also stole identities from people and added
those identities as authorized users to credit card accounts of various conspirators. This technique enabled
them to raise the credit scores of these fake identities,
and then open bank accounts and obtain credit cards.
Once these accounts and cards were established, the
criminal gang would use them to commit fraud. Park
also utilized wire transfers to launder money obtained
with the aforementioned methods. In this case, however, Park was sentenced to 12 years in prison and five
years of supervised release. To make amends, he has
also been ordered to pay restitution to the tune of $4.7
million, which is $700,000 more than he admitted to
making via his criminal schemes.42
MONEY LAUNDERING WITH IMPROVED
CLASSIC METHODS
Similar to many of the organized crime methods
discussed above, money laundering has also found
its place in the cyberworld. While organized crime
groups typically prefer classic methods of money
laundering, due to their need to move large amounts
of money as quickly as possible, many of the more
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computer-savvy criminals have expanded their laundering operations into the recent technologies offered
to them by Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies. While
crime groups are unlikely to switch completely to
digital methods of money laundering, they would be
remiss not to explore the avenues presented to them
with recent technological developments. This portion
of the paper details ways in which criminals have coopted the Internet to increase the efficiency of traditional money laundering methods.
Wire Transfers & Money Mules.
Traditional wire transfers required customers to
enter a physical location and fill out paperwork. This
practice always exposed the launderer to the staff of
the financial institution. In addition to achieving unwanted exposure, the launderer would have to wait
a certain amount of time for the wire transfer to complete. Nowadays, with financial transfers being done
through mobile banking and Internet payments such
as PayPal, launderers are able to bounce funds around
to elude law enforcement, without ever needing to
show their faces at the financial institutions.
Many criminal organizations utilize money mules
to launder their finances. By dividing up the ill-gotten
proceeds and having numerous employees send the
transfers online, it becomes a more convenient transaction for everyone involved. The faster wire transfer
system enables criminal organizations to send funds
through multiple mules quickly, further stymying law
enforcement. In addition to utilizing faster transfers,
many criminal organizations utilize underground
forums as a primary means of communication.43
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Faster Shell Company Creation.
Additionally, thanks to the Internet, people can
create shell companies from the comfort of their own
home. Utilizing fake business accounts and offshore
banking, criminals are able to easily conceal the history of illicit money by creating a bogus entity. The
creators can then hide funds under a corporate name
without anyone knowing whose money it is. This
makes it more difficult for law enforcement to trace
particular funds that are deposited or withdrawn from
shell companies.44 Many offshore and bank secrecy
jurisdictions advertise such companies online.
In 2014, The Intercept reporter Ken Silverstein created his own shell company for investigative reporting.
Silverstein found the procedure relatively painless
and was able to create the entity easily and quickly:
The whole process can be done in 15 minutes online
or – as I did, on October 28 [2014] – over the phone. It
cost $292 . . . I had a friend in Washington serve as my
front. The following day she received incorporation
papers for my firm – MCSE, an acronym for Medellín Cartel Successor Entity–which was already up and
running.45

Silverstein also set up another shell firm that operated under a chosen company specializing in setting
up these businesses for people, managed by his original shell firm, MCSE. Silverstein was able to do all of
this in less than a week and for under $1,000.46 Clearly,
if it is this simple to shield oneself from taxes or law
enforcement, action needs to be taken to diminish the
ease with which shell companies and their subsidiaries can be established. If not, they are sure to remain a
major tool in the money launderer’s tool belt, now far
more readily accessible through cyberspace.
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Use of Prepaid Cards Online.
Lastly, prepaid credit cards are another one of
money launderers’ best resources. The convenience
with which they can be acquired (via purchase or theft
at a grocery store), coupled with the capability to be
imprinted with stolen credit card information, make
these cards a staple of any efficient money launderer.
After using machinery to imprint stolen or hacked
credit card information, carders can use them to make
withdrawals from an ATM.47 Often, money launderers will buy high-value products, such as Apple computers, Roomba vacuum cleaners, or other items that
hold a high retail value, and ship them as a gift to another country; sending the items as a gift ensures that,
unless otherwise flagged, the package should pass
through customs unmolested. Once the items arrive,
the money launderer’s partner can sell the item on a
black market website, often for more than the original
purchase price.
Arguably, the most useful aspect of the prepaid
credit card is as a model template for receiving stolen credit card data. Being able to use an untraceable
card to purchase other currencies, additional prepaid
credit cards, or digital currencies like Webmoney or
Bitcoin (discussed in the next section) greatly increases a money launderer’s ability to wash large volumes
of money faster than law enforcement can trace it.48
CASE STUDIES IN CYBERCRIME AND MONEY
LAUNDERING
As discussed above, in addition to using cyberspace to enhance traditional criminal activities, criminal organizations and networks have also embraced
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newer crime and money laundering methods that rely
completely on technology. This section provides detailed case studies demonstrating the technological
advances provided to criminals, in the form of anonymity and convenience, to conduct crime and money
laundering in the cyberworld.
Liberty Reserve.
Arthur Budovsky incorporated a business called
Liberty Reserve in Costa Rica in 2006. He built the
business along the same lines as a previous currency
exchange owned by himself and an associate, Vladimir Kats. Dubbed the “financial hub of the cybercrime
world” in a 2013 indictment, Liberty Reserve enabled
customers to create accounts with little to no verification regarding the account holder.49 If a customer
wanted to protect anonymity, he or she could make
an account with the email address “no@yahoo.com,”
a mailing address of 123 Fake Main Street, and a birth
date of 01/01/01 without being challenged by Liberty Reserve’s registration system.50 Whether or not
the owners of the site were complicit, the site allowed
criminals to launder proceeds from a credit card or an
investment fraud, identity theft, drug trafficking, and
almost any other crime from the convenience of their
homes.51 At any given time, convenient laundering
was just a couple of mouse clicks away.
Eventually, Liberty Reserve had an extremely successful digital currency site, known worldwide for allowing criminals to launder ill-gotten income easily.
The founders of Liberty Reserve, however, became
overconfident. After brazenly discussing in an online
chat how everyone in the U.S. knew that Liberty Reserve was a “money laundering operation that hack-
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ers use,” Budovsky would soon find his and Katz’s
entire organization shut down.52 Liberty Reserve had
become popular with criminals, but the creators were
too lax in their efforts to maintain a law-abiding front,
causing the website to be shut down by United States
federal prosecutors on May 24, 2013. On May 28, the
site was back online, displaying a notice of domain
seizure by the United States Treasury Department, the
United States Secret Service, and the Department of
Homeland Security.53
Liberty Reserve was too overt or explicit about its
primary use as a money-laundering channel for criminals, and as a result, was eventually seized and shut
down. Future virtual currency enthusiasts will likely
take note of this mistake, and be sure to champion
a more lawful reason for conducting private digital
transactions. Perhaps if a digital currency mechanism
cited the right to privacy as an avenue for new virtual
currency development, it could continue unrestricted
by law enforcement.
Bitcoin and Silk Road.
One of the new technologies enabling criminal activity is Bitcoin. Known as the first crypto-currency,
and introduced in 2009 by an individual using the
pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin is a decentralized, purely peer-to-peer, mathematically generated
version of electronic cash. It essentially allows direct
and digital wire transfers without the need for a financial institution.54 It provides criminals the ability to
buy and sell goods in online black markets with high
levels of anonymity. More convenient and private than
typical wire transfers, Bitcoin transfers facilitate illicit
transactions and money laundering. Yet, because Bit-
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coin technology was designed to be a legitimate tool
in the fight for privacy, it maintains a more positive
image than Liberty Reserve. On the other hand, in the
underground/online market Silk Road, Bitcoin was
used exclusively as the currency for trading in illegal
goods.
Among the attractions of Bitcoin are low transaction costs and confirmation times. The average Bitcoin transaction fee is about 40 cents.55 In addition,
the average transaction confirmation time is very
quick, taking around 7.5 minutes in April 2015.56 As
a software-based online payment system, Bitcoin records transactions on a decentralized network called
the block chain, which is the underlying technology
of all crypto-currencies. The block chain is a public
ledger of all transactions since the inception of cryptocurrency, but unlike a bank ledger, is not stored in
a centralized location. It can be found on any user’s
computer who has downloaded the software needed
to use a crypto-currency. The decentralized nature of
crypto-currencies makes it difficult for governmental
organizations to regulate these transactions, or shut
down the currency.
The value of a crypto-currency like Bitcoin is not
determined by the value of a commodity like e-Gold
or pegged to a currency like Webmoney and Liberty
Reserve, but instead is determined by the supply and
the demand of that virtual currency. For example, every ten minutes, 25 Bitcoins are injected into the market through a process called mining. This increases the
supply of Bitcoins at regular intervals. Consequently,
the demand is what affects the value of Bitcoins most.
In November 2013, the value of a single Bitcoin was
around one thousand dollars, a 78-fold increase from
January 2013.57 Within a year, the price of a Bitcoin
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had dropped to three hundred dollars. Although it
spiked back up in 2014, in mid-2015 the exchange rate
was below two hundred and fifty dollars due to low
demand. The fluctuations highlight the high risk in
owning Bitcoins.
On the other hand, the risk has not deterred criminals, as it is one of the most anonymous ways of transferring money. Even though the ledger that contains
all transactions is public, very little identifying information can be obtained regarding each transaction.
What does appear in the block chain is simply the user’s “public address” a string of 26-35 alphanumeric
characters, for example, 1BwGkaVotRx8bXXXXtqsab1jHMDoQfWJc. Each time a user performs a transaction, a new public address will appear in association
with that transaction, making it very difficult to identify spending patterns. To make Bitcoin transactions
even more anonymous, software programmers have
developed applications called mixers and tumblers.
Essentially, these services are money-laundering programs intended to mask the source of the transaction.
A user of a mixer will put his or her Bitcoins into a
shared Bitcoin wallet with other users. When the user
wants to perform a transaction, many small transactions are performed simultaneously from that single
Bitcoin wallet. Using this method, it is nearly impossible for law enforcement to determine which user of a
Bitcoin mixing service is the source of the transaction.
One of these services is Dark Wallet. Dark Wallet encrypts and mixes users’ payments, making the flow of
online money untraceable.58
The use of Bitcoins is slowly becoming more widespread. Users can obtain Bitcoins through legitimate
means, such as by the sale of goods online, Bitcoin
mining,59 and by purchasing Bitcoins from online
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exchange services. Despite this, crime still impacts
every aspect of Bitcoin. Criminal actors have created
mining botnets that harness the computing power of
“zombie” computers. They have also created malware
that ransoms a compromised computer’s files in exchange for Bitcoins. They use stolen credit cards and
compromised bank accounts to purchase Bitcoins
from less than reputable online Bitcoin exchange services, and of course, criminals sell goods and services
in exchange for Bitcoins on underground forums and
markets. One of the most famous black market websites that incorporated Bitcoins to purchase drugs,
weapons, malware, and stolen personal identifying
information was Silk Road, an online market run by
Ross Ulbricht, under the infamous moniker “Dread
Pirate Roberts,” until his arrest in October 2013.
If the average Internet user, who happens to be
searching for drugs, performs a search for Silkroad.
com, the human resources management and recruiting company’s website that comes up will disappoint
the user. A more tech savvy user will head directly
to the dark web that users can only access using The
Onion Router, more commonly referred to as TOR,
an IP address obfuscation tool. Once a user accesses
Silk Road through TOR all the categories of goods and
services are available. Silk Road became most well
known for the sale of illicit narcotics. In order to purchase these drugs the user needs to purchase Bitcoins
from an online exchange service or a peer-to-peer exchange and load a balance of Bitcoins to the Silk Road
website.60 In effect, Silk Road operated as an escrow
service where the administrators acted as middlemen
between sellers and buyers. With a balance of Bitcoins
uploaded to Silk Road, the user can start purchasing
narcotics, including stimulants, psychedelics, pre-
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scription, precursors, opioids, ecstasy, cannabis, and
steroids.61 Once these products were purchased, they
were shipped in ordinary envelopes through the UPS,
FedEx, and even the United States Postal Service.
Since TOR anonymized the IP addresses of its users, the locations of the Silk Road servers were hidden
in the dark web, and all the transactions were anonymized by Bitcoin, so Silk Road seemed untouchable.
Consequently, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) in order to disrupt the online black market, had
to resort to hacking and undercover operations.
In 2012, an FBI agent posed as a drug dealer desiring to sell cocaine on the website. He emailed the
Dread Pirate Roberts, Ulbricht, and asked for instructions. Ulbricht instructed an “employee” of his to help
the undercover seller. The employee purchased the
cocaine from the undercover agent and had it shipped
to his home. When the drugs arrived at the employee’s home, the FBI arrested him. Simultaneously, the
FBI had hacked into Silk Road and found the locations
of the servers hosting the website in Iceland, Latvia,
and Romania.62 The United States has a Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaty with these countries, and the FBI
was allowed to copy all transactions and emails that
occurred on these servers.63 This began a process that,
with some additional luck, led to the identification
and subsequent arrest of Ulbricht, who had failed to
take precautionary security measures.64 On February
4, 2015, Ulbricht was found guilty of all charges and
was sentenced in May 2015 to life in prison without
parole.65
In a sad footnote to the case, two Federal agents,
one from the Drug Enforcement Administration and
one from the Secret service, were indicted for stealing
Bitcoins.66
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Moreover, the sale of drugs in the dark market
did not stop with the arrest of Ulbricht and the takedown of the Silk Road website. Within months, a Silk
Road 2.0 was launched with the promise of improved
security and the ability to be recreated in the case of
another FBI takedown of the site.67 Silk Road 2.0 was
also taken down by the FBI a year after its inception,
but another version of Silk Road appeared days after
the second iteration was shut down.
The FBI has clearly had some success, mostly from
hard work, but partially from luck, in arresting and
taking down some of these dark web/black market
websites. Yet this is offset by criminal adaptability. As
soon as one market shuts down, a new version or an
alternative underground marketplace takes its place.
The punishment of life without parole given to Ross
Ulbricht might be the deterrent required to prevent
the creation of new black markets on the dark web,
but it is not clear that even this will be effective.
The Target Breach.
On November 27, 2013, just as Americans prepared for the annual Black Friday shopping event,
hackers, likely from the former Soviet bloc, prepared
for an event of their own. These hackers were setting up the groundwork for the exfiltration of one
hundred and ten million customer credentials from
the Target Corporation’s network.68 This attack
lasted until December 15th when Target confirmed
that a group of criminals had installed a variant of
a POS malware69 on their POS systems.70 Although
this type of attack was nothing new, the magnitude
of damage it caused was worthy of national headlines for months; the attack cost Target roughly $162
million.71
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Following the Target breach at the end of 2013, cybercriminals using POS malware continued to attack
large retail stores like Home Depot, Neiman Marcus,
Michaels, Kmart, and Staples. These cybercriminals
subsequently expanded their victims to health insurance providers such as Anthem, restaurants such as
PF Chang’s and Dairy Queen, entertainment companies such as Sony.
Malware can enter a system in many different
ways, but one of the most common ways for malware
to infect a network is through a phishing campaign.
In the case of the Target data breach, it was not Target
employees who were the victims of a phishing campaign but a third party vendor based out of Sharpsburg, Pennsylvania, Fazio Mechanical Services, which
provided Target with refrigeration, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC).72
Some of these contracted third party vendors have
poor security standards and do not regularly change
their access passwords to retailers’ systems, allowing
criminals who may have hacked these vendors easy,
continuing, and repeated access to retailers’ networks.
Third party vendors also use their personal devices to
access a retailer’s network, which makes it easier for
malware to transfer from one network to another.73
This was precisely the case in Target’s data breach, as
The United States Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation report indicates that
Fazio Mechanical Services “did not appear to follow
broadly accepted information security practices. The
vendor’s weak security allowed the attackers to gain a
foothold in Target’s network.”74 This could have been
made possible because Target did not isolate and segment the POS system from other, unrelated systems
like the HVAC.75
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It appears Target knew its systems were compromised prior to the Department of Justice informing
the retailer about the breach in the middle of December.76 Target might have known as early as November 30, since FireEye, a computer security firm, had
installed a malware detection and removal tool six
months prior to the attack specifically designed to detect this type of infection. On November 30, FireEye
informed Target’s security specialists of the problem
and on December 2, alerted Target that the criminals
had installed a second variant of the malware.77 Target
failed to respond to both alerts.78 It was not until two
days after the Department of Justice alert that Target
hired a third-party network forensics team to investigate and remove the malware, thereby ending the attackers’ ability to collect consumer data.79
The breach was not made public until independent researchers, particularly Brian Krebs, scouring
the underground carding forums for new breaches,
saw large batches of credit cards appear on credit card
dump shops.80 Krebs, who has connections at financial institutions, checked with the banks to see if there
was something in common regarding these cards, and
it was noted that these cards were all used at Target
stores from the end of November to the middle of
December.81
While Target did not detect its own data breach,
the retail giant does not stand alone in this. A study
done by Verizon Enterprise Solutions found that only
thirty-one percent of companies that are breached discover the breach on their own by monitoring their network. It is even worse when you look solely at retail
companies: only five percent of retailers self-discovered a data breach.82
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Extortion through DDoS: Russian Hackers vs.
Barret Lyon and Online Gambling Site BetCris.com
As mentioned above, DDoS attacks are a preferred
method of extortion for cybercriminals. In the early
2000s, hackers would threaten, or carry out, an attack
using botnets of computers to send large volumes of
fake traffic to certain websites, bringing the sites down.
In return, the criminals asked for tens of thousands
of dollars to be wired to countries in Eastern Europe
to prevent or cease their attack, often promising protection from other attacks for a period of time.83 This
“wave” of cyberextortion began mostly with attacking online gambling sites, with the phenomena being
described as a “training ground for extortionists.”84
These cyberextortionists have subsequently broadened the target list to online payment services, foreign
currency exchanges, and financial services companies.
Indeed, “anyone who could lose money by being offline is a potential online extortion target.”85 As early as
2005, it was estimated that one out of ten companies
had been threatened by online extortion, with experts
also suggesting that three out of four cases were never
reported.86
One of the earliest cases of this “wave” of cyberextortion involved an online gambling site based in
Costa Rica called BetCris.com.87 In 2001, Mickey Richardson, the head of the bookmaking and gambling site
BetCris.com, paid $500 in eGold as a protection fee to
hackers who had just brought down his website with
a DDoS attack.88 For some time after this, extortionists
attacked other international bookmakers. The firms
would pay these protection fees ranging from $3,000
to $35,000, wiring the money to locations in Russia
and Latvia.89 Fearing another threat, Richardson pur-
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chased a $20,000 server “box” that Sacramento, California-based cybersecurity consultant Barret Lyon
recommended to filter out attacks.90 Unfortunately,
two years later, on Saturday, November 22, 2003,
Richardson received an email stating:
Your site is under attack. . . . You can send us $40K by
Western Union [and] your site will be protected not
just this weekend but for the next 12 months. . . . If you
choose not to pay . . . you will be under attack each
weekend for the next 20 weeks, or until you close your
doors.91

Richardson, his information technology (IT) department, and his Internet service provider (ISP)
were not concerned; they assumed they had protected
themselves.92 This assumption, however, lasted only
until the attack began, with BetCris.com crashing later
that day; the defensive equipment held for 10 minutes.
“BetCris’s ISP crashed, and then the ISP for BetCris’s
ISP crashed.”93 This was followed by another email
raising the fee to $50,000 for the next day if a deal was
not made in the next hour. The attackers crashed BetCris.com once again as Richardson and his network
administrator, Glenn Lebumfacil, tried to stall. During this time, Richardson estimated that the company
would lose $1.16 a second, or around $100,000 a day,
as long as the site remained down.94 BetCris.com’s ISP
decided to “null-route” the site’s traffic itself, which
meant the ISP was driving all the traffic “into the
ground” to free up its pipes.95 Lyon was called again,
and he agreed to help BetCris.com.96
Lyon contacted an ISP company called PureGig,
located in Phoenix, Arizona, with 10-Gigabits per
second pipe, a bandwidth large enough to handle the
defensive system he was developing without disturb303

ing PureGig’s regular business. PureGig debated the
idea but ultimately decided to allow Lyon to build
his system with them, hoping that they could learn a
better solution to DDoS attacks besides “null-routing”
the traffic and essentially shutting down their customers.97 Three days of no sleep later, Lyon had a system
of original code and commercial products put together, describing it as “a highly fortified data center with
proxy and security software and some monitoring,
and more bandwidth than the bad guys.”98
By then Richardson had received another email
from the extortionists who were upset that a deal had
not yet been made. They threatened to take down the
site “forever” if no response was forthcoming.99 Richardson had also reported the attack to the National
Hi-Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU) in Scotland Yard. The
NHTCU told Richardson to wire two payments of a
few thousand dollars each to separate Western Unions
in Eastern Europe, so the crime unit could see who
picked them up. No one did, and two weeks later
Richardson pulled the money back.100
Lyon’s system intercepted the traffic designated
for BetCris.com’s servers, filtered out the attack traffic,
and allowed legitimate traffic to go to the proper site.
The system also monitored, capacity planned, logged,
and analyzed.101 At this point, it was a chess match; the
CEO of BetCris.com’s Internet service provider said,
“every time Lyon would change something, these
guys would change something else.”102 The attackers
would change attack vectors, and Lyon would need to
adjust things to respond.103 Initially, the extortionists
managed to overload the system, and other gambling
sites hosted on the same ISP were also taken down.104
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The extortionists again raised the price, this time to
$75,000, but also threatened to “destroy” Richardson’s
business as punishment for trying to resist.105 Lyon
and PureGig managed to bring the servers back online, and the next two days Lyon continued to adjust
his system to handle the attacks. Then the attacks went
up to levels unheard of by Lyon, with the extortionists
using more than 20,000 hijacked computers.106 PureGig’s servers suffered, and the ISP took Lyon offline
to allow a fix. After Lyon again managed to tweak his
system to handle much larger attacks, the system was
put back on, segregated from PureGig’s other traffic
now, and BetCris.com and Lyon monitored and adjusted to the attacks for two more weeks. After three
weeks the hackers stopped.107
Richardson received an email that was interpreted
as an admission of defeat, but also mocked the fact that
Richardson had lost many times more money in revenue than the protection fee would have been. In the
end though, Richardson never paid the extortionists a
thing. The attack was treated by Lyon as a “wake-up
call on how good the bad guys had gotten,” and thus
he set out to create and provide an adequate defense
to handle the scale of such DDoS attacks and to track
down those who attacked BetCris.com.108
Lyon started a company called DigiDefense, later
renamed Prolexic, with investment from Richardson
and another investor. Lyon also recruited Lebumfacil
from BetCris.com’s IT department. DigiDefense offered subscriptions for Lyon’s anti-DDoS system, and
BetCris.com was the first customer.109 Lyon’s business
in DDoS defense grew, and with more customers, and
also more attacks coming in, Lyon renewed focus to
track the hackers down. Dayton Turner, an engineer
from another extorted gaming site, was recruited, and
the two went undercover to find the extortionists.110
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Lyon and Turner went into online chat rooms to
befriend the extortionists and eventually identified
a Russian hacker called Ivan.111 In February 2004,
Lyon and Turner submitted a 36-page report profiling Ivan and their correspondence with him and the
other hackers to the FBI and the NHTCU.112 Under the
company name DigiDefense International, Lyon and
Turner kept communicating with Ivan, who eventually logged into the chat room without masking his IP
address.113 From this, Turner subsequently found the
real name of Ivan Maksakov, an address in Saratov,
Russia, and a phone number and sent the information
to the NHTCU.114 Following law enforcement undercover and sting operations, in which the NHTCU’s,
Andy Crocker worked with Colonel Igor Yakovlev
from the Russian Ministry of the Interior, Maksakov was arrested and began cooperating with the
authorities.115
On October 4, 2006, Ivan Maksakov, along with
the one who hired him, Alexander Petrov, and another hacker, Denis Stepanov, were sentenced to eight
years imprisonment for “extortion, causing material
damage, and establishing and applying hostile software.”116 The sentencing attributed the accused with
attacks on nine British and Irish bookmakers and casinos between fall 2003 and spring 2004, with direct
damage of 2 million pounds and another 40 million
pounds expenditure for the protective equipment the
companies needed to purchase.117
The BetCris.com case is often regarded a major influence on DDoS defense, as well as how such cases
were investigated and handled by authorities.118 It
became apparent, however, that six separate online
groups conducting DDoS attacks were “deeper and
more organized” than initially suspected.119 And even
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though, in this case, some of the major perpetrators
were arrested and imprisoned, DDoS attacks remain
a significant problem. Moreover, Botnets are readily
available for sale or rent, suggesting that the instruments of cybercrime can also be used for cyberwar.
CONCLUSION
Organized crime groups have had centuries to perfect methods of crime and money laundering. While
these groups might never transition entirely to crime
in cyberspace or virtual money laundering methods,
they are systematically exploiting new and existing
cybertechnologies to improve their classic methods of
crime. Organized crime groups have embraced cyberspace with new types of criminal methods, and they
have repackaged or enhanced older methods. They
have also taken money laundering into the cyberworld. Specific examples of more and more commonly
practiced cryptocurrency money laundering, successful big-data hacking breaches, “professional” hacking
and exploitation, and cyberextortion, highlight just
how deep and pervasive criminal activities in cyberspace have become. The cases examined above are just
a small selection of those available. Nevertheless, they
demonstrate that organized crime groups will explore
the new opportunities and avenues presented by a set
of technologies that continues to evolve. The criminals themselves are flexible and adaptable. Unless law
enforcement can be equally innovative, this form of
malevolence in cyberspace will continue. Moreover,
while it is less serious than threats of cyberwar, even
nation-states, tacitly if not explicitly, are able to use
the instruments of cybercrime for their own geopolitical and cyberpolitical purposes.
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INTRODUCTION
Cyberspace has become the central nervous system for the planet—the Internet, cell phones, and social media permeate everything we do and constitute
a new and highly dynamic ecosystem. As individuals adopt and use these new technologies, they emit
a massive amount of data that leave behind a kind of
“digital exhaust” that now exists on a separate ethereal plane, fed into by a continuously expanding number of data sources. That data includes that which we
communicate intentionally, like the content of blog
posts, emails, and tweets. However, they also include
digital trails that most users either do not perceive or
are unaware of—metadata—that is largely a byproduct of communications, and which dwarfs the actual
content of that which is communicated. Moreover, individuals now connect to each other in dense and rich
networks of unmediated bilateral and multilateral
communications, much of which is open and broadcast globally over networks.
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Although the digital divide runs deep, cyberspace
is an ecosystem that does not discriminate as it is increasingly adopted by society’s rich and poor, outstripping even the development of good governance over
it. As liberal industrialized countries reach a saturation point, connectivity in the global south has become
the focus and is occurring extraordinarily quickly. In
these regions, development is different in character
than that which occurred in the industrialized core,
as infrastructure in the global South leapfrogs over
older technologies. Mobile connectivity, for example,
dominates the cyberspace of the global South. According to the International Telecommunications Union,
mobile-cellular penetration rates measure 89 percent
in developing countries as of 2013, while the number
of mobile-broadband subscriptions in the developing
world more than doubled (from 472 million to 1.16 billion) between 2011-13. By contrast, household Internet
penetration rates average only 28 percent in developing countries, totaling 373 million households.1
Social media outlets penetrate all aspects of life;
this is no less true when it comes to zones of armed
conflict and violence. According to Sweden’s Uppsala University, Department of Peace and Conflict
Research, armed conflict is defined as:
contested incompatibility that concerns governments
and/or territory where the use of armed force between
two parties, of which at least one is the government of
a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths in one
calendar year.2

They contrast armed conflict to “nonstate conflict,” in
which “none of the warring parties” is a government.
Over the last several decades, scholars of armed conflict have noted a secular trend whereby the number of
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traditional state-to-state armed conflicts has declined,
replaced by long-festering nonstate conflicts that simmer for years seemingly without end and blur into a
state of barely concealed omnipresent violence.3 Not
surprisingly, many of these types of long-festering
conflicts occur in the most impoverished regions of
the world—sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, and Central Asia. According to the World Bank’s April 2011 report, insecurity:
has become a primary development challenge of our
time. One-and-a-half billion people live in areas affected by fragility, conflict, or large-scale, organized
criminal violence, and no low-income fragile or conflict-affected country has yet achieved a single United
Nations Millennium Development Goal.4

Conventional wisdom has long assumed these
“black holes” are the least hospitable to new information and communication technologies. Bright, shiny
mobile phones, cloud computing systems, and Twitter and Facebook accounts are all strongly associated
with high-tech centers of entrepreneurialism, like Silicon Valley. However, zones of conflict—even in the
most impoverished parts of the world—are deeply
saturated with new information and communication technologies. Moreover, because of the absence
of government capacity in some of those regions, innovation of digital technology use can vary substantially. It is remarkable that there exists little dedicated
research on the uses of digital technologies in zones of
conflict. Since most of the armed conflict today takes
place in the global South, an analyst from the industrialized North might falsely assume that digital technology plays little role—that these cases of organized
violence are more primordially than technologically
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driven. However, this would be a mistaken assumption. Satellites, drones, mobile phones and other sensors of various kinds are now omnipresent features of
the battlefield, transforming not only armed conflict
but also peace building and humanitarian operations.
Conflict countries
Note: Countries in bold are listed as conflict zones where 1000+ individuals have
died per year

Percentage of Individuals Using
the Internet as of 2012

Mobile-cellular telephone
subscription growth rate and
average annual growth rate,
from 2005-2012

Colombia

48.98

508.34/71.62

Afghanistan

5.42

1,400.00/200.00

Somalia

1.38

31.60/4.51

Yemen

17.45

510.30/72.90

Pakistan

9.96

840.80/120.11

Mexico

38.42

113.85/16.26

South Sudan

n/a

n/a

Sudan

21

1,413.10/201.87

Iraq

7.1

1,645.34/235.05

Egypt

44.07

610.21/87.17

Syria

24.3

338.24/48.32

Iran

26

583.36/83.34

Philippines

36.24

196.16/28.02

North Korea (Data only available from
2009-2012)

n/a

2,354.48/336.35

South Korea

84.1

39.85/5.69

India

12.58

859.31/122.76

Israel

73.37

18.92/2.70

Palestine

n/a

435.78/62.25

Myanmar

1.07

4,126.88/589.55

Indonesia

15.36

501.07/71.58

Morocco

55

214.83/30.69

Algeria

15.23

175.90/25.13

Mauritania

5.37

439.65/62.81

Table 10-1: Ongoing Conflicts, Internet Penetration,
and Mobile Phone Growth Rates.5
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Conflict countries
Note: Countries in bold are listed as conflict zones where 1000+ individuals have
died per year

Percentage of Individuals Using
the Internet as of 2012

Mobile-cellular telephone
subscription growth rate and
average annual growth rate,
from 2005-2012

n/a

n/a

Peru

38.2

426.35/60.91

The Gambia

12.45

516.70/73.81

Western Sahara

Senegal

19.2

563/80.43

Turkey

45.13

55.20/7.86

Uganda

14.69

1,143.55/163.36

Democratic Republic of Congo

1.68

609.63/87.09

Central African Republic

3

970.22/138.60

China

42.3

179.61/25.66

Angola

16.94

508.34/72.62

Nigeria

32.88

506.76/72.39

Mali

2.17

1,817.73/259.68

Tunisia

41.44

120.05/17.15

Niger

1.41

1,566.05/223.72

Thailand

26.5

176.02/25.15

Russia

53.27

118.24/16.89

Bahrain

88

176.87/25.27

Lebanon

61.25

302.59/43.23

Libya

19.86

379.35/54.19

Guinea

1.49

2,429.63/347.09

Table 10-1: Ongoing Conflicts, Internet Penetration,
and Mobile Phone Growth Rates.5 (Cont.)
If it is not already so, collecting, interrogating,
and analyzing all of this data will soon be a dedicated activity undertaken by multiple participants to
any armed conflict in every region of the world. The
combatants themselves leverage this data in different
contexts, such as when insurgents use cellphones to
organize, issue threats, directly trigger improvised
explosive devices, or when counterinsurgency forces
employ surveillance to engage in highly sophisticated
acts of targeted killing. At the same time, humanitar323

ian groups, aid organizations, and conflict prevention
and peacebuilding bodies use tools and data sources
such as Ushahidi and other crowd-sourced maps to
anticipate, predict, and respond to crises and organized violence. Even war studies scholars and other
analysts use digital technologies to better understand
the nature of conflict and crises today. As Micah
Zenko puts it:
As conflict unfolds today, the stream of images and
videos from participants allow us to see what kinds
of weapons are being used, how well-trained local
forces are, evaluate morale, and examine conditions
on the ground hour by hour. These images, movies,
and words offer us something akin to Google’s “Street
View” on a real-time basis from nearly anywhere in
the world to assess and manage conflict and its precursors in ways never before possible.6

Among those who do recognize the growing role
of digital technologies in armed conflict, the reactions
have generated considerable interest and enthusiasm
about their potential to boost conflict prevention and
humanitarianism. David Kilcullen and Alexa Courtney’s views are representative in this respect:
The ability to manipulate big data, visualize dynamics,
and recognize patterns and signatures for conflict creates new opportunities for humanitarian and development assistance in the most complex and dangerous
environments.7

Within the last few years, a growing number of projects, analytical tools and applications, conferences,
Technology, Entertainment and Design (TED) talks,
and journal articles have trumpeted the potential for
what is now a burgeoning new interdisciplinary field:
digital humanitarianism.
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While excitement runs deep around the prospects
for digital technologies to advance peacebuilding and
humanitarianism, little explicit attention has been
given to the role of technology in doing the opposite:
facilitating violence and/or exacerbating the risks that
aid workers, conflict monitors, and locally affected
populations face. The argument we make in this chapter is that, while digital technologies, crowd mapping,
and other new ways of exploiting information and
communications technologies (ICTs) for benign ends
do provide new opportunities, the risks to digital
humanitarianism are growing. Armed protagonists
are increasingly becoming more adept at exploiting
these technologies for malignant ends. Indeed, going
further, the headlong rush to adopt social media and
other new tools without the proper understanding of
these risks may end up doing more harm than good.
DIGITAL HUMANITARIANISM AND ARMED
CONFLICT
Over the last several years as new digital technologies have exploded, their use in zones of conflict,
disasters, crises, and other contentious situations has
become more pronounced. Today, although the digital divide remains significant, crises and conflicts of
all sorts take place in highly connected environments.
Everyone can now participate in and use mobile
phones, layered information, open street maps, crisis
mappers, and other open source tools. At the same
time, participants in crisis and conflict situations can
use short message service (SMS) and social media
platforms to communicate with one another or signal
for help. Alongside these highly connected environments, aid, conflict prevention, crisis management,
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and humanitarian organizations have begun to adopt
increasingly sophisticated uses of these technologies
to assist in, and even fundamentally transform their
missions—now increasingly known as the field of
“digital humanitarianism.” As Patrick Meier notes:
ICTs are changing the ways in which information is collected and processed; they are bringing new volunteer
networks to the fore of humanitarian response; and,
as a result, they are spurring organizational change
within established humanitarian organizations.8

The following section provides a very brief overview of some important milestones in the evolution
of digital humanitarianism, describes some of the key
methods and technologies, and suggests a trajectory
of where the field is headed.9
2010 Haiti Earthquake and Beyond.
The field of digital humanitarianism has its roots
in many events and cases. Among the most important are the introduction of Google Maps and Google
Earth in 2004; the Ushahidi open source platform, first
developed around the 2007 Kenya elections to monitor human rights violations occurring in post-election
violence; and the launch of Harvard Humanitarian
Initiative’s Crisis Mapping and Early Warning project
in 2007. An essential turning point was the 2010 Haiti
Earthquake Disaster. The Haiti disaster is widely recognized as a milestone in the use of crowd generated
digital data to assist in humanitarian and relief operations. While not an armed conflict per se, there were
significant incidents of violence, crowd stress, and insecurity as a result of the pressures on human populations and migration.
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Immediately upon the earthquake, aid workers,
observers, and others realized that there were numerous “sensors” that could provide insights into communities at risk, the movement of people, and how to
target relief more efficiently to populations in need.
Within hours, a live crisis map of Haiti was launched
using the Ushahidi platform, organized primarily by
volunteers at Tufts University in the United States.
Information was gathered and collated from social
media (e.g., Twitter and Facebook) to identify reports
of trapped persons, medical emergencies, and specific
needs for water, shelter, and other necessities. A number to which affected populations could send SMS
messages was widely circulated (4,636) and used to
send urgent life and death pleas for help. The U.S. Marine Corps and other intervening international organizations referenced the crisis maps to determine when
and where to direct resources. An OpenStreetMap
(OSM) was created for Haiti, exploiting high-resolution satellite imagery and allowing OSM workers to
identify roads and better plot the locations of urgent
messages for help. Likewise, expectations grew among
the affected populations that social media would be a
way to connect and send pleas for help. Entrepreneurs
offering mobile phone charging stations sprung up in
response. Although some organizations took advantage of the map, others were more reluctant and confused by how to process it, and some raised questions
about the reliability of crowd-sourced information.
(See Figure 10-1.)
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Figure 10-1. An Example of Ushahidi’s Haitian
Earthquake Crisis Map.10
In the aftermath of the disaster, the humanitarian
community as a whole took notice. The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) launched several studies and conferences, one of the results of which was the creation of
the Standby Volunteer Task Force (SBTF), which has
grown to more than 800 volunteers in 80 countries.
Subsequently, similar crowd mapping and digital humanitarian efforts were launched around disasters,
conflicts, and complex emergencies.
For example, in response to ravaging fires in the
summer of 2010 in Russia, a group of Russian blogs
inspired by the Haiti experience launched a live crisis map.11 The Russians turned the map into a platform for both needs and offers of help. The offers of
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help were overwhelming, with more than 600 reports
mapped during the first week alone. A coordination
and call center service was set up—in effect a citizenbased disaster response agency that served as a kind of
“mutual aid” in the absence of Russian state capacity.
These community-based, self-organized crisis maps
contrasted with the information that was provided by
the Russian government, which tried to shape, censor,
and control as much information being released as
possible about the disaster. (See Figure 10-2.)

Figure 10-2. A screenshot of the “Russian
Fires Crisis Map.”12
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Social media, crowdsourcing, and mapping were
also used extensively in and around the Libyan
civil war. Within hours of the conflict’s onset, a live
crisis map powered by the Ushahidi platform was
launched.13 Media monitoring, geolocation reports,
and verification and analysis teams were organized
to analyze and upload data. Other organizations,
such as the International Organization for Migration,
set up other crisis maps, which were in turn used by
UNOCHA. Steps to secure the map were taken in light
of its use in the context of an armed conflict. Concerns
were raised for the first time about risks to information contributors whom the government might see as
“informants” or “traitors.” The Libya Crisis map was
password protected and open only to established humanitarian organizations. Digital security issues surrounding the Libyan conflict will be described in more
detail below.
The Japanese Tsunami was another major milestone in digital humanitarianism. According to Crisis
Communication Management, there were more than
5,500 tweets per second about the disaster.14 A Japan
crowd map was instantly created, and over 3,000
people uploaded geo-located data to the map. Videos taken on cell phones were sent to news agencies
and analyzed while information on nuclear radiation
counts was collected by individuals with Geiger counters and uploaded to the RDTN.org website.
Incidents like these have brought about pressures
on humanitarian agencies to exploit new social media.
Traditional nongovernmental organizations and humanitarian institutions increasingly have been criticized for failing to take advantage of the opportunities that digital technologies present, and expectations
have grown about the power that social media and
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other digital tools represent. In March 2012, a Reuters
news article titled “Will Twitter Put the U.N. out of
the disaster business?” argued, “Many agencies have
muddled along for decades with scarcely a nod toward communicating with the folks they’re supposed
to be representing.”15 The piece outlined how “many
aid agencies don’t have the time or resources to take
all of this on, simply because it is not ‘mainstreamed’
into their activities.”16
These pressures are not just based on outside observations and new technical opportunities, but on the
impressions and expectations generated by the digitally equipped populations themselves who are often
the victims. A 2010 American Red Cross survey found
an alarming 75 percent of 1,058 respondents expected
help to arrive within an hour if they posted a request
on a social media site (American Red Cross, 2010).17
Alongside the growing criticisms, numerous conferences have brought together thought leaders and
innovators who have explored case studies, discussed
new projects, and developed new tools and web platforms.18 These have led to recommendations that organizations should adopt social media as part of the
digital humanitarian toolkit. For example, a report
written by BBC World Service Trust called “Left in the
Dark”(and a follow-up BBC analysis to that report)
argued that information is a form of aid, and needs
to be incorporated into the organization of traditional
humanitarian operations in a much more comprehensive fashion.19
While the internal and external pressures on humanitarian and other organizations to adopt digital
technologies have been escalating, the actual tools
to engage in big data analysis have been growing in
leaps and bounds, attracting venture capitalists and
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the attention of large organizations and companies.
Big data analysis has become a huge growth sector in
the government and private sector, resulting in a wide
variety of new tools under development for disaster,
humanitarian aid relief, awareness of gender-based
violence, and other uses. As acquiring data becomes
increasingly feasible, new tools using big data analytics are bringing new opportunities for improving information sharing and transparency for organizations
like the U.S. Agency for International Development
and the World Bank. For example, users can call up
the Data Visualizer, which tracks civil war, homicides,
and terrorism, and collates them with socioeconomic,
demographic, and political data to put it into context.20
One interesting dimension sometimes acknowledged as awkward for humanitarians, is that some
of the most successful big data analytics innovations
are coming from the defense, law enforcement, and
intelligence sectors; what have been called elsewhere
the cyber-military-industrial complex.21 Does it matter that the tools that are being used by humanitarians
have as their primary development impetus the needs
of the very agencies that are sometimes the greatest contributors to armed violence? For example, the
company Palantir has developed a very popular data
analytics platform that is often touted as a potentially
useful resource for humanitarian operations. Yet at
the same time, the tool’s primary mission is as a multidiscipline U.S. defense and intelligence agency data
aggregator, sometimes providing valuable analytic
insights that enhance lethal operations against identified threats.22 This type of debate echoes ones that
were held in the 1990s about the utility of employing
military technologies and expertise for environment
rescue operations.23 In light of the recent National
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Security Agency (NSA)/Snowden revelations and
the scope of NSA organized surveillance, digital humanitarians may also be rightly concerned about the
possible compromises of the data analytical platforms
and tools that are adopted by them—a concern that
warrants further encouragement of open source platforms. Can digital humanitarians, operating in zones
of conflict, be confident that information collected
through their platforms is not shared with agencies
that might use that information to engage in acts of
violence? Further concerns along these lines will be
explored later in this chapter.
Stepping back and taking a broader view, we can
see an evolution in the nature of early conflict warning, rapid response, disaster relief, and humanitarian
operations, which are themselves part of a spectrum.
Patrick Meier is probably the most widely recognized proponent of digital humanitarianism. He has
described this evolution in terms of four generations
of early warning and response—but in terms that apply to digital humanitarianism as well (see Table 10-2
below).24 The first generation “monitors and analyzes
conflict from outside the conflict regions . . . and are
typically based in the West.” Second-generation early
warning systems “conduct monitoring within conflict countries and regions. However, analysis is still
conducted outside conflict countries (in the West).”
Third generation early warning systems “are created
by people in conflict areas for themselves” and represent a fundamental turning point in the exploitation
of digital media. Fourth generation early warning
systems accelerate and amplify the third generation’s
tendency toward localization by featuring no predesignated field monitors, a reliance on the masses, and
a drawing upon crowdsourcing and freely available
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tools.25 There is a clearly “people centered” and “social-media centered” focus of fourth generation early
warning systems that defines today’s digital humanitarian operation.
Generation

Location

Objective

Technology

1st Generation
Since 1990s

Headquarters

Conflict detection

•

Expensive, propriertary
technology

2nd Generation
Since 2000

Headquarters with
stronger links to networks in the field

Conflict detection
with limited response
(mainly recommendations)

•
•

GIS and satellites
Internet (email and websites)

3rd Generation
Since 2003

Conflict areas with local
networks included in
the system

Conflict detection
with stronger links to
response mechanisms;
monitors often serve as
"first responders"

•

Proprietary software with
structures reporting and coding
protocols
Mobile phones

Conflict areas with less
centralized organizational frameworks

Decentralized two-way
information service
for collection and dissemination

•

4th Generation
Since 2008

•

•

GIS and open-source satellite
imaging
Free and/or open source
technologies, especially mobile
phones

Table 10-2: Four Generations of Early Warning and
Response.26
Although the field itself is fast moving, at the
time of this writing, its cutting edge is about applying more fine-grained and immediate responses to affected populations in a highly interactive fashion in
as near real-time as possible over social media. For
example, a new project developed by Meier’s Qatar
Computing Research Institute hopes to provide financial assistance to affected populations over Twitter.27
The project also talks about developing artificial intelligence programs to directly identify and locate needs
as they spring up from Twitter. Likewise, Kilcullen
and Courtney advocate a paradigm shift in “Design-
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ing for Development,” which combines several elements, including: integration of quantitative data, remote observation and analysis, use of new tools such
as big data, crowd-sourced reporting, and interactive
visualization with deep contextual understanding accomplished through on-the-ground observation and
research. This integration should be “preferably carried out and directed by well-trained members of the
local community.”28
Naturally, this evolution and these pressures create an almost insatiable desire for more information
and an enthusiasm for new technologies that can end
with counterproductive results. For example, in an article entitled “How Emergency Managers Can Benefit
from Big Data,” the author advocates for less privacy
around personal online data for emergency purposes.
The author cites Carnegie Mellon University professor Ole Mengshoel’s argument that it “would be a
pity if big data’s potential based off social media data
streams wasn’t reached because the companies were
too protective of it.”29 Although he acknowledges inherent privacy concerns, he maintains that emergency
specialists should have access to social media data in
order to harness its full potential.
While there are security concerns and criticisms
raised within the digital humanitarian community,
they focus almost entirely on inefficiencies, lack of
training, unwillingness to adopt, and a lack of capacity to learn. While those are all important, an entirely
different set of concerns arises due to security issues.
In one of the rare exceptions, George Chamales and
Rob Baker argue in their piece, “Securing Crisis Maps
in Conflict Zones,” that deploying digital technologies
in crisis zones “can be exploited by hostile actors who
have developed and adopted network surveillance
and attack capabilities.”30 Likewise, a recent UNOCHA
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report on humanitarianism in the networked world
briefly raised some concerns about security risks, noting that the Islamist group Boko Haram destroyed 24
mobile phone towers in Northern Nigeria in 2012 and
that reports have surfaced of Syrian opposition groups
having their computers targeted with malicious software.31 The following section further explores the
broader context behind some of those risks, including
details from Citizen Lab research that underpin the
UNOCHA reference to the Syrian conflict.
UNFORESEEN VULNERABILITIES IN ZONES
OF CONFLICT
It is still widely assumed that digital technologies
are the “dictator’s dilemma”—an unavoidable part
of the global economy, but one that brings about an
inevitable flood of information that overwhelms authoritarian regimes. Authoritarian regimes were once
widely considered too slow, cumbersome, and heavyhanded to deal with the Internet, but a growing body
of research has shown that these assumptions require
serious reexamination. Far from withering in the face
of digital technologies, authoritarian and autocratic
regimes are proving not only to be more robust than
many anticipated, but also are actively acquiring censorship, surveillance, and computer network attack
products, services, and capabilities in order to give
themselves a distinct technical advantage. Indeed, all
actors to armed conflict today increasingly are better equipped and more savvy about how to exploit
big data for nefarious ends. As digital humanitarianism evolves, there are reasons to believe their operations will involve additional risks related to these
capabilities.
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In one of the few studies to address the issue directly, “Securing Crisis Maps in Conflict Zones,” Chamales and Baker identify five types32 of vulnerabilities
associated with “crowdmapping,” summarized as:
• Identification of Reporters and Vulnerable
Groups: Information collected and uploaded
by citizens and aid workers can be traced and
then used to identify those individuals doing the reporting, as well as other vulnerable
groups. Chamales and Baker mention the Taliban’s threats to foreign aid workers responding
to the 2010 floods in Pakistan as an example.
• Control of Communication Networks: Oppressive governments can use their control
over the “high ground” of the communications
infrastructure to selectively disable information systems at critical times. The OpenNet
Initiative (a project in which the Citizen Lab
participated from 2002-2013) refers to these
types of selective disabling as “just-in-time”
information controls. These controls have been
documented in Egypt’s Internet “blackout”
during anti-Mubarak protests in 2011,33 Burma
in 2007 after protests in Rangoon,34 and China’s
Xinjiang province after ethnic riots in 2009,
among others.35
• Programming Flaws in Crisis Mapping Platforms: The very technologies used by the organizations may contain vulnerabilities that
are exploited by adversaries, thereby putting
people at risk. These platforms, in other words,
may have improper or inadequate security
vetting. These flaws will be elaborated upon
further below with respect to the Libya and
Syria cases.
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• Identification and Infiltration of the Crowdsource Workforce: Hostile groups could pose
as helpful workers allowing them to access internal information and sensitive systems.
• Use of Unverified Reports: The use of false reports, or unverified reports, can be a deliberate information operation strategy designed to
confuse or spread misinformation.
While Chamales and Baker mostly outline hypothetical concerns, recent Citizen Lab research adds a wealth
of empirical detail to these concerns.
With respect to the identification of vulnerable
groups and exploitation of programming flaws in social media and other platforms, our research has documented a growing market for commercial surveillance
and computer network exploitation products and services used in the context of a number of countries of
concern. For example, in the reports Behind Blue Coat,
Planet Blue Coat, and Some Devices Wander by Mistake,
the Citizen Lab used a combination of technical forensics and wide-area scanning methods to map the
worldwide locations of ProxySG and PacketShaper
appliances, two devices manufactured by Blue Coat
Systems Inc. based in Sunnyvale, California.36 These
devices can be used to secure and maintain networks,
but also to implement politically motivated restrictions
on access to information, and/or to monitor private
communications. The ProxySG device even advertises
the ability to intercept encrypted communications that
use secure sockets layers, effectively identifying and
then breaking into secure information flows. Our findings show Blue Coat devices on the public networks of
83 countries, including those with poor human rights
records (such as Bahrain, China, and the United Arab
Emirates) and those that are subject to U.S. sanctions
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(including Iran, Syria, and Sudan). A few of the countries found to have Blue Coat on public networks are
also in the midst of ongoing armed conflict.37 These
countries include Syria, Cote D’Ivoire, and Sudan,
three countries listed as countries of special concern
in Citizen Lab research due to extensive insecurity,
pervasive human rights violations, and/or being in an
ongoing or having recently emerged from a conflict
situation.38 (The map in Figure 10-3 details countries
in which Blue Coat was found to be present.)

Figure 10-3. Map of Blue Coat Presence
Worldwide.39
Sudan, in particular, is an interesting case of how
social media can empower repressive practices as
much as it can aid activists in organizing and spread339

ing information outside of state-controlled channels,
especially with reference to the country’s anti-government protest movement. In 2012, protests in response
to growing austerity measures by the government had
been curtailed, with journalists and bloggers deported, and news sites censored.40 Meier cites an example
where the Sudanese government reportedly set up a
fake Facebook page calling for protests at a given time
and location. Arrests were subsequently made, with
many protesters reportedly tortured to further reveal
their Facebook login credentials.41 Pro-government
Internet users have even compromised protest sites
as a means of spreading disinformation, and to “triangulate the identities of the chief organizers” of the
anti-government movement.42 The success of the online anti-protest campaign by the regime and its supporters has led many protesters to abandon Facebook
as a vehicle for organization in favor of face-to-face
contact.43 Since 2010, the Satellite Sentinel Project has
mapped mass atrocities in both Northern and Southern
Sudan through satellite imagery and analysis.44 While
defending their methodology, members of the project
have been open about the need for ethical questions to
be explored regarding their approach, including questions regarding the risks to civilians if data-mapping is
wrong, or concerns regarding the hacking of sensitive
data.45 Various tips for activists on the ground have
been developed to mitigate potential threats, including warnings against oversharing sensitive, personal
information on Facebook and Twitter, especially on
public groups.46 That the regime now has access to an
advanced deep-packet inspection tool manufactured
by Blue Coat Systems should raise serious alarm bells.
Other Citizen Lab research reports have provided
evidence of FinFisher remote intrusion and surveillance software targeting activists in several countries
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where conflict has been occurring, including Pakistan,
Turkey, Nigeria, India, and Ethiopia.47 Developed by
Munich-based Gamma International GmbH, FinFisher
products are marketed and sold exclusively to law enforcement and intelligence agencies by the UK-based
Gamma Group. We have also documented the global
proliferation of FinFisher by finding command-andcontrol servers in 36 countries and analyzed variants
of the FinFisher suite that target mobile phone operating systems. (See Figure 10-4 for a map of FinFisher’s
global proliferation.)

Figure 10-4. Map of FinFisher Presence
Worldwide.48
Our research has only picked at the surface of a
growing market. FinFisher remote intrusion and surveillance software, and others like it, typically use hyperlink and URL sharing—as well as other common
channels of social media information exchange—as
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vectors of exploitation, any one of which could be
easily targeted toward digital humanitarian operations based either inside or outside of countries of
concern. FinFisher brochures included in the SpyFiles
advertise capabilities that include silent logging of
keystrokes, screenshots of desktops, covert capture of
audio and video, interception of Skype and other chat,
as well as voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) tools,
and extraction of all files from infected hard drives.
Since the FinFisher tool also advertises itself as being
largely untraceable by most known anti-virus products, it is possible many digital humanitarians (among
others) could be infected without knowing it. Those
capabilities in the hands of regimes or other protagonists could mean access to sensitive data not meant
for public circulation, including the location of opposition groups.
Chamales and Baker’s concerns are also supported
by closer examination of two recent conflicts: the Libyan and Syrian Civil Wars. Citizen Lab research fellow John Scott-Railton has been undertaking detailed
investigations of the information components of each
conflict, which are summarized below.
Case study 1: Libya.49
The 2011 Libyan Civil War was marked by the use
of ICT not only by digital humanitarians but also by
members of the opposition and the Libyan government. From the days of the Egyptian uprising, the
Muammar Gadhafi regime made efforts to limit the
online information environment. The regime arrested
a handful of activists who used the Internet, possibly
in response to calls for a protest on February 17. The
regime also took other actions to control the informa-
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tion environment, including blocking Al Jazeera from
regime-owned networks, jamming satellites, and
barring foreign journalists from entering the country.50 On February 13, 2011, the Internet was briefly
shut down, followed by a longer lasting shutdown
that was accompanied by wireless and landline shutdowns on March 3, 2011. Renesys—an Internet traffic
monitoring firm—saw that not all traffic was blocked,
indicating that the regime was likely still using the
Internet in what the company described as a “warm
standby.”51 The probable nature of leaving remaining
Internet traffic open was made clearer by the emergence of the “Libyan Electronic Army”, a pro-government electronic actor, whose electronic attacks against
adversaries of the Gadhafi regime were undertaken
with Internet protocol (IP) addresses originating from
within Libya.
Protesters, citizen journalists, and anti-regime
fighters used ICT technologies early on to spread information and coordinate attacks, an effort that spanned
participants from within and outside of Libya. Although the Internet shut down severely affected these
groups, they also quickly deployed a wide range of
decentralized solutions to reestablish connectivity that
routed around regime-controlled networks. Forms of
communication used by the opposition varied. Some
anti-regime fighters used colored flags as a means of
communications. Others used very small aperture terminals (VSATs), broadband global area networks, radio, and satellite phones. Free Internet services (Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube) played an important role
in getting information out of the country.
When Internet access was restored, blogs and websites were used to document the war. Before international correspondents were allowed into the coun-
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try, citizen journalists took to the frontlines of war
to document it. These reports were often uploaded
on social media sites like YouTube and Facebook via
VSAT terminals. Facebook was used in the early days
of the war to call for protests from individuals as well
as real-life and electronic groups. The official “Day of
Rage” Facebook page called for the initial protests on
February 17, 2011, and a plethora of Facebook pages
sprung up supporting uprisings. The number of Facebook users in Libya increased dramatically, with a
588.86 percent increase in penetration from June 2011
to December 2011.
Similarly, the opposition used Twitter since the
beginning of the conflict, with some feeds more objective than others. Aside from information, Twitter was
also used to transmit satellite details and medical info,
and even to communicate with North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) forces. Common hashtags included #feb17, #Libya, and #Tripoli. Mainstream media began to pay attention to Twitter feeds as the conflict moved forward, using the platform as a means
of breaking news, directing followers to stories, and
reporting on events as “being reported on Twitter” before they were even confirmed or denied. Some used
it to curate coverage of events, and some to exchange
contacts and contact other users.
The most-followed Twitter account was that of
the Libyan Youth Movement, which tweeted about
NATO strikes and other NATO actions. Twitter reporting on NATO activities gave rise to questions
of operational risks, such as the reporting of NATO
forces’ aircraft movement in real time. It was unclear,
however, whether the Libyan government monitored
the tweets for their own operational purposes. NATO
also used post-strike damage assessments by Twitter
users in their own briefings.
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In many rebel-held territories, regionally based
media committees sprung up as a means of spreading
information through specific channels (for example,
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter). However, pro-government followers on social media would often flood
the opposition-friendly pages, feeds, and videos with
hostile comments. The aggressive posturing by proregime social media users backfired, however, and
undermined the government’s narrative characterizing the opposition as thugs.
The Internet played a role in supporting the opposition’s communications strategy. Individual opposition members played the part of “nodes” that relayed
information to the media, but also helped coordinate
attacks (both NATO and opposition forces), thus serving as information clearinghouses for anti-government
forces. NATO itself used Twitter for media messaging, as well as using open source Twitter information
for planning and targeting attacks. NATO, however,
made it a point to assure the public that social media was not the only source of information for its
operations.
The opposition used Skype extensively. It connected Libyans with supporters in the Libyan diaspora
and was often used as a substitute for cell and satellite phones, even when these forms of communication
were more readily available. Opposition fighters also
used Skype for organizational purposes and Facebook
groups to share information, although it is difficult
to determine their effectiveness due to the inherently
closed nature of these groups. Email was not considered as useful as Facebook groups, nor as immediate
as Skype, but was still used by the opposition to coordinate aid, and to communicate with foreign media
and military, often either with personal accounts or
pseudonyms.
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With all the ingenuity used by the opposition to
leverage these platforms, Libyan government authorities and their supporters were also adept at using technologies to target the opposition. Prior to 2011, some
Libyans had already assumed that online communications were being monitored. While there had been
little evidence of Internet filtering in Libya, there had
been some evidence that authorities monitored Internet cafes actively. As the war wound down, however,
evidence found in government centers revealed the
existence of sophisticated network monitoring equipment. Specifically, Libyan government security forces
were using Chinese ZTE and French Amesys equipment. The Amesys EAGLE system, a very advanced
French network surveillance platform, cost 10 million
euros to install and was fully functional by 2010. The
system was installed in Libya as an “interesting laboratory” or test bed to try out the system with no limitations. Both the ZTE and Amesys monitoring systems
are able to intercept email accessed by client software,
VOIP calls, Web browsing, online emails, and chat
programs. Photographic evidence of the ZTE’s ZXMT
system revealed that it could possibly store intercepted material, thus making it possible to subject material
to historical link analysis and data mining. Opposition
fighters also found that the regime used equipment
capable of monitoring and tracking cellular phones,
landlines, and Thuraya-brand satellite telephones.
Technologies for interception and recording platforms
included those provided by South Africa‘s VASTech
and France‘s Thales.
As mentioned earlier, the government shut down
of the Internet drove users to connect in ways that
allowed users to bypass Libyan networks and the
monitoring systems that were operating on the net-
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works. VSAT services, for example, used Earth stations outside of Libya. The shutdown of landline and
cellphone service also had the effect of neutralizing
the regime’s surveillance apparatus. Even in areas
where phone networks remained active, the opposition moved their communications toward other decentralized forms. Unable to halt information communications, the Gaddafi regime responded by hacking
users and websites in order to control the information environment. Pro-government forces, such as
the Libyan Electronic Army (LEA) and mercenaries,
targeted opposition groups through distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, malware, defacement,
and hijacking accounts. They used inexpensive commercial malware designed for cybercrime, as well
as simple hacking techniques. Employees of Libya
Telecom and Technology reported that there was a
room run by the Interior Ministry where hacking took
place. These employees also described efforts to recruit hackers from overseas to perform phishing campaigns and develop malware to gain access to targeted
computers.
It is possible the LEA is composed largely of volunteers. Apparently created at the urging of Gaddafi,
the LEA had several locations in Tripoli, with volunteers and professional staff based both in Libya and
overseas. The LEA used both simple and sophisticated attacks, from DDoS to code exploitation and malware attacks, to gain access to a target’s computer. The
various accounts of many individual Libyans were
also compromised, sometimes through insecure passwords or weak account recovery questions, but also
through malware attacks. One vector for the spread
of malware was through hijacked accounts; once the
LEA would takeover an account, it would then begin
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sending contextually relevant messages to the users’
contacts. A file transfer containing malware making reference to prior conversations would be sent
and used to compromise the contact’s accounts. The
Libyan government also played audio of Skype calls
on state television, claiming that they could intercept
these calls as a means of fueling paranoia. Analysis
of malware samples sent by LEA to opposition, targets showed that remote-access Trojans were often
deployed. In one case study, Blackshades, which is
available for purchase online, was used.
The Libyan Civil War showed the world how cyberspace has become a new realm for conflict and contention. As the opposition found novel uses to support
their cause through digital technologies—from informing the world on the conflict outside of controlled
channels to even actively supporting NATO attacks
on government and military infrastructure—the government and its supporters also sought to use technological means of undermining opposition activists.
The use of malware like Blackshades to compromise
opposition technology and data speaks to the sophistication that pro-government actors cultivated in their
efforts to fight their battles online. The use of familiar
tools by the opposition—old Facebook and email accounts, for example, without the use of pseudonyms
or cloaked identities—created vulnerabilities that
made attacks and targeting by government authorities
and pro-government forces relatively straightforward.
Even mapping projects assisted by outside activists at
the beginning of conflict proved to be rife with vulnerabilities. One such project for example, involving
the mapping of cities where protests were occurring,
raised concerns due to the irresponsible mapping of
an attack by protestors against government mercenar-
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ies.52 Protecting protester identity and keeping information as vague as possible was one of many lessons
learned from the exercise. While it is certainly true that
technology was extremely useful to the opposition it
is also true that “many of the tools used by the opposition, including social media, introduced substantial
new risks, many of which weren’t fully understood
or mitigated during the conflict.”53 While the Gadhafi
regime was ultimately toppled, digital humanitarians
should not draw simple lessons from the widespread
use of digital technologies as a contributing factor. Indeed, strong evidence suggests both they and key opposition groups, were significantly compromised by
the regime before it fell.
Case Study 2: Syria.
After the Arab Spring, many believed the social
media-enabled opposition would undermine authoritarian regimes. In August 2012, Scott Peterson of The
Christian Science Monitor argued that the Syrian conflict was one defined by “endless images shot by mobile phone and volunteer videographers who know
the importance of winning the media war,” and that
digital technologies would allow the rebels to gather
support and circumvent restrictions on traditional
media.54 Similarly, Time Magazine published a feature
on the U.S. State Department’s training of Syrian rebels in digital security and use of information technologies on the battlefield, noting that such training has
provided the opposition with tools necessary to defeat
the Assad regime online.55
The Syrian civil war has also seen extensive use of
crowdsourced mapping projects. Several Syrian activists based in the U.S. created the Syria Tracker Crisis
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Map in 2011.56 It relies on citizen reports and eyewitness accounts to map casualties and human rights
violations, including chemical attacks. In another instance, the SBTF and Amnesty International USA’s
Science for Human Rights Program jointly launched
a crowd map (see Figure 10-5) that relies on volunteers to analyze distributed satellite imagery for signs
of military action, protest, and other civil unrest.57 The
Women’s Media Center has also used crowdsourced
maps to document instances of sexualized violence
during the Syrian conflict.58 Finally, Syria’s Local Coordination Committees have documented the regime’s
violence against protesters, with blue dots showing active demonstrations, and red dots indicating
violence.59

Figure 10-5. SBTF/Amnesty International
“Eyes on Syria” Map.60
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However, there have also been persistent and
targeted electronic attacks against opposition and
other groups connected to the Syrian conflict. The
most widely known group in this respect is the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA), which is not an “army”
in any conventional sense of the term, but rather a
network of pro-government citizens that undertakes
politically motivated attacks on website and social
media accounts. While many of the SEA‘s seemingly
random operations can be considered targets of opportunity, they have directed their efforts principally
toward hacking two groups: local and foreign media
sources that they consider unfriendly toward the Syrian government; and activists, dissidents, and rebels
actively in opposition to the regime. In 2012 alone, the
SEA gained access to and defaced the websites of Al
Jazeera, Reuters, and Amnesty International, among
others.61 Since the start of 2013, there have been several major compromises of websites associated with
Associated Press, Twitter, and The New York Times. In
June 2011, Citizen Lab research found that the SEA
had been using its Facebook page to call for sympathizers to download denial of service software and
attack media targets considered hostile to the Syrian
regime.62
Other types of targeted threats against Syrian activists have not been attributable directly to the SEA.
Our research and that of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) has documented several instances of proSyrian government groups targeting Syrian activists
and opposition with malware.63 Typically, these attacks utilize a remote access tool (RAT) called Blackshades Remote Controller. If downloaded onto the
victim’s computer, RATs grant total control, allowing
the attacker to take screenshots, log keystrokes, and
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exfiltrate all kinds of data, including chat logs. Other
incidents of malware targeting activists include the
use of fake YouTube sites claiming to host opposition
videos, fake Facebook pages used to phish login credentials of activists, fake “revolutionary documents”
containing Trojan horses, and malware distributed
via Skype.64 Many others, from Telecomix to a range
of security companies, have also contributed to research on Syrian malware. Meanwhile, the Syrian opposition, and several groups working closely with
it, such as Cyber Arabs, have been active in attempting to identify potential threats and warn users. All
of these digital attacks against the Syrian opposition
are united by a common theme: “sophisticated social
engineering that is grounded in an awareness of the
needs, interests, and weaknesses of the opposition.”65
The attacker is often able to entice targets into opening
cleverly masked files, sometimes distributed from the
compromised accounts of people within the target’s
own social network.
The Syrian government has also taken overt steps
toward monitoring dissidents and limiting digital
communication between members of the opposition.
Security officials reportedly demanded that detained
dissidents provide them with their login credentials
for social media and email accounts. In these cases,
the Syrian government’s decision to leave Facebook
and other social networks unfiltered poses considerable risks to users, as they provide a ready-made surveillance platform and digital rolodex of potential enemies of the state. Additionally, according to an EFF
post by Jillian York and Trevor Timm, there is a reason to believe that Syrian forces possess the capability
to track satellite and cellular phones.66 A number of
publications reported that global positioning satellite
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(GPS) tracking was likely used to determine the position of and then kill Sunday Times of London reporter
Marie Colvin and French photographer Remi Ochlik
in Homs, Syria. Given clear proof that the Syrian government has purchased Blue Coat products capable of
advanced surveillance of online communications and
has previously contracted Italian company Area SpA
to install mass surveillance “monitoring centers,” it is
not difficult to believe that it has come into possession
of similar technology for mobile phones.67
Drawing on the experiences in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, and other Arab Spring hotspots, the Syrian Civil
War has been a testing ground for the power of information communication technologies to undermine
government control over media and communications
during periods of civil conflict. However, the Syrian
government and pro-government actors have proven
adept at exploiting the very social media platforms
and digital tools so enthusiastically supported by the
U.S. Government and humanitarian organizations.
Social Media, Crowdsourcing, and Digital
Technologies as Vehicles of Violence.
Apart from the type of targeted exploitation of social media described earlier, it is important to underline that widespread adoption of these technologies
does not necessarily correlate to positive change or opportunities for humanitarian relief. In one case study
in Assam, India, violence between Hindus and Muslims was exacerbated by the widespread circulation
in urban centers of text messages warning of renewed
attacks and photographs depicting gruesome deaths.
As a result, panic at the prospect of imminent violence
spread across several cities outside of the region. In
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actuality, no violence had taken place in Assam, and
the photos were altered images from previous crises
and conflicts outside of India. Rebecca Goolsby of the
Office of Naval Research has described this incident as
an example of a “social cyber-attack,” where loose collections of individuals within and outside of the country are able to “sow uncertainty in tense situations.”68
While digital humanitarians are keenly aware of the
spread of misinformation, one can imagine systematic
social cyberattacks becoming more common and less
easily guarded against.
Another study focusing on cellular penetration
in Africa found a consistent positive relationship between cell phone coverage and violent conflict, concluding that the “availability of cell phone coverage
signiﬁcantly and substantially increases the probability of violent conﬂict.”69 The authors argue that
cell phone availability solves many of the logistical
collective action problems in violent insurgencies by
facilitating communication and coordination between
potential conflict actors. While the authors caution
that the spread of cellular technology may have a net
positive effect, in the long run, they warn that their
findings have deep implications for the development
of violent insurgencies and civil conflicts in a region
already blighted with them.
Latin America provides further examples of the
ways in which social media and other digital technologies can be used to foment rather than contain
violence. Latin America is undergoing a communications revolution. Internet and social media use, especially via mobile phone, has expanded rapidly among
the youth demographic. At the same time, cyberspace
has become fertile territory for criminal activity, as
organized crime networks increasingly leverage digi-
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tal technology for the purposes of narco-trafficking.
Drug cartels and gangs have hijacked social media
and blogs, using them to issue threats or to glorify and
legitimize the lifestyle of organized crime.70 Some cartels maintain their own fairly sophisticated telecommunications networks to coordinate drug shipments
and assaults on security forces.71
The spread of digital technologies among organized crime has exposed journalists, activists, and other citizens to new vulnerabilities. The cartels reportedly employ in-house experts to monitor new websites,
web forums, and social media for those who speak out
against their activities. Cartels will often take violent
retribution against those bloggers and social media
users whom they have identified as antagonistic.72 A
survey by Freedom House on the attitude of 102 Mexican bloggers and journalists shows that:
[N]early 70 percent have been threatened or have suffered attacks because of their work. In addition, 96
percent say they know of colleagues who have been
attacked. Respondents to the survey also say they
view cyber-espionage and e-mail-account cracking
as the most serious digital risks they face. And while
nearly all have access to and rely on the Internet, social
networks, mobile phones and blogging platforms for
their work, they also admit that they have little or no
command of digital security tools such as encryption,
use of virtual private networks (VPNs), anonymous
Internet navigation and secure file removal.73

The authors of the report also argue that there is an:
urgent need to introduce Mexican journalists and
bloggers to new technologies and protocols and help
newsrooms develop a culture of digital-security awareness to counter increasingly sophisticated threats and
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attacks from both governmental agencies and criminal
organizations.74

Given these threats, activists and researchers
should properly reflect on the dangers of using social
media and digital technologies to monitor criminal activity in hostile atmospheres. Projects such as MOGO,
which provides information on Mexican drug cartel
activity using Google’s search engine, are just as vulnerable to violent retribution as are the journalists
and civil society actors who have tried to expose their
activities.75 These activities have clear benefits for research and advocacy, but the potential risks to those
involved in their creation must be evaluated.
Regardless of the location of these threats, it appears that nonstate actors, such as organized criminals, rebels, insurgents, and rioters have proved to
be as adept at exploiting digital technologies for their
own ends as have the governments that monitor them.
Thus, the spread of digital technologies need not necessarily result in increased access to information, opportunities to better tailor humanitarian relief, or tools
to employ in the struggle against authoritarian governments. Rather, increased access to ICTs offers new
avenues for nonstate actors to engage in escalated violence against citizens and the state, as well as for state
repression of opposition and insurgents.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Violent conflict in the current era comes in many
forms, including interstate wars, insurgencies, communal and sectarian violence, and conflicts between
the state and powerful organized crime groups. The
presence of digital technologies in armed conflict
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should not obfuscate one central truth: war is war,
and, as such, technology may transform the character
of armed conflict, but it remains a persistent feature
of human interaction where violence leads to death.
The concept of a “clean” or “virtual” war is simply a
nonexistent idea.
While there are many exciting opportunities for
digital humanitarianism today, groups involved in
the latter need to be keenly aware of the often harsh
reality of armed conflict and other crises. Fortunately,
awareness is growing, and “best practices” for the
digital world are beginning to spread. The Committee to Protect Journalists, for example, has a security
guide for journalists that includes information on
information security.76 The International Red Cross/
Red Crescent released a study that includes a chapter
on how to manage sensitive data online.77 The paper
warns aid workers of the potential consequences of
posting sensitive information (e.g., pictures of people
in crisis areas, Tweets disclosing locations of refugees,
etc.) lest they are used to harm at-risk groups. The
GSM association has also produced a code of conduct
for SMS use in disaster situations.78
The evidence presented in this chapter, however,
offers some disturbing trends. Work in the context of
authoritarian, autocratic, or corrupt regimes, and even
in stateless zones of conflict, can present formidable
risks for the digital humanitarian. Indeed, some of the
tools introduced into zones of conflict as part of digital humanitarian operations might even contribute to
or exacerbate those risks, creating unforeseen vulnerabilities exploited by adversaries and protagonists to
a conflict. In the context of natural disasters, Meier, for
example, raises the issue of oversharing of personal
data such as phone numbers, email addresses, and
other personal information over social media chan357

nels in a crisis situation that one would not release
in normal circumstances.79 This concern holds true in
armed conflict situations where relaying conflict-relevant information such as personal email or Facebook
accounts over channels considered secure to parties
considered trustworthy may be a more dangerous
activity than participants fully realize.
Rather than holding out the prospect of a major advance in conflict prevention and humanitarian relief,
this research suggests we are instead on the precipice
of a major spiral toward a new and highly refined form
of digitally armed conflict. Vulnerabilities of humanitarian activists, journalists, and other participants in
conflict situations have been documented in so many
disparate situations that one must conclude that it is
too simple to make an argument that digital technologies are inherently benign. One must also contrast the
positive uses of those technologies with the myriad of
examples with which they can be used to make the
safety, privacy, and general rights of human beings
fundamentally more insecure.
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CHAPTER 11
THE THREAT FROM INSIDE . . .
YOUR AUTOMOBILE
Isaac R. Porche III
INTRODUCTION
Automobiles have a cybersecurity risk. The vulnerabilities stem from the abundance of software,
computers, and networks that have been designed
into automobiles beginning several decades ago. Published experimental results and real-world incidents
substantiate the existence of vulnerabilities in today’s
commercial automotive fleet. Like the vulnerabilities
of the Internet, these automobile-based ones are likely
to persist. Security standards, federal motor vehicle
regulations, and a new patching regimen by car owners will be needed to help mitigate the risk. Until then,
it is not hard to imagine a day when a portion of the
American automobile fleet is taken over by nefarious
actors.
This chapter is organized into three parts. The first
part is about the risks that exist from the computers
and networks that are onboard today’s commercial
automobiles. The second part describes the implications of the risks. The third part presents a contrived
scenario, where the vulnerabilities described are
exploited to produce a catastrophic event.
AUTOMOBILES HAVE (CYBER) RISK
The first part of this chapter discusses the risks.
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Embedded Computers and Networks in
Automobiles Make Them Vulnerable.
Vulnerabilities have existed in automobiles for
some time because of all of the software, computers,
and networks that have been embedded in automobiles over the last 30 years. The Cadillac brand has
hosted onboard networks since the 1980s.1 The data
rates on these networks continue to grow.2 Today,
modern automobiles literally run on millions of lines
of software code and 30 to 100 computers.3
A big push for onboard networks—that spanned
the entire U.S. automotive sector—came in the mid1990s and was driven by new emission regulations.
It was the start of regulations in the United States
requiring an onboard physical connector to allow access to vehicle electronics.4 These are called onboard
diagnostic (OBD) connectors. They enable a mechanic,
an inspector, or even the car owner to connect to the
vehicle’s onboard computers. These connectors have
existed on U.S. vehicles for many years.
More recently, connectivity has expanded from the
wired medium to the wireless world. Today, wireless
communication devices are common on vehicles. University researchers5 have explored the viability of exploiting all of the communication systems that reside
in vehicles. The researchers showed that exploitation
is possible using:
Onstar-like cellular connections, Bluetooth bugs, a
rogue android application that synched with the car’s
network from the driver’s smartphone, or even a malicious audio file in the cars stereo.6

This finding is significant because these links enable
access to onboard computers, which can control the
vehicle via drive-by-wire systems (DBW).
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A DBW trend is evident, i.e., automobiles are increasingly controlled electronically and not mechanically. “Active Park Assist” will parallel park a car using
sensors to measure distances to the curb.7 Other DBW
features available today include electric power steering, electric throttle, and braking for adaptive cruise
control. Ford plans a “Traffic Jam Assist” feature, perhaps in 2017,8 to steer, throttle, and brake the vehicle
automatically via computer control. The Berkeley
PATH project demonstrated automated driving over
20 years ago9 using vehicle-to-vehicle communication
and onboard radars. Today, Google is actively demonstrating its own driverless car.
In the future, there will be more and more automation of the functions previously performed by the
driver. All of this means that computers and networks
are performing the functions and issuing the driving
commands to the vehicle. Published experimental results10 substantiate the existence of vulnerabilities in
today’s commercial automobile fleet. Table 11-1 below
summarizes their findings.
Vulnerability
Class
Direct
physical

Indirect
physical

Channel

Implemented Capability

Visible
to User

Scale

Full
Control

Cost

OBD-II port

Plug attack hardware directly
into car OBD-II port

Yes

Small

Yes

Low

CD

CD-based firmware update

Yes

Small

Yes

Medium

CD

Special song Windows media
audio (WMA)

Yes

Medium

Yes

MediumHigh

PassThru

Wi-Fi or wired control connection to advertised PassThru
devices

No

Small

Yes

Low

PassThru

Wi-Fi or wired shell injection

No

Viral

Yes

Low

Table 11-1. Attack Surface Capabilities.11
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Bluetooth

Buffer overflow with paired
Android phone and Trojan app

No

Large

Yes

LowMedium

Bluetooth

Sniff media access control
(MAC) address, brute force
personal identification number
(PIN), buffer overflow

No

Small

Yes

LowMedium

Cellular

Call car, authentication exploit,
buffer overflow (using laptop)

No

Large

Yes

MediumHigh

Cellular

Call car, authentication exploit,
buffer overflow (using iPod
with exploit audio file, earphones, and a telephone)

No

Large

Yes

MediumHigh

Short-range
wireless

Long-range
wireless

Source: Checkoway et al., 2011.
Note: According to their notes, “the Visible to User column indicates whether the compromise process is visible to the user (the
driver or the technician); we discuss social engineering attacks
for navigating user detection in the body. . . . The Scale column
captures the approximate scale of the attack. . . . The Full Control
column indicates whether this exploit yields full control over the
components connected controller area network (CAN) bus (and,
by transitively, all of the engine control units in the car). Finally,
the Cost column captures the approximate effort to develop these
attack capabilities.”

Table 11-1. Attack Surface Capabilities.( cont.)11
History of Local Area Networks
within Automobiles.
In-vehicle networks were introduced decades ago
to enable diagnostic queries, emission checking, and
the sharing of the sensors and other data between
multiple in-vehicle computers.12 A predominant networking protocol used for automobiles today is the
CAN bus. It was developed by Bosch in the 1980s and
became an International Organization for Standardization standard a decade later. Many new European
and North American cars have a CAN bus.13 CAN
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was designed to handle up to 800 kilobits per second
(kbps) of network traffic. For higher data rates, there
are other networks onboard like media oriented systems transport (MOST).14 CAN is known as a standard
which makes it easy to access and exploit. Specifically,
these networks are well-studied by car enthusiasts
and computer hackers alike.15 For example, there was
a workshop on how to hack into CAN. It was held at
DEFCON (defense readiness condition) 19, which is
a well-known annual hacker conference. A website
(www.canbushack.com) still exists.
Protocols and Standards for In-vehicle Networking
Are Defined.
Government and industry standards have enabled
a degree of interoperability between available devices
and commercial in-vehicle networks. A sample of
some are listed below:
•	
SAE J1962 – The OBD-II connector standard
has been required on most vehicles since 1996.
It allows a hand-held scanner to plug physically
into a car’s networks easily from the passenger
compartment. The connector can be converted
into a USB port to enable any ordinary laptop
to be connected. Today, this connector is not
relied upon as much for diagnostics but is being increasingly used to log data for insurance
companies and others.
•	
SAE J1850 – This is a network protocol used
with the OBD-II connector.
•	
SAE J2534 – The “PassThru” standard for reprogramming engine and other onboard computers is the newer prevailing standard for
diagnostic and vehicle interrogation.
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These standards promote universal connectivity
and ease of use. However, this invites security compromise.
In-vehicle Networks Are Designed for Easy
Physical Access.
The use of onboard connectors and the existence of
onboard networks and networking protocols makes it
easy to interrogate vehicle networks and reprogram
vehicle computers. Mechanics use commercially available devices to read the networks for trouble codes, as
do clerks at many auto parts stores.
Potential Consequences of Exploiting These Networks Has Been Demonstrated.
In 2010, a 20-year-old disgruntled employee remotely disabled over 100 vehicles.16 He did so by illegally accessing a website that could send wireless signals to the security systems installed on these vehicles.
In an article published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), University of
Washington researchers17 exposed numerous flaws in
the prevailing standard for in-vehicle networks. The
flaws enable a bypass of “rudimentary network security protections.” The researchers were able to embed
malicious code in safety-critical systems sufficient to
facilitate disablement of the braking system.
In 2013, two Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency-funded researchers in Indiana demonstrated
how to “exploit” a Ford Escape. They connected a
MacBook laptop to the OBD connector to override the
driver’s commands and divert the vehicle into a vacant field.18 The same researchers co-opted a Toyota
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Prius and controlled its acceleration, steering, seatbelt tightness, horn, and brakes.
Parallels with Insecurity of Internet.
There are similarities when comparing the modern
security problems of the Internet and the emerging security problems of networked vehicles. Two reasons
are: (1) both have to support multiple access points
(physical and virtual), and (2) have to support connection with unknown entities. These requirements result
in the complexity of the system design. As the saying
goes, “complexity is the bane of security.” The second
reason is that vehicle networks increasingly are a part
of the Internet. They are interconnected through handheld devices and other wireless communication nodes
embedded in the vehicle to support telematics, vehicle
diagnostics, and other functions.19 Vehicle networks
and the Internet inherit each other’s security posture.
In the field of information technology, there is an
established history of adopting operating systems that
are easier to work with but less secure. Arguably, the
Internet itself grew from a design philosophy where
the need for interoperability, usability, and connectivity trumped the need for a more secure design.
An important example from 50 years ago is Multiplexed Information and Computing Service (MULTICS), which was replaced by a family of multitasking, multiuser computer operating systems known as
UNIX. Early on, UNIX was the operating system used
by many of the Internet’s servers. Developers chose
the name UNIX because it is an “emasculated MULTICS.” The original name was spelled UNICS, which
stood for UNiplexed Information and Computing
Service.20
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Bruce Scheier summarized the advantages of
MULTICS: “MULTICS was an operating system from
the 1960s, and had better security than a lot of operating systems today.”21 According to a review by
Paul Karger and Roger Shell, “MULTICS had a primary goal of security from the very beginning of its
design.”22 Their review, completed 20 years ago, asserted that MULTICS security features from the 1960s
were not designed into products current today (i.e.,
those developed around the millennium). MULTICS
was replaced with UNIX due to usability. According to Ken Thompson, the esteemed co-developer of
MULTICS and UNIX, “[MULTICS was] . . . overdesigned and overbuilt and over everything. It was close
to unusable.”23
For these reasons, it is fair to say that the Internet
was not designed with the most robust security design. This flaw can be blamed on the usability of security in general.24 The bottom-line is this: There is no
reason to hope that vehicle networks will “grow up”
to be any more secure than the Internet, which is not
very secure.
Risk from the Computerized Transportation
Infrastructure.
Increasingly, risks also come from the information technology (IT)-laden road infrastructure, which,
in some cases, is coupled to vehicle technology. This
includes:
•	Computer controlled traffic lights that are either:
— hard-wire networked to enable updates and
changes,
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—
dynamically changeable via wireless
communication devices (for emergency
responders and police),
— and/or updated by plugging in a laptop.
—
This includes ramp meters at freeway
entrances.
•	Advanced traveler information systems (ATIS),
which includes their websites. Note: A transit
system’s ATIS was recently hacked in 2011 by
the group, Anonymous.25
•	Other field devices like “toll tag readers, cameras, and roadside equipment [that] are quite
susceptible to tampering.”26
Edward Fok provides a more complete overview
of the cybersecurity issues in modern transportation
systems.27
IMPLICATIONS
The second part of this chapter speculates on the
implications of the risk.
The Role of Cars in Society is Large.
What would be the impact on the economy if no
commuter’s car started in the morning? According to
the census bureau, the average driver’s commute to
work is just under a half-hour. We can assume this
means driving is a necessity for a large portion of automobile commuters. Although many large metropolitan areas have mass transit, it is not likely that many
cities could handle the ridership increase if a significant fraction of automobile commuters switched
modes.
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The economic impact of the attacks that occurred
on September 11, 2001, is estimated to be over $100
billion.28 The reasonable question is to ask, “Will the
same magnitude of loss occur after a temporary loss of
automobile usage and highway access due to a massive cyberattack on the commercial fleet?” Arguably,
an equal amount of economic paralysis seems possible
if any transportation sector becomes of limited use,
even for a few days.
The Automobile is a Cyber-Physical System.
The National Science Foundation uses the term
“cyber-physical system,” to describe “a system of
collaborating computational elements controlling
physical entities.”29 Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems come to mind, and there
is considerable research on the robustness and cybersecurity of SCADA systems.
Automobiles today are “mobile cyber-physical
systems.” As argued by Qaisar Shafi,30 the robustness
of such systems to threats posed is critical. This threat
is critical because the increased electronic content that
controls an automobile today can render it, literally,
into a remotely controlled precision guided missile. It
is a missile that is laden with liquid fuel.
A coordinated cyberattack on a large number of
automobiles could crash the road network they traverse by congesting it with remotely triggered accidents or remotely triggered disablements. The psychological impact on highway commuters of even a
small demonstration of this vulnerability could persuade most drivers to abandon automobile use at least
temporarily.
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SCENARIO
Given the risks described in this chapter and speculation on the implications of the risks, a scenario is
developed for consideration.
Threat from Automobiles.
Consider a future scenario that involves:
• thousands of multi-ton projectiles,
• laden with liquid fuel and explosives,
• loitering in a holding pattern at high speeds,
•	around sensitive targets in the national capital
region (e.g., Metro, DC),
•	
waiting for electronic instructions to seek
and destroy assets important to the U.S.
Government.
Many people would think this is referring to a
new smart weapon employed in a Hollywood movie.
However, it could refer to rush hour traffic on the DC
beltway, leveraging vehicles that could be exploited
and controlled. In Steven King’s 1973 short-story titled
Trucks, the story-line is similar.
The Road to Calamity.
The year is 2019, 1-year before the calamity.
(Day-365): Foreign operatives, educated and living
in the United States, join FakeCompanyScanX (FCSSXN) as software developers. FCS-SXN is a maker of
a device sold in auto parts stores. When that device
(or tool) is plugged into a vehicle’s onboard network,
the device will report on the health of the automobile.
It allows individual car owners to monitor and check
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their own cars for repair issues. The FCS-SXN scanner
is also used in many auto repair shops. In Virginia, it
is used by nearly all the repair shops and dealerships
for annual vehicle inspections.
The operatives, working as developers at the company, design the FCS-SXN scanner so that, upon connection to a vehicle, it will surreptitiously upload malicious code into each car’s computer system, where
it will remain dormant. The FCS-SXN device works
in almost all commercial vehicles sold in the United
States as a result of standards and protocols adopted
over several decades.
Around the same time, a free, popular “smart-app”
is circulating on the Internet. It is designed to work
on any Android or iPhone. The smart-app was also
created by FCS-SXN, and it allows the smartphone it
resides on to “pair” with most vehicles that use Bluetooth. The smart-app provides an automatic status
check to the owner’s phone and other helpful features.
Unknown to the owners of the phone, the smart-app
can “talk” to the malicious code inside the infected vehicle. The smart-app also talks to a central server over
the Internet (using the phone’s wireless connection).
(Day-30): It is the year 2020. Over the last year, 10
percent of commuters in the Metro, DC, area have had
their cars scanned by the FCS-SXN tool and have become infected. In addition, many of those car-owners
have been solicited by FCS-SXN with advertisements
offering them the free smart-app. Ten percent of them
have downloaded it to their smartphone.
(Day-0 or D-Day): At 7:30 a.m., a central server
under the control of foreign adversaries issues a command over the Internet to all cell phones running the
smart-app. The smart-app commands any infected vehicle in the range of its blue-tooth signal to set the vehi-
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cle’s throttle to the maximum opening. This command
affects 0.5 percent of the commuting vehicles in the
DC area. These cars are instantly accelerated. By 8:00
a.m., there are over 5,000 accidents across the Metro,
DC, area. Witnesses report that in nearly all cases, the
drivers’ cars suddenly accelerate out of control. This
begins the attack. In the aftermath, disabled cars, collisions, or emergency responders snaking through the
calamity block all major throughways.
(Day+1): The congestion is overwhelming, and the
road network is unusable in many parts of the Metro,
DC, area.
(Day+2): The nefarious actors send text messages
to the affected smartphones to take credit for the auto
cyberattack. This is reported by the media and commuters and confirms many suspicions.
(Day+3): Drivers in many metropolitan areas
across the United States abandon their use of automobiles and flock to other forms of transportation that
are perceived to be “safe” like rail or bicycle.
(D+180): Software patches to cars and smartphones
are sufficiently distributed, and normalcy is returning
to the DC area. However, the economic consequences
are devastating.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a growing awareness of the need for cybersecurity in automobiles31 and transportation systems
in general.32 Officials in the government are certainly alarmed. In his testimony to the Senate in May of
2013, David Strickland, head of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) said, “These
interconnected electronic systems are creating opportunities to improve vehicle safety and reliability, but
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are also creating new and different safety and cybersecurity risks.” According to the testimony, “hackers
could potentially tap into these systems to steal cars,
to eavesdrop on conversations or even to cause collisions.”33 Strickland is proposing a new division in
NHTSA to address the concerns.
This newfound awareness of the need for automobile cybersecurity is news.34 What is not new is the
vulnerability, which has existed for some time and is
likely to persist. This chapter highlights cybersecurity
risks in modern automobiles and explores the implications. A scenario is presented that considers how the
risks could be exploited. The purpose of presenting
such a scenario is to make the point that the transformation of automobiles over the last few decades from
mechanical drive to electronic drive, has also transformed them into millions of critical cyber-physical
systems.
To prevent such a scenario from possibly occurring in the future, a number of things need to take
place. First, revised motor vehicle safety standards are
needed that address the cybersecurity of the modern
automobile. Second, increased consumer awareness of
the need for proper “auto-cyber-hygiene” is needed.
In addition, higher consumer expectations are needed to allow market forces to pressure automakers to
provide more guarantees. Third, there is a need for
a commercial base of providers of anti-malware software that scans and secures vehicle computers and
networks.
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DISCUSSION: OTHER THREATS AND
IMPLICATIONS
As noted by Isaac Porche, Jerry Sollinger, and
Shawn McKay, similar threats apply to many other
physical systems including smart homes and smarter
cars:
Neither ‘wire’ nor consent is required for one to be
represented in cyberspace. Air gaps are difficult to
maintain and thus no longer sufficiently protect devices from nefarious actors who operate in cyberspace
. . . [a]s long as a device is not dumb (that is, as long
as it contains a processor and some memory), it can be
accessed, affected, and controlled to some degree by
anyone who can overcome the air gap.35

The list of at-risk systems that fall into this category is
long and includes medical devices, home automation
systems, and other appliances being integrated into
automobiles.
Smart thermostat products, like Nest (see https://
nest.com/thermostat/life-with-nest-thermostat/), offer the
user a monitoring system that tracks home activity.
The system automatically adjusts the in-home temperature accordingly. Similar systems allow users to
adjust home temperatures (or appliance settings or
door locks) remotely from a smartphone. In a Forbes
Magazine article,36 Kashmir Hill describes her ability
to turn on the bedroom lights of a complete stranger.
These homes are only as secure as the underlying software and smartphones that facilitate access.
As noted in a 2013 article in The Telegraph, theoretically, “hackers need only to obtain the serial number
of a pacemaker to force it to deliver an 830-Volt shock
directly to a person’s heart.”37
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CHAPTER 12
REFLECTIONS ON CYBERDETERRENCE
Martin Libicki
INTRODUCTION
In April 2007, General James Cartwright, then
head of the Strategic Command, testified that in cyberspace, as with any other warfighting domain, the
best defense was a good offense. Accordingly, he
asked Congress to support his belief that the United
States should develop an offensive cyberwar capability whose purpose was to discourage other countries
from attacking the United States in cyberspace.
By way of response, Cyberdeterrence and Cyberwar was written. The monograph argued that many
problematic aspects of retaliation, notably (but not
exclusively) the difficulties associated with attributing attacks, meant that the threat of retaliation and,
therefore, cyberdeterrence, could not be expected to
play a strong role in defending the United States from
cyberattack. This was not the same as arguing that the
United States should never retaliate. Nor did it refute
the claim that the general tendency of the United States
to react harshly to sufficient provocation (e.g., Pearl
Harbor, HI, on December 7, 1941, the Twin Towers,
NY, on September 11, 2001 [9/11]) would inhibit sufficiently damaging cyberattacks. General statements
that the United States reserves the right to respond to
a cyberattack with retaliation1 are quite defensible positions. Yet, the doubts introduced by this and similar
arguments seemed to weaken the logic for building a
deterrence capability.
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Alas, in Washington, debates rarely really resolve
issues; they tend to linger and recur until they are
overtaken by events in the real world. Consider, for
instance, the following report given mid-testimony in
March 2013:
The chief of the military’s newly created Cyber Command told Congress on Tuesday that he is establishing 13 teams of programmers and computer experts
who could carry out offensive cyberattacks on foreign
nations if the United States were hit with a major attack on its own networks, the first time the Obama administration has publicly admitted to developing such
weapons for use in wartime.2

Now, it is entirely possible that these teams may
also be used, and their construction perhaps motivated, for offensive operations that have nothing to
do with any preceding cyberattack against the United
States (e.g., U.S. policy considers attacks on dual-use
infrastructure fair game in war such as the operations
against Baghdad’s electric power supply in 1991 and
2003). Nevertheless, the notion of building up a deterrence capability must still have some resonance to be
cited publicly as a rationale.
So, matters have not been settled. Yet, since cyberspace never stops evolving, it may be worthwhile
reviewing the case for and against cyberdeterrence to
see what has changed.
We consider four issues. The first is whether the
assumption that attribution is difficult still holds,
and, if not, whether the case for a deterrence policy
has flipped from probably-not to certainly-yes. The
second is whether deterrence can work when the issue is not one of keeping an attack from taking place
but stopping another country from carrying out
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obnoxious acts in cyberspace. The third is whether true
attribution is all-important in comparison to satisfying third parties (which may include potential attackers in cyberspace) that the attacker being identified is
the right one. The fourth asks why attribution should
discourage a deterrence policy for a cyberattack when
similar attribution problems may plague other types
of attack—in this case, a suitcase nuclear bomb—in
which the rightness of a deterrence policy is generally
accepted.
ATTRIBUTION IS GETTING BETTER, ISN’T IT?
Former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta, in midOctober 2012, observed:
In addition to defending the department’s networks,
we also help deter attacks. Our cyber adversaries will
be far less likely to hit us if they know that we will be
able to link to the attack or that their effort will fail
against our strong defenses. The department has made
significant advances in solving a problem that makes
deterring cyber adversaries more complex: the difficulty of identifying the origins of that attack. Over the
last 2 years, Department of Defense has made significant investments in forensics to address this problem
of attribution and we’re seeing the returns on that
investment.3

The consensus of observers is that attribution is getting better. So, what does that do to the cyberdeterrence argument?
The answer of “not so much” is a nuanced one.
First, is that a credible declaration that attribution exists usually works to the advantage of defenders, irrespective of how important deterrence is within the
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entire panoply of defensive measures. It is human
nature that saying something is true tends to be correlated up to a point with others believing that it is
true. The urge to ask whether flexing muscles is what
people do when they lack the real muscles to flex (e.g.,
are North Korea’s newly belligerent statements circa
March 2013 an attempt to substitute the appearance
of greater will for the reality of stagnant capability?)
does not really apply in the case of deterrence. In that
case, to paraphrase Dr. Strangelove, it is pointless to
have such a capability if it is not talked about.
The problem for deterrence comes when an attack
actually takes place. The stronger the statement about
how well a cyberattack can be attributed, the harder
it is to suffer an attack and not retaliate without causing observers to wonder why no retaliation followed.
Perhaps the attack did not cross a red line—in which
case, where is the red line? Perhaps, alternatively,
the country that had to decide on retaliation does not
have the stomach for retaliation given the likelihood
of counter-retaliation; alternatively, it lacks a capability for retaliation (hard to believe in the case of the
United States). Finally, deterrence may have been a
bluff all along. Note that the more unambiguously the
red line is stated, the more that observers will have
to conclude that the third reason—it was all a bluff—
provided the true explanation of why no retaliation
followed the attack.
Risking being called out on a bluff is the price a
country pays for the benefits of posing a deterrence
policy that it is not prepared to back up. This, then,
puts all of a country’s other deterrence policies in
play—and if its nuclear retaliatory policy is cast into
serious doubt, the only other defense the United
States has against the nuclear threat is the iffy capa-
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bility of its missile defense shield. After all, the entire
Cold War was fought without any country calling
any other country’s bluff4—despite serious questions
about whether any sane country would retaliate in
full against a nuclear attack that destroyed something
if, by retaliating, it would risk the destruction of everything. No one really wanted to call anyone’s bluff
in the nuclear arena, because the price of being wrong
was catastrophic. Catastrophe is nowhere near such a
threat in a cyberwar; hence, it is a testable proposition
unless the attacking country fears that a U.S. response
could ultimately escalate to the nuclear level (a prospect not to be dismissed casually).5 Bluffs may well be
called.
So, can the United States actually achieve good
attribution? It is hard to say (from the outside). The
United States Cyber Command exudes confidence
(which has to count for something), but it has yet to
prove an attribution in a court of law, or even the court
of public opinion. A better perspective may arise from
understanding exactly what is being attributed. There
is fairly high confidence within the global cybercommunity (apart from China’s) that attacks that are popularly attributed to China, in fact, arise from China.
However, one of the reasons for such reliable attribution is that Chinese attackers keep carrying out similar
attacks, persist for a long time within target systems,
exfiltrate a large quantity of data back, and seem to exercise very poor operational security because they act
as if they are immune from punishment. Indeed, they
individually should fear no consequences as long as
their activities are condoned, or, as argued in the Mandiant report,6 carried out by the government.
Each of these four characteristics—repetition, persistence, exfiltration, and impunity—makes attribu-
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tion easier. Repetition means that characteristics of
earlier attacks can be matched against later ones that
have been attributed to the same source; the more attacks, the more likely that they will leave incriminating clues (not least of which is attacking a target, such
as the Free Tibet movement, that is of interest to only
one state).7 Persistence means that communications
between the attacker and the target frequently recur,
even through potential changes in the attacker’s masquerading activities.8 Exfiltration, particularly in large
quantities, means that there is a route from target to
the attacker that is traversed by large volumes of data;
even if individual volumes are kept small to avoid
triggering suspicion (and that step is often skipped),
then the frequency correspondingly must be greater. Finally, the aura of impunity (discussed further)
means that attackers can afford to get sloppy or may
be willing to trade the possibility of ultimate attribution to gain a higher degree of assurance that they can
get their files and do so quickly.
Now compare such attributes to the attributes of
something that was a destructive cyberattack, Stuxnet.
With Stuxnet, the number of attacks was in low single
digits. There was very little if any, communication between the malware and the controller, although there
appears to have been some updating activity. There
was no exfiltration of large files, and the authors of
Stuxnet seemed to have taken some pains not to be
discovered. However, that depends on whether the
clues in the code were put there deliberately.9 At the
time of discovery, there were no forensic clues that definitively linked Stuxnet to any country. The assumption that the United States and Israel were behind
Stuxnet was based on the sophistication of the code
and the presumption that no other two countries were
as motivated to hobble Iran’s nuclear program.10
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In other words, a one-time fire-and-forget attack11
by a country that actively wanted to avoid blame offers different and far less promising attributes for attribution than a repeated persistent intrusion set whose
aim is to exfiltrate large amounts of data.12 Therefore,
advances in attribution associated with the latter may
not necessarily mean that attribution against the kind
of cyberattack that would merit retaliation has gotten
significantly easier.
RESPONDING TO PERSISTENT ESPIONAGE
The standard case for deterrence assumed that
what was to be deterred was an attack—something
that might be considered tantamount to an act of war,
something the United States (or its major allies) had
yet to encounter. Espionage was considered different—every nation that can does it, it has been carried
out for, literally, millennia, and has never been considered a proper casus belli.
Rising tensions between the United States and
China (circa early-2013) suggest that this assumption
does not complete the discussion. The United States
has called out the Chinese Government for condoning,
abetting, and, more recently, conducting economically
motivated cyberespionage (EMCE). The U.S. claimed
that (1) such cyberespionage has no national security
rationale. (2) is not done by other states, (3) contravenes the spirit, if not the script, of trade agreements
that China has signed, and (4) is taking place in such
large quantities that it has become, in Hegelian fashion, something entirely different in quality. The U.S.
International Strategy in Cyberspace (2011) hinted that
such behavior was off limits; later that year the United
States named China as an EMCE threat.13 Shortly after
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the Mandiant report was issued, the U.S. Government
issued its Administration Strategy of Mitigating the Theft
of U.S. Trade Secrets. This was followed by a tough
speech by National Security Advisor Tom Donilon,14
and Treasury Secretary Jack Lew was dispatched to
China, in part to reinforce this point.
Let us, therefore, suppose that the United States
is prepared to do more than talk (as events after this
monograph may bear out). What would we be asking
China to do? How likely is it that the United States
would succeed? What risks would be run in trying (or
succeeding)?
Attribution, one would imagine, is less of a problem—at least in the sense that few Americans think
that China is not carrying out EMCE. So, the fear that
the wrong perpetrator is being identified is next to
nonexistent. However, in a world in which everyone
spies on everyone else, and where countries other
than China seem to be carrying on EMCE—e.g., Russia, perhaps France and Israel—the issue is not who
is doing it, but who is doing too much of it. China’s
initial reaction to being accused is not to deny that no
Chinese has ever penetrated the network of a U.S. corporation, but that China, itself, is a victim of cyberespionage in great quantities coming from the United
States. Furthermore, to quote Qian Xiaoqian, a vice
minister and deputy director of the State Internet Information Office:
Our opposition to all forms of hacking is clear and
consistent . . . Lately people have been cooking up
a theory of a Chinese Internet threat, which is just
an extension of the old `China threat’ and just as
groundless.15
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To paraphrase: our accusers never liked us anyway.
Furthermore, many Chinese say they believe that the
United States carries out EMCE even if China has yet
to announce publicly an incident that traces back to
U.S. complicity, as well as the many attacks on U.S.
organizations that can be traced back to China and
appear to be condoned, if not supported by the Chinese Government. Indeed, the Chinese, in fact, may
believe as much. This point is the downside for the
United States of having such a vaunted reputation for
good operational security (OPSEC). The absence of
evidence does not equate as well to evidence of absence, as it might for a country (such as China) whose
OPSEC is weaker.
The release of the detailed Mandiant report was
fortuitous for the U.S. intelligence community, which
had been arguing for years that the Chinese were carrying out EMCE, but were quite reluctant to release
the evidence that would make the case to those outside their reporting chain. From time to time, some
very interesting pieces of information would leak
out. In late-2011, for instance, one such tidbit was the
conclusion that most of the EMCE was carried out
by 12 specific Chinese outfits.16 The point of amassing evidence would not be to prove that China carries
out a great and disproportionate amount of EMCE—
because establishing as much requires a great volume
of evidence. Furthermore, to some extent, it would be
trying to prove a negative: that states that other countries do not conduct EMCE, or, if so, far less. Instead,
the point would be to amass enough of a case to establish China’s unwillingness to prosecute hackers that attack foreign systems. It may not be necessary to amass
enough evidence to prove a case against a particular
individual. The revealed data is anyway much better
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at indicating which country the attack originated from
than it is at saying which individual carried out the
attack. But enough does have to be proven, again, to
establish China’s unwillingness to investigate hackers
that attack foreign systems—unless, of course, China
goes ahead and does exactly that.
If the intelligence community, however, does not
want to make its information public, then building
popular pressure behind or, at least, the acquiescence
of those not briefed by the intelligence community to,
potentially risky confrontational strategies will be that
much harder. The credibility of the intelligence community took a beating over the Iraq War, and it may
not have fully recovered.
If we ignore the problem of attribution, and posit
that the solution is demonstrable to others once certain
steps are taken, then the leftover problem is one of defining a standard for appropriate behavior, and some
response threshold that both sides agree is legitimate.
The United States undoubtedly carries out national
security-related cyberespionage, deems it legitimate,
and cannot reasonably ask that others abjure cyberespionage as a matter of principle (it could respond unilaterally by kicking out the ambassador, but it can do
that for any reason or no reason at all). The question
then becomes what is the boundary between national
security-related cyberespionage and other and presumably less well-legitimized EMCE. This distinction
carries several problems. First, it is by no means clear
that China deems the distinction as important as does
the United States.17 Second, what constitutes national
security for China may not necessarily be viewed the
same way in the United States. Chinese apparently
carried out cyberespionage against The New York Times
because a reporter for the latter wrote that the family
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of Wen Jiabao (China’s prime minister at the time) had
amassed an unexpectedly large amount of money.18 To
a state that fears popular agitation over having their
officials exposed as corrupt, this is a national security
matter; to the United States with its first amendment,
not at all. A narrower case may be China’s purported
penetration of Lockheed’s F-35 production works.19 Its
legitimacy as national security cyberespionage rather
than EMCE may rest on exactly why China wanted
the information. The national security component is
most clear if China was trying to figure out the aircraft’s performance characteristics so it could assess
the threat that such a jet may pose to its air defenses. A
characterization as national security cyberespionage
is also probably defensible if China’s purpose were
to look for vulnerabilities in the F-35 that Chinese
weapon systems could exploit. Moreover, it would
still be somewhat defensible if its purpose was to steal
technologies for use in its own weapons systems—but
probably over the line if the primary purpose was to
make better aircraft that it would then sell in competition with U.S. sales of the F-35. However, since the last
is unlikely, the case that mutual abjuration of EMCE
would prevent China from trying to steal the secrets
from producers of military aircraft is probably hard
to make. Indeed, national security may even cover
China’s penetration of Google’s networks to the extent that its purpose was to uncover the email of dissidents rather than steal Google’s source code (it was
probably both).
When it comes to EMCE, however, there is another
difficult feature—the Chinese may gain more than
the United States loses. One can imagine situations in
which both the United States and China conclude that
both sides would be better off if neither were to steal—
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which is to say, copy—intellectual property from one
another. Neither would need to spend so much money
on cyberdefense, and the returns to the effort to generate intellectual property would be higher since both
sides would get unique possession of what they had
generated (in some cases, invented). But that world
is not here yet: U.S. companies have a lot more intellectual property than their Chinese counterparts do;
far more Chinese read English than Americans read
Chinese; and the de facto legal basis for carrying out
EMCE (including passing files to private companies)
is much more accommodating in China than it is in
the United States. Today’s EMCE (especially when it
is used to transfer intellectual property rather than
proprietary business data) can be seen as illicit technology transfer—but technology transfer nonetheless.
U.S. companies are not deprived of its use (they are
deprived of its exclusive use). The Chinese, for their
part, learn something they would otherwise have not
learned (or at least not so easily). U.S. firms can still
convert the usual production factors into value-added
at the same rate, but Chinese firms can now convert
such production factors into value-added at higher
rates than they could have prior to benefitting from
EMCE. The second-order effects may well be negative
for the United States; for instance, Chinese production
could displace U.S. exports, but what U.S. producers
lose, Chinese producers gain (and consumers of whatever product the United States and China compete
in also gain). Granted, there may be additional deadweight losses (as economists call it) for U.S. corporations if they have to spend more on cybersecurity in
a newly insecure world, or if U.S. firms cut back on
research and development that they would have carried out were they confident in being able to realize
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the unhampered flow of income that such intellectual
property produced. Even so, Chinese interests, quite
plausibly, gain more than U.S. interests lose at this
point.
It is difficult to eradicate a practice, regardless of
how obnoxious, in which the winners gain more than
the losers lose. Were it otherwise, it would be possible
for the losers to bribe the winners to quit. Yet, if China
gains $2 and the United States loses $1 from EMCE,
any offer less than $2 to China (so that it henceforth
would behave) will be rejected as insufficient, and any
offer more than $1 will be irrational on the U.S. part.20
The possibility that China gets more out of EMCE
than the United States loses says that the United States
cannot offer something (e.g., a more relaxed attitude
about the sales of Chinese equipment into the national
communications infrastructure) to China to get it to
stop—but that something has to be worth a lot more to
China than giving it over costs the United States.
That leaves confrontation, in which the United
States tries to get China to abandon its EMCE or face
consequences. One line of consequences is that the
continuation of EMCE will imperil U.S. friendship,
which our government would have to presume is
worth more to the Chinese than whatever the Chinese would gain from EMCE. Perhaps needless to say,
anything that imperils China’s relationship with the
United States will almost certainly imperil the U.S.
relationship with China. Such a threat would have a
better chance of working against a small and weak
China than it does against today’s China, whose gross
national product (GNP) is approaching the U.S. GNP.
But that does not yet mean that a full-fledged confrontation with China will see the United States yield before China is ready to yield, either. That China might
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value the spoils of EMCE more than the United States
loses does not mean that China would win a confrontation—a lot depends on who is more stubborn and
who has the greater need to demonstrate that it cannot be pressured. In the end, the threats wielded may
greatly exceed the value of whatever it was the threats
were originally about (after all, how valuable are the
Senkaku/Diaoyudao Islands anyway?).
ATTRIBUTION: WHO NEEDS TO KNOW?
The Chinese also have a wonderful aphorism
about killing the chicken to scare the monkeys, something that speaks to the importance or lack thereof in
constructing a cyberdeterrence policy. In a world in
which the United States has, at least, two potential opponents, one of the purposes of a deterrence policy is
to put other potential opponents on notice that they
cannot act with impunity. Presumably, accurate attribution is part of this equation. If the third party
believes that the target of U.S. retaliation is not the attacker, it may conclude that carrying out a cyberattack
is only weakly correlated with the risk of suffering
retaliation.
The more important lesson is that being on bad
terms with the United States when the United States
has just suffered a major cyberattack is a bad idea. If
being on bad terms is something the third party cannot or will not do much about, then even a misguided
act of retaliation by the United States provides a reason to see to it that your own people are not the reason
that the United States has become very angry. That is,
even if the U.S. capability for attribution is weak, carrying out an attack on the United States may yield the
pain of retribution because the United States is predis-
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posed to make assumptions about the attack that are
biased against you. In theory, it should also motivate
you to suppress the desire of other U.S. foes to carry
out such cyberattacks as well, but this assumes that
foes of the United States are allied with one another,
which, despite the connotations of the term “axis of
evil,” is probably far-fetched.
If retaliation for a cyberattack also comes via a cyberattack of its own, the weeks and months required
to generate such an attack will bias any retaliator toward responding to its past foes—that is to say, those
it has already made plans to retaliate against. This bias
is enhanced if the retaliator feels pressure to retaliate
quickly (which is characteristic of retaliation as an
element of crisis management) rather than wait until
enough evidence is in (which is characteristic of retaliation as the administration of justice). By contrast, if
the retaliation is kinetic, such as a bombing run, such
actions can be easily be generated within days.21 Although the notion of retaliating against a state based,
in part, on having the attack in place seems like looking for one’s keys under the lamppost, both approaches can be rational as long as they are understood to be
parts of more sophisticated calculations.
A corollary observation is that whom third parties
think did it may not necessarily equate to who actually did it. This works both ways: third parties may
not believe the case that the United States (as victim
and investigator) builds; in other circumstances, third
parties (perhaps the same third parties) may buy a
weak case presented by the United States that should
not convince them, but does anyway. There will also
be the occasional third parties that will choose to
believe that a particular country (usually one they,
themselves, do not like) was the source of the attacks
regardless of what the United States says.
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Which third parties, then, matter? Some third parties (which should include U.S. citizens disinclined to
take the government’s say-so on such matters) have
no interest in carrying out cyberattacks and have no
great fear of them, but are interested in the justice (or
lack thereof) of U.S. retaliation as well as the likelihood that retaliation, especially unwarranted retaliation, will mire the United States in conflict. Other third
parties are less interested in justice but want to know
how the United States may respond as a way of judging U.S. seriousness about cyberattacks. Some such
states are allies and wonder if the United States would
come to their defense if their only complaint is having
come under cyberattack from another country (rather
than cyberattack being an element of a broader offense). Other such states are potential foes, and wonder if they can escape retaliation because the United
States is afraid to start a fight in a medium where the
attacker has little to lose, but the United States has a
great deal to lose.
These considerations can rightfully be factored into
the decision to retaliate. To wit: an objectively weak
case for attribution, which is nevertheless believed to
be strong by potential attackers, may be good enough
to justify retaliation. However, two practical considerations merit note. First, as hard as it is to make a good
confidence estimate (that X did it) for oneself based
on evidence, it is harder to determine what confidence
estimates others have come up with.22 There is the normal human tendency to mirror image others (if I am
convinced, then the case is convincing, and thus they
should be convinced), for lack of a better alternative.
The other consideration is the tendency of attribution
estimates to get better over time (even if complete certainty is forever elusive). Thus, a strategy that advises
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in favor of retaliation on the theory that others will
place unwarranted confidence in your powers of attribution may look good in the short run but not so good
in the long run when more facts are known. Whereas
this short run applies largely to the will of the United
States to oppose cyberattacks, the reputation of the
United States, in general, will be what survives into
the long run. The longer the odds that cyberattacks are
a temporary artifact of today’s incompletely secured
software, the less important the former vis-à-vis the
latter.
MAYBE IFFY ATTRIBUTION IS NOT THE REAL
COUNTERARGUMENT TO A DETERRENCE
POLICY
A professional colleague of mine, who is far more
hawkish on cyberdeterrence than I am, posed an interesting question that inadvertently touched a core
principle associated with the problem of cyberdeterrence: the importance of attribution or lack of confidence therein.
Consider the suitcase nuclear bomb delivered to
a U.S. city and detonated. Technical attribution, he
argues, can be quite difficult, not least because such
a bomb could wipe out all the hardware associated
with its composition (hence origin) and placement.
Yet, there is no doubt in anyone’s mind that the United States would retaliate, and harshly if it found the
perpetrators. Conversely, no one would quibble over
whether the United States would announce as much.23
Why should a cyberattack be any different?
Upon further contemplation, I found it possible to
generate a few critical distinctions, but whether they
were decisive enough is something left to the reader.
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Regrettably, they did not necessarily convince me,
which leads into the second part of the argument.
First, there are reasonable grounds that attribution
will get continuously better as time progresses after a
suitcase nuclear detonation, whereas such grounds do
not exist as strongly for a cyberattack of comparable
scope (if not necessarily comparable effect). The difference between the two is that a cyberattacker that
does not want to be tagged could adopt the ruse of
looking like another known purveyor of mischief in
cyberspace. Since the governments of many countries
have suffered cyberattacks by many other countries,
they have a great deal of evidence that allows their
cyberattacks to look like a cyberattack carried out
by someone who attacked them in the past. With a
suitcase nuclear bomber—something that would be
unprecedented—no such knowledge exists. The best
forensics rely on the post-detonation pattern of radiation and fallout debris, but duplicating the patterns
of another country may be impossible without having
gotten hold of another country’s device (or the fallout from a recent test of theirs). Thus, with suitcase
nuclear attacks, attribution will only get better, with a
reasonable promise of inevitable judgment. With cyberattacks, they may plateau without the target being
able to dispel the notion that the faux attacker set up
by the real attacker is actually the real attacker. Furthermore, there are a lot fewer plausible candidates
to play the role of the attacker for a suitcase nuclear
weapon than there are for a cyberattack.
Second, forensics on the weapon or at the scene
of the explosion are only a small part of how we track
terrorists (figuring out where the box cutters for the
9/11 attacks were bought did not play a major role
in the investigation). The full range of police meth-
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ods is used, and for non-nuclear terrorists, that sort
of investigation pays fairly good dividends. Terrorists who used a suitcase nuclear weapon are likely to
have characteristics more similar to that of other terrorists than cyberattackers would (today’s terrorist
groups still do not carry out many cyberattacks). This
is another way of saying that the difficulty of using
forensics for a suitcase nuclear bomb has little to do
with the ability to attribute an attack; to wit, the odds
of attribution are, therefore, higher with the suitcase
nuclear weapon.
Third, a suitcase nuke requires a larger infrastructure to pull off than a comparable cyberattack does.
Such people have to interact with the rest of the world
by traveling, moving objects, casing the detonation
site, and perhaps by purchases. By interacting with
the rest of the world, the chances that investigators
will get a break are far higher than they would be in a
cyberattack, where the only thing that moves is code
and little, if anything, need be bought.
Assuming that all three arguments hold water,
they suggest that the odds of finding the perpetrator
of a suitcase nuclear weapon would be higher than
the odds of finding the perpetrator of a comparably
broad cyberattack. Nevertheless, are the odds different enough to justify certainty that a deterrence posture makes perfect sense in the case of the former, but
dubious sense in the case of the latter? Perhaps they
are not. So, let us dig further.
Fourth, because the seriousness of detonating a
suitcase nuclear weapon is likely to far exceed the seriousness of carrying out a cyberattack, it is much more
plausible to hunt down anyone who had any culpable
role in the former. By contrast, whereas many people
could have a comparable role in the latter (e.g., by
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exchanging information on hacking techniques with
the attackers), the moral taint in the latter case is unlikely to be large enough to merit hunting them down
for prosecution.
That argument, however, tends to be less about
deterrence and more about criminality (even if it
could be applied to states that aided and abetted
the detonators)—e.g., implicating Pakistan for A. Q.
Khan’s help to the Democratic Peoples’ Republic of
Korea rather than deterring a North Korean attack.
It is perfectly permissible to argue that certain crimes
have no statute of limitations and that, while justice
grinds slowly, it grinds fine—in both cases. The aura of
criminal deterrence legitimately can widen for a more
heinous crime, but this does not necessarily speak to
the wisdom of strategic deterrence, at least not yet.
Another approach is to basically shrug and argue
that we can no more rely on strategic (vice criminal)
deterrence to ward off a nuclear threat than we can in
the case of cyberattack. In the former, a plausible approach to minimize the threat is to go after the many
precursor steps to detonating a suitcase device (e.g.,
by rounding up loose nuclear material), concentrating fire on terrorist groups with an interest in such
devices, and closely monitoring states (North Korea?
Someday Iran?) with a nonzero interest in planning
such a device. Against cyberattacks, the best methods
are defensive ones (whereas defenses against a nuclear detonation are nonexistent, although there are resiliency and recovery methods). Finally, whereas the
deterrence of nuclear actors with the conventional delivery means (e.g., missiles) is reason enough for the
United States to have a nuclear deterrent, there may
be no good argument for having an offensive strategic
cyberwar capability other than to retaliate for similar
attacks.
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On the other hand, perhaps the real reason that
a deterrence policy may make sense against suitcase
nuclear detonations, but not cyberattacks, has essentially nothing to do with attribution. In both cases,
the United States would pursue individuals who did
it without much regard for any statute of limitations,
just as it pursued the bombers of PanAm 103 (Lockerbie). In both cases, if a state were deemed ultimately
responsible, then the act would be considered quite
hostile and would justify corresponding treatment
by the United States of such a country. However, if
a country were found responsible for detonating a
nuclear weapon inside the United States, it would
be hard not to consider such a detonation an act of
nuclear war that would merit even nuclear retaliation.
If U.S. nuclear weapons cannot be contemplated as
retaliation for such actions, for what actions can they
be contemplated? If the answer is none, what was
the point in having them? Indeed, what is the point
of having any retaliation policy? Furthermore, what
would then keep any nuclear power from attacking
the United States with impunity?
However, with a cyberattack, different considerations come into play, not least of which is whether
it is worthwhile making this a casus belli. Retaliation
meant to convey great ire at having been attacked may
lead to counter-retaliation, which may set off a cycle
of tit-for-tat which might stay in cyberspace, or might
not. This consideration is not an argument against
establishing a deterrence policy, but it is a caution.
Consider the question: is retaliation, if only to bolster deterrence, the most cost (and risk) effective way
to reduce the future threat? In nuclear deterrence, it
appeared to be the only way, and a suitcase nuclear
weapon is essentially the same problem albeit with
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a different delivery mechanism. But with a cyberattack, there are many other options to consider. Some
of them are reactions that are outside the definition
of hostilities, but are hardly friendly: organized trade
sanctions, or kicking them off the Internet. Some of
them focus, not on the attacker but on improving the
defenses of U.S. systems so that a similar attack next
time either fails or is not so devastating.
So, we return to the core dilemma of any deterrence policy—worthwhile as long as it serves to reduce the odds that others will misbehave, but problematic if it has to be carried out, particularly against a
country with the capability to strike back. With a suitcase nuclear bomb, the prospect of retaliation ought
to be so painful that deterrence should hold—as it has
since 1949. With a cyberattack, the many ambiguities associated with it—thresholds, responsibilities,
and, yes, attribution—mean that the assumption that
deterrence will always hold cannot be assumed. The
consequences of carrying out retaliation have to be
considered. Because cyberattacks sit toward the bottom rather than the top of the escalation ladder, such
consideration may argue against a deterrence policy
for a cyberattack while not affecting the wisdom of a
deterrence policy for a suitcase nuclear weapon attack.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Policies are children of their time and place. When
the circumstances change, and the assumptions that
bolstered policies change, their reconsideration may
have merit. When new considerations are brought
into play, their reconsideration may also have merit.
The initial presumptions on the author’s part that deterrence really would not work for cyberattacks and,
therefore, should not be an arrow in the U.S. strategic
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quiver is also a child of its time and place. This chapter
has examined two new circumstances and two new
considerations against the original argument. It has
tried to show that, while they may cause the original
argument to bend, it is not clear that they cause it to
break.
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CHAPTER 13
FRAMING CYBERWAR AND CYBERSECURITY:
COMPELLING METAPHORS AND DUBIOUS
POLICY TEMPLATES
Davis B. Bobrow
INTRODUCTION1
It has been, and promises to continue to be, a gloriously rich period for American cyberwar and cybersecurity voyeurism. Most days bring a new or recycled
leak, press release, incident report, or policy statement
with variants on a common theme of a profound and
intensifying threat to America.
A cynic might note that this drumbeat of threats
seems to be curiously coincidental with U.S. political campaigns, executive-congressional wrestling,
intense competition for national security budgets and
program authorities, and attempts to revive pertinent
controversial legislation stalled in Congress. An especially jaded observer might note the domestic political attractiveness of making credible some major
form of U.S. defense and offense activism that does
not involve U.S. “boots on the ground” or even air and
naval applications of force. A national security expert
surely would note the frequent references to governments already high on the U.S. enemies list (China,
Iran, North Korea, and Russia). Such contextual factors are not about to disappear.
Whatever the reasons, cyberwar and cybersecurity,
for the foreseeable future, will rank near or at the top
of U.S. charts of threat and power projection hot sellers. That was illustrated in President Barack Obama’s
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State of the Union address in February 2013. A few
weeks later, cyberattacks were accorded the status
of most immediate dangerous threat by the highestranking U.S. intelligence official. Near the end of the
year, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Director
James Comey testified that “in the future, resources
devoted to cyber-based threats will equal or even
eclipse the resources devoted to non-cyber-based terrorist threats.”2
That status has brought with it appetites for a frame
or frames that could offer several benefits. Policy dialogue and planning could be elevated above the rapidly changing, technologically fluid, and very numerous
specifics of cybersecurity measures and countermeasures. Doing so would provide a basis for thinking
and justifying choices in strategic and not just tactical terms. Indeed, proper framing could enhance the
credibility of claims that the cyberdomain is of very
great security importance, and will be for the foreseeable future. It could foster confidence that American
security elites can and will manage cybermatters in
ways that extend U.S. supremacy and security when
they are given the resources of money, technology,
and decision authority they claim to be needed. Especially pertinent professional and commercial specialists could benefit almost immediately from a halo of
history that persuasively validates ongoing increases
in public and private sector resources and priorities
for cybersecurity and cyberwar products and services.
The claims for benefits often originate in organizations and individuals who are part of what amounts to
an emerging “virtual iron triangle.” The triangle links
relevant techno-industrial for-profit and nonprofit organizations, government bureaus with relevant missions, and elected officials seeking supporters from
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among those who want a bigger push for cybersecurity and cyberwar capabilities. Actions that respond
positively to the claims tend to boost their policy legitimacy. That legitimacy, in turn, reinforces deference
to the triangle and its members who made the claims
in the first place. The results, other things being equal,
are likely to be increased demands by and influences
from the emerging virtual iron triangle for research
and development (R&D) investment, for procurements from it, and for broadening and deepening the
jurisdiction and powers of the military and civilian
institutions with cyberexploitation mandates.
While some of the parties to the triangle may be
skeptical about cyberwar, they do support efforts to
enhance capabilities for cyberwarnings, active and
passive defense, and offense if only for deterrence
purposes. That amounts to support for U.S. operational readiness including training and exercises for a
cyberpreemptive attack, defensive damage limitation,
and retaliation. Particular frames can seem especially
attractive to cybervendors and government cybersecurity managers and commanders if they provide a
robust rationale for two developments. One has private and nonprofit sector executives convinced that
their responsibilities include pursuing cybersecurity
to limit damage to countervalue, i.e., nonmilitary, targets as well as counterforce ones. The second has them
accepting cyberregulation by the national authorities
charged with assuring cybersecurity and conducting
cyberwar, and indeed executing assignments from
them. Those accommodations are made more palatable by growing cyberspending and supportive regulatory and trade actions of commission and omission.
Those developments can become institutionalized,
routine practices if only rare events (e.g., the Snowden
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revelations) call attention to their scope and potential
implications.
The predominant frames in mainstream U.S. policy
circles and punditry are selectively drawn from Cold
War nuclear weapons approaches and from the attack
on Pearl Harbor, HI. Those two templates (what I will
call The Odd Couple or TOC) already have been shaping general U.S. conceptions of cyberwar and cybersecurity as well as more specific choices about how to
pursue them. The consequences (actual and perceived)
have and will affect how the rest of the world chooses
to treat cyberwar and cybersecurity. U.S. interpretations of cyberacts of commission and omission by others will be filtered through our TOC screens. Others
for their part will interpret U.S. cyberacts of commission and omission as chosen in light of what seems to
be our accepted construction of TOC.
Before we accept locking policy into a TOC frame,
we need to have confidence that it will provide the
benefits mentioned above. Warranted confidence
ought to come after, not before, due diligence consideration of three types of factors. One, of course, recognizes the considerations that make TOC appealing. A
second concerns the historical accuracy and completeness of TOC prevailing construction. It calls attention
to elements TOC omits or downplays from the actual
experience of nuclear weapons and Pearl Harbor. The
third considers TOC dissimilarity with cybertechnologies and operational processes in being and on the horizon. Gross differences cast doubt on whether even
an improved version of TOC illuminates more than
it distorts coping with prospects for cyberwar and
cybersecurity.
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THE APPEALS OF TOC
For more than a half century, well before high profile cyberwar and cybersecurity, public U.S. security
frameworks have featured nuclear weapons posture
and Pearl Harbor. The conventional wisdom versions
of each posture in the United States offer dramatic,
self-justifying, and motivating imagery about America’s national security and world role. Those, in turn,
contribute to a mandate for some crucial and arguably
attainable policy imperatives for immediate and long
run pursuit. America has vulnerabilities and finite
time to ameliorate them, so it should give doing just
that priority and reject both despair and relaxation.
Spreading or extrapolating those images and imperatives to frame cyberwars and cybersecurity extends to
them an essential and almost sacrosanct security role.
That role brings with it a hard to challenge obligation to provide funds, program mandates, and voice
to the parts of the technological, industrial, military,
and intelligence communities relevant for cyberwar
and cybersecurity. TOC brings with it assurance that
time is available for steps to close security gaps. Our
security situation is serious but not desperate. For example, Director of National Intelligence (DNI) James
Clapper, in testimony also given by Comey mentioned
earlier, combined the high threat status accorded to
cyberattacks with assurances both that there was only
a “remote chance” of a major cyberattack in less than
2 years (i.e., before 2016) and admissions of lags in
America’s ability to “mitigate potential risks.”3
The nuclear weapons themes in the mainstream
Washington security community version of the TOC
evoke several attractive but demanding aspirations
and expectations for American cyberactivities. For
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decades, the United States should and can have cyberdestructive force projection so awesome as to deter state actors from a direct attack on it, and, indeed
for the most part, on allies clearly under our defense
umbrella. For decades, the United States should and
can credibly imply that it might actually use that destructive force on others and seek superiority while
also making it credible that we prefer successful and
stable deterrence. In other words, the United States
can and should convince others that we will refrain
from attack if they behave themselves, and simultaneously maintain the option of inflicting great damage if
and when we choose to do so. American credibility in
terms of the will to use our cyberassets and their damage inflicting potency should and can be made clear
with a few illustrative acts. A combination of declaratory statements including rejection of no first use commitments, an occasional show and tell of readiness,
and visible weapons/delivery system modernization
will suffice. The combination can enable America to
control escalation even with a major adversary in a
protracted ideological and geopolitical conflict. In effect, the U.S. card of being able and willing to inflict
assured destruction will make us safe so long as we
have a monopoly.
If and when an adversary eventually catches up,
the worst realistic case is that we can persuade it to
settle for deterrence through mutually assured destruction (MAD) rather than craziness and instability.
There will be time to work all that out in an oligopolistic fashion. Further, we can sustain oligopoly power
for a considerable time, albeit with considerable effort, by persuading would be proliferators to reduce
or delay their cyberambitions through threats of
“sticks” and glimpses of “carrots.” Even with eventu-
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ally limited success in avoiding proliferation, the nuclear world has been made rather stable by three legs
to support nonuse. Those stabilizers by analogy can
be applicable to the cyberworld. The first consists of
mutual restraint arrangements including: robust command and control by the highest civilian authorities;
technological and personnel fail-safe arrangements;
confidence building measures featuring transparency
and reliable communications; weapons inventory reductions; and deployment compromises. The second
develops defensive systems capable of degrading an
attack. The third leg ensures low to no confidence in
being able to destroy effectively the nuclear weapons
capacities of a target by a first strike. That is, there will
be too grave a risk of the target launching retaliatory
nuclear weapons either when anticipating or reacting
to being attacked. By analogy with nuclear weapons,
an eventual waning of a U.S. cybermonopoly and then
oligopoly will take decades. In short, there will be ample time to bolster each of the three legs making for
crisis containment and stability.
The Pearl Harbor part of the TOC as reinvigorated
by September 11, 2001, makes the positives just summarized conditional but still achievable. The conditions call for robust vigilance about threats from
abroad, enhanced warning, and continuous improvements of American means to preempt an attack by
foreigners, limit damage from it, and mount a crushing response to it. Pearl Harbor evokes, again in the
U.S. preferred version, imagery of a peaceful trusting
America and nasty, sneaky others. Avoiding surprise
attack makes warning capacity crucial, sustained vigilance obligatory, and operational readiness essential.
There is no other reliable way to avoid America again
being victimized by surprise attack. Prudence and
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collective responsibility call for deployed and alerted
defenses that can disrupt and curtail damage from an
attack, and a techno-industrial base that can quickly
replace lost assets.
TOC appeals for Americans also include deemphasis of, and indeed aversion to, several lines of
policy and support for others. TOC true believers are
skeptical to hostile with regard to security strategies
that require lengthy deployments in combat zones and
American casualties incurred by foreign interventions.
Their priorities favor technologically sophisticated,
complex, and expensive weapons systems and platforms with primarily U.S. or offshore basing. Those
“big ticket items” central to the triad of U.S. nuclear
forces tend to have long lead times to procurement,
protracted procurement schedules, and long operational lifetimes. TOC proponents favor having a “big
stick” of military long reach force projection in being
at all times with high readiness levels. They oppose
reducing the centrality of military instruments and
institutions in U.S. security policy and security spending. TOC supporters are reluctant to count heavily on
foreign promises verbal or written of good behavior.
They tend to doubt the wisdom of the United States in
deferring punitive unilateral action until after creating at least the appearance of a supportive multilateral
coalition.
TOC core conception of security is about threats
posed and threats blunted, increasing and reducing
pain and damage. At least in relative terms, TOC appeals to those skeptical about the United States undertaking positive transformational roles internationally
as well as about the prospects for sustained international amity and fully compatible agendas. That basket of policy preferences provides TOC advocates
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with some substantial sources of political support in
the United States, and mobilizes little, if any, potent
opposition.
In short, for those who view cyberspace in national security terms and especially military terms, TOC
holds out the prospect of having their cake (managed
insecurity) and eating it too (resources and status).
The frame offers a curious mix of fearful danger and
soothing assurances. It justifies ongoing and substantial resource allocations for endless vigilance about
surprise attacks, strong and quick action based on
warning, deployed and highly ready active and passive defensive systems, and war sustainability including production-surge capabilities to replace lost assets
rapidly.
In TOC perspective, it is imperative that the United
States seize the first-mover advantage by a dramatic
demonstration of the fearful potency of our cyberweapons. That will make for a lengthy period of initial
cybersuperiority.4 By analogy with the nuclear experience, appropriate demonstrations of U.S. potency and
resolve now may secure more than a half century of
conflict limitations. The perceived and actual destructiveness of nuclear weapons seem to make them great
exemplars as stabilizers and escalation dampers. That,
of course, requires attributing massive damage inflicting properties to cyberinstruments as recent U.S.
policy rhetoric does.5
As for the longer term, TOC offers tolerable precedents for security after nuclear dominance. After a
decline to oligopolistic sufficiency, a set of national intelligence collection systems, conceptions (deterrence)
and conventions (safeguards) will work against surprise attack and rogue state triggered conflict. Beyond
that, albeit not easily achievable, advances in active
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defense systems may eventually enable the United
States to move from oligopolistic deterrence sufficiency to unilateral or alliance damage denial and imperviousness to retaliation. By analogy to the favored
TOC narrative, most governments with major cyberweapons capabilities will have reliable commandand-control capacities to assure each other that retaliation will be unavoidable, and initiation (first use)
will be avoidable. They will not find it both necessary
and feasible to achieve improvements in their strike
capabilities that equal let alone surpass U.S. advances
in cyberdefense. Of course, most governments and
movements will forego fielding and using cyberweaponry altogether, especially if we provide an extended
cyberumbrella.6 We may not need to settle for a mutually hostile world but instead, progress toward damage denial options to complement our damage inflicting ones. Of course, there may be a few hair-raising
moments along the way, like the Cuban Missile Crisis,
but that incident shows they can be managed.7
In the previous story line, TOC then offers, first, a
rationale for immediate exploitation of U.S. damage
inflicting capabilities. Second, it envisions longer-term
“tolerable anxiety” conducive to increased cyberwar
and cybersecurity budgets, contracts, and government
powers, but not a sense of urgency or robust feasibility for pursuing major cooperative security measures.
In international affairs, we will have much to offer to
others—shelter under a deterring umbrella and containment of their enemies so long as they accept cyberinferiority. The known occurrence of surprise attacks
and rapid technological changes does call for rapidly
building up permanent military and intelligence institutions to manage national cybersecurity. That build
up need not and should not wait for supportive con-
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sensus from civil society and the private sector before
installing greater cybersecurity discipline and regulatory supervision.8
TOC CHERRY PICKING
Before accepting TOC frames, we ought to recognize both potentially positive and highly negative, or
at least troubling, features of the nuclear weapons and
Pearl Harbor experiences masked or omitted in the
appealing narrative just summarized. Those slighted
aspects will add balance and historical depth to any
projections we make from TOC to cyberwar and cybersecurity. Of course, the wisdom of relying on an
even more balanced and complete account should
depend on the similarities and differences between
cybertechnologies, institutions, and procedures and
those central to America’s nuclear weapons and Pearl
Harbor experiences. Those considerations will be discussed later.
The nuclear weapons experience has not been as
orderly, free of controversy and course corrections, or
security providing as TOC would have it. More generally, the half-life of America’s near monopoly was
shorter than anticipated. The nuclear weapons or near
weapons club has continued to grow in ways driven by
regional dynamics and advantaging some new member regimes the United States views as hostile (North
Korea) or domestically unstable (Pakistan). While the
club has grown much more slowly than early postWorld War II estimates expected, some member states
have abetted proliferation by exports of technologies
and technologists. U.S. nuclear capacity has not sufficed for America to avoid costly and protracted foreign wars (Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan).
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Nor has it been usefully employed to wage them, or
provided us with clear victories in them. On important occasions, constructed memories of Pearl Harbor
have not led to credible warning and forestalling actions (Korea and Afghanistan) or together with nuclear weapons fears have led to unwarranted anticipatory actions (the invasion of Iraq).
In spite of years of effort, there is not yet a reliable effective defense against either a massive sophisticated homeland nuclear attack or a small scale
unconventionally primitive one.9 For at least the last
decades of the Cold War, U.S. domestic infrastructure
(electrical grid, water supply, pipelines, and communication networks) repeatedly were found vulnerable
to simple acts of physical disruption—and they still
are.10 At no point has there been a credible, substantial urban population and civil asset damage limiting
system. Common nuclear weapons and common cyberweapons narratives have shared tendencies to discover vulnerabilities and present them as previously
nonexistent, new and additional justifications for enhanced programs. Yet some of those vulnerabilities in
important respects existed before and continue to exist during and after the deployment of each family of
nuclear and cyberinnovations.11
In short, nuclear war has been avoided as have
large scale conventional military attacks on each other’s homelands by nuclear armed powers—great but
limited accomplishments. Threats, however, have not
become locked onto steep paths of sustained decline,
nor have defensive measures achieved widespread
fruition. Further, the appealing TOC narrative discussed earlier scants on some of the self-constraining
choices associated with avoiding a post-World War
II nuclear attack. Those choices of omission and com-
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mission have focused on escalation control, crisis
management, and stable deterrence. They have been
subject to domestic political opposition that has watered them down, delayed them, or imposed linkages
minimizing their stabilizing effects. Those requiring
multilateral, as distinct from unilateral or bilateral,
negotiation and sustained implementation have had
long gestation periods and been vulnerable to erosion
and defection. Overall, such insecurity management
moves have lagged threat technology advances and
deployments, and been subjected to draining burdens
of justification.12 For the cyber-realm, the security consequences from adopting TOC framing without at
least as effective insecurity management options and
positive adoption prospects may well be even worse.
With the benefit of hindsight, we can see that the options, let alone their adoption and implementation,
usually came after an uncomfortable, scary experience or imminent prospect of one. Insecurity management measures prominent in the TOC were reactive
and lagging. The risks from that sluggishness were
ameliorated by the slow to ripen nature of changes in
nuclear postures.
In trying to make nuclear insecurity manageable,
the United States and some other nuclear-armed states
have attempted to establish and disseminate mutually accepted, operationally clear distinctions between
various nuclear weapon systems’ physical properties,
different intended uses, and strategic and doctrinal alternatives and practices. The rationales accompanying
these possibilities often claimed to make actual weapons use and thus deterrence—especially extended
deterrence—more credible. That would come from a
menu of more incremental nuclear options better suited to a proportionate, less than annihilating exchange.
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There would be less possibility of misunderstandings
about the tipping points for initiating war, escalation
ladders, breakpoints, ceasefires, truces, or terminations. Such elaboration surely is underway in the cyberworld but is neither rapid nor fully accepted.
Yet, many less than “all against all” nuclear postures eventually have been shelved or abandoned
whatever the capabilities of the technologies involved
and the rigor of the advocates’ reasoning. Possibilities
lost support for a variety of reasons. One was concern
that a doctrine of incremental use would weaken rather than strengthen deterrence since there would be less
“shock and awe,” less fear of a World War I-like drift
to Armageddon. It has been hard to identify clear and
widely acceptable standards and metrics for appropriate proportionality of damage.13 Skepticism remains
about premises that a coolly calculating, rational, centralized decision-making authority would operate at
all times in all the conflicting parties. Similarly, there
are doubts that diplomatic, military, and intelligence
networks faced with deception, intentional disruption, and incidental technical malfunctions would
work as designed to delay, initiate, wage, interrupt, or
terminate a conflict.
Another set of choices conducive to escalation
control, crisis management, and stable deterrence has
involved transparency of weapons programs and military operations, and even foregoing some of the secretiveness conducive to genuinely surprising attacks.
Some governments have found ways to convince others that they have pulled back from nuclear club membership for domestic as well as international reasons.
Some have found persuasive ways to demonstrate
distinctions between their civil and military nuclear
programs. A number have taken technological and
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personnel measures to guard against loss of control of
weapons and their critical ingredients. Others eventually resorted to unilateral and cooperative confidence
building measures that cut against opportunistically
using weapons at a time and place of one’s choosing.
Major reciprocal steps to control nuclear weapons
such as Dwight Eisenhower’s Open Skies (1950s) and
the U.S.-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics hot line
(1960s) only came a decade or more after Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, Japan. We do know that it took fortuitous, unplanned actions to cool the Cuban Missile
Crisis and deployment concessions by both the Soviet
Union (Cuba) and the United States (Turkey). Whatever else, that and other unexpected events provided
a spur for conceptual strategic innovation (e.g., arms
control), and support for a variety of reassurance provisions and crisis management confidence building
measures. By mutual agreement, the United States
and Russia have reduced their nuclear arms inventories, albeit not as much as envisioned in the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and even cooperated to safeguard
those inventories through strengthened controls. Further, they have evolved a substantial degree of transparency about capabilities and strategic doctrines,
and urged newer members of the nuclear club to do
so as well. Nevertheless, the measures taken largely
have been reactions to growing threats of deterrence
failure. Once in place, many have been allowed to
erode (as with U.S. nuclear weapons custodianship).
Even when not neglected, such approaches have often
failed to develop policy momentum for broader participation or deeper monitoring and compliance.
Current treatments of cyberwar and cybersecurity are not devoid of analogies to some of the choices
made in the nuclear domain to bolster escalation con-
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trol, crisis management, and deterrence stability.14 Yet,
cybersecurity and cyberwar have yet to develop the
elaborations and put into practice many of the hedges
developed over more than 6 decades of coping with
nuclear weapons. While not completely ignored, selflimiting steps are marginal to apparent U.S. cybersecurity priorities.15 They do not feature in the prevailing TOC narrative discussed earlier with two negative
exceptions. In the first, those self-constraining choices
are viewed as a mirage and their supporters naïve.16 In
the second, cease and desist demands are made of foreigners unaccompanied by provisions for commensurately valued accommodations by the United States.17
The preconditions for giving a serious push to
hedges involving self-restraint and multilateral mechanisms seem to be only embryonic and lagging far
behind the evolution of threats. If that continues or
becomes even more pronounced, we should have less
confidence in being able to avoid major future international cyberconflicts as we have managed to do with
nuclear weapons.
As for the Pearl Harbor part of TOC, the narrative
presented earlier is incomplete in important respects
with respect to impact, feasible damage limiting, and
the attacker’s calculus. All three are important considerations for cyberwar and cybersecurity. With all
said and done, the attack did not prove decisive, or
strike at the American techno-industrial base or our
basic civil infrastructure. What impact the attack had
beyond immediate casualties and damage to ships
was on the U.S. ability to project force by sea. That
took time to replace but again not so much as to allow
Japan to win the Pacific part of World War II. In retrospect, the pertinent U.S. forces had the capacity to
blunt the Japanese attack, and U.S. Navy intelligence
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officers did provide warning. Problems lay more with
organizational routines and leadership styles than
with technology backwardness and shortages or lack
of relevantly trained personnel. Finally, the Japanese
attacker believed with good reason that the United
States was hostile to it and actively was seeking to
reduce its future security initially through economic
sanctions. The attack was less motivated by optimism
about long run prospects than seizing a waning opportunity to buy time in the hopes of some more positive prospect emerging.
That suggests we should add several lessons to
the Pearl Harbor part of TOC when applying it to
cybermatters. First, immediate long-run estimates of
recovery periods from an attack may be excessively
pessimistic. Second, timely responses to warning are
hindered by bureaucratic layering, and a low alert
level. Third, foreign regimes and groups convinced
U.S. policies are and will be hostile to their cardinal
interests will try to push us back at times and places
of their choosing, ones that may sharply differ from
those we have concentrated on preparing for.
COUNT THE WAYS: CRUCIAL DIFFERENCES
FROM TOC
Does TOC as a frame for cyberwar and cybersecurity simply need improvement by making more of
the experiences and considerations discussed in the
preceding section? That possibility seems tempting in
terms of future policy adoption, and, in some respects,
would resemble what has happened over more than
half a century with the nuclear weapons and Pearl
Harbor frames. The temptation should be resisted.
After all, the likely net benefits even of a more com-
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plete TOC are not superb in security terms and seem
to have at best modest prospects of becoming so in the
foreseeable future. More fundamentally, as argued
below, cyberwar and cybersecurity differ so basically
from the nuclear and Pearl Harbor templates that relying on them lacks realism and thus security wisdom.
Nuclear weapons effects are far more direct, severe, long lasting, and less reversible. Compare the casualties from Stuxnet against Iran and Iranian attacks
on the Saudi Arabian Oil Company (ARAMCO) with
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Imagine how Georgia or Estonia would have fared if the often discussed Russia
based cyberattacks on them had instead used nuclear
weapons. As it was, even the defenders and their allies who lacked substantial experience with such attacks were able to recover without lasting damage by
using resources located elsewhere. It is instructive to
note that Clapper, in the testimony cited earlier, provided as his example of a major cyberattack on the
United States only “a regional power outage.”18 If fear
makes for pulling back from a nuclear brink, a sort
of deterrence multiplier, commensurate incentives are
not present for a cyberbrink.
Damage to production and storage facilities for
nuclear weapons, some weapons materials, and civil
nuclear power facilities can itself be a source of widespread, long-lived, physical harms (consider Chernobyl, Ukraine, and Fukushima, Japan). That is not
so for facilities that play similar roles in the cyberdomain. Governments then have far weaker incentives
to regulate them. Private sector owners and operators
have far weaker incentives to accept or promote tough
safety cultures. The United States and its opponents
have far weaker escalation control reasons to forego
attacking them.
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Nuclear weapons, advanced delivery systems, special materials, and their core technical personnel are
more readily subject to being kept distinct from other
national security and civil economy assets. They and
their personnel are, with relative ease, subject to extraordinary checks against unauthorized use, access,
or diffusion.19 Compare, for example, the ease of tracking and finding “loose nukes” or weapons-relevant
radioactive material with the difficulty of tracking and
finding thumb drives containing malware. To a large
extent, nuclear weapons-related human capital and
physical facilities are susceptible to monitoring by the
United States and others in part because governments
may have greater confidence in control measures that
concentrate such resources in a few locations. Cyberinstruments are often incorporated into widely distributed military and civil assets in the United States
and globally. Cyberassets, be they products or R&D
and production facilities or skilled personnel, are
widely dispersed, not easily identifiable by remote observation, internationally sourced, and, in important
respects, highly mobile. Indeed, in striking contrast to
the big science of the nuclear domain, the cybersecurity domain has a substantial degree of garage science,
of self-selected innovators working largely on their
own or in informal networks with little, if any, affiliation with large private or public sector organizations.
In short, the cyberdomain is far more difficult to control and manage in a single government’s jurisdiction
let alone the jurisdictions of multination functional
groupings, regional institutions, or security alliances.
Nuclear weapons programs pose far higher development and production barriers to entry, demonstration, and capability enhancement than do cyberprograms with weapons and security implications. The
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club of governments whose residents are capable of
inflicting cyberdamage on others has, and will have,
many more members than its nuclear counterpart.
An even greater contrast already is the widespread
presence of nonstate cyberplayers, organized and
unorganized, with means to share quickly important
technical knowledge and publicize their cyberfeats in
a status building David versus Goliath fashion.20 Further, both state and nonstate actors can more quickly
develop, adopt, and use more challenging means of
cyberoffense and defense. In effect, the quick tempo
from initial conception to fielded asset to being leapfrogged rests on an innovation and application process
radically different from the lengthy, highly bureaucratized system for nuclear weapons and advanced
delivery systems. That for the cyberworld advantages
the nimble, and the nimble are often those with few
members, horizontal organization, and disrespect for
mainstream conventional practices and establishment
institutions.21
Together, these phenomena make construction
of international codes of cyberconduct with credible
verification and compliance mechanisms even more
difficult than it has been for nuclear matters. We know
many years have been needed to conclude relevant
nuclear conventions, and many more to implement
them. Yet arsenals for cyberoffense and defense are
likely to change through technical innovation much
faster than their nuclear analogues. Cooperative cybersecurity measures are more likely to be obsolete at
birth, if not before. For the most part, cyberweapons
pose a far more difficult set of challenges to a National
Command Authority and surely no less so to establishing even a small enrollment international system
of robust stable deterrence, non-diffusion, and target
restraint.
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The current dynamism and ubiquity of the cyberdomain in the United States lodges primarily in the
private sector, regardless of initial government provided impetus. At this point, cyberinnovations flow
more toward government rather than from it. The civil
market is far larger than the military market. Production is globalized, and sales are international. Cyber
use is pervasive and important for firm profitability
in numerous sectors. In contrast, the nuclear domain
seems narrow, modest, and stagnant. The cyberproducts and services industry is immensely important in
U.S. international trade and foreign direct investment.
In these respects, it contrasts with the U.S. nuclear
industry.
Not surprisingly, the cyberindustry and those
dependent on it have very substantial economic and
political clout. The American government’s capacity
to regulate the cyberindustry, and the cyberbehavior
of its customers, amounts to much less than for the
nuclear industry. Even though 85 percent of relevant
targets of cyberattacks are in private sector hands,22
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce has opposed intermittent Federal attempts to set even voluntary cybersecurity standards for infrastructure firms, and the Congress has rejected setting them. Although often less
than comprehensive and imperfectly enforced, the
U.S. Government has had far greater success in setting
mandatory standards for both the military and civil
parts of the nuclear domain. Unwillingness to require
major sustained improvements in cybersurvivability
and cybersecurity outside of American national security institutions apparently remains as robust as it
was when then White House Advisor Richard Clarke
broke his sword on similar issues more than a decade
ago. That continuing unwillingness follows in part
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from prospects of damage to international trade and
sourcing from controls on exports, imports, foreign
direct investment, and technology transfers. Those
concerns may be fueled by corporate and host government worries about possible special arrangements
by the United States and other governments to exploit
exported and domestic cybergoods and services.23 The
opposition of firms who are not themselves cybervendors could also follow from concerns about making
corporate proprietary information and financial practices more transparent to government agencies. Privacy interests, ranging from civil libertarians to criminal
cartels, surely are wary of legal or opportunistic government cybersurveillance.24
Nuclear weapons are not tools for assisting political dissidents in other countries to achieve destabilization and regime change or for facilitating regime
suppression of dissidents. Cyberinstruments can and
are serving both purposes as firms and governments
develop, give, sell, and operate them for both purposes.25 In that sense, they are hyped-up analogues of
historically common means to give aid and comfort to
apparently useful regimes and dissidents and weaken
those viewed as hostile or dispensable.26 That makes
cyberinstruments weapons (if non-kinetic ones) in political conflicts. When supplied to partisans of regime
change, it is understood to amount to foreign intervention to reduce a target regime’s security in informational ways, to lessen a government’s information
security. The immediately affected regime and its international supporters have little doubt about the intent of foreign hosts who facilitate political unrest and
economic volatility. When the transfer enables regime
suppression, dissidents and their domestic and international supporters view it as inimical to their cyber-
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security. Any broadly inclusive international cooperative security arrangement for cyber-arms-control or
disarmament will for now at least be stillborn unless
it engages political as well as military and economic
uses.27
Once invented or even detonated, the key components of nuclear weapons do not quickly become substantially available in readily accessible open sources.
In contrast, key cyberweapons and cybersecurity elements, including key Stuxnet algorithms, have and do
migrate to and from open sites.28 In effect, cyberattacks
facilitate copying and emulation of their instruments
in a rather direct fashion. Before long, those who lead
in the use of a particular cyberweapon may well lose
any first-mover advantage. They should expect the
instrument to be thoroughly dissected, reconstructed,
and then used by others including against its originating organizations. Cybersecurity sources and methods
are hard to keep proprietary. Lots of able persons and
informal networks around the world are committed to
breaking down asserted cyberproperty rights.
Nuclear weapons rarely, if ever, have been used
to collect intelligence, disrupt others’ intelligence operations, engage in economic sabotage, or conduct
commercial espionage.29 Employing a nuclear weapon
solely to attack economic targets without previously
or simultaneously striking at a government’s retaliatory military capacity seems highly unlikely. Confusing historically well-established types of intelligence
intrusions or economic troublemaking with a nuclear
attack on national security seems farfetched. In contrast, cyberweapons have and are being used in ways
that could amount only to military and other types of
intelligence collection or could be gambits to gain commercial advantages in the world economy—or could
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be precursors to or early stages of attacks on national
security.30 Some, often cybervendors and executives of
government cybersecurity programs, have even suggested that the United States faces a cybereconomic
Pearl Harbor countervalue attack, and has already
suffered from a massive outward wealth transfer engineered by foreign government-sponsored cyberagents
and organizations.31 Numerous nongovernmental cybersecurity penetrators, including commercial rivals,
issue-centered cause groups, hacker virtuosos, and
gangs seeking something to sell or to extort protection
payoffs, compound the chances of confusion.
There are, at least for now, few, if any, internationally well-established criteria for distinguishing
between very different possible purposes of a cybersecurity occurrence immediately when it occurs or is
noticed. Controversy and uncertainty pervade the pursuit of timely high confidence judgments that a given
cyberaction or R&D program does and will serve only
intelligence and economic competitiveness goals. Prudence can suggest reacting to the “if” of it being used
to reduce significantly a target’s military performance
or weaken its leadership. Further, the physical and
decision-taking origin of an attack may be obscure,
let alone whether, when, and why high level officials
provided informed authorization. Greater uncertainty and confusion about the who, when, and why of
cyberactions make for greater chances of mistakes in
preparation, attribution, and reaction than with nuclear weapons. Perhaps recognition of that is why the
United States and China apparently have lived with
what each claims are thousands of cyberattacks from
the other before recently increasing the quite limited
response of indignant rhetoric and calls for codes of
conduct.32 It is hard to imagine Washington or Beijing
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adopting a similarly modest response to a homeland
attack by even one nuclear weapons device.
A NEED TO RETHINK
The differences reviewed suggest that, at this point
in international security affairs, only a Pollyanna or a
Micawber would assume that sturdy, stability enhancing cyberdeterrence strategies and policy mechanisms
are in reach intellectually or operationally.33 Even if
they were well understood and formulated in practical terms, severe problems of compatibility with the
speed of technological change, commercial agendas,
and low barriers to entry would remain. Cyberwar
and cybersecurity do not lend themselves to being accommodated within even the most complete and balanced frames based on American understandings of
nuclear weapons and of Pearl Harbor.
The core of deterrence strategy after all is a combination of assured damage and assured restraint. The
former calls for several convictions being shared by
the potentially hostile parties about retaliation: a) the
target will have a sufficiently damage-capable surviving force; b) those responsible for the attack are
known, locatable, and value highly what will be lost
to retaliation; and c) the target’s surviving force will,
with high probability, retaliate on the real attacker in a
timely fashion. At this point, the second and third convictions seem a stretch in the cyberworld. The second
core feature, assured restraint, also rests on several
convictions: a) no party will attack unless it believes
it has been or will definitely be attacked imminently;
b) no party will mistakenly and irreversibly draw that
conclusion and be wrong; and c) binding go and no-go
decisions about any substantial weapons release and
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launch will be at the highest governmental levels best
aware of what is at stake and with the benefit of accurate information and some means to confirm it. All
three of those convictions are on shaky cyberground.
Regrettably, the already shaky convictions are receiving less than fully credible verbal affirmations or
being further undercut by policy emphases. For example, in October 2012, then Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta asserted that the United States can determine
the source of any cyberattack or security violation and
hit back. His public testimony to that effect did not
indicate how long it might take to do so, how confident we would be about the attribution to specific
physical locations and operators, how well we would
understand who authorized the attack and why they
did so, or how massive our punitive response would
be relative to the attack we experienced.34 There is as
yet no coherent set of public commitments about the
U.S. stance on extended cyberdeterrence to cover foreign economies, governments, or nongovernmental
groups. That means, of course, murkiness about the
sorts of tripwires that would make those commitments credible.
Of very serious concern, the United States has left
obscure publicly, and perhaps not just publicly, how
it will deal with the implications of seeking to make
cyberwar and cybersecurity decisions at cyberspeed.35
Time is indeed of the essence, but crisis management
that seeks to control escalation often has favored slower rather than faster security action-response cycles.
With cyberspeed and the greater prospect for genuinely surprising attacks, the rationale for delegation
to software of preauthorized preemptive, preventive,
or retaliatory authority gains persuasiveness.36 The
U.S. history of authorization to launch (or not) nuclear
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weapons has evolved over 6 decades to feature failsafe constraints and elevation to the highest political
level in the immediate context of a particular critical
situation. Unleashing cyberweapons may well unfold
in an opposite way. Rules for the use and nonuse of
cyberweapons lag their deployment (as they did for
nuclear weapons). Rules of engagement, including
who can authorize what uses, when, and how, or command halts, might be vague, missing, or fragile. Arrangements may well be chosen to make weapons use
assured in the face of what are thought to be rapidly
closing windows of opportunity. Those can take away
authority from senior officials and affect decisions in
ways that make crisis management and escalation
control more difficult and brinkmanship more risky.
A particularly troubling possibility is near automatic
attribution by preauthorized cyberweapons users that
other parties are engaging in informed and intentional
hostile action.37
Official public U.S. cybersecurity posture as of
March 2013 does more to erase than to establish distinctions helpful for deterrence. That is true with regard to the distinction between cyberintelligence and
cybermilitary operations. The U.S. Cyber Command
charged with the latter has been co-located with the
National Security Agency ([NSA], a military-led entity) charged with much of the former. They have been
put under the same commanding general.38 The distinction between defensive and offensive intentions
has become more strained when that general seeks
congressional funding for some units to engage in
offensive cyberoperations while others will conduct
“surveillance and monitoring.”39 There also have been
public announcements of R&D programs to yield
more than defensive cybercapabilities, of military
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personnel training for non-defensive cyberoperations,
and expert appraisal of offensive options.40 Foreigners
readily can find indications that, at least for the nearterm, U.S. cyberpolicy will tilt toward offensive operations of a (sort of) covert or clandestine nature. After
all, the Obama administration hardly rejects credit for
damaging potential foreign threats at times and places
of our choosing by means of what amount to unannounced surprise attacks with no declaration of hostilities against the government of the targeted area. Indeed, it is at work to institutionalize those practices.41
Not unreasonably, we can liken the U.S. approach
to cyberwar and cybersecurity to people who live in
very nice glass houses, and regularly throw rocks at
the less nice glass houses of others, are lethargic or
resistant to installing some rock deflection devices
on their homes, and upbraid the police for not stopping others who easily can also come up with lots of
rocks to throw at the glass houses and instead fill email with security tips. Indeed, we even invest in glass
houses far from our primary residence. How that all
goes together in a rational security maximizing sense
escapes me, but it surely warrants neither outraged innocence nor even surprise when some homeowner we
have previously damaged, tosses a big one shattering
a lot of glass at our distant investment or our primary
residence.42
CONCLUSION
The selective TOC frame has strong political, psychological, and economic attractions as an encouraging metaphor; encouraging in terms of disasters
avoided, limited successes achieved, and sustained
capabilities. That follows in no small part from invok444

ing a very pro-American, laudatory version of TOC.
Unfortunately, that invocation accepts some dubious
history, omits some very important aspects of the
nuclear weapons and Pearl Harbor experiences, and
assumes some important but unwarranted technology and procedural equivalences. Accordingly, TOC
does not provide a prudent guide for American cyberwar and cybersecurity policy in the 21st century. It, at
best, might provide a few important but incomplete
chapters.
Far more likely, however, is that TOC’s emphases,
omissions, and unwarranted assumptions will reinforce self-damaging policy illusions. Those will carry
with them substantial direct economic and security
costs associated with a cyber-arms-race marked by
leapfrogging defense and offense measures and countermeasures. Directly and indirectly, those competitive patterns increasingly will undercut proclaimed
U.S. goals of a tolerant and cooperative cyberworld
marked by individual informational freedom and mutually beneficial, peaceful cross-border flows. They
will further motivate others to modify or organize alternative international cyberinstitutions with different
priorities than those of currently American controlled
bodies.43
It takes little effort for the rest of the world to note the
NSA’s intent to “aggressively pursue legal authorities
and a policy framework mapped more fully into the
information age.” That would help to achieve its goal
of universal access (“anyone, anytime, anywhere”)
and “reach previously inaccessible targets and makes
tempting a brute force approach of in effect ‘everyone,
all the time, everywhere’.” The road to those goals, as
asserted, features “leveraging global business trends
in data and communications services” and countering
“indigenous cryptographic programs.” That confirms
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perceptions of cyberspace less as a global commons
and more as a Hobbesian contested field. 44
With a few clicks of a mouse, any user of the World
Wide Web can read that the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency seeks contributions to its
Foundational Cyberwarfare (Plan X) that will reduce
the role of humans in cyberoperations.45 It is asserted
that doing so will enable the United States to take responsive actions at machine speed, not human speed.
That shift to synchronous from asynchronous actionresponse patterns, if and when achieved, will curtail
situational crisis policy discretion and executive political control over escalation in the cyberdomain or in
responses to cyberevents that involve other domains.
In effect, it amounts to an invitation to others to join in
preparing not only for a Hobbesian prospect but one
whose intelligence will at best be artificial.
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CHAPTER 14
IDENTIFYING THE REAL AND
ABSOLUTE ENEMY
Rob van Kranenburg
But I could imagine, the logical consequence of the Internet of Things is not just a new philosophy of how
we can control our production and logistics. It completely changes the paradigms of sequences of operations. . . . The future is not predictable! But we try to
predict our future every day. . . . The future will be
self-controlled and service-oriented, in other word:
the Internet of Things and Services.1

TO PREDICT
In his “Wired Opinion, The Internet of Things Has
Arrived—And So Have Massive Security Issues,” Andrew Rose falls into his own blind spot. It is not an
obvious one. In fact, he seems to agree that we cannot
predict how things will turn out. He says:
I am hard-pressed to find a catastrophic scenario associated with the refrigerator—other than the refrigerator spending your entire month’s pay on milk or
becoming self-aware like Skynet—but the fact remains
we can’t predict how things will look. That makes regulation and legislation difficult.2

This is indeed the thing we humans tend to do: we
either underestimate or overestimate. Over a century
ago, John Elfreth Watkins, Jr., published “What May
Happen in the Next Hundred Years” in The Ladies
Home Journal, December 1900. His Prediction #4 is not
one of his best guesses:
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Prediction #4: There Will Be No Street Cars in Our
Large Cities. All hurry traffic will be below or high
above ground when brought within city limits. In most
cities it will be confined to broad subways or tunnels,
well lighted and well ventilated, or to high trestles
with “moving-sidewalk” stairways leading to the top.
These underground or overhead streets will teem with
capacious automobile passenger coaches and freight
with cushioned wheels. Subways or trestles will be reserved for express trains. Cities, therefore, will be free
from all noises.3

Watkins extrapolated from the vision of mobility
of trams, trains, and subways, and as a result, could
not envision the massive number of cars that would
come to congest most cities. Closer to home, in 2001,
when interviewed by Charlie Schmidt, then vice president of technology at Automatic Identification and
Mobility (AIM), a trade association for manufacturers
of tagging radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology, Steve Halliday claimed: “If I talk to companies
and ask them if they want to replace the bar code with
these tags, the answer can’t be anything but yes. It’s
like giving them the opportunity to rule the world.”4
All of these thinkers are able to accept massive
change at one level while keeping others constant.
Halliday is correct to assess the potentially disruptive
character of RFID and, by extension Internet of Things
(IoT), but could not or would not consider that the Internet, open source software, and open hardware is
empowering not only companies he represented or
envisaged, but also, a messy field of crowd-funded
start-ups. In a similar vein, Andrew Rose stated:
Given the wide-reaching impact of the IoT, formal
legislation and government involvement is almost
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certain. Especially when we consider the safety risks
of automated systems interacting in the physical
world—governments won’t be able to stand by silently if autonomous decisions endanger lives.5

In other words, Rose foresees all kinds of risks but
insists that government as such will still be able to
“ensure” anything. Yet, is this not as realistic as taking the opposite view by arguing that in different ages
different agencies over resources defined power, and
IoT might represent such a change? If that is the case,
there is no longer any government, as we know it.
The discrepancy between what will change and
what will remain constant thus seems to be only partly
due to discerning data from noise, as it is a recurring
issue in all predictions of the future.
BIOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY
CONSTRAINTS TO CHANGE
“DNA ties us all together; we share ancestry with
barracuda and bacteria and mushrooms, if you go
far enough back.”6 Spencer Wells shows in his Genographic Project through our shared DNA how we
are—in all our diversity—truly connected.7 He argues
that it was 10,000 generations or 50,000 years ago
(relatively recent in evolutionary terms) that language
and non-domain related expression (arts) kick-started
toolsets that led to the cultural, social and artistic intricacies that we have today.8 Before that, the cognitive
tools and material toolsets appear to be quite constant
over a long period. The difference was made by language acting as a tool for cooperation and negotiating.
Both the explosion of variety in practices and tools
and many of the crises we confront today have their
roots, and he argues, in the dawn of the Neolithic:
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We spent an enormous amount of time as hominids
and as primates living as hunter-gatherers. That is the
natural way for us to live, and we’re suddenly living
in this profoundly unnatural way, and we’re still in
the process of adapting to it and working out how to
live with it. . . . We were once used to living in groups
of no more than about 150 individuals. Now we live
in cities of millions and the cultural cacophony creates
a feeling of unease and we are seeing evidence of that
with the rise of mental illness.9

Wells believes there is hope—what he calls “Pandora’s
seed.” “When Pandora opened the box, she at least
had to slap it shut fast enough to contain hope. . . . The
hope is that humans are innately innovative and that
we can innovate very rapidly when we’re forced to.” 10
REAL AND ABSOLUTE ENEMIES
Carl Schmitt distinguishes between der Wirkliche Feind and the Absolute Feind (the real enemy and
the absolute enemy). The latter is “die eigene Frage
als gestalt” (His own question as shaped). The absolute enemy is the inability to change convictions, alliances, and opinions. The absolute friend is always
very near to you, consisting of everyday routine skills;
it is your blind spot. The real enemy can differ from
time to time and period to period. Each historical situation demands the capabilities to define as those real
enemies the ones that can redefine all that you hold
normal, dear, and take for granted. It is clear that only
rarely do these threats to ontologies, (what you “are,”
what you hold yourself to “be,” what you believe to be
“normal,” “just,” and “fair”) lead to classical or asymmetric warfare. One cannot fight depression, weather,
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climate change, or religious beliefs, because there is no
clear definition of what a victory would mean—other
than having things not happen. Nor can temporary
success be clearly defined. Most important, however,
these situations offer no context or markers—openings—to make an informed choice about the kind
of weapons that could either be used for defense or
offense.
ENERGY
War is about energy, not necessarily about people.
In the days of the battle of Culloden Moor, Scotland,
arms smashing other arms got tired and gave way.
Richard Overy shows in Countdown to War (2009) that
the decision to go to war in 1939 was made on both
sides in a state of “growing irrationality.”11 Protagonists on either side were dead tired. The decision to
go to war came as a relief to them. By then, the technologies of war had advanced to such an extent that
battles could be prolonged potentially indefinitely.
Armor tires in a much slower way. Robots do not get
weary at all and need no sleep. According to Ronald
Arkin, a roboticist at the Georgia Institute of Technology, who is developing ethics software for armed
robots by crunching data from drone sensors and
military databases, it might be possible to predict, for
example, that a strike from a missile could damage a
nearby religious building. Clever software might be
used to call off attacks as well as initiate them.12 Still,
as long as the machines cannot pay for themselves, it
is people who make decisions on who does what kind
of fighting and where. Human beings still decide on
the nature of war, the definition of a threat, an asset,
a risk, and the vital necessities and resources that are
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deemed necessary to live. Yet, it is clear that the kind
of intelligence that is most apt to make these decisions
differs from the times of Culloden; Stalingrad, Russia;
and Operation EAGLE CLAW in Iran.
In the age of the battles of men, all was analogue.
What you saw is what you got and smelled as you
heard the murmurs and sighs of men bleeding to
death, with feet, arms, or legs chopped off. There was
innovation in tactics, in choosing terrain, in the choice
of weapons, but in this space where men were still
seeing other men kill or be killed, innovation in the
face of unknown outcomes has always followed certain rules and procedures.
When tanks became decisive in World War II, each
bloc innovated along its own strengths and weaknesses (German Tiger, Soviet T-34, and Allied Sherman).
None of the three blocs invented something significantly different or another mode of fighting. Indeed,
all three stayed within conventional thinking and innovation within their own particular sensibilities and
cultural schemata under certain specifications and requirements, to be validated in action, immediately enabling rapid feedback and improvement cycles, clear
goals and objectives, and a clear win or lose scenario.
Unsurprisingly, this situation has become the natural
habitat of innovation: companies grow big and compete with each other on details building corporate
branding, innovate under specific requirements, validate in real time, immediately enabling rapid feedback
and improvement cycles, and demand clear goals and
objectives and win or lose scenarios.
After World War II, the entire field of operations
was taken to a different level where analogue contexts
no longer defined the course of action, policy, and the
direction of future investments. The RAND Corpora-
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tion took the battlefield to space, thereby introducing
and eventually rendering the axiomatic drivers to the
digital age of computers and coding.
It was the clear insight of the military commanders
and political leadership that the new operational fields
would require a new kind of intelligence to lead and
co-direct alongside traditional military expertise: the
speculative and creative engineer-researcher who was
able to define his very own new territory where there
was none before. In this context, it was RAND that
saw space as a way to harness and direct operational
resources anywhere on the planet. RAND was able to
embody and direct at the same time a cultural, social,
and political shift toward a beginning of evidencebased policy and research and development (R&D),
building up datasets that were to be used as input
for policymakers. In order to do this, it literally created its own axiomatic borders and playing ground. It
therefore built a new ontology alongside the old one
of traditional and analogue warfare. This new ontology posed new questions, created new definitions of
threat, risk, assets, security, and even the very nature
of war. RAND was able to do this because of a balance
of disciplines and funding, choice of use cases, and
building of new methodologies:
First, was the profound understanding by the military and political leadership of the deep nature of the
change that was needed to face the consequences of a
reality that had been shaped by the tools of the day.
As Commanding General of the Army Air Force, H.
H. “Hap” Arnold wrote in a report to the Secretary
of War:
During this war the Army, Army Air Forces, and the
Navy have made unprecedented use of scientific and
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industrial resources. The conclusion is inescapable
that we have not yet established the balance necessary to insure the continuance of teamwork among the
military, other government agencies, industry, and the
universities. Scientific planning must be years in advance of the actual research and development work.13

Second, was understanding the importance of
choosing the right use case, that, in its successful design, showed more than the mastering of certain skills
and techniques. In this connection, the emphasis on
space was prescient. As the special memoranda abstract summarizing Project RAND working papers
and follow on reports noted:
. . . the most riveting observation, one that deserves an
honored place in the Central Premonitions Registry,
was made by one of the contributors, Jimmy Lipp, head
of Project RAND’s Missile Division, in a follow-on paper 9 months later: ‘Since mastery of the elements is a
reliable index of material progress, the nation which
first makes significant achievements in space travel
will be acknowledged as the world leader in both military and scientific techniques. To visualize the impact
on the world, one can imagine the consternation and
admiration that would be felt here if the United States
were to discover suddenly that some other nation had
already put up a successful satellite.’14

Third was a recognition of the need for new methodologies. This was evident in the introduction of the
first report of Project RAND, Preliminary Design of an
Experimental World-Circling Spaceship, released May 2,
1946, from the key passage found on page 4:
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the primary
contributions of this report are in methods, and not
in the specific figures in this design study. One point
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in particular should be highlighted: - the design gross
weight, which is of the greatest importance in estimating cost or in comparing any two proposals in this
field is the least definitely ascertained single feature in
the whole process. . .The most important thing is that
a satellite vehicle can be made at all in the present state
of the art.15

The successful combination of A, B, and C—balance of disciplines and funding, choice of use cases,
and building of new methodologies—is rare. When
it succeeds, however, it means a period of hegemonic
and infrastructural domination, as we have witnessed
in the leadership of America until now. Unless the
United States is able to repeat this process, it will lose
this leadership.
In an American context, it was RAND that managed the transition from Culloden, Antietam, and
Stalingrad to space. The transition to robotic warfare,
however, has to be negotiated by a network of varied
and widely diverging skillsets that allow for conflict
inside the network.
THE INTERNET AND THE INTERNET
OF THINGS
In a future world of super-senses, as Martin
Rantzer of Ericsson Foresight has argued, “new communication senses will be needed . . . to enable people
to absorb the enormous mass of information with
which they are confronted.”16 He also claimed that the
user interfaces we use today to transmit information
to our brains threaten to create a real bottleneck for
new broadband services. Implementing digital connectivity in an analogue environment without a design for all the senses leads to information overload.
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In a ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) environment,
the new intelligence is extelligence, “knowledge and
tools that are outside people’s heads.”17
Against this background, we are currently on the
verge of witnessing the emergence of a:
mega-market, where markets such as home and building automation, electricity generation and distribution,
logistics, automotive as well as telecommunication
and information technology will steadily converge.
We do not know the consequences of connecting all
these smart objects (smart meter, e-vehicle, cargo container, fridge etc.) to the Internet.18

Professor Michael ten Hompel, Managing Director of
the Geschäftsführender Institutsleiter, Fraunhofer-Institut Materialfluss und Logistik (Fraunhofer Institute
for Material Flows and Logistics), described the consequences this has for something as “solid” as logistics:
The logical consequence of the Internet of Things is
not just a new philosophy of how we can control our
production and logistics. It completely changes the
paradigms of conventional supply chain management.
Within the Internet of Things the supply chain will be
created in real time: Entities, consisting of objects and a
piece of (agent based) software, generate the resulting
supply chain on the move. Therefore the sequences
of operations are not predicted. This leads to a new
understanding of how to handle our logistic management which won’t be a supply chain (!) anymore.19

Ten Hompel is not a Science Fiction writer; nor is he is
projecting a vision. He is simply describing an emergent reality that, to a large extent, is already here.
It is important to understand that the Internet and
the IoT combined change the very nature of power.
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Psychologists specialized in the behavior of larger
groups of people explain:
. . . the relative ease with which one is able to exert influence over masses by assuming a causal force which
bears on every member of an aggregate, and also for
each individual there is a large number of idiosyncratic causes. Now let us suppose that the idiosyncratic
forces that we do not understand are four times as
large as the systematic forces that we do understand.
. . . As the size of the population increases from 1 to
100, the influence of the unknown individual idiosyncratic behaviour decreases from four times as large as
the known part to four tenths as large as the known
part. As we go to an aggregate of a million, even if we
understand only the systematic one-fifth individual
behaviour as assumed in the table, the part we do not
understand of the aggregate behaviour decreases to
less than 1 percent (0.004).20

This shows how top-down power works and
why scaling has become such an important indicator
in such a system of “success.” Imagine you want to
start a project or do something with your friends or
neighbors, say five people. This means that you have
to take into account before you do anything—state
a goal, negotiate deliverables, or even a first date on
which to meet for a kick-off—that all five people relate
to huge idiosyncrasies and generic forces that have to
be aligned or overcome before you can even say hello.
This shows how difficult it is to start something. It also
explains why you are always urged to get bigger and
why you need to grow. It is only then and through the
process of getting bigger itself that the management
tools can operate, lying in wait for you to discover
them. To be decisive, make a difference, to set about
a course for change is in no need of growth. Under-
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standing the nature of these social relations in these
terms shows how difficult it is to script moments of
fundamental change, as hierarchical systems by the
very fact that they are top down can concentrate on
managing systematic forces relatively effortlessly.
With the Internet, however, these idiosyncrasies
have been able to organize and raise their weight in
the ratio, and the IoT will allow these even further,
bringing the sensor network data sets to individuals
who can handle them on their devices. This acceleration of weak signals into clusters, organized networks,
and flukes cannot be managed anymore by formats
that are informed by and that inform systematic forces
as the nature of these forces have changed.
Thus, it is always difficult for policy to deal with
systemic change. It is extremely natural for it to see
the above operation as an attack on its system and not
as a new iteration caused by the hegemonic forces it
has allowed to operate: education, freedom of speech,
consumerism, and the Internet. In nearly all instances,
we see revolutions break down in such constellations.
It is also understandable that super-empowered individuals identified by state and intelligence actors are a
major threat to the system (democratic capitalism) as a
whole.21 In the light of the above discussion about the
new environment, however, this is not a threat, but an
opportunity.
In our current architectures, we are used to dealing with three groups of actors: citizens/end users; industry/subject matter experts; and those involved in
governance/legal matters. These all are characterized
by certain qualities. In our current models and architectures, we build from and with these actors as entities in mind. The data flow of IoT will engender new
entities consisting of different qualities taken from the
former three groups diminishing the power of the tra468

ditional entities. The IoT will break them. It will force
a divorce. This divorce can be brutal or friendly.
If we want to define power to its core, we can say
that it is the self-assigned agency of states to assign
numbers to people (legal-illegal), and the self-assigned
agency of companies to isolate data in Internet Protocol and copyright and patents (legal-illegal). They are
wed together. Without the former, the latter has no
capability to enforce any laws. Without the second,
the first has no capacity to ensure that citizens do not
start to question why they should keep paying taxes,
as some level of convenience is provided.
The Internet brought this wedding into question
as the only possibility to posit as a foundation for everyday life and praxis. It revealed how much legacy is
actually still in this combination built on violence, isolation of data, and (preferably phrased as “healthy”)
competition. A quick look at the top 100 companies
before and after the Internet shows how disruptive
the Internet is.
IoT means full traceability, and not one thing is unmonitored or out of sight. All and everyone are in full
light. There will be no more users who need to secure
privacy, as the concept of privacy has to be distributed over the qualities of the new actors. There will
be cookies on the table you put your cup on, and, no,
you do not want to be notified how long this table will
store the information that you had an espresso there.
It enables new forms of work, redefining what a
“job” is:
By 2020, more than 40% of the U.S. workforce will be
so-called contingent workers, according to a study
conducted by software company Intuit in 2010. That is
more than 60 million people. We are quickly becoming
a nation of permanent freelancers and temps.22
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Strangely:
the Americans in their 20s and 30s who will be most
affected by it remain decidedly upbeat. They are much
more hopeful than older generations, polls show, that
the country’s future will be better than its past. Based
on what younger adults have been through, that resilience is impressive. It’s probably necessary, too. The
jobs slump will not end without a large dose of optimism.23

All this is possible because of the monitoring capabilities that are embedded in these practices that
enable business-to-business (B2B) and customer-tocustomer (C2C) without third party costs on liability
or accountability.
Another kind of service could consist of offering
real-time threat analyses, showing that the threat
of a terrorist attack for individuals is 0.0001 percent
and, for the sake of argument, slipping and falling
in the bathroom is 0.3 percent.24 At an airport where
people use Layar, Google Glasses, Twitter, and LinkedIn—and where nobody wants to be blown up—the
worst thing that can happen is that erroneous information about fellow passengers is obtained from
the accessible databases. In such an environment,
more and more fatal misunderstandings can occur.
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab slipped through the
net of the regular security dashboards. If we were
to feel once again responsible for our own actions
and safety, perhaps we would have intercepted him
earlier.
In this new conceptual space, we have to build new
notions of privacy, security, assets, risks, and threats
tailored to a reality of today, not a reality of yesterday
or further back in time. So our main question now is to
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stare reality in the face and tell civil society and competing military doctrines to stop fighting lost causes
from intrinsically untenable and un-fortifiable positions. To start a methodology that allows us to identify
a number of real enemies and the absolute enemy that
the U.S. military, and by definition, the United States
(as the military takes about half of every tax dollar of
citizens) is facing. It comes down to deciding when it
is time to act out of a deep knowledge that the current
situation is untenable. Unfortunately, the analysis of
the situation leaves different stakeholders with different timeframes. Nevertheless, there are ways forward.
In his seminal text, The Social Order of a Frontier
Community, Don Harrison Doyle wrote, “social conflict was normal, it was inevitable, and it was a format
for community decision making.”25 Sociologist Lewis
Coser also advised that, instead of viewing conflict as
a disruptive event signifying disorganization:
We should appreciate it as a positive process by which
members of a community ally with one another, identify common values and interests, and organize to
contest power with competing groups.26

The new environment of the IoT will resemble these
“frontier communities” because of their seeming disorganization where conflict will be the norm.
We are in need of a new iteration of a successful
combination of A, B, and C, a balance of disciplines
and funding, choice of use cases, and building of new
methodologies. It is difficult, but whoever succeeds
will enter a new period of hegemonic and infrastructural domination. A means negotiating real and absolute enemies with new stakeholders such as the open
source community, the WikiLeaks Crew, and Anonymous Hackers, Bradley Manning, the activists of Open
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Hardware, Software, Innovation, and Data. For B, the
use cases must be novel, real, and testify to the creation of new kinds of knowledge of material processes. When Steve Jobs returned to Apple in 1997, one of
the first things he did was close down the Advanced
Research Group, saying research needs to be done in
the crucible of development. Low hanging fruit for us
in 2015 are, sewage systems, bridges, roads, and inner
city development, in short taking the space metaphor
back to Earth in a smart, hybrid way. C is about creating spaces for new definitions about what is data and
what is noise that underpins new temporary forms of
reading and outputting new combinations of sensor,
visual, and text data.
Stated more baldly, it is clear as Global Futures
Partnership noted:
The increasing globalization of R&D, real-time diffusion of technical knowledge through international networks, and the convergence of advancing technologies
are creating new challenges for global security. Innovations in such diverse areas as ICT, biological sciences, neuroscience, material sciences, nanotechnology,
and robotics could provide hostile actors increasingly
cheap access to a wide range of technologies. Destructive application potential of rapidly advancing innovations is compounded when the technological convergence is considered. Emerging and commercially
available technologies can be used in novel and undesirable ways to achieve political, military, or monetary
goals.

To meet this challenge, we just need a commanding
general like Arnold to stare reality in the face and tell
civil society and competing military doctrines to stop
fighting lost causes from intrinsically untenable and
unsustainable positions. To develop and implement
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a methodology that facilitates the identification of a
number of real enemies as well as the absolute enemy
that the U.S. military and by definition the United
States (as the military takes about half of every tax
dollar of citizens) is facing. It is important to move
ahead rapidly and decisively.
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CHAPTER 15
COULD THE UNITED STATES BENEFIT
FROM CYBER-ARMS-CONTROL AGREEMENTS?
Benoît Morel
PROLEGOMENON: CYBER-ARMS-CONTROL
HAS BEEN DISCUSSED AND DISMISSED
(BY MOST) LONG AGO.
WHY REVISE THE ISSUE NOW?
The apparently relentless cyberespionage originating in China did not exist to the same extent years
ago and has become a bone of contention between the
Chinese and U.S. governments. The U.S. Government
has not developed efficient ways to defeat those cyberintrusions, let alone provide protection against cyberattacks on the rest of the country. That problem has
no simple solution, as there is no known technological
fix against attacks using spear phishing or exploiting
one or more of the countless vulnerabilities buried
in the software in use everywhere. The U.S. Government can hardly hope to accomplish much by taking
a more offensive posture. Not only are U.S. offensive
capabilities seriously limited at the moment (that
could change), but also the United States—because
of its level of dependence on technology—is far more
vulnerable to cyberattacks than any of its present or
potential foes. That situation will not improve soon, so
something else should happen, because computers are
absolutely central to the life of the U.S. Government
and military.
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Cybersecurity raises a new situation for the U.S.
military and government, accustomed to basing the
national security posture on significant technological superiority. Neither the U.S. Government nor its
military establishment can claim to be leaders in cybersecurity. Critical expertise in cybersecurity resides
safely outside government spheres of influence. Once
in a while, Congress or the presidential administration
comes out with some (much needed) potential legislation or executive orders. However, what the government produces tends to be useless or irrelevant and is
sometimes even worse than doing nothing. The different branches of the government behave as if they have
not yet adjusted to the “culture” of cybersecurity.
For good reasons (which have a lot to do with the
fact that the government does not understand the
problem well and does not know what to do about
it) the U.S. Government is alarmed and refers to the
cyberthreat as the most serious threat to U.S. security
today. Against this background, it is important to consider once again whether international agreements
can mitigate some of those concerns.
INTRODUCTION
Claims that the cyberthreat against the United
States is out of control have become little more than
platitudes—and this itself is very telling. As alluded
to in the prolegomenon, the cyberstrategic posture
of the United States is so bad that it has to devise a
strategy from a position of inferiority. In its eagerness
to correct that situation, if Congress comes out with
ill-conceived legislation, this is neither by malice nor
the result of partisan bickering. Most congressmen are
genuinely preoccupied with other issues, but they are
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also outsmarted and have serious difficulties in familiarizing themselves with the cybersecurity culture.
The cyberthreats of today take a variety of forms,
cyberespionage being perhaps the most prominent.
Protesting against the excessive aggressiveness of cyberespionage the way the U.S. Government often does
is an unintended acknowledgment of helplessness.
Espionage is the international relations equivalent of
the oldest profession. It has always been an important component of international relations. The United
States is not foreign to espionage; it invests more in intelligence than any other nation. During the Cold War,
the Americans developed sophisticated technologies
that they are now proud to showcase in a museum in
Washington, DC. When it comes to that modern form
of espionage called cyberespionage, however, the
United States finds itself in an unfamiliar situation: it
is at a disadvantage, in fact, at a serious disadvantage.
The U.S. Government finds itself in the position of
asking the Chinese to do something that no responsible government would do voluntarily; refrain from
accessing valuable information.
All this is taking place at a time when the Internet
is basically unregulated. Cybercriminality is a growing concern worldwide, and this lawlessness provides
an excuse for those who advocate increased regulation. Can one imagine a regulatory framework (a form
of “cyber-arms-control” agreement) that would be
acceptable to all nations and could comprise an international cyberorder? What might this so-called cyberarms-control look like? To be enforceable, it would
need to be verifiable, desirable from the point of view
of powerful nations like the United States, and acceptable to all others.
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One immediate concern with introducing laws and
regulations is the real possibility of unintended negative consequences. The anarchic nature of cyberspace
has not yet acted as a hindrance for the ever-increasing
reach and success of the Internet. Another problem is
the political context in which multilateral discussions
on regulating the Internet would take place. The infamous international conference that took place in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, in December 2012, showed that
there were deep disagreements among key nations on
some fundamentals.1 In particular, there is a critical
mass of nations interested in introducing regulations
that target aspects of Internet life they find disruptive
or subversive to their society, regime, or culture. This
might take the form of the free movement of ideas or
the content of some material posted online.
The United States and, in different ways, the rest of
the world, have growing security concerns stemming
from the Internet. A cyber-arms-control agreement
should aim at alleviating those concerns. However, if
there is a consensus on the fact that the Internet raises
international security concerns, there is not, at least at
this moment, international agreement on what those
concerns are.
CYBER AGREEMENTS COULD TAKE
DIFFERENT FORMS AND COVER A VARIETY
OF THINGS
One effect of the unprecedented level of intrusive
spying made possible by cybertechnology is that it
redefines the security geography. The United States
has far more to lose in the emerging technological environment than any other state. It has far more critical information, of both the military and nonmilitary
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variety, accessible from the Internet. What the National Security Agency (NSA, the lone place for excellence
in cybersecurity in the U.S. Government) can learn by
penetrating as deeply as it does in the Chinese system is limited compared with what an average hacker
based in China can learn from the United States by
using relatively simple techniques. The reason for this
is the United States has a lot more information that is
difficult to protect in companies involved in national
security and more technological secrets than any other
country, especially China. Might international agreements lessen the impact of that asymmetric situation?
What kind of attacks could conceivably be covered
by an international agreement? Cyberattacks can take
many forms. Some are more “bellicose” in the sense
that they target assets like critical infrastructures or attempt to do damage (cybersabotage), as opposed to the
more common ones whose goal is to steal information
(cyberespionage), not to mention those that qualify as
cybercrime. The question of when a cyberattack constitutes an act of war is far from being solved. Moreover, the issue is further complicated by the question
as to how this might be codified by a treaty. There is
still an entire legal framework that must be developed
before one can even discuss the subject cogently.
The first requirement of any good agreement is
that it is verifiable, a vital prerequisite for being enforceable. This requirement undoubtedly would be
difficult to meet fully today. Contrary to what is sometimes claimed, however, the problem of attribution is
not completely intractable. Attackers use the protection of proxies, where the track disappears. Part of the
reason is that some companies offer proxy servers as
service, with impunity. Proxy servers (a major cause
of the problem of attribution) do not need to be off-
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limits to law enforcement of the country in which they
are located. One possible solution might be to hold
governments responsible for all malicious cyberactivities originating from their territories, even if these
activities are carried out through proxy servers.
Even were such a concept to be accepted, the success of this approach would require the support of all
nations. Otherwise, there would still remain shelters
for international attacks, as cyberattackers have the
ability to hijack computers in any country. Furthermore, an attack could have many legs; that is, it could
originate in Toledo, Ohio, travel through Buenos Aires,
Argentina; Seoul, South Korea; Novosibirsk, Russia;
Nairobi, Kenya; and Lisbon, Portugal, before hitting
its target in Cleveland, Ohio. In order for the attack
to be traced back to its source, each of these countries
should be willing and able to cooperate. This requires
they all have the technological infrastructure to monitor their own traffic and the expertise to analyze it.
Were it possible to engineer such a high level of international cooperation, cyberspace would be significantly more transparent, and the problem of attribution would be less of a concern. Unfortunately, today
only selected countries (more exactly 45 countries) are
either willing or able to participate in what is referred
to as the “G-8 24/7 network.” This is an informal network that provides “high tech expert contact points
which permits sharing of information on on-going investigations against cyber crimes.”2 Moreover, considering the technology required, it will take some time
before all nations are able (even if they are willing) to
participate in such a network.
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Whatever its merit from a security perspective,
the implementation of such a system would generate a level of transparency in cyberspace that would
run into serious opposition from a variety of corners.
It would not, for example, be welcome by those who
favor secrecy or privacy, like the users of The Onion
Router (TOR). TOR, which was originally a U.S. Navy
program, is a system of communication featuring several layers of encryption and involving several routers,
configured in such a way that the intermediate routers (except the last) do not know the ultimate destination of the packets. It is difficult to imagine a system
that “solves” the problem of attribution while simultaneously allowing systems like TOR to operate. Yet,
TOR is only one example. Part of the reason for this is
that many regard the current level of transparency of
the Internet as excessive. While some of the critics of
transparency are legitimately concerned about privacy
protection and civil liberties, the difficulty with TOR
and other similar technologies is that they are open to
exploitation by nefarious actors. The dark web, which
is where most of the underground economy is located,
is made possible by these technologies.
Nevertheless, it appears that the problem of attribution can be exaggerated. This is exemplified by the
fact that a U.S.-based cybersecurity company was able
to establish, beyond a reasonable doubt,3 that many of
the attacks reaching the United States originate from
a specific building in Shanghai where a well-known
unit of the Chinese government operates.4 The Chinese government has chosen to deny having anything
to do with what they claim Chinese law considers a
crime. There is nothing compelling the Chinese government to analyze its internal traffic and trace those
attacks to computers in China, even if the United
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States presented its evidence. In the eyes of the rest of
the world, the Chinese are probably lying, but what
they are accused of, espionage, is a legitimate part of
the relations between nations. In April 2013, during a
visit to China paid by the Chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff General Martin Dempsey, his Chinese
counterpart, General Fang Fenghui, stated that cyberattacks could be “as serious as nuclear bombs.”5
He went on to say that China and the United States
should cooperate on these issues. However, having
also made the disingenuous comment that “none of
those activities is tolerated in China,” he cautioned
“progress will not be swift.” Compounding the problem, “the Chinese apparently did not give any answers to General Dempsey on whether they intended
to stop these activities, as specifically requested by the
[Barack] Obama administration.”6
This lack of reassurance was particularly problematic because several examples of spying have been
traced back to China. One of these was originally discovered because the Dalai Lama suspected that his
network was compromised. Eventually a group from
the University of Toronto, Canada, established that a
piece of malware had been introduced in the network
to spy on emails and people and send its information
to servers scattered throughout the world—a scheme
the group dubbed Ghostnet.7 By monitoring the servers, the researchers discovered that many other networks (in particular embassies and companies) were
compromised. The information was clearly of interest
to the Chinese government, but the origin of the attack was in Cheng Du, suggesting that the Chinese
government had outsourced the operation. In a subsequent report, Shadows in the Cloud, the University
of Toronto researchers reported the same servers were
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used to spy on the Indian Government.8 Another espionage initiative discovered by Kaspersky and named
the “Red October Campaign,”9 suggests that many of
the worst cyberspying attacks are done outside governments. The information is likely sold to whoever
is interested—presumably, but not necessarily, governments. In such scenarios, governments have more
than “plausible” deniability, as it is possible to trace
the attack back, and it in no way leads to them. As
such, an international agreement attempting to codify
spying via outlawing cyberspying does not appear to
be a workable proposition.
Might bilateral agreements then accomplish what
multilateral agreements could not? The Chinese appear to be trying shamelessly to get their hands on
absolutely any kind of information: military, governmental, but also, and potentially more important,
technological and commercial. Stealing technical or
commercial information has different implications
from pilfering military secrets. That crucial difference
could pave the way for limited agreements. Protecting military secrets through international agreements
is probably neither realistic nor even desirable. The
fact that the U.S. Government does not do a good job
at protecting its secrets is its own problem. But making the theft of technical or commercial information
an international crime is a different matter. Agreements limited to the protection of the technological/
commercial information may accomplish more and be
easier to achieve, as they rest on a stronger legal basis.
This is admittedly in a context where the Chinese have
a documented record of violating every single bit of
legislation on intellectual property against a background of the globalization of the economy and the
internationalization of trade and regulation through
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the World Trade Organization process. Given the additional consideration that China is now the second
economy in the world and expected to become the
largest in a few decades, it is not ridiculous to expect
Beijing to accept some new norms of commercial behavior. Not only would the United States enjoy the
support of its European and other allies, but it also has
some, but not unlimited, leverage with China when it
comes to trade.
There is also the case of attacks (like the Aurora10
attacks, among others, which targeted the Gmail accounts of Chinese dissidents), which are considered
criminal in the United States. China can take the position that the Chinese government could not be a party
to cyberactivities that are also criminal under Chinese
laws. There is, however, no evidence of any prosecution in China over this incident, which can definitely
be traced back to that country.11 Who other than the
Chinese government could be interested in the content of those Gmail accounts? Furthermore, Google
was only one among many targets. The others were
the email accounts of Chinese dissidents at Yahoo,
secrets in chemical companies and companies that
belong to the military industrial complex, and more.
China would have been the party most interested in
the information targeted. The U.S. Government could,
in principle, consider as unacceptable that the Chinese
conduct criminal activities in the United States to fight
political dissidence in their own country. But, unfortunately, nothing is simple, as we do not know the
full extent of what the United States does in foreign
countries in the name of security. In short, there are all
sorts of obstacles to meaningful agreements.
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Another complication standing in the way of making any agreement, whether bilateral or multilateral,
verifiable, is that many cyberattacks are never detected. Yet others, such as the “Red October campaign”
which lasted several years, are detected very late.12 By
the time they are detected, a lot of damage has already
been done. The fact that so much undetected malicious activity is happening is unsettling. The answer
is not to ask the perpetrators to refrain from doing it,
however. It is to either reduce the probability that an
attack is successful, or that it stays undetected. This
is partially what legislation about sharing information between the public and private sector tries to
accomplish.
For numerous reasons, the sharing of information
between the public and private sectors is often regarded as a potentially efficient way to improve resilience
against attack. The idea is inspired by the observation
that most of the critical infrastructure is owned by the
private sector. In practice, what people expect is that
the information shared will be about the latest malware and/or could contribute significantly to improving “situational awareness.” That reasoning does not
stand up to scrutiny. Attacks on the government are,
in fact, significantly different from attacks on banks.
The attacks differ in their goals and, as a result, in the
ways they are performed. Banks are targets because,
in the famous words of Willie Sutton, they “are where
the money is.”13 In contrast, as then-President of Israel Shimon Peres said when interviewed at the World
Economic Forum in Davos, “governments do not
have money, they have budgets.”14 When it comes to
governments, what interests attackers are the secrets
they hold. This necessitates a very different kind of
attack. Attacks aiming at crippling critical infrastruc-
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tures are very different again. Moreover, there is little
that these three communities have to tell to each other
about cyberattacks. The cyber vulnerabilities of critical infrastructures are in the computers controlling
them and in the supervisory control and data acquisition systems. Only private companies responsible for
critical infrastructures have such systems. The rest of
the private sector, i.e., most of the private sector, has
completely different vulnerabilities, and therefore,
has to worry about completely different attacks, most
of which are irrelevant for the government.
In other words, presenting the sharing of information between the public and private sectors as a kind
of panacea is inspired by the misconceptions that they
face the same kind of attacks, which is at best very rare.
The fact that the private sector is reluctant to engage
in that kind of sharing of information does not mean
that it is unconcerned about cybersecurity. The private sector knows that this is a sub-optimal approach
in the first place and will not be particularly useful to
either companies or the government. Considering the
natural reluctance of the private sector to share confidential information with the public sector, this approach is, in fact, counterproductive, as it antagonizes
the private sector. In other words, a necessary feature
for legislation to be either useful or successful is that it
is endorsed enthusiastically by the private sector.
THE CHALLENGE OF ADJUSTING TO THE
“CULTURE OF CYBERSECURITY”
In an interview in Davos during the 2013 World
Economic Forum,15 Shimon Peres mulled over the
impact of cybersecurity on national security. More
precisely, he mused about the role of the military and
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government in the protection of citizens against cyberattacks. One primary mission of the military is the
protection of the borders and of the citizens against
foreign attacks. However, cybersecurity has created
a new situation. Borders are an artificial concept for
the Internet, and the role that the military could play
to protect them in cyberspace is unclear. There is no
country today where the military officially has the
mission to protect the citizenry against cyberattacks.
Even if military forces had this mission, they would
not be able to carry it out effectively
In cybersecurity, the U.S. Government does not
have a very well-defined role and its leadership lacks
credibility. When U.S. netizens have their computers
infected or compromised, they turn to security professionals for help, not to the government. When in March
2008 Dan Kaminsky16 established the exploitability of
a critical vulnerability (in the Domain Name System)
in a critical infrastructure (the Internet), a summit was
urgently organized to find a fix. This eventually led
to the deployment of Domain Name System Security
Extension (DNSSEC).17 Microsoft hosted the “summit” in Redmond, Washington. The Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), whose official mission is
the protection of critical infrastructures, was not a part
of that summit when it should have been its role to
lead the response. It did not occur to the “experts” to
alert DHS. The Kaminsky attack, with its far-reaching
consequences, was a bombshell in the life of the Internet. Curiously, the fact that the U.S. Government was
absent during the whole drama was hardly noticed, as
if it had no natural role to play. The government does
not have much credibility because it does not seem to
have the needed expertise.
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The fact that the government and military lack the
expertise they need in cybersecurity is not a secret.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s
(DARPA) tentative solution was to hire as program
manager a well-known hacker who goes by the alias
“Mudge.”18 The goal was to facilitate the penetration
of cybersecurity culture throughout DARPA and by
extension the Department of Defense (DoD). This
was unsuccessful, and the automatic budget cuts,
known as sequestration, became an excuse to end the
experiment. That, in a sense, predictable failure proceeds from a misunderstanding due to a difference of
cultures, between hackers and members of the DoD
community, and ignorance about cybersecurity on
the part of DARPA, which seems to have thought that
the expertise of hackers could be translated smoothly
into policy or technological initiatives. The initiative
underestimated the importance of the difference of
culture.
Hackers are an important component of the world
of cybersecurity. However different they are from each
other, hackers have in common the desire to make
complicated hi-tech systems do something for which
they were not designed. Hackers have demonstrated
so much ingenuity that it is safe to say that each time a
new technology appears, some hacker will find ways
to abuse it. Even so, most hackers do not spend too
much time mulling over the security implications of
their exploits. Nevertheless, many cyberweapons result from their exploits. The cyberattackers are the
people who are interested in using those exploits, in
effect, “weaponizing” them. Because the technical dimension is where the military personnel are the weakest in cybersecurity, DARPA made the common mistake of thinking that cybersecurity could be reduced to
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a mere technical problem . . . the very kind of technical
problems hackers know best how to solve. Naturally
what Mudge19 tried to bring to DARPA is the technical
expertise of the hackers. This is what DARPA thought
it wanted. It actually needed technical experts with
the mindset of the cyberattackers. There is more than
a subtle difference between the two.
Hackers often speak at conferences (DefCon,20
SchmooCon,21 Chaos Computer Club,22 or Black Hat23
meetings, although some of these are intended primarily for corporate people who can afford high registration fees). At such conferences, hackers proudly
present their new exploits to their peers. The exploits,
then, become public domain. When exploits are used
in cyberattacks, most of the time it is by cybercriminals who are not necessarily as good at hacking as
those who develop the exploits. In fact, those hackers
who want to use exploits they develop themselves, do
not present them in public conferences. As for the conferences themselves, one cannot confuse them with
those held by academics: there exists far more banter
and beer than attempts at any form of sophistication.
On the other hand, from a cybersecurity perspective,
those meetings are far more informative than academic conferences. The hackers’ community is the repository for far more knowledge about cybersecurity than
academia. From the perspective of security, however,
neither academia nor most hackers see the security
implications of the exploits—which is the basis of the
culture of cybersecurity.
The cybersecurity equivalent of the strategic thinking that the military has developed over the ages does
not exist. Even more damaging is the doomed attempt
to apply to cybersecurity strategic concepts, such as
“deterrence” or cyberspace “dominance,” inherited
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from a completely different security domain. Attempting to organize the debate around inappropriate concepts hinders progress, as it leads to a distorted view
of what cybersecurity entails and does not translate
into operational solutions.
We are still (and probably will be for quite some
time) in an unsettling phase of realizing that, although
cyberattacks can potentially be sophisticated, even
without sophistication, they can be simultaneously
difficult to stop and devastating. We do not yet adequately understand how to bound the problem,
and things seem to be getting worse. It is common
knowledge that the modernization of infrastructures,
such as the power grid, water distribution, telecommunication, air traffic, and transport, in general, are
implemented in such a way that U.S. exposure to potentially devastating cyberattacks keeps increasing.24
Everybody realizes this, and yet it still takes place. It
seems that the technological push for more use of Information Communication Technology is irresistible,
like a fatal attraction.
From a strategic standpoint, what cybersecurity
requires is a fundamental rethink of the basis of security. New concepts should either be developed or
incorporated into our intellectual arsenal. If we let our
most critical infrastructures rely on technologies vulnerable to attacks that we do not know how to prevent
or stop, we had better prepare strategically for the
consequences of this situation. We should likewise be
prepared for the possibility that, when we need them
most, those infrastructures will not be fully operational. “Resilience” has become a popular buzzword in the
debate on the security of critical infrastructure. How
to ensure such resilience is not yet clear, as is whether
resilience represents a long-term solution. There is the
possibility that the innovation behind the resilience
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could become a target itself. A potential improvement
to resilience is a new concept, introduced by Nassim
Taleb25 in 2013—“antifragile.”26 An antifragile system
gets stronger when it is attacked. The immune system
is an example, as are human beings in the aggregate.
The question, then, becomes, can we design critical
infrastructures or other critical systems in such a way
that they are antifragile? To make a system antifragile
requires relying, more than is the case now, on artificial intelligence, as that implies some learning capability. One way or the other, artificial intelligence clearly
has a large role to play in the future of cybersecurity,
as cybersecurity would benefit from the introduction
of intelligent tools.27 This logic relies more on computers and processing capabilities.
The most important part of the culture of cybersecurity is the one that is the least well understood:
figuring out what opportunities the hacking exploits
confer to cyberattackers. The sophistication of the exploit is not correlated with the damage it can do. For
example, attacks, where the penetration of a network
is due to spear phishing, do not qualify for the moniker “sophisticated.” However, governments, financial
institutions, and the like have not yet found an efficient way to avoid having their network penetrated
in that way. But penetration can be accomplished
in many different ways, such as the exploitation of
software vulnerabilities. In a typical cyberattack, the
penetration is only the first phase. After that, in general, malware is introduced in a variety of ways (often
downloaded). The malware can be very sophisticated
and have devastating functionalities. The people who
make (and sell) malware are not very well known.
They do not demonstrate their malware in hackers’
meetings, although they often are also hackers. When
they advertise their malware, it is to make money.
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HOW IS THE U.S. CONGRESS RESPONDING?
Most attempts at producing cybersecurity legislation become controversial and end up in failure. The
need for more sharing of information between the
private and public sectors is one of the most common
themes heard in Congress and other corners of the U.S.
Government. For reasons stated above, this concern
should not be allowed to play such a prominent role. It
antagonizes the private sector and would not accomplish nearly as much as its proponents seem to think.
Too often, proposed legislation becomes controversial
over concerns about privacy. One disruptive effect of
the proliferation of the Internet is a redefinition of the
concept of privacy. That Congress participates in that
debate is desirable. This is a very important component of the kind of democracy the United States wants
to be. But privacy and cybersecurity are by and large
different subjects with a very small overlap. Not only
does Congress seem not to make that distinction, but it
also does not seem to grasp the importance of increasing the protection of privacy. Instead, as in the example of the “Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection
Act” (CISPA), Congress is proposing legislation giving less protection to the privacy of U.S. citizens. The
case for that kind of legislation (which is supposed to
help situational awareness and law enforcement) is, in
fact, weak.
Congressional debates on cybersecurity tend to
treat the whole subject as an entangled mess of issues.
Cybersecurity is not well-served by debates mixing
up privacy, cybersabotage, cyberespionage and cybercrime. These are very different subjects calling for very
different answers. Privacy should enter into that kind
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of debate as a binding constraint. The combined facts
that the personal information of individuals happens
to have commercial value, and the propensity of law
enforcement agencies to use any excuse to increase
their reach, are creating a situation where privacy is
becoming completely compromised. Congress should
be more receptive to these growing concerns about
privacy and refrain from proposing legislation like
CISPA, which suggests exactly the opposite. The burden of proof that civil liberties are expendable when it
comes to cybersecurity is not met. Good legislation is
protecting a modern and open society from cyberattacks, and as far as possible, should not infringe on
individual liberties and privacy.
What new legislation should accomplish is to
strengthen the cybersecurity posture in this country.
Take the example of banks. They are part of the private sector. They are not interested in sharing more information with the government than they already do.
Still, they are privately concerned by the severity of
some cyberattacks (like massive Distributed Denial of
Service [DDOS] attacks in the fall of 2012) and would
like to know what the government could or would
do for them in case things became even worse. What
could the government have done about the DDOS attacks in the fall of 2012? If, as alleged, the attacks came
from Iran in retaliation for the sanctions, should those
cyberattacks have been treated as part of the conflict
with Iran? Or would it have been better for the government to help the banks have access to additional
webspace? At high expense, Akamai offers unlimited
webspace.28 This would defeat the DDOS attacks, as to
saturate Akamai, one has to clog the Internet. Whether
this approach makes political sense or not, it shows
that the government can be involved and helpful in
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ways significantly less contentious than through a
form of information sharing, which the private sector rejects. This problem falls also in the purview of
Congress.
Congress should also concern itself with the fact
that despite the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), the cybersecurity protection of the
government has ample room for improvement. Apart
from the text of the act, which was produced in 2005,
FISMA was basically a fiasco. There are important
lessons for the present to be drawn from the experience with FISMA. Cybersecurity is a real challenge for
governments. It requires an unprecedented cultural
and technological adjustment. Unfortunately, FISMA
degenerated into a paperwork exercise, hardly a good
way to face the challenges of cybersecurity. The origin of the problem can be traced to the clash between
the rigid bureaucratic culture of the government and
the demands of the new disruptive culture of cybersecurity.
The National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) was in charge of implementing FISMA.
Based on the obvious fact that some agencies or departments carry more sensitive information than others, NIST tried to produce “metrics” to measure both
the level of cybersecurity and the needs of different
agencies. Yearly grades were given to the agencies or
departments to measure their relative performance
and monitor their progress. To the delight of the media, DHS and DoD consistently navigated between D
and F.29 But those grades were at the same time uninformative, unfair, and useless. Uninformative, because the way information was extracted was through
a questionnaire filled out by representatives of the
agency. In other words, FISMA audits were basically
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paperwork exercises, and the questions by nature
could not properly probe important issues such as the
technical expertise and competence of the people involved. This was unfair, because being in charge of
the cybersecurity of DoD, for example, is tantamount
to mission impossible. In the words of General Keith
Alexander, “The DoD network is not defensible, per
se.”30 The exercise was useless because it did not provide information about what the most critical problems were and what should be done. Not only is a
replay of FISMA something to avoid, but it should be
recognized for what it was—a failure in need of corrective actions. A necessary start is to acknowledge
the origin of the problem, which is that crossing two
cultures as different as cybersecurity and government
bureaucracy does not work. The government has only
one option: adjusting to the culture of cybersecurity,
however disruptive that may be.
There are reasons to believe that Congress and
the government have not yet reached the level of
situational awareness that would make them realize
that cybersecurity has a different culture from that to
which they are accustomed. Evidence of this problem
abounds. For example, a good exercise would be to
figure out what difficulties are being encountered by
the head of the NSA, General Alexander, one of a few
members of the U.S. Government whose competence
in cybersecurity is not in doubt. As he noted, in his
mission to build cyber command, we are “stuck at the
starting line.”31
What Congress can certainly do is ask the military
to do a better job. Considering the importance of cybersecurity in all aspects of the security of the United
States, and considering the size of the U.S. military as
an organization with a tradition of being a leader in
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the technologies that matter for security, it is unfathomable that the U.S. military still uses the service of
private consultants for some of its cybersecurity problems. The services should long ago have developed
their own intrusion detection capability and should be
by now super-leaders in cybersecurity. If one excepts
NSA, the U.S. military is seriously behind, compared
to where it should be in cybersecurity.
Having as a unique point of excellence in cybersecurity, an agency like NSA, however, also has downsides. It leads to a situation where the NSA plays a
leading role in that field not only in DoD, but also
elsewhere in the government.32 That was the official
reason for the resignation of Rod Beckstrom from his
position as head of cybersecurity in DHS. Given its
mission (intelligence and espionage), NSA is not the
most obvious choice to be the coordinator of the cyberdefense of the country.
Cybersecurity is also a threat to U.S. citizens. If
it were not for the existence of the security industry,
they would be helplessly exposed. But the security industry is also a for-profit activity. Considering that the
most precious assets of American people are potential
targets, if Congress does not find a workable solution,
it would be fair to say that, despite the official rhetoric, the government is letting down its citizens. There
is a perceptible worsening of the situation, which has
the potential to degenerate badly. That could be potentially avoided with some shrewd legislation. It is in
principle the job of Congress to produce such legislation. In cybersecurity, its record may not be stellar, but
this is the only legislative power the United States has.
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THE U.S. MILITARY AND CYBERSECURITY
The record of the U.S. military in cybersecurity
is far from satisfactory. Considering that, in all the
other areas of high technology, the U.S. military has
managed to become a leader, and considering the importance of cyber for the life of the U.S. military, the
future needs to be better.
The Past.
In 1998, the U.S. military was kept on high alert
for 3 weeks by what was perceived as a coordinated
stream of cyberattacks, in an episode called Solar Sunrise. The question was whether the perpetrators of
those attacks were terrorists, the Iraqi government,
or some other sinister organization.33 The answer was
three teenagers, two living in California, and one in
Israel. Postmortem critics of this humbling experience
noticed that key lessons from “Eligible Receiver” (a
cybersecurity exercise where NSA was playing the
red team) had not been implemented.34 For example,
there had not been progress in intrusion detection capability.35 This is far from the only lesson that should
have been learned. That an organization of the size
and stature of the U.S. military could be so vulnerable
to attacks that amounted to pranks by teenagers was
not only sobering, but should have triggered a serious rethink of U.S. strategic posture in cyberspace. It
did not, at least not in ways which strengthened significantly the U.S. ability to withstand cyberattacks, as
was documented again by the more recent episode of
“Agent.btz.”36
Agent.btz was a piece of malware that had been
detected in the wild in June 2008 (it was also called
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Autorun). To propagate, the malware uses a very old
and well-known technique: infecting removable devices like USB keys. To do that, Agent.btz exploited
a weakness of the Windows operating system’s autorun system. The classified military network is physically separated (“airgapped”) from the unclassified
one, which is connected to the Internet. USB keys
were used to transfer files between the two networks.
Agent.btz was piggybacking on those transfers to find
its way onto the classified network. When in the classified network, it would scan the databases and copy
files containing certain keywords. It would then take
advantage of another transfer through a USB key to
make its way back to a computer connected to the Internet. Finally, it would transmit what it had found
to a proxy somewhere in the world. Apparently the
U.S. military identified the breach only in November
2008, and it was deemed serious enough to brief the
President.37 The response was to disable all the USB
ports, as well as other removable devices, on all the
computers belonging to the military.38 Considering
the importance of the computers in the design and execution of military operations, this is, to say the least,
a nuisance. In fact, there is evidence that, as a result,
some Afghanistan theater operations that could have
saved the lives of some U.S. military personnel could
not take place. In a blog written in 2008, one could
read:
You may have read the news that an ‘agent.btz’ virus
has crippled the military. This one is truly a horrifying
terror attack against our men and women in uniform.
It’s far worse than the devastating Solar Sunrise computer attacks that crippled the U.S. Air Force in the
1990s. The Air Force is now failing to launch dozens of
“ATO” [Afghanistan Theater of Operations] missions
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every day because of ‘agent.btz’, and we’re actually
losing soldiers’ lives as a result. You heard what I said,
folks. Two soldiers DIED in Afghanistan because the
Air Force couldn’t launch all of its aircraft due to the
‘agent.btz’ virus. Our death toll is going to mount until we get a handle on this terrorist cyber-weapon.39

The story of Agent.btz is disturbing for several reasons. First, in the design of the protection of classified
material, the military had not fully realized that removable devices were known vectors for the propagation of malware. This is problematic. The alternative
is that they also had not realized the full security implications, which would be, in a sense, worse. Second,
the breach was discovered in November 2008 and was
due to malware that had been detected in the wild in
June 2008, 5 months earlier. A known malware with
serious security implications may have roamed freely
for quite a while in classified networks before it was
detected, which does not say anything good about
the progress in intrusion detection capability that
had been recommended a decade before. Third, the
solution found (disabling all USB ports and the use of
removable devices, depriving computers used by the
U.S. military of one of their most useful functionalities) cannot be considered sophisticated.
The decision to resort to such a drastic solution to
an existing problem projects the impression that the
people in authority are outsmarted by the complexity of cybersecurity. This suggests that military units
have yet to familiarize themselves with the culture of
cybersecurity. Among other things, that means that to
take full advantage of what cyber has to offer, military
personnel should be computer savvy. They should be
able to make full use of computers in hostile environments (the natural environment for military person501

nel) and have the ability to handle nontrivial cybersecurity situations. Otherwise, the U.S. military will
have a handicap against potential adversaries who
can make full use of their computers.
In its official rhetoric to Congress, the military
never misses an opportunity to voice concerns about
cybersecurity. However, apart from Cyber Command,
there are hardly any large-scale cybersecurity initiatives taking place. Instead, there are myriads of small
initiatives. According to its head, Alexander, Cyber
Command has had difficulty getting off the ground.
Culture seems to be a problem there, too. The traditional ways of thinking in the military do not work
well when applied to cybersecurity.40 A whole new
mindset is needed. It is probably unfair to go this far,
but it is tempting to suggest that the answer to Agent.
btz, of banning the use of removable devices proceeds
from a military logic or culture that the only really
safe response is a simple response. To paraphrase Albert Einstein, in cybersecurity things should be made
as simple as possible, but not simpler. Banning the use
of removable devices belongs squarely to the simpler
or simplistic.
The Present.
One of the main priorities of the U.S. Government
and military should be, and officially is, to improve the
posture of U.S. cybersecurity. This has been the case
for many years. When DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano realized the extent of the problem, she secured
the resources to hire 1,000 security experts.41 This was
an inappropriate response to a real problem. There
were not worldwide, let alone in the United States,
1,000 persons with the right kind of expertise. In
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cybersecurity, expertise is a rare and precious commodity. It involves a mix of technical depth, policy
savvy, and sense of strategic thinking which is, at best,
very rare. The strategic thinking appropriate to the
task may be the most important in the context of the
military, but also the most problematic, partially because the traditional approach to strategic thinking is
inappropriate. The relation between weapon systems
and their military significance can be complex. But, by
and large, military planners have a reasonably good
grasp of it. As a result, the design of military operations is the result of some form of pragmatic optimization, which works reasonably well. But there is not yet
a similar grasp of the cyber equivalent problem, i.e.,
appreciation of the tactical and strategic significance
of “cyberweapons.” This is particularly true with
regard to the defensive dimension.
DARPA, which represents the cutting edge of the
military’s preoccupations, is pushing aggressively for
research in the area of cyberwar. Unfortunately, the
design of the Broad Agency Announcements on that
subject betrays the difficulty of even that part of the
government to adjust to this new culture. The concept
of cyberdominance, whatever it means, is not a useful organizing principle to improve U.S. cybersecurity
posture. Cyberspace is not seen best as a battlefield,
but rather as a conduit of interactions between actors scattered across the world. The goal should not
be “controlling” cyberspace, itself not a very realistic and, therefore, useful or even desirable goal, but
to overwhelm those who use cyberspace to attack us.
This does not imply that cyberwar is the cyberspace
equivalent of the Strategic Defense Initiative popularly known as Star Wars. The notion that cyberbattles
are intense engagements involving many actors and
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computers interacting against each other in real time
bears little resemblance with what a cyberwar actually
would entail. There may be many things happening,
such as logic bombs (malware inserted in software
that will have malicious consequences when the software is used), infrastructure suddenly defaulting, and
more. The first imperative would be situational awareness. This would require the ability to process a lot of
information in a hostile environment. The whole logic
of the engagement would be vastly different from a
Star Wars battle, where the battlefield would be much
more visible; the targets, and the way to destroy them,
clearer.
The Report of the National Defense Science Board.
In January 2013, the National Defense Science
Board produced a report entitled The Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyberthreat.42 Following
what has become a tradition, the report began by stating that the cyberthreat was comparable in its severity to the nuclear threat of the Cold War. It proceeds
by recommending that DoD take the lead in making
the critical systems using information technology (i.e.,
most of the critical systems) resilient.
“Resilient” has become a popular buzzword.
Wanting to have systems, critical infrastructures, or
other assets, resilient to cyberattacks is, at least, an acknowledgment, or the realistic assessment, that it is
impossible to protect them completely. One criticism
of the report is what proceeds from that flawed strategy consists of reacting to a threat, rather than the more
important task of planning for a different future. As
long as the cybersecurity posture of the U.S. Government is purely reactive, progress will continue to be
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slow. However, to be able to implement an alternative
strategy to be proactive instead of reactive, one should
possess some concept as to how to do that.
The report is critical of what is happening today. Its
criticism goes well with the gist of the present paper:
“Current DoD actions, though numerous, are fragmented. Thus, DoD is not prepared to defend against
this threat.”43 One alternative to this fragmentation
would be a large-scale, coordinated, and well-planned
effort to make the U.S. military the super-leader in cybersecurity. That does not seem in the cards yet, as one
can also read in the same report: “It will take years for
the Department to build an effective response to the
cyber threat to include elements of deterrence, mission
assurance, and offensive cyber capabilities.”44 This is
a very depressing statement. The question is whether
what is more depressing is the reference to concepts
like “deterrence” and “mission assurance” borrowed
from the mainstream military thinking, which applies
poorly to cybersecurity, or the expectation that “it will
take years . . .” for something DoD already had quite
a few years to work on. Cybersecurity did not hit the
United States after the rest of the world. If anything, it
started in the United States. Why has it taken so long?
The answer is that learning a new culture is a complicated process of familiarization and education, which
takes time.
The Future.
There is only one acceptable future: a world where
the U.S. military succeeds in extending its technological superiority to cyberspace. So far, the U.S. military
did not suffer much as a result of its relative backwardness in that area because it was engaged in conflicts
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against nations (Iraq and Afghanistan) not particularly advanced in that field. We should admit honestly
that we would be less concerned by the possibilities
of confrontation with China if the United States were
significantly less vulnerable to cyberattacks. It seems
safe to assume that China knows its way in U.S. cyberspace, probably better than anybody else does, even
those in the United States. Clearly, this is not a comfortable situation.
There is an imperative for the U.S. Government
and military to endeavor to become the super-leaders
in that most critical component of the conflict spectrum: cybersecurity. This means among other things
that we should take the success of Cyber Command
very seriously, and Congress should provide as much
useful support as possible.
CONCLUSIONS
So far, cybersecurity is not a success story for the
U.S. Government and military. It is unprecedented
in the history of the United States to see the official
rhetoric and official declarations emanating from the
highest level of the government referring to potentially lethal threats to the country and simultaneously
being able to accomplish so little against them. The
dangers are easier to identify than are ways to prevent
or mitigate them. Cybersecurity is a challenge for all
governments. However, the challenge is worse for the
U.S. Government.
The adjustment to a new culture tends to be a slow
and protracted process. If one compares the situation
to what it was a few years ago, there has been progress. By way of analogy, it is a bit like the grass growing. Progress is not immediately visible; it takes place
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only very slowly. This reflects the slow penetration of
the culture of cybersecurity in the U.S. Government
and military.
To the two questions, could international agreements, whatever form they may take, benefit the United
States or should the United States push for some form
of multilateral treaty-based international cyberorder,
the answer is the same—a qualified no. There is no
good framework for a multilateral negotiation dealing
with cybersecurity issues. Bilateral agreements with
countries like China are not necessarily much more
attractive, as the United States would have to negotiate from a position of weakness. But the protection of
commercial secrets may offer an opening to negotiations and is probably the best chance for some form of
international agreements, as that intersects with trade,
an area of overlapping interest.
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CHAPTER 16
TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME
AND DIGILANTES IN THE CYBERCOMMONS
Kelsey Ida
Although there still exists debate on the general
motives and organization of transnational organized
crime, there is nonetheless broad consensus that such
crime operates in relation to some kind of market function.1 In this manner, the “digital age” has revolutionized transnational organized crime. The Internet and
cyberspace have given criminal organizations a means
of conducting profit-generating activities with greater
efficiency and an extra-territorial capacity. Moreover,
within the continuous, evolving electronic space,2
because no single actor—individual, group, state, or
organization—has a legitimate monopoly on violence,
it is reasonable to believe that criminal horizons will
ever expand.
Just how far those horizons will reach, however,
is debatable. During the past 2 decades, transnational
organized crime indeed has risen to unprecedented
levels and acquired tremendous profits, with traditional law enforcement largely unable to keep up.3
But perhaps the more intriguing question is, can and
will actors in the private sphere—specifically “digilantes”—organize (bottom-up) to take independent
action against transnational crime? Historically, when
citizens have determined their criminal justice system
to be inadequate, they have taken regulatory matters into their own hands.4 Though past vigilantism
against organized crime has met with little success,
given the unique operational features of the Internet,
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will digilantes and digilante groups have a role to
play as regulators of transnational criminal justice?5
There is already evidence of digilantes rallying to take
on isolated cybercriminals (e.g., cyberpredator stings;
China’s “Human Flesh Search Engine”), and digilante
groups have even taken some notable action against
transnational criminal organizations (i.e., Anonymous
vs. Los Zetas). Especially when we consider how
“smart power”6 and “anonymity” characterize agencies in cyberspace, the question arises, what is the role
of the transnational public in curbing transnational
crime?
This chapter proceeds in three parts. The first section briefly summarizes the breadth and depth of
transnational organized crime and reviews the explanatory models offered for its explosive growth.
The second section highlights the unique operative
features of cyberspace and argues that bottom-up regulation by digilantes may not be as far-fetched a phenomenon as initially thought. After all, in the absence
of an actor with a legitimate monopoly on the use of
force, digilantes have a major power share in cyberspace (i.e., “smart power”), as well as protective anonymity, which begets agency. They have the capacity
to influence the international regulatory system in an
unprecedented way. The final section addresses the
relevant question in criminology that asks, “Do criminals organize around opportunities for crime, or do
criminal opportunities create new offenders?”7 Even if
they have proven agency, will digilantes actually exist
as a force of communal good, or will these unaffiliated
agents, inevitably and deterministically, be driven to
partake in criminal enterprises themselves?
It should be emphasized that it is not the aim of
this analysis to offer a formal argument on bottom-up
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private sector regulation in a digital, globalizing age.
The observations here have not yet been subjected to a
rigorous testing or field research, and prior to making
declarative and confident statements, corroborating
studies are necessary. In essence, this is a preliminary
“plausibility probe” into digilante agency in electronic space.8 Ultimately, this is an area ripe for future
investigation.
ELECTRONIC FORUMS AND FRONTIERS:
EXPEDITING CRIMINAL MARKET EFFICIENCY
Criminal Organizations as (Vehement) RentSeeking Firms.
Since the late-1980s, organized crime has grown
at an unprecedented rate and, in the context of globalization, has taken on an undeniably transnational
character.9 Criminal activities have expanded across
more and more state boundaries. Moreover, while
criminal activities include the traditional income-generating enterprises such as drug trafficking, firearms
trafficking, and money laundering, new illicit markets
have also emerged (e.g., organ trafficking and cybercrime).10 The annual turnover of all transnational organized criminal activities is approximately U.S. $870
billion. Consequently, it is likely that profits are also
in the billions.11
A number of theoretical models and frameworks
have been offered to explain the tremendous growth
of transnational organized crime. Political models, for
example, have highlighted the criminal opportunities
bequeathed to organized groups in the context of global political instability (e.g., weak states or transitioning
states). Phil Williams and Roy Godson recount that
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the end of the Cold War found many post-communist
countries extremely vulnerable to organized crime.12
Where previously there had been a “controlled equilibrium” of state authority and organized crime, the
depression of a strict authoritarian structure enabled
organized crime groups “to expand the scope of [their]
activities in ways that were unprecedented.”13
Social models, meanwhile, have emphasized the
diaspora distribution and adaptation of cultural/social systems beyond national borders as accounting
for the dramatic rise in transnational crime. Edward
Kleemans points out that social relationships are
critical for criminal cooperation in that they discourage cheating.14 Because criminal organizations must
think in terms of both the “shadow of the past” and
the “shadow of the future,” there is a high importance
placed on trust within organized crime.15 Kleemans
elaborates:
There are no stock exchanges or yellow pages, there
are only people you know or do not know, and whom
you either trust or mistrust. A fundamental aspect of
criminal co-operation consists of searching for suitable
co-offenders.16

With cultural-trustworthy social networks communicating and moving across borders, so too are
criminal networks on the move. Williams and Godson
point out the significance of diaspora communities
in outsourcing organized crime to “trusted” co-conspirators that may not reside in the central criminal
node.17 As exemplified with Nigerian organized crime
and Chinese triads, if diaspora populations are widely
scattered across the globe, this gives organized crime
a transnational network distribution that is simply
unparalleled.
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Ultimately, however, economic models have perhaps the most consensus in studies of transnational
organized crime.18 Some scholars express (rightful)
concern about adopting a purely rational-choice economic model of crime,19 but agreement on a general
profit dimension remains. Even the official definition
of “organized criminal group” offered by the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) clearly
identifies this financial element (i.e., organized criminal groups as aiming “to obtain, directly or indirectly,
a financial or other material benefit”).20
Williams and Godson note that there are two main
economic theories applied to transnational crime,
though the two theories are not entirely symmetrical.
For instance, the “market model” understands criminal members, but not organizations themselves, as operating according to supply-and-demand dynamics.21
“Enterprise models” meanwhile, look at criminal organizations as businesses engaged in (vehement) rent
seeking.22 To maximize profits, these criminal organizations will diversify their markets and adjust their
strategies accordingly (i.e., entering markets from
drug trafficking to endangered animal smuggling).
Williams and Godson clarify:
Not all criminal organizations engage in a formal planning process; nevertheless their thinking, intuitively
or deliberately, will reflect standard business needs
and take into account such factors as new product opportunities, product dominance, profit margin, market needs and opportunities, degree of competition,
risk management, retirement strategy, and the like.23

It should be noted that, amidst the growing trend
of organized crime engaging in licit ventures as well
as illicit ones, this latter model seems to be particu517

larly compelling.24 In their daily rhetoric, academics, law enforcement officials, and policymakers all
commonly replace “organized crime” with the term
“illegal enterprise.”25
All Systems Operational—Criminal Upgrade 2.0.
An economic modeling of transnational organized
crime would suggest that organized crime would
ever expand as more income-generating opportunities present themselves (and offer a comparative advantage). Looking at the effects of “globalization,”
Williams and Godson warn:
There will be a growing tendency for organized crime
to become transnational in scope. Although purely domestic criminal organizations can be both successful
and wealthy, the power and success of criminal enterprises could depend increasingly on their capacity to
act transnationally. . . . The corollary is that existing
criminal organizations that are already transnational
in scope will expand their operations in the search for
new markets.26

For some, this is not a cause for immediate alarm.
Peter Andreas, for instance, acknowledges that globalization has created new market frontiers for transnational crime.27 However, he considers this evolution
of transnational crime as only the “latest chapter in
an old story” of illicit activities.28 Transnational crime
is not a new phenomenon, and history supports the
premise that where there is “globalization of crime,”
there is also a “globalization of crime control.”29
What is troubling about Andreas’ conclusion is
that it does not appreciate fully one important element that has characterized 21st-century globaliza-
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tion—technology, specifically digital technology.30
Indeed, globalization—like organized crime—is an
exceptionally complex and broad phenomenon, and
perhaps should not be defined purely in terms of technological growth. However, one cannot speak of the
phenomenon of increased interconnectedness without
also speaking to that technological context which has
enabled it (if not directly embodied it).31 The development and maturity of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) has been at the crux of an increasingly interconnected world. ICTs have transformed
profit margins. In commercial terms, it may be said
that ICTs, while enabling and expediting corporate
decision-making across difficult geographic frontiers,
have given producers the ability to do more.32 The
new technologies of the past 3 decades have allowed
us to tap into previously inaccessible markets, and
even venture into entirely new ones.
As naturally as commercial horizons have broadened through ICTs, so too have criminal horizons.
Michael Levi describes how the digitalization of international business has also allowed criminals to communicate more efficiently and with less personal risk
in their enterprise. The Internet, for instance, allows
organized crime groups to distance themselves from
their illegal goods and services and iterate crime in
a way that they previously could not—especially in
carrying out financial activities and fraud.33 Burner
phones and encrypted communication make it very
difficult to trace organized crime, with significant consequences in smuggling operations (i.e., goods and
people).34 ICTs have even revolutionized the activity
of counterfeiting by enabling:
the skimming of magnetic-stripe credit card details by
retailers and their staff, which can be sent by e-mail
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to colleagues in China, Italy, and Russia (theoretically,
to any moderately skilled people anywhere in the
world).35

While it is possible that the digitalization of international business has had organizational consequences for organized crime, such consequences have not
necessarily been detrimental. For example, Brenner
writes that amidst increasing usage of cyberspace, the
traditional Mafia-style hierarchical organization of
organized crime has declined.36 This may be because,
while the physical world has a fixed, empirical structure requiring a socially-organized hierarchical structure, cyberspace is “inconsistent with hierarchy.”37
However, even in the face of this potential commandstructure change, organized crime has shown remarkable resourcefulness and adaptability to a network-level organization. For instance, in Colombia, as criminal
bands (BACRIM) of younger crime lords have been
forced to step into prime leadership roles, rather than
immediately conforming to the hierarchical structure
of their predecessors, they have taken measure of their
criminal resources—contacts, reputation, capacity to
negotiate, networks of corruption, firepower—and
adapted.38 Across Latin America, these groups are
organizing at a more communicative and network
level, increasing their profits, and perpetuating their
longevity.39
Even more unsettling is that, despite Andreas’s
optimism, our regulative framework for transnational
crime has not adapted to the digital environment.
Daniel Alexander writes, “Law enforcement is presently 5 to 10 years behind the global crime curve in
relation to technological capabilities.”40 In addition to
the problems of actually tracking the digital footprint
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of organized crime (especially with anonymity software such as the Onion Router), one major problem
law enforcement does face is navigating through multiple jurisdictions. For instance, even though the United States may have expansive and rigorous laws that
address cybercrime, if and when the criminal activity
in question proceeds outside the national jurisdiction,
it becomes very difficult to coordinate inter-jurisdictional enforcement.41 States often have very different
understandings of what organized crime actually is,
and in many states, domestic police corruption hampers any attempts at criminal apprehension.42 Recent
decades have seen renewed efforts at communication
and data exchange though the International Criminal
Police Organization, but there is still continued reluctance by many law-enforcement agencies to share
information and command joint taskforces across borders.43 The UNODC summarizes:
The process of globalization has far outpaced the
growth of mechanisms for global governance and this
deficiency has produced just the sort of regulation
vacuum in which transnational organized crime can
thrive. People and goods can move more cheaply than
ever before, and criminals and contraband can only
be interdicted by national governments. Human and
commercial flows are too intense to easily distinguish
the licit from the illicit. Silos of sovereignty provide
sanctuary to those who, however harmful their activities, are of use to the authorities in one country or another. The open seas, which constitute three quarters
of the earth’s surface, remain essentially ungoverned.44

Amidst this reality—wherein organized crime
is global, profit-based, and with few policing agents
capable of standing up to its might—there is a valid
reason for concern. The threat of harm to the trans521

national public certainly stands to intensify.45 Moreover, organized crime is also likely to enter and professionalize further markets of substantial harm and
victimization. For instance, organized crime has thus
far had limited engagement with child pornography
outside human trafficking. Instead, trafficking in child
pornography has occurred more on a voluntary basis
between amateur collectors through peer-to-peer networks.46 Recent estimates, however, put the revenues
of this market to be now $250 million annually.47 What
are the ramifications of this? The UNODC warns:
If child pornography were to approach the profitability of adult pornography, this could attract the
attention of organized crime groups, transforming
what had been a furtive paper exchange into a professional operation and leading to greater levels of
victimization.48

DIGILANTES FOR A DIGITAL AGE?
Smart Power and Anonymity as Empowering
Functions in Cyberspace.
This example of trafficking in child pornography,
however, also brings to the discourse a unique (and
largely unexplored) analytical dimension—namely,
that of online vigilantism, or digilantism.49 In the past
decade, there have been numerous examples of cybergroups mobilizing specifically to apprehend child
molesters. In both the United Kingdom (UK) and the
United States, for instance, private groups have utilized cyberspace to contact pedophiles and sexual
predators before allocating some form of justice upon
them, usually identity-naming and public shaming.50
Some of these private groups have even been recog522

nized and “deputized” by local authorities for their
auxiliary efforts. The chatlog evidence gathered by
U.S.-based nongovernmental organization Perverted
Justice has been admitted to court and led to 588 convictions against child predators.51 The “confrontation
videos” of the informal group, Letzgo Hunting, have
also led to criminal arrests in the UK.52
Such instances of digilantism should certainly not
be taken as absolute digilante success against criminal
predators. There is no hard evidence that digilantism
has deterred market demand for child pornography,
or that it has curbed the overall trend of sexual predation. What is significant here, however, is that these instances indicate the presence of a unique frontier for
justice online. If, and when, a crime has threatened
the public enough, especially given their own proximity to the nonmediated space, nonstate actors—with
or without the blessing of the state—have taken it
upon themselves to respond.
The question then emerges: what are the prospects
for digilantes in cyberspace to act as real (if subtle) policing agents against transnational organized crime?
Note that this is a slightly different question than that
which asks if there is a role for the private sector as
a partner in the global fight against organized crime.
Where individual companies provide the goods, software, and licit association that facilitate organized
crime, there is likely a role for private-sector involvement in organized crime prevention.53 The question at
hand, however, begs attention to a more bottom-up
civil society approach, rather than a top-down initiative. At the base level, there may be identified two
unique conditions—smart power and anonymity—
which empower select members of the transnational
public to act with much greater agency in cyberspace
than in traditional geopolitical settings.
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Smart Power.
The first of these conditions is “smart power.” In
cyberspace, there is no single coercive actor with a
Weberian “legitimate monopoly on the use of force.”
Susan Brenner remarks that cyberspace distinctively:
(1) eliminates the constraints of the physical world, (2)
vitiates identity, and (3) is situated in such a manner
that perpetrators can cause harm on a scale that even
surpasses what is possible in the real-world.54 Virtual
actors can flit across vast distances within mere seconds, and they can fluidly change identity—while
also having a capacity for high violence. A state, even
if it is well-equipped with traditional force mechanisms of the physical world, cannot so easily secure
a monopoly on violence in cyberspace. It is perhaps
equivalent to trying to capture a bacterial specimen
with a butterfly net.
In the absence of a legitimate state to govern the
virtual world, agency arguably flows to those individuals who can best manipulate the virtual environment. This amounts to those individuals with high
cyberknowledge (i.e., encryptions skills, coding skills,
hacking skills, programming skills, etc.), or what I call
“smart power.” In perhaps implicit recognition of the
internal and external threats posed by this absent monopoly of violence, governments do recruit and co-opt
those individuals with smart power.55 Through this,
they are able to reintroduce some semblance of hierarchy on the virtual world—e.g., illegalization and
eventual shut down of the online contraband market Silk Road by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) in 2013.56 However, it is notable that organized
crime also recruits talented hackers and those individuals with smart power.57 Armed with such human
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resources, organized crime often stays two steps ahead
of law enforcement. For instance, even when their activities are apprehended in cyberspace, criminal smart
power empowers groups with the ability to shift
quickly themselves—and their activities—into new,
undetectable forms. Indeed, only a month following
the government seizure of the Silk Road and the arrest of administrator Ross Ulbricht, the Silk Road 2.0
was launched, administered by a new “Dread Pirate
Roberts” (Ulbricht’s pseudonym on the Silk Road).58
With the government unable to retain a constant
monopoly of smart power, law-abiding behavior
cannot be fully enforced or coerced (at least by traditional means). What is key here, however, is that not
all smart power actors are spoken for. Many are yet
unaffiliated, and it is with them that regulatory power
may lie.
Anonymity.
Before speaking more to this, however, it should
be noted that, though smart power may be a necessary
condition to a digilante agency, anonymity might be a
necessary condition for smart power. Hinted at in her
second distinction of “vitiated identity,” Brenner has
observed, “Cybercriminal and cyberterrorists can be
anonymous or assume false identities with an efficacy
that is impossible in the physical world.”59 When individuals/groups occupy fixed and empirical space,
there are only so many identities they can assume
before those with greater coercive power track them
down for reprisals. It should be noted that public vigilantism against organized crime is relatively uncommon for this reason.60 In strong states, vigilantism is
likely to be subdued and deterred by the government,
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while in weak states, vigilantes face retaliation by
organized crime groups that have the monopoly on
violence (e.g., the “political hijacking” of the Bakassi
Boys).61 Anonymity, however, allows continuous,
fluid movement for digilantes to act outside the threat
of coercion. With respect to cyberspace, anonymity
begets smart power, and smart power begets agency
for change.
Digilantes Rising?
One question that immediately arises is whether
any transnational public group with adequate computer skills can have “digilante agency” and the potential to make a change. It would seem that an individual does not have to have extensive programming
skills in order to have a power share (and anonymity)
in the anarchical virtual world. Consider, for instance,
the ease with which computer-literate individuals can
access unauthorized video content, such as unlicensed
versions of HBO© shows like True Detective or Game
of Thrones. Can moderate cyberknowledge sufficiently empower anyone as an effective digilante against
organized crime?
The “419 digilantes” and Nigerian organized crime
may serve as a prospective case for this. Citing crime
data, the lack of swift legal action, corruption in Nigeria, and select victim narratives, the 419 digilantes
(stationed at 419eater.com) in the past decade have
engaged in a vicious scambaiting campaign against
Nigerian criminal organizations.62 Broadly posing as
potential targets to lure cybercriminals into revealing
valuable information, the 419 digilantes then publically repost the scam—and all “trophies”63 taken in the
course of the scambaiting—both as retributive justice
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and as a public service with the hopes that it impacts
real crime.64
Unfortunately, there is not here enough evidence
to determine what effect, if any, such digilante action
actually has on Nigerian organized crime. Beyond the
self-claims of the 419 digilantes, there is no way of
measuring how many criminal activities are curtailed
or how many criminal profits are lost due to these
“public shaming” posts. Nigerian organized crime still
generates large profits from advance-fee schemes.65
Byrne also points out that many of the 419 digilantes’
reposts and trophies are colored by strongly racist
overtones, making the collective act more politically
partisan, and less digilante, in character.66
This is not to deny that the 419 digilantes might
have an impact on organized crime, but digilantism
arguably requires a distinct caliber of smart power
and a particular end-goal of criminal redress for regulatory success. A stronger example of digilante agency
may be seen in the hacker-to-hacktivist group, Anonymous, and their fight against Los Zetas.
In the early-2000s, Anonymous existed as a loosely organized cybergroup, largely synonymous with
trolling and sophisticated hacking pranks. Since 2008,
however, it has shifted from being a curious hacker
group to a politically active hacktivist group. Gabriella Coleman, one of the leading scholars on hacker
culture and Anonymous, recently wrote:
Anonymous signals the growing importance of what
I call ‘weapons of the geek,’ a modality of politics exercised by a class of privileged and visible actors who
are often at the center of economic life. Among geeks
and hackers, political activities are rooted in concrete
experiences of their craft.67
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As with the case of the 419 digilantes, there is still
an argument that Anonymous is not a socially concerned and frustrated digilante group, but a disorganized nuisance.68 As Coleman points out, however,
the group has maintained very stable activist nodes
in the past 4 years.69 During this time, Anonymous
has demonstrated an increasing willingness to use its
smart power to redress directly social injustices and
even organized crime. For instance, in early-2011,
Anonymous played a substantial role in the Arab
Spring. The hacktivist group made sure communication forums were kept open for protesters in Egypt,
Libya, Algeria, and Syria, and even went so far as to
attack the Tunisian government website and disable
the software the ruling regime was using to track the
movements of its citizens.70
The most significant case for this chapter, however, lies in Mexico. Following its activist engagement
in the Middle East, Anonymous singularly turned its
“weapons of the geek” against organized crime itself,
engaging the Mexican drug trafficking organization,
Los Zetas, in a novel example of bottom-up digilantism. In October 2011, following the kidnapping of
an Anonymous member residing in the state of Veracruz, Anonymous threatened to publicize online the
personal information of Los Zetas and their associates
unless Los Zetas freed the hostage by November 5.71
Despite Los Zetas’ attempts at “reverse hacking” and
death threats sent to Anonymous members, the criminal organization did release the kidnapped member
on November 4.72 Admittedly, Los Zetas gave a warning to Anonymous that they would execute 10 people
for every name that the digilantes might subsequently
publicize.73 What remains significant here, however, is
that Los Zetas was the first party to “blink.” It was not
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a clear victory for the digilantes, but it certainly was
not a loss.
Notable here too is that Anonymous (through a local branch in Acuña) has since re-engaged Los Zetas,
publishing photos of known Zetas properties online,
thus far with little retribution.74 Scholars in the academic community, such as Paul Kan, have warned the
group to take care with its activities. By choosing to
“out” the various parts of the organizational infrastructure, Anonymous has once more struck at Los Zetas’
criminal brand, and Los Zetas is likely to respond in
kind.75 However, here again, the digilantes—with notable public support—have engaged organized crime
beyond state enforcement. 76 It is uncertain as to where
this action stands in the grand scheme of things, but
this evidence does leave us in a position to wonder
if indeed digilantes—with their anonymity and smart
power—may be a significant force for regulating organized crime in the future?
CRIMINAL VENTURE AS THE DETERMINISTIC
“ENDGAME”?
This chapter, so far, has been relatively optimistic
that unaffiliated members of the public (and unaffiliated groups such as Anonymous) can—and would—
make decisions according to a more societal-based
moral authority, rather than on individualistic and
self-seeking motives. However, there is evidence to
suggest that this may not be the case. Rational-choice
theory broadly dictates that an agent, when faced with
alternative choices, will act self-interestedly, choosing
the course of action that is calculated to provide “the
highest attainable point on his preference scale.”77
Jay Albanese points out that technology creates easy-
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access criminal opportunities—i.e., opportunities that
are not created by motivated offenders, but simply
provide easy access to illicit funds.78 There is little risk
and high expected utility. For an unaffiliated smart
power agent, given the opportunity to hack into a rich
consumer database and reap substantial profits—i.e.,
an identity-theft scheme—why would she/he not opt
to become a criminal, either in isolation or as a member of an organized group?79
This is a legitimate question. Why be a digilante
when it is more profitable to be a criminal? Nir Kshetri
observes that in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Bloc—where licit economies have been “too small to
absorb the existing computer talent” and where there
is large-scale technological unemployment stemming
from the 1998 Russian crash—technological talent has
been almost naturally co-opted into organized crime.80
For instance, in Romania, frustrated by the lack of
competitive employment opportunities, “some of the
world’s most talented computer students are exploiting their talents online.”81 Indeed, across the entire region, where organized crime groups may pay up to 10
times as much as “legitimate [information technology]
IT jobs,” a substantial proportion of the unaffiliated
youth are being rechristened as criminal affiliates.82
However, proximity to even easy-access criminal
opportunities is not necessarily deterministic in predicting criminal activity. Beyond the prospect of a
“digilante identity” that imbues digilantes with the
desire to “fight the good fight” (which will be briefly
explored in the concluding remarks of this chapter),
where rational choice is concerned, Elinor Ostrom famously pointed out that individuals undertake collective action to solve social dilemmas—and thereby
avoid the “tragedy of the commons” or the net irra-
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tional outcomes that occur when all individuals act in
their isolated self-interest.83 As she argued, “face-to
face communication so consistently enhances cooperation in social dilemmas.”84 Though cyberspace does
not directly provide this face-to-face communication,
it does arguably create an efficient forum in which
stakeholders can learn, communicate, and debate social dilemmas (as well as solutions to those dilemmas).
There is evidence from the virtual world—especially
Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games
(MMORPGs)—that, in the absence of an effective designated enforcer, “good” vigilante groups will band
together to safeguard new players—and strangers—
from exploitation by advanced players (i.e., “newbie
farming.”) This is for the purpose of creating a fair
playing space.85 It is not a far cry to think that this cooperative discourse translates further into cyberspace.
In the end, proximity to easy-access criminal opportunities may thus co-opt some smart power individuals, but it is by no means a guaranteed outcome
(even if we think in purely rational terms). Digilantes—perhaps evolved from the early curiosity seeking hackers—are not necessarily prone to partake in
organized criminal activities.86 These technologicallysavvy people have the ability to recognize the problems of the status quo rationally, and also perhaps, the
power to redress the situation.
CONCLUSION
This chapter has endeavored to assess the breadth
of transnational organized crime in the digital age, as
well as the potential for digilantes to act as collaborative regulators. As noted above, this is not a comprehensive argument, but a very early plausibility probe
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of the data at hand. Greater research on the direct relationship between digilantes and organized crime is
necessary. Anonymous vs. Los Zetas is a natural starting point, but research into the relationship between,
for instance, the Chinese Triads and the Human Flesh
Search Engine may also prove fruitful in the course of
this investigation.
Another major area ripe for further research is the
digilante subculture and identity, and especially its
relation to the state and international organizations.
Indeed, understanding the “digilante identity” is critically important in understanding “digilante agency,”
and insights from psychology and anthropology may
have much to contribute to this discourse. It might
be said that while profits and markets give utility in
terms of security, human relationships often give utility in terms of purpose. Tyrone Adams and Steven
Smith have made the argument that e-communities—
electronic tribes—are forming around ideas.87 Saskia
Sassen further points out that there are constitutive
processes in cyberspace:
Digital space is partly inscribed by the larger power
dynamics and cultural forms of the institutional orders or larger societies within which it is embedded.
But digital power is not simply a mirror image of that
world. . . . These new types of networks and technologies are deeply imbricated [sic] with other dynamics;
in some cases the new ITs are merely derivative—a
mere instrumentality of these dynamics—and in other
cases, they are constitutive.88

Profits—collective and independent—do matter.
However, social frames and values are also significant. When imported and projected into e-communities, our real life social frames—such as the “vigilante
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hero”—might be a source of digilante agency as well.
Analyzing depiction of criminal justice in children’s
literature and popular media, Lisa Kort-Butler identifies those heroic social frames that we (perhaps
unknowingly) invest in and give meaning to:
First, the justice system is often depicted as ill equipped
to handle serious crime. Second, story lines suggested
that the justice system is relatively weak, plagued by
corruption or ineffectiveness. Third, heroes are driven
by their notions of justice, recognizing that only they
can stop the worst criminals and are morally obligated
to do so. Fourth heroes are willing to use force to capture offenders, but they also use brainpower. Finally,
although heroes work largely outside the law, they
are supportive of the efforts of honest justice system
actors.89

Lacking any strong corroborating evidence, this
chapter does not put forth any argument that vigilante
hero frames implicitly drive digilante mobilization, but
it is worth asking if these social messages and frames
are more than coincidental in cyberspace governance
(i.e., cyberspace even provides secret identities in the
anonymity that characterizes cybercommunication).
Could it be that we are not merely living in the digital
age, but may actually be entering the “Golden Age of
the E-Superheroes”?
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CHAPTER 17
FROM CYBERCRIME TO CYBERWAR:
INDICATORS AND WARNINGS
Timothy J. Shimeall
INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure and organization defenders categorize malicious actors in several ways, one of which may
be the level of damage the actors seek to inflict and the
motivation they have in inflicting this damage. John
Howard and Thomas Longstaff, for example, categorized these actors (termed “attackers”) into six groups
based on damage and motivation.1 These categories
are summarized in Figure 17-1 below. Since Howard
and Longstaff developed this categorization, other
groups of attackers have emerged, including those
we term “activists” and “warriors.” Activists attack
computers either to push information for advocacy or
to use their online activity to influence decisions related to their specific issue.2 Warriors attack computers to support real-world conflicts by interfering with
information flows critical to some of the contending
parties.3 Other categories may need to be revisited to
reflect the emergence of ideological as an addition to
political motivations for online activity, particularly
in the “spy” and “terrorist” categories. Howard and
Longstaff’s purpose was describing computer security
incidents, and they did not include shifts of intruder
behavior that might signal actors who should be categorized differently. This chapter describes possible
indicators of such shifts, specifically from professional
criminals or activists to spies, warriors or terrorists or
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states, acting directly or through proxies. This chapter does not discuss initial categorization of actors but
rather is focused on shifting categorization.
hackers — attackers who attack computers for challenge, status or the thrill of obtaining access.
spies — attackers who attack computers for information to be used for political gain.
terrorists — attackers who attack computers to cause fear for political gain.
corporate raiders — employees (attackers) who attack competitor’s computers for financial gain.
professional criminals — attackers who attack computers for personal financial gain.
vandals — attackers who attack computers to cause damage.

Figure 17-1. Malicious Actors from
Howard and Longstaff.4
The consideration of actors, and the level of damage they might inflict guides a wide range of organizations in dealing with malicious activity. The American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the Internet
Security Alliance, for example, sponsored a series of
workshops on managing cyber-risk, which included
an examination of the threats that various actors pose
and the damage that they may inflict.5 Actors that
strike with particular persistence and levels of preparation are of most concern, especially if their impacts
are intended for larger effects on society and its leaders. When a set of malevolent actors shifts from more
casual to more premeditated methods, the rapid recognition of this shift motivates more prioritized and
thorough defensive action.
Anonymous is a loosely-knit group of hackers that
evolved over several stages from people communicating over the “4chan” open communication forum
around 2008.6 The initial group was primarily motivated by status and amusement. Although always
unstructured and nonhierarchical, the group evolved,
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becoming more exclusive and separatist in nature,
focusing on website defacement for activist advocacy and for low-level disruption. Their initial campaign was against Scientology. In this campaign, they
found that unstructured anonymity and collective
action could be effective against even well-resourced
opponents. The group also became strident in its opposition to government intervention in information
distribution (filtering pornography, copyright protection, etc.). This stridency resulted in an increasingly
sophisticated series of online attacks (although with
a loosely-knit group, there is a considerable range in
the attack sophistication). Starting with denial-of-service attacks, the attackers advanced into information
theft and extortion. Over time, these attacks became
less focused on generic or commercial organizations
and more directly focused on governmental organizations. In particular, the group participated in support
of movements in North Africa during the Arab Spring
uprisings, attacking and undermining governmental
monitoring efforts. Subsequently, the group attacked
Israel (in response to a military operation in Gaza),
portions of the U.S. Government (in response to hacker prosecutions), and Muslim extremist groups (in response to attacks on journalists and to restrictions on
public expression). Effectively, the group had become
more supportive of anarchic or anti-governmental
aims, supporting such aims militantly, or responsive
to attacks on either its members or against parties perceived as innocent.
In August 2008, a conflict between regions inside
the nation of Georgia escalated into an armed incursion by Russian forces into Georgia,7 with a significant
(and subsequently very thoroughly analyzed) cyberattack surrounding this incursion.8 The cyberattackers
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were recruited through a variety of Russian and Russian-oriented websites, some associated with the Russian mafia. The attack consisted of flooding for denial
of service and traffic manipulation leading to website
defacement. Some of the flooding assets were used
for cybercriminal actions before and during the timeframe of the cyberattack. Following the attack, numerous statements alleged participation by the Russian
government in these attacks, but none was fully substantiated. Later events and publications have shown
that this attack is in line with Russian military theory
and doctrine, and several further examples have been
noted, including cyberactivity in support of their incursion into Crimea.9 Over time, these events have
shown cyberwar activity aligning more closely with
attacks to modify public opinion and to denigrate
possible opposition, as well as continuing to hamper
efforts by opponents, both defensive and offensive.
These cases appear to be representative of a larger
trend: Online criminals may act, over time, and given
sufficient motivation, in a manner that asserts the interests of one nation-state against another nation-state.
This chapter discusses the transition of such groups
from largely financially-motivated targets and private
interests (cybercrime) to politically or ideologicallymotivated targets and national interests (cyberwar).
More formally, this chapter adopts an accepted definition of the term “cyberwar” as “any virtual conflict initiated as a politically motivated attack on an enemy’s
computer and information systems.”10 The distinction
between cyberwar and cyberactivism lies both in the
degree of potential damage (coercion rather than persuasion) and in the association with or opposition to
national interests (nation-associated goals rather than
ideology-associated goals). While this chapter will
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focus on cyberwar, it will occasionally include discussion of the more extreme forms of cyberactivism.
The discussion provides some insight into indicators of such transitions and of the degree of activity
associated with such transitions. The Anonymous and
Georgia incursion cases will be used as running examples, but these are not the only such examples; several
others have been cited in the literature and are also
discussed here.11
The next section provides an overview of the transition from cybercrime to cyberwar, identifying the
changes which may provide a basis for assessing this
transition. The second section steps through an attack
process and outlines potential indicators for the transition from cybercrime attacks to cyberwar attacks at
various steps along the way. The chapter closes with
a discussion of some limitations of the methodology.
FROM CYBERCRIME TO CYBERWAR
An indicator is a known or theoretical step which
the adversary should or may take in preparation
for hostilities.12 Indicators are grouped into lists for
monitoring purposes and interpreted to provide assessments of adversaries. This chapter focuses on one
aspect of the monitoring and interpretation process,
and particularly of one application of that aspect. A
“shift,” as used here, is a change in hostilities that may
be detected or inferred from available data. While
changes might occur that are invisible to defenders (in
attacker’s understanding, for example), these do not
factor into defensive decisions and are not considered
in this section. Network usage is inherently dynamic,
as technologies, missions, and data are always changing. This is no less true for malevolent actors than for
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other network users. From this dynamic usage, certain
events are designated for monitoring as indicators
(often related to attack models such as the cyber-killchain).13 The indicators serve as input to the process
of assessing shifts. Interpreting these shifts provides a
basis for defensive decision-making.
The specific shifts of concern relate to malicious
actors going from cybercrime to cyberwar activities.
These shifts include those of motivation, aggression,
methods, and impact. In aggregate, these provide for
more actors moving to affect the political process, not
just focusing on financial or status gains.
A shift in motivation is detectable via new targets,
statements from the actors, or coordination between
physical events and network activity. The actors display a shift in motivation via new targets when those
targets both involve opportunities for politically-oriented gain (activity to influence either individual political leaders or the general climate of opinion of the
populace) and impact on an industry or infrastructure
sector different from those targeted in prior activity.
For example, the Anonymous group’s increased emphasis on revealing secrets that denigrate or discredit
organizations that they target, as opposed to extortion
or fraud, serve as indicators of more serious motivations leading toward cyberwar. Statements from the
actors suggesting a shift in motivation may appear
on the actors’ websites, defaced websites, in online
discussions, or in public releases such as press statements or online videos. Continuing the Anonymous
example, a series of statements by the group showed
their intent and motivation to fight restriction of information and decrease privacy of organizations that
they target, based on their philosophy of anarchy.
These statements appeared initially as online videos,
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but as their activity attracted more attention, more appeared as direct press releases. Discerning a shift in
motivation via coordination to physical events engenders more uncertainty. While the close proximity to
an apparent physical event may make it appear to be
a stimulus for the network event, presuming causality tends to lead to errors in analysis. As such, contemporaneous timing is best left as a supplemental or
confidence-raising indicator. However, the very close
timing between cyberactivity and the border incursion
in the Georgian example, coupled with the choice of
targets, shows the usefulness of such a supplemental
indicator. Well after the attack, there were statements
by Russian officials linking the attack to the overall
Russian strategy.14
Detection of shifts indicative of motivation depends on either open-source or restricted-access
monitoring of the affected networks, on the results of
that monitoring being available for analysis, and on
those results lending insight on the motivation of the
actors. Open-source monitoring includes both the limited amount of network data that is published openly
(principally samples of network attacks, statistical
traffic summaries, and copies of defaced websites) and
also news accounts or other openly distributed information. This data is generally accessible for analysis.
Restricted-access monitoring tends to provide more
detailed and comprehensive traffic data. Restrictedaccess includes both proprietary monitoring and
monitoring performed by network service providers,
content distribution networks, and network security
vendors. As its name implies, data from this monitoring is generally controlled by access agreements or
nondisclosure agreements. The analysis results lend
insight on the motivation when they match with one
of the criteria listed above.
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Shifts in aggression apply principally to the rate
of activity of malevolent actors. One characterization
of this activity follows the classic “cyber-kill-chain”
model, involving the establishment of preparatory
sites, compromise of computers on targeted networks,
exploitation of the compromised computer, or impact
on military or political interests using the results of
the exploitation.15 In the Anonymous case, this rapid
increase in aggression was observed during the 201011 timeframe, as the group differentiated itself from
related organizations such as 4chan and AnonOps.
The group rapidly deployed a broad-scale tool for denial of service and increased the rate at which it defaced and compromised networks. It shifted rapidly
from a loosely-knit group of anarchists annoying specific organizations to a more targeted group taking on
governments, large corporations, and well-resourced
organizations.
Detection of shifts in the level of aggression is somewhat problematic. First, events need to be associated
with the malicious actors, and attribution of actions
(even when claims of responsibility are present) are
problematic in cyberspace. Second, the significance of
these events must be established, along with associations between events for cumulative effects, and this
frequently involves making a number of assumptions
about the victim organizations. Frequently, these victims are not willing to indicate the level of impact, and
may either inflate (perhaps to support criminal prosecution) or minimize (perhaps to preserve organization reputation) the impact of these events. Third, the
events need to be de-interleaved, since one or more
events may start before previous events have completed. Finally, the rate of aggression (level of impacts per
unit time, average interval between events, or other
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measures) may be computed. As these measures trend
over time, shifts may become apparent.
Shifts in methods indicate several possible changes, including that different malicious actors, have
taken control over the computers used, that the same
actors have changed tactics, or that different means of
accomplishing the same tactics are being employed.
On the other hand, in non-malicious and malicious
networks, dynamic addressing may be employed,
and a given address may be used by several different
computers, or, less commonly, networks may shift address spaces.16 This dynamic addressing may produce
observations similar to the indicators of shifts in methods. These less malicious explanations serve as alternative hypotheses to be dealt with in analysis. Methods may be reflected in overall traffic levels involving
the malicious actors (or experienced at the targeted
network), in the mix of network ports involved, in the
sizing and timing of network traffic, or in the specific
targets selected. One example of shifting methods is
in the Georgian attack, where the malevolent actors
moved from methods that largely dealt with financial
fraud and extortion against financial institutions to
methods that largely focused on critical infrastructure.
The speed in this shift of methods reflected the degree
of preparation and the level of urgency in supporting
the physical aggression by actions on the part of the
Russian-controlled computers.
Detection of shifts in methods involves using the
network monitors on the target network to profile the
range of behaviors exhibited by the malicious actors.
A range of methods for profiling these behaviors exist, including broad scale techniques to monitor chains
of network data (packets) and specific techniques to
explore the content of individual packets.17 By con-
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necting a profile (which applications, how frequently
used, against which targets, from which sources) with
a malicious actor or group of actors, deviations or evolution in that profile over time become detectable.
Over time, shifts in methods and aggression tend
to produce shifts in the impacts experienced by target
networks. The modified impacts have already been
alluded to in the preceding discussion on shifts of
methods. Cybercrime-focused groups tend to be very
opportunistic, with very destructive impacts only observed when this impact is readily monetized (e.g., for
extortion) or a component of a monetized attack (e.g.,
blocking a vendor by a denial of service attack so that
the malicious actors can impersonate that vendor and
implant software to provide unauthorized access).
Cyberwar efforts historically have been more interested in destructive impacts (e.g., sending commands
that damage connected devices, flooding networks,
destroying data on hosts) than on impacts that readily yield monetary rewards. The change in balance
between these two forms reflects the shift of impact.
Cybercrime groups tend to be motivated externally:
money, position, or reputation. Cyberwar groups
tend to be motivated internally: accomplishment of
mission, morale, and lending prestige to their cause
or nation. A shift tilting impact toward cyberwar will
be one that moves from annoyance-level monetary
reward and ego-driven statements and toward more
subtle results that affect the critical infrastructure. The
Georgian example shows this shift, as the network
that had previously been used for financial fraud and
dissemination of unwanted email shifted to targeted
compromises of government and military sites in
Georgia, along with flooding against their networks.
While there still was some (opportunistic) fraudulent
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activity present, the bulk of the impact shifted to support the malicious actors.
The shift of impact may be detectible by looking
at the cumulative effect of actions against the target
network. One change will be which computers are
targeted by the malevolent actors. Examining newly
targeted computers in light of the missions assigned
to those computers, and also the type of effects the
malicious actors are seeking on those computers, will
provide some indicators of the shift of impact. Noting
any change in the pacing of aggressive activity against
the target network, or relationship of that timing with
real-world events, serve as further indicators of this
shift.
In combination, multiple shifts serve to improve
confidence in the assessment that a group is shifting
its pattern of activity. A single detected change is likely not definitive. Cybercriminals often modify the pacing of their attacks. Actors have also been observed
to vary the methods of attack, particularly when a
new vulnerability or style of attack has become public. By combining results of assessing multiple shifts,
however, an analyst may more robustly assess the
malicious actor’s intent behind its activity. This assessment should be undertaken with caution. While
there exist well-publicized examples (as cited in this
chapter), malevolent actors shifting from cybercrime
to cyberwar is (fortunately) a rare event and the analysis methods need to be calibrated as such. Therefore, it
is probably more common for cybercriminals to shift
to less malicious behavior. There are numerous examples of such criminals converting to “gray hat,” mixing
authorized and unauthorized activity, or “white hat,”
shifting to purely authorized activity. In preparation
for such a conversion, several shifts in behavior might
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be expected. It is also common for cybercrime groups
to split or cease operation. These groups tend to have
a lot of internal distrust, and this lack of trust encourages divisions over goals and targets for the group.18
As the members mature, they might also drop out of
the group although this tendency has become less pronounced in recent years due to the monetization of cybercrime behavior. As shifts are identified, a division
of the group might form an alternative hypothesis to
be explored in the analysis.
Indicators.
The indicators available to computer network defenders can be categorized in several ways. One categorization is by the source of the indicators, whether
they are collected internally to the defended network
or externally to it. Another categorization is by the type
of data used in the indicator, further subcategorized
by host, service, or network data. Table 17-1 shows
the interaction of both categorizations, illustrated by
examples of network behaviors that might be indicated by the source and data involved. In this table,
the source-based categories have been subdivided by
the form of information from which the indicators are
derived. A report is a descriptive document covering
the behaviors. A rule is a specific set of conditions to
support automated suppression of the behaviors. An
observation is an alert, set of data, or artifact that displays the behaviors. The data from categorization is
further divided into log and content subcategories for
each type. The body of the table provides examples of
the possibly malicious behaviors that might be associated with the intersection of categories.
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Source\Data

Host Logs

Service Logs

Service Content

Network Logs

Network Content

Internal Report

Illegal login

Service
shutdown

Service
compromise

Resource
exhaustion

DNS cache
poisoning

Internal
Observation

File system
compromise

Data exfiltration

Web defacement

Flooding

Illicit email

External
Report

Vulnerability
reports

Vulnerability
reports

Vulnerability
reports

Address
watchlist

Incident reports

External Rule

Antivirus

Host firewall
rules

Spam signatures

Address
blackout

Firewall rules

External
Observation

File or registry
changes

Domain
watchlist

Web defacement

Incident
signatures

Attack indicators

Table 17-1. Type of Behavior Categorized by
Indicator Source and Data.
Historically, a primary indicator of malicious actors shifting from cybercrime to cyberwar has been
statements from the actors themselves. In the case of
Anonymous, these statements took the form of postings on the actors’ website, or statements left in discussion groups.19 In some attacks, press releases or
other public statements were made. These releases
are somewhat unreliable since the malicious actors
may be unwilling to discuss all of their actions, current or planned, to maintain strategic surprise against
targeted organizations. In the Georgian example, no
contemporaneous announcement was made by the
malicious actors.20
Third party assessments of activity by the malicious actors may be more robust. There are several
organizations, such as iSight Partners,21 Mandiant,22
or Renesys,23 that analyze various forms of network
activity and generate specific reports either for client organizations or summarizing effects in a given
infrastructure of a geographic region. The Computer
Emergency Readiness Team (CERT) and other broad-
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scale security groups also disseminate assessments
of cyberactivity that may be useful in analyzing the
intent of malicious actors.24
There are also more technologically-focused indicators distributed either by user groups or vendors of
specific network technologies (routers, antivirus, firewalls, email, web, file sharing, intrusion detection, or
prevention systems, etc.). These indicators are often
configurations or rules for the specific technologies to
use in addressing specific malicious activity. Sometimes these are associated with reports that link the
malicious activity with larger technical threats (e.g.,
the annual Symantec Threat Report).25 Some of these
indicators are lists of addresses and domains for use
in access control lists or in web proxies to block users
from accessing malicious sites. When implemented to
filter network activity, the rules and control lists cause
the filtering tools to produce alerts that might indicate
network threats. These alerts often describe specific
(most proximate) sources, the target against which the
activity is directed, the time of the activity, and the
specific nature of the activity. All of these provide insight into the behavior of actors and on shifts in that
behavior. However, because they are focused tightly
on specific technologies, these lists and rules might
have ephemeral effectiveness, particularly for actors
that wish their activities to go unnoticed. Linking these
indicators together for a more complete profile of activity could also prove difficult. Different vendors and
technologies report quite differently, both in format
and content of their reports. There are often not conventional labels that link alerts across technologies.
Some security event management systems consume
streams of alerts and link them by pre-established
information as to where the alerts are generated and
how to infer associations between alerts.
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Another information source is reported activity
from personnel who work within the defended organization. This information is often symptomatic—files
with changed content, information lost, computers behaving unexpectedly or shutting down, lost contacts.
However, these users may provide an insight indicative of a larger problem, and with context, identify a
more serious attack emerging.
This section uses these categories to discuss how
indicators may reflect shifts in motivation toward cyberwar. The discussion associates indicators with the
phases of a cyberattack. In some cases, indicators from
one phase may be useful in assessing later phases.
Indicators of Preparation.
The preparation phase of a cyberattack is where
the malevolent actors are assessing potential targets,
placing resources to use in the attack, and doing other
advance work before initiating an attack. The principal difficulty in gathering indicators of preparation is
that most of this activity will occur outside the scope
of observation from the target of the subsequent attacks. For this reason, third-party analysis and reports
might be the primary source of data for the indicators
suggesting shifts in preparation.
Prior to an attack, there might be a change of alliances on the part of the malicious actors. Disagreements between actors are common, particularly when
new causes, levels of activity, or targets are involved.26
Statements on blogs or discussion groups might be indicators of these changing alliances, and third party
information clearinghouses could well report on such
statements. Technical indicators, including correlated
activity (probing ports, protocols, or applications) on
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a similar timeframe but from additional network locations might also indicate these changing alliances.
Beyond simple scanning, evidence of actors basing
their attacks from new network locations (termed “hop
points”) may serve as indicators for shifts in preparation for a significant network attack. There is evidence
that hop points used in cybercrime are quite persistent.27 Criminals tend to keep the same locations since
changing them is unproductive time, and they tend to
use all of their locations (although not all against the
same target), for an efficiency of operation. Surprise is
a lesser concern in cybercrime than in cyberwarfare.
In warfare, the hop points are often considered far
more ephemeral, largely to defend against counterattacks and to help assure strategic surprise. Therefore,
a noticeable change in network locations might serve
as an indicator of preparation for a cyberattack.
During the preparation phase, any attack traffic
generated will be intended for connectivity and access
validation, rather than for deeper malicious effects. As
such, they tend to be lower volume, more transient,
and less followed-up on than in cybercrime. A noticeable shift in these characteristics from previously-used
sources may serve as an indicator of preparation.
Some malevolent actors, seeking maximum strategic surprise, will validate hop points (typically very
briefly and very cautiously) and then wait until attack initiation to further exploit these hop points. The
risk to this strategy is that the utility of the hop points
might be reduced (by chance or by defensive action)
without the actors’ awareness. This can threaten the
planned attacks. An alternative strategy is to maintain
a slow stream of traffic from the hop points, progressively moving to increasing activity so long as no defensive action or other limiting effects are observed.
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Both strategies are quite different from the cybercrime
strategies. In cybercrime, malevolent actors are using
well-established methods, at a calibrated level against
a broad population of targets; effectiveness against a
given target is of lesser concern, so cybercrime tends
to be stable, shifting only when outside factors act
against the criminal infrastructures, such as a change
in the ability to monetize the criminal attacks.28
By the nature of the activity, the preparation for
cyberwar is difficult to assess. Many of the limiting
factors discussed later in this chapter apply strongly to
such assessment. Often, the preparation phase indicators will be significant only retrospectively. However,
even given these cautionary notes, the retrospective
recognition of preparation may serve as confirmation
for the assessment of later phases of cyberwar attacks.
Indicators of Initiation.
The initiation phase indicates the malicious actors
are performing an increasing number of attacks, even
while perhaps continuing preparations for yet further
attacks. The indicators for this shift are more visible
than for previous shifts since attacks are visible as
damage or attempted damage to the victim organizations. A variety of technologies exists for observing
this damage or attempted damage including network
traffic analysis.29 Unfortunately, malicious actors are
quite aware of these technologies, and, while some
attackers are not concerned about detection, others
fashion attacks that are less visible to detection technologies. Since network attacks are generated by software, modifying the characteristics of attacks is a matter of modifying that software. Methods that attackers
have demonstrated in decreasing the visibility of their
attacks include:
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•	Hiding attacks as benign network activity (e.g.,
by waiting for the target to contact a compromised third party, then embed the exploit activity within benign activity);
•	Masking by modifying key characteristics of attacks (e.g., the apparent source of attack) that
defenders use to alert or track attacks (masked
by attackers using a distributed network of
sources in combination), or by use of encryption (e.g., by installing a decrypting downloader, then encrypting all further traffic for
conducting or directing the network attack);
•	Blocking collection of network activity by either disabling or flooding the sensors for such
activity; this has the added benefit (from the
attacker’s point of view) of distracting the network defenders toward protecting the sensor
and away from protecting the true target of the
attack.
To deal with malicious actors attempting to hide
their attacks, defenders need to use a variety of approaches to identify attacks. This section is too brief
for a full survey; the literature of network intrusion (a
form of attack) detection is too large to do more than
point to example indicators of initiating attacks.
Some of the indicators of attack initiation may be
in the form of alerts for attempted (or successful) exploitation against supported network services. While
there are a large number of possibly malicious contacts on supported network services, only a minority
are followed up for attempted exploitation.30 Of this
minority, a portion (although possibly a large portion)
may be detected by network defenses (gateways, firewalls, or network intrusion detection systems). The
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difficulty with using alerts from network defenses
as indicators of cyberwar-related attacks is two-fold:
First, the inherent dynamism of Internet activity,
which will be discussed further in a later section. Second, these network defenses often work based on signatures, which are established recognition sequences
for known activity. If the activity is not known (either
because it is individual or very new), then no signature will be available, and no alert will flag it as possibly malicious. These difficulties suggest that alerts
be looked at in aggregate as indicators of shifts in
behavior, rather than individually.
OTHER ATTACK PHASES
Attack execution involves the continuation and
adaption of malicious activities originating in attack
initiation. As such, the indicators for the execution
phase will derive from the indicators of attack initiation. Any shifts on the part of the malicious actors will
precede the execution of the attack as, during execution, cyberwar will have commenced.
Attack termination is the transition away from attack activities. In network activity, indicators for this
transition are often in the form of a lack of observed
behavior or, at least, a decrease in the frequency of
such behavior. Rarely, a malicious actor will formally
state a termination of attack, but such announcements
should not be expected (and possibly not believed). In
some cases, other malicious actors will adopt the behaviors of the erstwhile attackers, making an assessment of this termination even more difficult. Attacks
may also be organized in waves or cycles, so apparent
termination may only be temporary.
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Limitations of Shifts as a Basis for Analysis.
There are several well-known limitations in network data serving as indicators of shifts for assessment of malicious actors. This section briefly summarizes these limitations as a cautionary note related to
the application of the interpretation discussed in this
chapter. The section concludes with some methods of
dealing with these limitations.
Network data relating to attacks, whether cybercrime or cyberwar, are inherently partial. The partial
nature derives from motivation on the part of both the
attacker and the defender. The attacker desires that
the data be partial so that the efforts of the defender
will be incomplete or misdirected, leaving opportunities for further attack. The defender desires that the
data be partial for more complex reasons. Defenders
may have concerns related to the potential volume
of data, which may impact both network bandwidth
available for mission-related usage and the workload
of the defenders themselves. Defenders may be concerned that more complete monitoring might be exploitable by the attacker to further refine and guide
their attacks. Defenders may also lack the authority
to install sufficient instrumentation for more complete
collection, perhaps due to privacy rights on the part of
parties using the network.
Even the data that is collected may be difficult to
convert to indicators since the underlying applications of the network, and the user population may be
very dynamic. Currently, computer networks are undergoing rapid changes in behavior with the adoption
of outsourcing or cloud computing environments.
These changes place mission-critical or missionrelevant activity outside the organization network,
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concurrent with the rise of “bring your own device”
policies, which transfers mission-relevant activity to
computing environments owned by the organization’s employees as private individuals, rather than as
corporate assets. Coupled together, these changes are
modifying the long-established client-server view of
network behavior into something much less homogenous and much more difficult to directly assess. In the
time of such dynamism, it is challenging to find even
relatively constant indicators for malicious behavior
that can trend to reveal shifts in that behavior.
The classic contrast of correlation versus causation
also limits the interpretation of network behavior. So
much is changing that even changes that are closely
related in time and magnitude may not support causative relations. Correlated activities are much more
common, to the point where analysts need to provide
clear arguments for why the assumption of mere correlation must be rejected so that causation may be considered.
CONCLUSIONS
To deal with these limitations, multiple strategies
need to be applied. First, analysts should exercise caution in the kinds of conclusions that they make attributing shifts in the malicious actors. While certainty
(sometimes referred to as “ground truth”) is rarely
an achievable standard when analyzing network behavior, analysts need to assure that their conclusions
are both derived from data and defensible in their assumptions. Second, analysts should consider courses
of action to deal with trends that initially point toward
one conclusion but rapidly swing away from that conclusion in later observations. Such swings might occur
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when the observations were not driven by the types of
shifts that the analysts assumed, but also when the malicious actors become aware of action by the defenders
(or awareness on the defenders part) and change their
tactics or strategies accordingly. Analysts may need to
revisit the chain of logic that led to their initial assessments and consider alternatives that are made viable
by such swings, or perhaps act preemptively and state
their conclusions with alternatives that may be indicated by anticipated swings.
While these limitations make the task of the analyst more complex, that task is not intractable. Practicing analysts look at network behavior and produce actionable indicators on a frequent basis. Some of these
indicators have later proven to point to transitions
toward increasing depth and scope of hostilities. It is
expected that as the methods and practice of cyberwar
become more commonplace, the need for assessments
of this sort will become increasingly urgent.
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CHAPTER 18
CRISIS MANAGEMENT IN CYBERSPACE
AND IN A “CYBERED” WORLD
Phil Williams
INTRODUCTION
A little over a century after the mismanaged and
catastrophic crisis that began in Sarajevo, BosniaHerzegovina, and ended with the outbreak of World
War I, it is important once again to think about the
prospects for crisis management. Attention to crisis
management is all the more necessary and urgent, as,
during the last several decades, it has been treated as
largely irrelevant to the challenges of national and
international security. Indeed, in the post-Cold War
world, the very notion of crisis management seemed to
fall into abeyance and disrepair. Without the prospect
of a great power confrontation, crisis management appeared to be little more than a Cold War anachronism
with little relevance to contemporary or future events.
In recent years, however, this has changed, with several events and developments compelling more serious thinking about crisis management.
The first has been the recognition that, while transnational threats, such as terrorism and organized
crime, have increased in salience and importance, geopolitical rivalry has not gone away. The most obvious
example is the crisis over Ukraine, a crisis in which
European Union efforts to draw Ukraine into the
Western camp, at least economically, were trumped by
Russia’s use of military force to annex Crimea and its
subsequent support for the rebels in eastern Ukraine.
Notions that Europe had become an extended zone of
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peace had been dented during the 1990s by the ethnic
conflicts in the Balkans; they were destroyed by the actions of Vladimir Putin. Indeed, Putin’s actions were
a brutal but important reminder that geographic security concerns were as important for Russia as they had
ever been; that military power remained an important
and often decisive instrument of national security; and
that power politics was not some 19th-century anachronism but an important feature of the 21st-century
world—even in Europe. Although the U.S. response
focused on economic sanctions and nonlethal aid, the
Russian-American relationship increasingly was characterized by discord and suspicion rather than the
kind of cooperation and trust envisaged at the end of
the Cold War.
A second driver has been growing concern about
the changing power structure in the global system
resulting from the rise of China and the relative, and
some would even argue absolute, decline in the power
of the United States. Avery Goldstein added an important twist to this debate, noting that concern with
the prospects of a long-term rivalry between the United States and China has obscured the possibility of a
near-term crisis with associated instabilities between
two nuclear-armed adversaries.1 As he observed:
In contrast with the diminished prospect for a showdown over Taiwan, the possibility that the United
States and China could find themselves in a crisis
triggered by sovereignty disputes in the South China
Sea or the East China Sea has increased. Since 2005, a
period of relatively low tension over claims to maritime territories and seas in East Asia has given way
to growing concern about the willingness and ability
of China and its neighbors to settle their differences
peacefully.2
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A third factor—and one that gives added weight
to the first two developments—is is that revelations
about the Cuban Missile Crisis have suggested that,
even during the Cold War, crisis management was far
from perfect and depended to a large degree on what
Dean Acheson termed “plain dumb luck.”3 The Cuban
Missile Crisis, which although highly dangerous, appeared at the time to be very skillfully managed, but
actually came very close to catastrophic escalation.
U.S. decision-makers were aware neither of the extent
to which short-range nuclear weapons were integrated into the Soviet force structure nor of the fact that
Soviet military forces in Cuba had been pre-delegated
with the authority to use them. Nor were they aware
that the Soviet submarines being compelled to surface
by U.S. destroyers, each carried a nuclear torpedo, or
“special weapon” as it was termed.4 In the event, one
of the submarine commanders, believing he was under
attack, came very close to launching the torpedo, and
it was only the veto of the flotilla commander, Vasili
Arkhipov, that prevented an action that would have
crossed the brink into nuclear war.5 What makes this
particularly salutary is that the Cuban missile crisis
was relatively simple and straightforward, and took
place in a world where there were clearly demarcated
spheres of influence and mutual if tacit—although
in retrospect incomplete—agreement on codes of
conduct.
A fourth factor is that 2014 marked the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of World War I and inevitably was marked by a rash of new analyses trying to
explain how a Balkan crisis rapidly escalated into a
major European and ultimately a world war. Invariably, there were many echoes of the earlier debate
along with a few new revelations and interpretations.
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A significant portion of the earlier debate had focused
on the issue of German culpability. In a very famous
study, Fritz Fischer noted that Germany had deliberately gone to war in 1914 because of its aspirations for
European hegemony.6 A more benign assessment that
replaced ambition with insecurity suggested that it
was concerns about growing Russian military power
that forced Germany to resort to a preventive war in
the summer of 1914. Among the more recent studies,
this theme was echoed by David Fromkin, with his
conclusion that “Germany deliberately started a European war to keep from being overtaken by Russia.”7 In
the final analysis, however, for both Fisher and Fromkin, the crisis precipitated by the assassination of the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo was an opportunity for Germany, an opportunity that was grasped
decisively, if not eagerly, and that left little room for
the peaceful resolution of the crisis. For others, though,
the events highlighted the more general failure of
great power crisis management to stop events in Sarajevo from escalating into a major conflagration: offensive military strategies and doctrines, the demands
of railway timetables during military mobilization,
the rigidity of German war planning, and the failures
of civilian leaders to understand the implications of
military plans and their strategic implementation,
combined to take the crisis out of control and on an
inexorable course toward war. Indeed, the cumulative
effect of such factors was underlined in one widely
acclaimed recent study, suggesting that:
. . . the complexity of the 1914 crisis arose not from the
diffusion of powers and responsibilities across a single
politico-financial framework, but from rapid-fire interactions among heavily armed autonomous powercenters confronting different and swiftly changing
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threats and operating under conditions of high risk
and low trust and transparency.8

Whether war resulted from a toxic mix of German
ambition and insecurity or a more general loss of control and a failure of crisis management, the anniversary was a reminder that stability cannot be taken for
granted, that periods of peace can be far more fragile
than they appear, and that order and stability can end
abruptly. The 100th anniversary of the outbreak of
the “Great War” was a salutary reminder, therefore,
that in international politics peace and stability cannot simply be taken for granted. This was a reminder
that resonated all the more because of the Ukraine
crisis and a new Chinese assertiveness over disputed
islands in the Pacific.
If it is essential to think once again about the need
for—and demands of—crisis management in the 21st
century, it is also important to keep in mind the new
environment in which crises might occur. In this connection, there is an important distinction between
crises that begin in cyberspace with a major cyberattack and those that are precipitated by events in the
real world but are played out in a world in which
cyberspace is an additional and important strategic
domain. This domain offers new strategic options but
also creates a new set of vulnerabilities, poses a new
set of challenges, and adds a variety of potential complications. Drawing on the analysis of Chris Demchak
about “cybered conflict,” the argument here suggests
that as well as having to manage crises in cyberspace,
policymakers will also have to confront and manage
cybered crises.9 These can be understood as geopolitical confrontations between states that start outside
cyberspace, but invariably have to be managed within
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a context that includes cyberspace and a high level of
strategic dependence by the participants on cyber systems for civilian and military activities.
Indeed, in both cyber crises and cybered crises,
there is the possibility of cross-domain escalation,
from cyberspace to the real world and from the real
world to cyberspace. Against this background, this
analysis initially examines the notions of crisis and
crisis management. It then looks at some of the ways
in which crises might occur in cyberspace and the accompanying pressures and requirements for crisis
management. This is followed by a brief analysis of
the way in which the management of real world crises
might also be complicated by the fact that these crises
are occurring in a cybered world.10 The final section of
the chapter identifies several ways in which the capacity for crisis management both in cyberspace and in a
cybered environment might be enhanced.
CRISIS AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT
During the Cold War with its backdrop of nuclear
weapons, the concept of crisis and the nature of crisis management were fully and explicitly articulated.
Coral Bell illuminated the notion of crisis with her argument:
the essence of true crisis in any given relationship is
that the conflicts within it rise to a level which threatens to transform the nature of the relationship. . . . The
concept is of normal strain rising to the level of breaking strain.11

This was usefully broad and could be applied to relationships among allies and those between adversaries.
It is the latter that are of most interest here, of course,
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and in this context, the following definition provides
a useful starting point:
An international crisis is a confrontation between two
or more states usually occupying a short time period,
in which important interests are at stake, and in which
the possibility of an outbreak of war between the participants is perceived to increase significantly.12

This definition highlights the dual requirements of
crisis management: It is necessary to take steps to protect national interests and—where war is perceived
as highly undesirable—combine these with efforts to
maintain the peace. As Glenn Snyder and Paul Diesing
noted, in Cold War crises the dual approach was a
mixed strategy of coercion and accommodation, but it
was necessary to “coerce prudently” and “accommodate cheaply.”13 This clearly articulated the notion that
in the nuclear age, it was necessary to protect interests
but to do so while avoiding or containing escalation
dynamics that could cross the threshold between coercion and violence. Once that threshold was crossed,
it was not clear where the stopping points would be or
even if there would be any.
Other scholars observed that crises typically were
defined in terms of an increase in threat to interests,
often accompanied by an element of surprise and a
short time in which to respond. These characteristics
meant that decisions were taken with a sense of urgency and under conditions of enormous uncertainty
about the reaction of the adversary or the ability to
maintain control over events. Consequently, policymakers were subject to considerable stress, and,
although this could enhance capacity for sound and
sensible decision-making in the short term if the stress
were both high and sustained, it was likely to have a
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debilitating effect on decision-making. This was not
the only danger that decision-makers had to confront
in crises. Crises invariably required strong action, and
there was always a possibility that the actions taken
would not be fully thought through and would intensify rather than moderate the crisis. Closely linked to
this was the distinct possibility of miscalculation, of
misunderstanding the adversary’s resolve, and provoking rather than coercing. Another danger was that
decision-makers would lose control over events and
that the crisis would take on its own dynamic—rather as the Sarajevo crisis did. Where allies were also
involved, they were potential wild cards, capable of
disrupting carefully crafted strategic moves put into
place by the major protagonists.
The dangers were very real and meant that confidence in crisis management was limited rather than
unbounded. Indeed, some critics decried the notion,
arguing that those who lived by crisis management
were destined to die by crisis management.14 This was
a fatalistic and facile critique: The difficulty was, and
is, that in the event of a crisis, there was really, and is,
no alternative to prudent crisis management. For all
its limits and shortcomings, crisis management was
better than an unmanaged or mismanaged crisis. The
same is true today—although as Herbert Lin has compellingly argued, managing the issues that have long
been a challenge for crisis management “may well be
more difficult for cyber conflict than for other kinds of
conflict.”15 If crisis management was problematic during the Cold War, it is likely to be even more problematic during a cybercrisis or during a great power crisis
that takes place in a cybered world.
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND CYBERSPACE:
THE CHALLENGES
As suggested earlier, crisis management has never
been easy. There are several characteristics of a crisis
in cyberspace, however, that could pose enormous
difficulties. Some of these are a direct result of the
distinctive environment of cyberspace. As Deighton
Fiddner pointed out in an earlier chapter in this volume, cyberspace is both a domain in its own right
and something that subsumes the other domains. It
has also been characterized as a “fierce domain,” a
description that is particularly apt, given the ways in
which cyberspace has become an extension of political competition among states. It has become a fertile
ground for the activities of traditional and virtual
criminal organizations, and a venue in which terrorists
recruit, raise money, communicate with one another,
amplify their attraction to vulnerable populations,
and acquire information about potential targets.16
Against this background, one of the problems when
thinking about the outbreak of a crisis in cyberspace is
that the noise level is already very high. Cyberattacks
on the United States occur with remarkable frequency
on a daily basis. Some involve simple hackers testing
out their skills, but others are more malevolent and
are linked to cybercrime or cyberespionage. Yet, others might be probing attacks by nation-states that are
seeking to identify potential weak points that can be
exploited or simply testing U.S. defenses and likely responses. Whatever the motive, as Herbert Lin points
out, the “constant background of cyber-attack activity” has created a new baseline of competitive, hostile
and even provocative activity, with probing, testing
defenses and limited attacks the order of the day.17
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Because they are in cyberspace, these attacks have
had limited impact in terms of damage and have not
been unequivocally strategic in nature. In fact, many
attacks seem to have been motivated by criminality or
espionage. Consequently, there has been a high level
of tolerance and, in spite of a great deal of U.S. rhetoric
about the cyberthreat being the most significant of all
the current threats to the United States, none of the
attacks has been sufficient to provoke a confrontation
between the United States and either China or Russia.
In this connection, it is worth considering what a
major cyberattack would look like. Even thinking in
these terms, however, there is likely to be a significant
gradation of seriousness and severity. Nevertheless, a
major attack would likely stand out against this background of routine and frequent attacks. Such an attack is likely to be distinguished by some or all of the
following characteristics: (1) wide scope with an extended target set that goes beyond specific institutions
such as banks or particular corporations; (2) efforts to
create considerable disruption to the functioning of
the economy and society of the target state largely
through targeting critical infrastructures; (3) possibly
significant impact in terms of the availability of critical
services such as power and communications; (4) possible loss of life as result of the physical consequences
of a cyberattack; (5) a possibly extended period in
which the target state has to cope without fully functioning critical infrastructure. In short, a major attack
has far-reaching consequences in terms of the damage
to critical infrastructure.
The difficulty at this point becomes one of attribution. In October 2012, then Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta claimed that the Department of Defense had
made “significant advances identifying the origins of
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an attack. . . . Potential aggressors should be aware that
the United States has the capacity to locate them and
hold them accountable.”18 The attack on Sony that was
traced back to North Korea suggests that such claims
have some credence.19 Nevertheless, the possibility of
denial and deception coupled with the high level of
noise suggests that unequivocal identification of the
perpetrators of a major attack might remain problematic. Indeed, even when certain locations, entities,
and attack vectors are identified, it is still not clear if
they are perpetrators or simply innocent victims who
are being set up to take the fall. In cyberspace, as Joseph Nye has pointed out, “ambiguity is ubiquitous
and reinforces the normal fog of war.”20 Even major
cyberattacks, therefore, might be characterized by a
lack of clarity and by enormous uncertainties about
their origins, let alone the purpose or intent of the
perpetrators.
The real challenge in such cases is to determine responsibility and to identify and then track down the
perpetrator. One issue that often arises in murder investigations is the possibility that the suspect has an
alibi. Whether this is genuine or is a bogus claim, it
provides a degree of plausible deniability. The same
issue arises in cyberspace where plausible deniability
can make it extremely difficult unequivocally to assign responsibility for a cyberattack, let alone cyberwar initiation. As one expert noted:
we have entered an age where anyone can participate
in a cyber conflict from any point on earth, masking
their location and their identity, yet causing serious
disruption. Attacks can also be ‘crowd sourced’ by
governments—as some suspect might have been the
case in Estonia and Georgia—or arise from acts of
spontaneous participation, or both.21
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This complicates the task of assigning blame to a rival
state and forming an appropriate response.
The danger is that plausible deniability increases
the likelihood of risk taking. The issue for the responder, however, is the extent to which the shield of plausible deniability can be breached. There is both an issue
of feasibility here and one of desirability. The issue
of feasibility concerns the nature of the evidence that
could expose the denials for what they are. The Soviet
Union’s first reaction to allegations that it had placed
missiles in Cuba in 1962 was one of denial; the denials
were rendered implausible by photographic evidence
that was unveiled to the world at the United Nations.
It seems unlikely there would be an equivalent public
disclosure in cyberspace. At the very least, it would
be far less dramatic and direct. In the event that there
is sufficient and compelling evidence, however, and
that the attacked state has a high level of confidence in
this evidence, then some retaliatory action would be
inevitable. In other words, attribution would almost
certainly precipitate a major crisis in cyberspace. In
that sense, better attribution increases the risk of crisis, unless a potential perpetrator is also aware of the
possibility, in which case willingness to take risks and
initiate a major cyberattack might be limited. The danger here is that the expectations of rival states might
be asymmetric, leading in a sense to a miscalculation
about the ability to initiate a cyberattack anonymously
and without eliciting serious retaliation.
Another major problem is that cyberspace is lacking some characteristics that have facilitated crisis
management in the past. One important example of
this is thresholds between different levels of intensity
of the crisis. As Forrest Morgan and his coauthors have
compellingly argued, “The key to managing risks of
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inadvertent escalation lies in clarifying thresholds—
on all sides of a conflict.”22 Yet this is likely to be far
more difficult in a cybercrisis than it was during Cold
War crises. In the real world, there are obvious thresholds such as that between coercive or threatening actions and overt violence, the geographical stopping
points that have what Thomas Schelling described
as a high degree of salience and are generally easy to
understand, or the distinction between the use of conventional and nuclear weapons.23 In cyberspace, however, thresholds are harder to define and recognize,
let alone mutually acknowledge, agree upon, and respect. In some ways, the very ubiquity and complexity
of cyberspace make thresholds a much more problematic, if not wholly irrelevant concept.
Linked to this is also a potential repeat of a calculation that played a key part in the 1914 crisis—that
states could have their wars and enjoy them. This was
obviously not the view of all the policymakers, with
the civilian leaders generally exhibiting greater qualms
about going to war than their military counterparts.
Indeed, it is clear some of the policymakers involved
in the 1914 crisis were horrified at the likely costs of a
war. British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey is an
obvious example. Yet, the more pervasive and immediate concern for most of the decision-makers was of
losing a war—a concern that drowned out caution and
fed the mobilization race. There is a similar danger
that policymakers in one or more countries somehow
come to regard cyberwar as a bloodless alternative to
war in the real world and take actions that have such
damaging consequences on an adversary that retaliation—so long as the capability remains intact—has to
be at least equally damaging. Indeed, in the aftermath
of a major cyberattack on the United States, concerns
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over credibility would likely crowd out prudence and
drive major efforts at retaliation. In an odd way, policymakers might be even less willing to lose face in
cyberspace than in the real world because actions to
regain face do not appear as dangerous as they would
in the real world.
It is clear even from this very cursory survey of
how cyber crises might differ from traditional crises—
especially those that occurred during the Cold War—
that they could prove potentially unmanageable. Different, but potentially closely connected problems
arise in several key areas: decision-making, communications, crisis-bargaining, making sound intelligence
assessments, and maintaining control over events.
Decision-making in crises has always involved
high levels of uncertainty. Coupled with time-pressures and the stress that this can induce, there has always been a possibility that policymakers would close
off certain options prematurely, would take high-risk
actions because of concerns over credibility, or would
insufficiently think through the implications of a favored option, and in particular, how it might appear
to the adversary. These dangers would certainly exist
in a crisis in cyberspace. So too would the possibilities
of group think and even wishful thinking, leading the
decision-makers to take risks that a more deliberative
and adversarial process might have both highlighted
and avoided.
Such difficulties in the decision-making process in
the United States are likely to be exacerbated by the
dominant approach to cyberwar, which treats it as
predominantly a technical issue rather than a political
and strategic challenge of the first order. This has two
implications. First, there is likely to be a large gap of
understanding between the technocrats, who are very
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likely to be predominantly military officers, and civilian decision-makers. Civil-military relations are invariably tested during crises and a crisis in cyberspace
is unlikely to be an exception to this. Second, and
perhaps even more fundamental, the U.S. President
will most likely find himself out of his depth, faced
with limited and poorly understood policy options, in
which the gap between intention and result could be
large. In some respects, this is akin to the situation in
1914 when foreign ministers did not fully realize the
ways in which military plans and preparations would
foreclose diplomatic options.
When consideration turns from decision-making
to communications between the governments, there
might also be unexpected difficulties. There often
seems to be an implicit assumption that in a world of
rapid and immediate communication through multiple electronic channels, communications among
adversaries in a crisis would be easy and straightforward. Such communications certainly hold out the
promise of overcoming one of the major problems that
surfaced in the Cuban Missile Crisis: Formal communications channels were slow and difficult, and even
additional improvised and informal channels sometimes added to ambiguity and increased rather than
reduced uncertainty. Yet, it is not clear that rapid and
instantaneous communications would facilitate careful and considered decision-making. The pressure to
act or respond quickly could prove detrimental to the
development and consideration of multiple options
and the careful choice of a sensible course of action.
Ironically, the ease of communications in a cybercrisis could also vary significantly during the course of
the crisis. Depending on the scope and nature of the
initial attacks or retaliatory measures, the possibility
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of communication disruptions is also very real. While
the participants in a great power crisis in cyberspace
would have a vested interest in maintaining open
communications channels, it is possible that these
could be inadvertently (or perhaps under certain circumstances even deliberately) disrupted. At the very
least, it is dangerous to assume the communications
process would invariably be smooth and easy. Moreover, closely related to problems in communications
are the dangers in the bargaining process.
In this connection, it bears emphasis that, even
if communications work in an electronic sense, they
might not always be understood or accepted. Part of
the problem during crises is that actions often speak
louder than words and are themselves a crucial part of
the communication process. Yet, these actions may be
interpreted very differently from the way they were
intended. Indeed, there is always the danger of miscalculation in crisis bargaining. This problem is likely
to be accentuated in cyberspace not only because of
the inherent uncertainties but also because of the potential for unintended consequences. The competitive
bargaining process and brinkmanship in a crisis carry
risks that might not be fully understood by decisionmakers on either side. To go back to the Snyder formulation, efforts to coerce prudently might be less
prudent than those engaging in coercive actions realize. One of the dangers is that decision-makers might
not fully understand the nature and impact of their
own offensive options. It is possible, for example, that,
one of the participants seeks to send a message with
a limited cyberattack that, for one reason or another,
has far more extensive and damaging effects on the
adversary than anticipated. Depending on when this
occurs, it could be the attack that provokes the crisis in
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the first place or the one that leads to escalation. Bargaining is likely to be far more difficult and dangerous
where the stakes are unclear, options are not nearly as
carefully delineated as policymakers think, and intelligence is highly problematic.
Many of the problems confronting intelligence in
a crisis in cyberspace are likely to involve the intentions and capabilities, the ambitions and fears of an
adversary. Problems could also arise, however, in efforts to assess the damage that an adversary has inflicted on one’s own critical infrastructure. Indeed, the
degradation of infrastructure could itself make damage assessment highly problematic, extremely limited,
or even impossible. It is a distinct possibility that the
tools for making the assessment of damage have been
degraded or destroyed by the same attack that inflicted the damage in the first place. Indeed, it is possible
that damage assessments will be all but impossible.
In effect, intelligence that is crucial in determining the
next step in the crisis might simply be unavailable. It
is perhaps the great irony that in a crisis where intelligence assessments are massively important for decision-making, those assessments might be particularly
limited and of low or uncertain quality. Closely linked
to this, it is difficult to know how many attacks and
counterattacks might occur and how these iterations
would evolve.
In this connection, Herbert Lin has identified another distinct and very real possibility in which probes
for better information are wrongly interpreted as a
continuation of the conflict. As he argued:
knowing what the adversary is doing and the scope
and nature of its future intentions are very important
to decision makers, and the need to collect such intel-
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ligence will almost certainly result in greater pressures
to use the entire array of available intelligence-gathering techniques—including techniques of cyber exploitation. If the adversary is unable to distinguish between an offensive operation for exploitation and one
for attack—an outcome that seems all too likely—a
cyber exploitation may run the risk of being perceived
as part of an imminent attack, even if this is not the
intent of decision makers.24

In other words, a crisis in cyberspace could generate an intense variant of the security dilemma in
which a simple quest for clarification is interpreted as
something much more malevolent and threatening.
In turn, these intelligence problems feed into the
difficulties of maintaining control over events. In
thinking about this, Forrest Morgan’s useful and important distinctions between deliberate, inadvertent,
and accidental escalation are particularly pertinent.
As he notes, however, these forms of escalation have
very different dynamics. Yet, they could also interact
in important and damaging ways. A very real danger
in cyberspace, for example, is that inadvertent escalation would be regarded as deliberate, thereby provoking an escalatory response rather than a reversal of the
spiral. In this sense, there is a very real possibility of
escalation based not on strategic intent, but on a series
of misunderstandings of what the enemy is doing and
why. The assumption in a crisis that the adversary is
acting in a very deliberate and calculated matter is
sometimes the prudent course. Yet, in other cases, the
assumption of centralized management and perfect
control and coordination will be totally wrong—with
potentially very dangerous consequences.
It is at this point that the bargaining process and
the issue of control over events could intersect with
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the possibility of catalytic escalation. Indeed, the difficulty of identifying an attacker creates enormous
potential for mischief. As Herbert Lin once again has
pointed out:
catalytic escalation occurs when some third party succeeds in provoking two parties to engage in conflict.
For example, Party C takes action against Party A that
is not traced to Party C and appears to come from
Party B. Party A reacts against Party B, which then believes it is the target of an unprovoked action by Party
A. The inherent anonymity of cyber operations may
make ‘false-flag’ operations easier to undertake in cyberspace than with kinetic operations.25

Yet, this danger is likely to be far greater when a
cybercrisis is already underway. It is conceivable, for
example, that as great powers seek to contain and
manage a crisis in cyberspace by reaching a cybercease-fire or cessation of hostilities, a third party by
taking independent actions could completely undermine opportunities to defuse to the crisis. Indeed, actions by a third party could be even more provocative,
destabilizing, and escalatory after a crisis has started
than before. At this stage, sensitivities are inflamed,
political pressures are likely to be high, and trust between the governments involved is already damaged
and highly tenuous. In such circumstances, a third
party action could have a major impact in undermining the prospects for successful crisis management
and reigniting an escalatory spiral.
Moreover, there are several possible perpetrators
of this kind of ploy. It could be a third power that sees
itself as likely to benefit from some kind of confrontation or even hostilities between the two major states
involved. It is also possible that it could be a nonstate
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actor such as a terrorist organization that sees an opportunity to weaken one or both of its major enemies.
A third possibility, and one emphasized by Lin, is
that action could be taken by “patriotic actors” in one
of the states involved without the tacit approval, let
alone the authorization of the political leaders in that
state:26
The actions of these patriotic hackers may greatly
complicate escalation management. Such actions may
be seen by an adversary as being performed under the
direction, blessing, tacit concurrence, or tolerance of
the state and therefore are likely to be factored into
the adversary’s assessment of the state’s motives and
intent. The state’s efforts to suppress patriotic hackers
may be seen as insincere and are likely to be at least
partially unsuccessful as well.27

Once again, such actions easily could be seen as a
deliberate provocation by the adversary. In the aftermath of some kind of truce or suspension of activities,
they would be seen as a total breach of faith and trust.
In these circumstances, the consequences could be
severe, provoking another round of attacks and dispelling what little trust had been established. In these
circumstances, the danger is that denying responsibility would be seen as proof of perfidy, rather than as a
genuine disclaimer. Indeed, for those actors intent on
provoking escalation, cyberattacks on both the major
powers involved—or what Lin termed “a double-sided catalytic attack”— could have profound escalatory
consequences.28
In other words, we are in an era when a great power confrontation would involve unprecedented uncertainties and imponderables. Another major imponderable and potential complication is that the interplay
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between cyberspace and real word military preparations is untested and, therefore, barely understood.
What are the prospects for cross-domain escalation?
This is an area for which there are few if any, precedents or guides to behavior, and where the prospects
for successful management depend on the impact of
a series of unknown unknowns. If a cyberattack had
a major impact in weakening or disrupting military
preparations, it would create use-them-or-lose-them
dilemmas, adding new and unpredictable dimensions
to notions of preemptive instabilities. During the Cold
War, the key assumption was that a strategic nuclear
attack could be deterred if the adversary knew that
the target state had the capacity to retaliate after absorbing such an attack. But what if a cyberattack could
electronically disrupt the national command authority? Even the very possibility that command, control,
communications, and computer (C4) systems could be
weakened might once again lead to a renewed emphasis on preemptive strategies and doctrines not because
they promised victory, but because the vulnerability
of the C4 system would compromise the capacity for
strategic nuclear retaliation. In a sense, even the possibility of a cyberattack that might affect the confidence
and perceptions that underlay the strategy of mutual
assured destruction during the Cold War, today, could
be profoundly destabilizing. In the midst of a crisis, it
could present policymakers with complex dilemmas
and profoundly difficult choices.
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TRADITIONAL CRISES IN A “CYBERED”
WORLD
Thus far, the emphasis has been on the possibility of escalation from a crisis in cyberspace to the real
world.29 Yet, it is perhaps equally plausible that crossdomain escalation might go in the opposite direction
in that a geopolitical crisis would escalate into cyberspace. There are several reasons for this. One is the importance of electronic communications for battle space
management at the strategic, tactical, and operational
levels. The idea of information dominance—either
having it in the case of the United States, or preventing the United States from exercising it in the case of
China or Russia—has become central to the modern
battle space as conceived in the strategic doctrines and
plans of the three great powers. Moreover, for China
or Russia, the idea of neutralizing or, at least, eroding
U.S. superiority in technology through cyberattacks is
very attractive. It fits both the Russian and Chinese
conceptions of integrating cyberspace and information operations into national strategy—something
both countries appear far more comfortable with than
does the United States.
There is also a possibility that, in a geopolitical crisis, policymakers, seeking to respond decisively and
coerce the adversary while maintaining control over
events, might decide that attacks on the adversary in
cyberspace are much less dangerous escalatory options than the traditional use of military force. The
problem is that such attacks would almost invariably
be on cybertargets that are within the homeland of the
adversary. As such, they are likely to blur the salience
of the homeland as a sanctuary, subtly but effectively
undermining the significance of territorial spaces that
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traditionally have been regarded as off limits except
for the most high-risk options. To allow something
that was regarded as catastrophic in the Cold War to
become a significant option in a contemporary crisis
is to move into uncharted and very dangerous waters. Indeed, to the extent that the homeland provides
a fundamentally important territorial, political, and
psychological threshold that has hitherto had a de
facto sanctuary status, such a move might be seen as
a far more significant and dangerous escalation than,
for example, crossing the line between coercion and
violence in a military clash at sea or in a remote area.
Although such a judgment—and an appropriately
serious and perhaps similar response—is not preordained, launching a cyberattack on the territory of a
major power in the belief that this is a relatively safe
option could prove to be the height of folly and something that “tips” a crisis out of control.
Even if there is sensitivity to such risks, however,
there might be preventive or preemptive incentives
and concerns for carrying out such an attack. In a geopolitical crisis, policymakers might regard the effectiveness of their military forces as under threat from
cyberattacks by the adversary. One way of neutralizing this potential threat might be to degrade the cybercapabilities of an adversary—something that would
likely involve a major, albeit “defensive” cyberattack
on the adversary’s homeland. Another, of course, is to
use the military capabilities before they are subject to
degradation as a result of a cyberattack. Either way, the
results are likely to involve significant escalation and
would certainly make it much more difficult to maintain control over events in the crisis. In other words,
it does not matter whether the crisis has its origins in
cyberspace or more traditional geopolitical conflict,
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very traditional and familiar use-them-or-lose-them
dilemmas and dynamics could easily come to the fore
once again, with very dangerous consequences. In this
sense, cyberspace, potentially, at least, adds an important escalatory dynamic to real-world tensions and
conflicts.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The obvious implication of all this, of course, is
that crisis management could prove much more problematic in the globalized and cybered world of the
21st century than it did during the Cold War when
cyberspace did not even exist. An equally important
implication of the preceding analysis is that security
and crises in cyberspace are not narrow technical challenges; rather they involve fundamental issues of politics and strategy, great power relations, bargaining,
and escalation dynamics and control. The challenge
for crisis management in the 21st century is formidable. Governments and scholars alike have to confront
the task of conceptualizing not just security and safety
of infrastructure, but the nature of security in a world
that is simultaneously a nuclear world and a cyberworld. There are several obvious things that could be
done to achieve this:
1. Develop scenarios and training exercises that
are more comprehensive than those usually carried
out, and place the emphasis on the integration of bargaining strategy and communications across separate
domains or spaces. Some scenarios should begin in
cyberspace; other crisis scenarios could focus more on
potential origins in traditional geopolitical rivalries
and military clashes. In both cases, however, special
attention should be given to notions of domain link-
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age and domain escalation—how strong the linkage
is, how and why cross-domain escalation might occur,
what the impact would be on efforts at crisis management, and how such escalation might be prevented.
2. Bring together technical specialists, military
commanders, and civilian decision-makers to consider how crises could be managed across different
domains depending on the origin of the crisis, the
strategy and tactics of the adversary, and the intense
security dilemmas that might arise. There is an important learning element in this, especially for the civilian leadership. It is clear that, in the Sarajevo crisis,
many of the key civilian policymakers did not understand the implications of the military options the
generals provided. To allow such a situation to arise
in a cyber or cybered crisis in the 21st century would
be—to quote the title of a book focusing largely on
cybercrime—a “fatal system error” in its own right.30
To believe that policymakers can be prepared for all
contingencies would be illusory; but to ensure that
policymakers have rehearsed the requirements of crisis management and especially the kinds of choices,
dilemmas, and tradeoffs they will confront in either
a cyber or a cybered crisis is a categorical imperative.
3. Emphasizing research and development on attack attribution and damage assessment requirements
both through cyberspace and through a broader intelligence effort is essential. It is equally important to
identify and exploit synergies between what might
be termed cyberintelligence and traditional national
security intelligence. Timothy Shimeall’s pioneering
chapter in this volume on distinguishing between
cybercrime and cyberwar identifies some important
indicators of the transition to cyberwar within cyberspace and has important implications for the cyberin-
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telligence component. Yet, it is equally necessary to
fuse indicators from within cyberspace with broader
indicators that emanate from traditional military
warning intelligence and strategic intelligence for a
more comprehensive assessment. This fusion is not
something that can be done successfully under the
duress of crisis. Rather, it is something that has to be
planned and implemented under normal conditions.
Only then does it stand any chance of working well
under crisis conditions and augmenting the capacity
for successful crisis management.
4. During the Cold War, the brinkmanship of the
Cuban Missile Crisis was followed by a growing emphasis on crisis prevention or crisis avoidance, as well
as by mechanisms such as the hotline that could enhance crisis management. Against this background,
it would be eminently sensible to consider the development of rules of the road or cyber-rules of engagement that would be in the collective interest of all
major states with high levels of investment in critical
cyberinfrastructure. While accords such as the U.S.Soviet Preventing Incidents at Sea Agreement of 1972
are hard to replicate in cyberspace, they do provide
some kind of precedent and guidelines for codes of
conduct in cyberspace that could contribute to both
crisis prevention and escalation control in the event
of a crisis. Certainly, such an approach should be on
the agenda for U.S. diplomatic initiatives toward both
Russia and China. Given the potential complexities
and imponderables likely to characterize either a crisis in cyberspace or a great power crisis in a cybered
world, anything that can be done to enhance predictability and impose a degree of structured expectations
for decision-making could prove invaluable.
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5. Take steps to ensure that, even when infrastructure has been significantly degraded, communication between adversaries remains possible. In other
words, it is vital to protect and insulate “hotlines” so
that these forces are able to operate even after a major
attack in cyberspace has occurred and created significant damage to national infrastructure. The case for
this is as compelling now as was that for the original
hotline to be established in the aftermath of the Cuban
Missile Crisis. This is not to ignore the possibility that
direct communications can be manipulated, exploited
for deception and denial, and used as simply another
channel for coercive bargaining. Nevertheless, the advantages of maintaining direct communications that
can be used to minimize the prospects for miscalculation and mistakes, or provide important reassurances
to dampen escalatory pressures, outweigh the potential downside. A hot line could be particularly important in the event of efforts by third parties to provoke
catalytic escalation.
6. Develop contingency plans for military options
that can be implemented with minimum dependence
on a functioning infrastructure in cyberspace. Although it has not been the primary focus of this analysis, a recurring theme has been the possibility that the
United States, or indeed its adversaries for that matter,
might be faced with use-them-or-lose-them dilemmas
in relation to military forces—not in the sense that
the forces would be destroyed, but that they would
be rendered inoperable because of the degradation
of the information and communications systems on
which they depend. The more they can be designed
to ensure continued resilience and operational effectiveness even in the absence of these systems, the less
acute these dilemmas would be.
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7. The administration that comes to power in 2017
should create a national commission in the United
States that would examine the relationship between
strategy and security as traditionally defined, security
as it has evolved in cyberspace, and strategy that integrates cyberspace and traditional space. It should also
take a completely new look at organizational arrangements for both cybersecurity and offensive cyberoperations, recognizing that there is no end state in terms
of organizational structure for infrastructure security
arrangements, but that systems, people, and institutions need to be highly flexible and ultra-adaptive.
Blue ribbon panels occasionally proved useful during
the Cold War, and a high-level panel coordinating
the efforts of a multi-disciplinary network of experts
could provide both political impetus for enhanced
crisis management capabilities and the analytic and
scientific insights to ensure that these can be applied
effectively in both crises in cyberspace and cybered
crises.
None of these recommendations is a panacea. But
unless thinking about the interplay of crisis management and escalation in a world that is both nuclear
and cyber becomes more systematic, more comprehensive, and more imaginative, the prospects for
managing and containing the security challenges, the
cross-domain linkages, and escalation dynamics will
be dismal at best.
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CHAPTER 19
CYBERED WAYS OF WARFARE:
THE EMERGENT SPECTRUM
OF DEMOCRATIZED PREDATION
AND THE FUTURE CYBER-WESTPHALIA
INTERSTATE TOPOLOGY
Chris C. Demchak
Peace traditionally rests on the forms of governance among states or groups.1 Governance of any
system rests on institutions, but in cyberspace today,
there is a vacuum. The institutions in cyberspace currently guide rather than govern, using weak norms,
public exhortations, convenience, and nonstate centralized addressing protocols resting on contracts and
unenforceable, informal arrangements. The vacuum
has encouraged a disequilibrium of the system whose
anarchy tends to encourage predatory behavior for
resources, especially among strangers with no shared
obligations or social controls.2 When the conflict, be it
mass criminality or organized cross-border insolence,
rises to what are seen as existentially intolerable or
highly disruptive levels, the functional state must react to defend its prerogatives, territory, and societal
well-being. In the past, this situation has generally led
to war or a close equivalent involving weapons, death,
and destruction.
The virtual anarchy of the global web has led not
to war as we have known it but to a form of conflict
in the interstices between peace and war that involves
not only states but also anyone with access, time, and
basic equipment. It is no longer the peace and war of
Raymond Aron or Ken Waltz with declared oppo-
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nents, uniformed militaries, observable incursions,
and physically evident military power. Rather, it is
more like the continuing, more convoluted systemic
struggles seen by Thomas Hobbes, Niccolo Machiavelli, and Sun Tsu,3 in which nearly everything up to
the kinetic exchanges involving death and destruction
of traditional war has become fair game among multiple predatory and defending parties. Campaigns may
take years to unfold largely cloaked in multilayers of
preferably anonymous deception and the slow, deep,
systemic enfeeblement of adversaries rather than any
identifiable, attributable, direct, physical strikes. This
not-quite-peace-but-clearly-not-traditional-war emergent form of struggle, “cybered conflict,” changes
warfare for the near and longer future as well.4 Henceforth, whether or not kinetic means are involved, every
major conflict among states will involve cyber means
that seminally influence the outcome of the conflict.
Cybered conflict today offers to states and nonstate
actors alike a broad spectrum of choices for engaging
in and benefiting from hostilities without being obvious and crossing known red lines of international law
into kinetic exchanges. With the menu of options for
seeking leverage, returns, or compliance, it is largely
unnecessary to move deliberately across the known
red lines of international law into a war which links
cyber means and kinetic exchanges among major
adversaries known to each other as opponents. The
topology of the global cyberspace allows an unprecedented broad swath of the world’s populations and
states to pick among a wide variety of predatory campaign options with minimal investment of resources,
an easily employed long, deceptive and generally
anonymous reach, and largely free returns on investments in knowledge acquisition, employment, and
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refinement. Since any actor can reposition its efforts
at any point along the spectrum at any time due to
the opaqueness of the substrate, moving to the unusual conditions of cyberwar with known state-level
opponents and linked kinetic-cybered exchanges is
less likely as a deliberate campaign element than as
a product of accidental escalation.5 The term is then
analytically best placed at the end of the spectrum of
cybered conflict where adversaries, through miscalculations, frustration, arrogance, and even naiveté, fail
to reposition their efforts to a better advantage back
down the spectrum before the outbreak of more overt
and systemically harmful expressions of conflict.
Thus, cyber “war” is unlikely, but systemic cybered
conflict is already here.
The focus of this chapter is to frame systemically
how the current globally open, unfettered, ubiquitous, and opaque cyberspace is encouraging conflicts among communities that may harm their future
well-being and is changing their interstate system
profoundly without a shot being fired. Three arguments will be made: First, cyberspace has spread as a
highly insecure, open “substrate” under the world’s
major communities, with systemic characteristics
democratizing anonymous predation globally and
overwhelming established state and societal controls.
Second, with cybered conflict the result of this virtual
anarchy, states, and organized groups are now engaged in a transition era to sort out where the new
societal and interstate controls on predatory behavior
will be placed and enforced in the slowly emerging
future “Cyber-Westphalia” interstate system. Third,
the institutions built throughout this transition will
strongly influence which states are robust or weak
cyberpowers when cyberspace’s topology stabilizes.
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Three currently emerging models of possible future
topologies bear close observation over time to discern how the trends of the global system are moving
toward or away from the end of the cybered conflict
spectrum to cyberwar itself.
CONFLICT “SUBSTRATE”
When the substrate6 changes on which societies
depend, so do the societies and the way they resolve
uncertainties internally and externally. The cyberspace substrate is entirely man-made, man-owned,
contracted out, man-maintained, man-updated, manmonitored, man-defended, and man–disrupted. The
cyberspace substrate is evolving from its early freefor-all frontier era into an era of conflict during which
states will rise or fall as cyberpowers but eventually
will collectively construct yet a third Cyber-Westphalian era of states with their own defined jurisdictions
in cyberspace.
This evolution is driven by the complexity and
opaqueness of the highly insecure technological base
of cyberspace encouraging a democratization of predation globally. Cyberspace has not changed humanhuman predation, but the globally open, unfettered
cyberspace substrate has eased three historically
daunting systemic obstacles to predatory behavior,
namely scale, proximity, and precision. Prior to this
era, only actors with considerable resources could
afford to organize armies for war, could cross long
distances to conduct battles, and could repeatedly
acquire knowledge or experience in order to prevail.
Now would-be attackers with limited resources other
than Internet access and time, can with near impunity
choose the scale of their organization from five to 5,000
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members, the proximity of their targets from five to
5,000 kilometers away, and the precision of their target group from five to 500,000-targeted systems.7 The
ease of relatively risk-free conflict with others on the
web is so apparent that even botnet gangs of criminals
managing secretly controlled computers of innocent
citizens will fight among each other technologically,
often seeking to destroy the other’s malicious software
while inserting one’s own.8
The characteristics of the globally open, unfettered, opaque cyberspace have not only generated
much wealth but have also democratized predation
on strangers at will with little to no governance or
social controls to curb appetites or success. No more
need resources, reach, or repatriation of returns stand
in the way of experimenting with predation on strangers. As a result, not only individuals but whole organizations have emerged to benefit personally from this
distant, free predation, and unethical adversary states
have not been far behind. Today there is abundant
evidence of exploitation of the digitized underpinning
of societally critical functions and the extensive debilitating losses in social knowledge investment meant to
sustain national well-being over time.9 The data is already accumulating about the enfeeblement and sudden demise of major corporations such as Canada’s
Nortel, which are increasingly linked to the hacking of
their knowledge and markets before the corporations
are able to recognize the losses and adapt.10
With the massive amounts of success becoming increasingly visible, victim states have begun to
respond, and the cyberspace meant to be a cooperative, free spirit environment11 is now a conflict-laden
substrate shared globally across the critical systems of
any connected society. States and victim enterprises
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are imposing or adapting structures in and around cyberspace’s man-made elements in order to control the
threats to the resources, jurisdictions, and allocation of
benefits which follow efforts to shore up the national
defenses. Eventually, the state level reactions to cyberinsecurities cumulate to alter the overarching national
and international systems. There is no cyberspace normal equilibrium to which it globally will return in a
cybernetic or ecological fashion, like wind patterns or
tides. Rather, war built the modern state, and the cyberspace substrate’s tendency to encourage predation
and cybered conflict is, in turn, altering both the state
and the surrounding international system.
CYBERED CONFLICT AND FUTURE
CYBER-WESTPHALIA12
Robert Gilpin observed the necessity of looking
beyond diplomacy and militaries to take into account
the systemic influences and effects on the interaction
of states and communities in order to understand
the propensity to conflict.13 Today cybered conflict
is emerging as the new normal in struggles between
states and groups competing for the enormous wealth
laid open for the taking or generated by the ungoverned global substrate.14 A wide spectrum of possible
conflict options are being developed as humans, and
their communities rush to fight over resources, access,
long-term leverage, and sometimes reputation benefits obtainable through cyberspace without resorting
to overt war. Conflict between states moves erratically
from the traditional definable kinetic conflict to an
amorphous range of predatory and defensive disruption operations.
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Now conflict is likely to be shifting, opaque, and
deeply disruptive at will for underlying systems penetrated by the global substrate. With more to gain
from avoiding kinetic exchanges, adversaries will
maneuver across tools, targets, times, and distances at
will to avoid interruption or prevention. Operations
in offense, defense, and third-party opportunism will
be longer in duration, deeply deceptive in execution,
and riven with ambiguities over when it started, as
well as why, where, and who is involved at any moment.15 Receding is the clarity of kinetic exchanges between militaries or, at least, armed groups expressing
their grievances in public ways with visible tools, selfevident destruction, and calculable periods of activity.
A nation can be in a cybered conflict with many adversaries at once and yet be unaware of its own losses and
attrition of effective options.
In cybered conflict, deception is key to efficient
success. Analogies to war are often expressed as
games, chief among these are checkers, chess, poker,
and go.16 The problem with applying these analogies
to the full spectrum of cybered conflict is that games
have rules. Cybered conflict does not, especially none
about the use of deception throughout operations at
any level. There are very few circumstances under
which announcing one’s cybered campaign’s onset,
its progress, plan of action, or expected rewards is
efficient or effective. Much like the first barrage in a
traditional kinetic war, once the exploit and its losses
are realized, the exploit will be countered, and retribution will be taken for losses. The maximum return
is gained in cybered conflict when the opponents do
not realize who deeply penetrated and exploited the
systems on which their well-being depends.
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The self-evident clarity of a fully overt kinetic war
is unlikely, though not impossible. In this era, classical war is only likely by accident, overwhelming emotional misperceptions across media and many leaders,
or true ruthlessness by states and nonstate groups.17
Even so, the attractiveness of gain over the long term
will induce a longer, slower, intensification of conflict
involving the extraction of knowledge critical for the
ability of civil societies to maintain the free flow of
goods needed for the open global system and their
own societal well-being. With no overarching democratic civil society hegemon able to enforce rules of
warfare on multiple adversaries in a globally cybered
anarchy, no system in any state is untouchable by such
conflict if cyberspace reaches into it.18
Cybered conflict across major adversaries increasingly resembles “whole of the system” struggles closer to traditional total war, but these systemic conflicts
anticipated by Gilpin, Anthony Giddens, and even
Alexander Wendt19 can occur with no shots likely to
be fired. Cybertechnology has altered what conquest
might mean in terms of returns on investment by state
level predators. First, cyberspace as a massive sociotechnical system has three main elements according to
Dan Kuehl—connectivity, content, and cognition.20 Of
these, content and cognition are key information elements enabling the substrate to penetrate throughout
the critical elements of society. Throughout history,
information plays an enormous role when it is able to
be manipulated in delivery, in narrative, or in effect
on the audience.21 Conquest of another land and its
human inhabitants often involved a range of placating information tools to reduce the ability to organize
and resist, thus costing the conquering predator more
to maintain control. These include a delivery that
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seems god-like, deceptively innocent, or overwhelming to targeted peoples, a foundation story that justifies all measures taken including genocide, and a
reinforcing subsequent cognitive structure including
renaming, linguistic replacements, and ubiquitous enforcement of repression of alternative explanations.22
Furthermore, cyberspace has a unique technological
advantage over the control challenges of prior eras: It
enables knowing and doing to be compressed tightly.
The time between when the information is obtained
(as in spying) and when action is possible (as in using
technology for harm) is now nearly simultaneous for
any adversary.
This blend of knowing and acting (and altering
what is known) makes the technological change embodied by the global substrate exceptionally powerful
as a tool for conflict in overwhelming defense mechanisms designed for reflection before acting in response. Recasting conquest of land and peoples rather
as attempted conquest of the cyberspace substrate, its
technology, narrative explanations, and the control
of critical elements of a dependent society by incursion at one’s whim certainly should induce national
responses and actions. States faced with this newer
form of penetration and conquest will naturally resist
and what they construct in either conflict or fear will
also change the topology of the international system
over time, just as prior technological changes and attempts at conquest changed the international system
in history.
Today, rising perceptions of how pervasive the
threat and vulnerabilities are, is already inducing
structural changes and new arrangements across public and private systems of states. At varying tempos
and intensities, national leaders today are preparing
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institutionally for new kinds of whole system battles.
Global cyberspace substrate now influences the distribution of authorities in digital civil societies themselves. The greater the perception of imminent loss,
the more the defending societies will alter themselves,
if necessary, to avoid losing, and the more global
cyberspace substrate now influences the distribution of authorities in and across digital civil societies
themselves.
Today the building blocks of a future Cyber-Westphalian system23 are emerging from the reactions of
states recognizing slowly the extent of cybered conflict and their national vulnerabilities. Slowly state
leaders are trying to define what they will defend for
the nation, at what point along the access points into
the traditional territory, with what means, for what
length of time, and to what acceptable effects at home
or against the adversary. National cybersecurity strategies are being issued.24 National level cybersecurity
centers, cybercommands or their national equivalents,
and governmental computer emergency or incident
response teams increasingly are emerging.25 Legislation, directives, orders, or policy changes are also
emerging to allow governments to extend their signals
intelligence capabilities into Wi-Fi, Internet cables, or
mobile telephony used to access the Internet.26
These institutional, strategic, and legal changes
build the jurisdiction of the national political system
with respect to the global cyberspace substrate. They
are also building the foundations for the future cyberpower of their nations. Decisions made and institutionalized across states during this cybered conflict
transition period will influence the ability of states to
protect their well-being when this emergent CyberWestphalia consolidates,27 a process estimated to take
about a generation to be fully evident.28
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ROBUST CYBERPOWER
Charles Tilly noted in his seminal observations that
ways in which the society reconciled its capital and
coercion mechanisms strongly determined the structure of a “modern” state that underpins today’s liberal
democratic civil societies and their ability to maintain
a liberal international system.29 In the same way, decisions made and institutionalized across states will influence the well-being of states in the subsequent Cyber-Westphalia era by providing their relative portion
of cyberpower. That is, these institutions, strategies,
and resources embedded in the national response will
affect how resilient the whole society is to the threats
of the cyberspace substrate and how able the state is
to forestall devastating penetrations by selectively
targeted disruptions prior to an attack. Over time, as
the deeply digitized interstate system becomes more
structured in the current transition era and produces the next era of cybered Westphalian states, some
states will adapt their public and private sectors to the
full spectrum of cybered conflict more effectively than
others. Those states will be better placed in relative cyberpower and skill in cybered conflict to defend their
national systemic well-being in both the near and far
term.30
Three forms of governmental or semi-public institutional response to cybered conflict exist today,
sometimes all in the same state. The most common
form of response is some form of intergovernmental
or “pan-agency” cybersecurity coordination agency or
office focused on resilience to attacks across the government first and privately held critical infrastructure
secondarily. Generally, this office is located quite near
the head of government such as the prime minister.
A good example is the British cabinet level Office of
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Cyber Security and Information Assurance, as is the
French National Agency for Security of Information
Systems (ANSSI).31 A second institutional model is the
cybercommand model in which a military or security
unit is given the task to defend its agency but also to
track adversaries for active defense. The latter mission
is better understood in its effects as the targeted and
tailored forward disruption of exceptionally skilled
cybered conflict adversaries before they can strike or
during an operation without escalating the conflict
or revealing the successful techniques. Naturally, the
new U.S. Cyber Command is the originating model,
but there are others emerging with a closely similar
mission and without the specific name.32
A final form is the later iteration of the originally
private cyberalert organization, the Computer Emergency Readiness Team (CERT). Designed by university professors to help subscribing private firms share
their experiences in attacks and thus be better able to
resist future attacks, the CERT model has been copied
globally. It has also, however, changed in the process
from a purely private defensive form, CERT1, to a
more robust and generally governmental form with
broader obligations to more actively share and train
defenders, national CERTs or Cyber Security Incident
Response Teams (CSIRTs)33 or CERT2. The third iteration is yet more muscular in terms of adding elements
of forward disruption implied in vague statements
about forestalling imminent attacks. The muscular
CSIRT is not yet evolved into cyber commands as a
rule, but for states with few to no governmental cyber
security resources, this model has begun to develop
traction as not only a source of national knowledge for
resilience but also a repository for cybertalent for possible forward disruption.34 It is, however, as yet not at
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the scale to displace either of the other models save in
these already cyber-handicapped states.
As of now, many states have elected to establish
one or more of these models, but will need the capacities of both resilience (pan-agency guidance) and
disruption (active defense in cybercommand equivalents) to have established credible cyberpower for the
coming Westphalian system. The decisions made in
the near future will strongly influence how far along
in these capacities defending states are during the
transition. It is reasonable to expect that lagging states
or those with insufficient investments in both will find
themselves disproportionately under assault as their
neighbor nations develop their cyberjurisdictions and
power and thus become more difficult to penetrate
and exploit with impunity.
THE FUTURE AND NOT-QUITE-PAST IN
NEW INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM TOPOLOGIES
At the end of the day, it is not clear now which
states among the rising, status quo, or declining powers35 will have the perspicacious leaders and institutions that grasp the systemic nature of cybered conflict
more accurately, nor what kind of liberal or illiberal
international system will result. Nothing in the current structure of cyberspace guarantees democratic
civil societies as the future normal state, a liberal international system as the overarching meme of the
international system, or the continuance of atomized
nations fending for themselves in the complex opaque
conflicts of a deeply digitized and dynamically surprising globe.
Three possibilities have more likelihood of occurring, each having implications for the others in terms
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of how much the future resembles the recent or distant
past in terms of human conflict, cooperation, and benign neglect. These are a system of fractious atomized
states with varying degrees of cyberpower and responsible behaviors, a system dominated by the rise of
a non-European derivative, illiberal superpower and
the decline of liberal institutionalist globalization, and
a system of many various balancing responses dominated by new or renewed technologically integrated
regional alliances of like-minded, like-structured, or
like-threatened nations. The trends indicate more, not
less, uncertainty and turbulence, and the continuing
presence of cybered conflict, although the spectrum
may have fewer options for nonstate actors.
Systemically Blended Democratic Civil Societies.
War built the modern state, but only because of
serendipity in the form of the Catholic Church needing individuals to counter the coercive power of the
aristocracy and the capital wealth of merchant cities.36
When all conflict is cybered and systemic, i.e., reaching deeply into adversary home systems, its events or
the reactions to them change political systems inevitably. With no shot fired, the challenges are in one sense
more profound than physical threats. The possibility
of a systemic cascade affecting wide swaths of a society, when taken seriously, tends to force coordination
efforts across traditionally separated sovereignties
that disperse power across civil society democracies.
National security strategies can no longer leave economics off the table as a tool of interstate conflict, not
only because of the commonality of tools, networks,
and criticality with what was called national security
systems but also because the loss of control over the
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knowledge investments of one will inevitably mean
loss of the other as well.
Conflict along the substrate is altering not only
concepts of warfare but also the presumptions of
power distribution in democracies themselves. Neutralizing threats able to worm in through a fundamentally insecure and ubiquitous substrate of economic or
governmental systems begins to force the blending of
authorities across traditional military, police, internal
infrastructure, and economic concerns nationally and
institutionally in ways discussed during the heyday of
the anti-terrorist early-2000s but never truly required
as long as national borders could be monitored and reinforced without blending the military and the police.
The technical fungibility of the cyberspace substrate
makes this blend increasingly necessary to have the
comprehensive oversight needed to discern emergent
patterns of harmful behavior before time between
initiation and effect shortens beyond intervention,
dampening, or restorative mitigation.
A good example is the recent development of
teams in the U.S. Cyber Command specifically designed to help the largely vulnerable and beleaguered
major private companies recognize they have been
harmed and defend themselves.37 This example is all
the more powerful when it occurs in a federal nation
like the United States without the strong history of
public-private cooperation more common in Europe.
Only in World War II and the context of total war was
Franklin Roosevelt able to force the synchronization
of government and economic actions, and only until
the end of the war. Data sharing itself has been difficult for privacy and past abuse reasons across democratic civil societies. Only in states beset with major internal deceptive actors destructive to civil legitimacy
and well-being, such as a Mafia, have the mechanisms
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of widespread sharing of knowledge about internal
behaviors been deemed necessary.
Yet, today discerning the major extractions or penetrations requires sharing across all the systems in the
chain of cyberexchanges before and beyond the probable targets. As the substrate has linked so many of the
socio-technical systems of the democratic state without awareness of its insecurities, so will the police, the
military, and the critical economic actors be seeking
knowledge across systems that are similar or the same
in order for each to complete its own mission defense
or forestalling of harm. That data inevitably will be
collected societally as big data by actors intermediating among these sectors, resulting in all three coming to the same data table more and more often, and
sharing among themselves as necessary for systemic
survival as well. The institutional accommodations of
this knowledge sharing will vary across democratic
civil societies, but it is inevitable if the society is to develop the requisite resilience for adequate cyberpower
in the future.
This blending trend, however, is unlikely to be
internationally replicated in a cooperative global system, at least in the short term, because states defend
themselves first and foremost. The threats of a globally
malicious cyberspace substrate, especially at the scale
and persistence of today, already have encouraged the
rise of the building blocks of national borders. These
“edges” of a state’s cyberjurisdiction, whether or not
they are actually equipped to protect them, must rise
to reassure the political leaders internally before they
can be softened to allow special sharing or access by
allies, let alone random trading partners. Indeed, the
perception that it is the openness that has caused these
losses is fueling the need to put up threat dampeners
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by filters (e.g., Sweden), monitoring (e.g., the United
States), technological sovereignty (e.g., Germany), centralized guidance for Telecoms technological systems
(e.g., France), or even address controls now emerging
in marginally democratic states of the former Soviet
Union.38
Under this basic atomized topology of states defending their own cyberjurisdictions, it is unclear
which of these more blended democratic civil societies are better able to develop their cyberpower and
defend their well-being during the transition era.
Much depends on the effectiveness and acceptance of
the sharing of knowledge and action as institutionalized within each state. The more unitary states with
a long history of close connections between public
and private sectors may ironically create more effective, public-private collaborative and yet controlling
institutions of resilience and disruption. If the recent
past is any guide, however, this will be exceptionally
problematic for large and/or federal states to achieve.
Federal states tend to formalize separate sovereignties
across the government and have less cooperative relations with private corporate partners competing with
each other in general.39 The lack of internal cooperative
regulation and actions makes the whole of the system
resilience less effective and encourages governmental
reliance on forward disruption with more intensity
despite the blowback and accidental escalation risks.
It will be harder for such states to establish a resilient
reputation and one would expect they would experience a disproportionate amount of attacks as a result.
The latter may have much tougher challenges with the
scale and spectrum of cybered conflict, relative cyberpower, and national well-being in a cybered world.
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Rise of Illiberal Cybered Superpowers.
A second distinct possibility is the rise of an illiberal state changing the relative perceptions of power
across the international system by its scale of influence and unrelenting pursuit of the gains of cybered
conflict, albeit below the red lines of war. Of course,
China is the most likely major actor able to manipulate the atomization among states of Europe and the
Americas in order to achieve a cyberhegemon status
due to its wealth and monopoly of technology production and standards across the globe. Already China
has achieved remarkable progress in the process, having become the major source of technology production
globally and soon to surpass the United States as the
largest economy in the world.40 Its reputed command
of cybered conflict is increasingly unparalleled, even
if indignantly and vigorously denied. The Chinese
leadership has proven especially adept in long-run,
low-visibility campaigns through the broad synchronization of the massive globally executed extractions
of economically critical knowledge by large, wellskilled cybered military units and vaguely directed
“patriotic” hacker communities, with rapidly rising
multi-market manipulations over time using subsidized and relentless flagship corporate enterprises
like Huawei.41
As long as China remains politically unified by
one party focused on providing economic resources
now and over time as its sole claim to legitimacy,42 it
is unlikely that any sanction not rising to the level of
threatening China’s leadership directly with massive
failure on this goal will succeed in attenuating these
broadly encouraged expropriations from other countries. So much of the dramatic rise of China rests on
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this massive transfer of wealth that asking the state to
curb its citizens is akin to asking a farmer rising from
abject poverty with many mouths to feed to forego
harvesting and go broke in the name of the wider
community. Few states, liberal or not, would accept
this option barring a force majeure indeed. Several authors have suggested the fantastic Chinese rise is a
chimera based on currency speculation, inefficient internal markets, and a highly insecure internal Internet
of its own.43 Elements of these assertions are undoubtedly true, but the overarching trend rewards a large
scale in population linked to widespread technological persistence and familiarity. China manifests both
at levels not shared by, for example, India. As long
as the current underlying substrate remains as insecurely constructed as it is and as directly linked to the
heart of the knowledge investments of the wealthier
states, this predation will profit China and enable its
rise as a major actor in the transition cybered conflict
era at least. By scale alone, China’s actions will change
the rules of the conflict and elements of the outcomes.
As things stand now, the grave difficulty for democratic civil societies in resisting the rise of an illiberal
hegemon is that the opaque complexity and ubiquity
of today’s cyberspace encourages persistence and deception in ways not accommodated by the rules of
trade today in civil societies that focus case by case. If
a patent idea is stolen before the sclerotic U.S. or European patent offices can even rule on the idea and it
is marketed via a Chinese corporate entity with nearly
unlimited credit from its government before the original developer can produce anything, then the years
of knowledge investment have been stolen and the
future returns lost to the originating developer and
state. As long as this theft is anonymous, there is no
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mechanism for proof that motivates the owner’s state
to act. Even when patterns of theft across millions of
incidents emerge, the rules of civil society require that
each is adjudicated separately, leaving the persistent
large-scale perpetrator able to benefit from desiccating whole industries in victim states long before any
government can act for longer term self-defense. The
opposite is not true in the illiberal state, of course.
Importantly, the rise of illiberal states to dominate global systems is not possible unless deception
is widely enabled by the deeply opaque cyberspace
substrate. The tide of economic enfeeblement present in cybered conflict today tends to run against the
state unable to act to punish adversaries without incontrovertible proof in a legal sense, unless the state
acts vigorously and possibly illegally in its own defense countering the deception. The 2013 “L’Affaire
Snowden” (The Snowden Affair) suggests that major
states already are attempting to meet deception and
persistence with the forward use of surveillance and
unearthing of patterns, at the very least.44 Stuxnet also
suggests significant experimentation with tools of
conflict that are programmed to alter behaviors of an
adversary without crossing red lines or engaging an
inadvertent cascade.45 Nonetheless, without other institutional, legal, and technological changes and with
many caveats already suggested, one can argue that
the globally open, unfettered, and nearly free cyberspace substrate is indeed stacked in favor of a large,
technologically-aggressive illiberal state rising over
the transition era to prominence in the coming Westphalian interstate system.
How would such a hegemon actually orchestrate
its influence under this scenario? In 2002, a prescient
Kuehl argued that cyberspace operates to affect its
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using groups across its connectivity, content, and
cognition capacities.46 By and large, democratic civil
societies are only interested to date in controlling connectivity enough to eliminate systemic threats traveling across the nets, and in filtering content only to the
extent of removing malicious packets containing these
threats. Philosophically and politically, they have no
desire to control cognition at all and the other two
(connectivity and filtering) only as much as it takes
to secure the well-being of their citizens. In contrast,
illiberal states across the globe have indicated interest
in control across all three aspects of cyberspace. This
concern was, for example, explicitly indicated in the
proposal to control cyberspace tabled in the United
Nations (UN) in 2011 by China and Russia, in which
cognition control is included as a national concern for
“information security” rather than cybersecurity.47
Control of the characteristics of the basic technology of cyberspace would be key to hegemonic domination. Accordingly, an illiberal hegemon would be interested in having global technological standards that
enable a full range of state controls across all of the
three aspects of cyberspace identified by Kuehl. For
economic efficiency and political convenience, other
lesser states would migrate to using this technology
as well. As the standards and the production designs
preferred by this hegemon spread to become standard
in many states, the cyberspace substrate under an illiberal hegemon will not only be divided nationally
in cyberjurisdictions but also in close technological
controls on what is passed among states whether by
land, air, sea, satellite, or undersea Internet cables. Especially if the hegemon remains the major producer
of the global technological systems used by nearly
all states, the international system fueled by cybered
exchanges increasingly will be illiberal.
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Under this possible topology, cybered conflict continues to be particularly turbulent because democratic
civil societies are unlikely to accept quiescently this
development for long. They have already signaled
distaste for having the UN, via its information and
communication technologies agency, impose global
technological standards favoring control of cognition
as well as content and connectivity. However, the
spectrum of cybered conflict is wide and options varying. In many other manifestations, the rising illiberal
states iteratively can maneuver to spread these technologies and standards so deeply into nondemocratic
civil societies that those opposing states will be forced
to accept many aspects of this control just to interact
economically with much of the world. It is exactly the
possibility of a fait accompli instantiation of such restrictions across a major continent that is engendering
deep concern with Huawei building, operating, and
maintaining the African 4G network. While it is provided gratis to these developing nations, the systemic
effects on the liberality of the emerging system may be
profound.48 The response from democratic civil societies will be turbulent, if only because democracies need
to motivate their citizens, often through hyperbole, to
make major investments against opaque and longterm threats whose perpetrating originating states are
vigorously denying the allegations.49
Countervailing Regional, Civil Society
and Herd Alliances.
If trends continue as they are today, given the deception and deeply systemic nature of cybered conflict
now, the coming international Cyber-Westphalian
system is unlikely to remain as the liberal arena set
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up by Britain and enforced by the United States over
most of the past century. However, neither is the new
structure likely to be that of completely independent,
atomized states defending themselves against major
illiberal cyberpowers. Riven by competing internal
interests and buffeted by the redirecting blame campaigns of more illiberal cyberpowers, it will be politically difficult and financially exceptionally hard for
civil society democracies to invest soon enough in
sufficient national cyberpower (both resilience and
disruption capacities systemically) to protect their
national well-being alone.
More likely is the rise of like-minded mutual cybered protection alliances sharing sensors and response systems and generative adaptations, especially
across regional neighbors and already allied civil societies. Being an “island cyber” nation is difficult in the
current and coming era because the opaqueness of the
substrate does not vanish with the rise of state controls at some jurisdictionally defined and physically
enforced edges. Effective national control of a cyberjurisdiction will require a certain externalization of
preferences to lighten the load on home filters or other
systems meant to keep the national systems sufficiently unpenetrated for future well-being. Eventually likeminded states realize the benefits of having multiple
redundant sensor sets across nations, engaging the intellectual ability of larger populations across civil societies, and of presenting multiple targets and punitive
responders to continuing aggressors. This resetting of
the scale, proximity, and precision advantages in the
context of enforceable civil society laws and oversight
reduces the system threat of cybered conflict at least
inside the collective front of each alliance.
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The opaqueness of the current cyberspace substrate, however, will affect the composition of alliances because they are unlikely to survive long unless
all participants are roughly equivalent in holding up
their own part of the collective frontier. In a complexly interdependent system, the weakest state becomes
the avenue by which malicious external forces flow
their attacks into the alliance at large, and out again.
Therefore, just as the substrate tends to force blending of authorities within victim states, it is likely to
force deeper technological ties among states choosing
to ally themselves for cybersecurity. One can imagine
a form of technological sovereignty being encouraged
across a North American and European alliance with
other allies such as possibly Japan being given special
access, data sharing, and shared protections via common new basic technological systems of exchange.
One would expect these alliances if they are to endure,
to be grown differentially and deeply across small
numbers of states, with weaker states on the outside
or at best in a secondary periphery of limited trust.
In addition to the regional or like-minded alliances, one can foresee the development of “herd”
alliances where smaller, weak cyberpowers band together but not necessarily against a specific state actor.
Rather, unlike the one or two very large states, or a
small number of very wealthy states who will be able
to afford their own technological sovereignty, many
states will be on their own on and off again. Not every
state will be in an alliance or stay in the same one over
time if it proves inadequate. But as weaker states are
likely to be victims or proxies, there is an incentive
to join alliances to reduce the burden and the likelihood of threat success, or just to have access to some
collective knowledge. Thus, this topology is likely to
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remain that of basic state cybersovereignty but with a
slowly shifting environment of alliances, at least in the
mid-term.50
For those in functioning and effective long-term
alliances, cybered conflict may be turbulent, but the
overwhelming burden of self-defense is diffused
across a small community possibly performing different niche functions or, at least, dispersing the costs of
sensors, analysis, and disruption. Collectively, they
have more robust cyberpower in ways each individually cannot achieve easily. For lesser cyberpowers
outside the stronger alliances, the rising Westphalian
system will often be an era of frustration and loss of
key knowledge investments as they drift in and out
of lesser alliances attempting to secure their own cyberjurisdiction and well-being against deception and
relentless technological change.
THE WAY FORWARD. THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC SLACK AND SENSORS?
Whether atomized fractious states, several illiberal
hegemons, or collective mutual cybersecurity alliances come to dominate the future Cyber-Westphalian
system and its conflicts, some aspects of today’s threat
environment, in particular, are likely to change in
their role or probability dramatically.
First, as the emergent Cyber-Westphalian topology solidifies, the nonstate independent actor is
doomed to decline and irrelevance. The states, all together, will be imposing limits on the current mass of
organized or unorganized malicious actors who operate in the shadows of cyberspace. While the rise of
China may have been helpfully fueled by the masses
of young hackers making a living for themselves or
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their corporate bosses on the technological insecurities and neglect of the wealthier western states, this
flood of predators will have more difficulty exploiting the proximity advantage of the current substrate
as victim states become more resilient or able to trace
and strike back. Their slow loss of success will also
make it harder to organize transnationally at the scale
needed. With enforced national cyberjurisdictions,
extractions across national cyberedges will require
more and more the benign neglect of local authorities
who, themselves, may be held culpable if the pattern
continues.
Even in illiberal states that once massively benefited from that nonstate cybercommunity, the unorganized hacker will be less and less tolerated, and
free-for-all hacking with impunity will decline overall. As citizens in illiberal states grow wealthier, they
will also become more inviting alternative targets if
the foreign prey becomes harder. No state desires its
own hackers to hack internally. Across any topology
likely today, the socially enforced punitive responses
to the floods of malicious behaviors are quite likely to
rise throughout this period. These new controls will
narrow but not eliminate the paths for nonstate actors
or transnational organizations with few resources to
continue extractions at the levels and scale that occur
today.
Second, the spectrum of cybered conflict is likely,
as a whole, to demonstrate greater exploitation of
precision in order to defeat heavily encrypted or dynamic technologies. The positive news is that today’s
script kiddie being able just to buy a simple program
to exploit a botnet nearly vanishes. The downside is
that successes will be seen as massive exploits of weak
states or major penetrations of systems thought to be
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quite secure. When the vast majority of systems can be
decoupled as needed or are routinely decoupled for
resilience, the very weak or the very strong become the
focus of the remaining and quite powerful population
of exceptionally skilled adversaries. The weak cyberpower is easy prey itself, but it may be more valuable
as a weak link into the rest of a secure system or alliance. The strong cyberpower is likely to be a central
pillar of defense for itself and its allies, thus not only
a great challenge but also a great coup. If its resilience
and disruption efforts fail, then much of the rest of the
allied system, including the midlevel systems thought
to be secure, are likely to fail with it.
Furthermore, the dynamic evolution of basic technologies continues unabated, but as these are implemented across societal systems, new technologies
have often introduced new lines of fragility unseen
or neglected by defenders and designers. These are
discoverable by ever attentive sophisticated malicious
actors routinely seeking advantages along the whole
spectrum.51 While proximity and scale of organizing
advantages decline systemically with the rise of effectively implemented national cyberborders, the precision advantage remains as the most difficult threat
over time because of the complexity inherent in cyberspace. New technologies have a strong propensity to
quickly spread globally even if critical systemic flaws
are not yet discerned. Once a systemic flaw common to
many users is known to be exploitable, everyone connected to those weak links also becomes a vulnerable
downlink target, and adversaries will attempt as ever,
to use the advantage to target as precisely as desired.
Third, ironically enough, the transition process to
stabilize the interstate cybertopology and reduce the
slow massive bleed-out of national well-being may
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also encourage a more rapid move to the end of the
spectrum involving kinetic exchange. More resilient
states are also much more frustrating targets for adversaries. Depending on the gains, the grievances,
or the perception of losses, some adversaries may be
more willing to escalate if lower level campaigns are
routinely unsuccessful. Their plan to obtain access or
leverage may not deliberately include movement to
kinetic exchange, but depending on where along the
path to resilience and disruption a victim state is, the
adversary’s operations through complex systems accidentally may initiate a cascade of disruptive events
across those and adjacent critical systems requiring a
major and strenuous response by the victim state or
states.
The frustration of adversaries determined to succeed could encourage brinkmanship against more
robust cyberpowers as targets. One consistent characteristic of the higher skilled hackers is an arrogance
about their abilities to control the systems in which
they work or on which they prey. Suggesting escalation to the targeting of state leaders is appealing as a
tool of leverage, otherwise known as blackmail, and it
usually requires some demonstration of ability and intent. Even the cleverest of Mafia bosses have inadvertently triggered gang wars to their own destruction.
Frustration works in both directions, however, as
does miscalculation when adversaries are convinced
they are existentially at threat, the time to react effectively short, and both the tools and the arena of battle
are opaque.52 Robust cyberpowers will strike back in
a more controlled fashion to disrupt the blackmailing
organization, and probably increase their resilience
along the perceived lines of possible attacks. The problem will be the less robust powers, especially those
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weak in resilience. As Douglas Gibler notes, territory,
regime, and policy are the three major sources of disputes that lead to war, and of these three, violating
territory by far outweighs the other two as an impetus
to battle.53 In a Cyber-Westphalian world, states will
be no less concerned about protecting their territory,
especially if they have been sensitized to the existential costs of not doing so in cyberspace. Soon enough,
all states will possess a cybercommand or equivalent
for disruption capacities. Not all states, however, will
have the systemic resilience necessary to be a robust
cyberpower, nor the wisdom to know how and when
to use cyberdisruption capabilities if provoked. The
weaker cyberpowers, especially if not in a moderating alliance, are more likely to strike back rapidly and
strongly out of concern that delay will allow considerable harm to their less resilient home society. Thus,
they are more likely to engage inadvertently wider
swaths of collateral damage and start sequences of
events that more easily escalate into kinetic exchanges.
No trends discernible today can indicate how those
exchanges or cascades will develop or harm, save by
monitoring the institutionalized developments of resilience and disruption capacities over time. However,
systems, indeed, depend on their weakest links. The
more openly linked and less able to decouple are the
rest of the states as one or more ramp up in escalation
into cybered kinetic exchanges, the less other states
will be able to stay out of harm’s way at the very least.
Analogies to the web of alliances that triggered World
War I are inescapable.
At the end of the day, the cyberspace substrate
will still be a huge, man-made socio-technical system
that is being constantly, iteratively restructured by the
human societies living with it, securing their future
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through it, and struggling for advantage across it. In
the best of all possible futures, the democratic civil
societies succeed for themselves at least in securing
a smaller but still liberal inter-alliance system based
on redesigned socio-technical-economic systems resilient to surprise and mutually maintained with
shared foreknowledge and constant learning. Then
their example of how this beneficial cybered substrate
may be restructured to benefit all participants proves
enduring despite the advent of disruptive technologies, the population growth throughout the rest of the
less liberal world, and the active menace of less liberal external cyberpowers. As a gold standard, then,
the example is envied and copied more broadly with
minimal cybered conflict over time, resulting again in
a globally liberal and less predatory system.
Unfortunately, none of this happy vision is in any
way inevitable, and decisions made now across the
world’s democratic civil societies will determine if any
part of it is still possible when the Cyber-Westphalia
system fully solidifies. What is built now by the democratic civil societies will play a major role in how they
experience cybered conflict over the transition and in
determining which, if any, of these states, are robust
enough as cyberpowers to defend their well-being in
this coming less liberal global topology without finding themselves at the end of the spectrum in a cyberkinetic exchange.
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CHAPTER 20
CONCLUSION
Dighton Fiddner
Most chapters in this volume seem to agree that
cyberspace fundamentally alters the environment in
which we currently operate and to which we respond,
that the threats in cyberspace differ from traditional
threats in ways that complicate the calculus of response, and that there is no turning back from this.
The innovations have also brought about enormous
changes in global politics that are proving difficult to
manage. Indeed, both Nazli Choucri’s and Chris Demchak’s chapters provide a view of the future interstate
system that foresees “disequilibrium.” Demchak’s
virtual anarchy and Choucri’s seven disconnects between traditional and familiar conditions and current
realities portray an environment in which cyberspace
increasingly has an effect on levels of governance providing security.
As Figure 20-1 illustrates, cyberspace seems to be
diffusing (much in the same way that it does for the
threat vectors identified by Dighton Fiddner) the level
of governance that most effectively provides security,
especially personal (human), economic, or physical
security. Although the traditional means of local and
state governance acting in the physical domain still
persist, there is evidence that global collectives have
acted collaboratively to enforce generally accepted
norms of behavior through and in cyberspace. None
of this is to suggest that global collectives are replacing the traditional levels of governance, but that cyberspace appears to be facilitating movement to some
effective forms of governance (either higher or lower)
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when the traditional level(s) cannot or will not provide
the security desired by some segment of the society.

Figure 20-1. Spheres of Interaction.
Figure 20-1 and the following discussion is not
intended to imply that cyberspace is unrelated to the
more traditional physical sphere of interaction because
it most assuredly is connected. Cyberspace is just too
expansive and pervades (through the superposition
principle) all spheres of activity as well as all the strategic domains—land, sea, air, and space. The Russian
intervention in Georgia, as well as the analysis of the
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new net in megacities and megaslums, displays such
a melding of the physical and cyberspheres of interaction that it becomes difficult to locate in which sphere
of interaction the activity is most prominent.
Against this background, Figure 20-1 represents
the merging of the cyber and physical domains (horizontal rows) in global, state, and individual levels of
governance (columns). The center column represents
the normally accepted provision of security where
personal (human), economic, and physical security
results from behavior to protect the state’s interests.
As personal (human), economic, and physical security
become more and more important, individuals are
less concerned which level of governance provides it
than that it is provided.
The bottom right square represents a local level of
governance (vigilantes) in the physical domain providing personal security when the usual provider
(the state) was unable or unwilling. The upper right
represents a cybercollective (Anonymous acting as a
global level of governance) providing personal security through enforced compliance with collective social
norms where or when the state was unable or unwilling. The left column represents a global level of governance which is becoming more and more involved in
providing security, to include personal economic and
physical security. Ida Kelsey in Chapter 16 provides
substantiation that, as cybertechnologies create global
communities of like interests, these communities are
taking responsibility to enforce generally accepted
norms of social behavior. Digilantes “are not necessarily prone to partake in organized crime activities”
but “have the ability to rationally recognize the problems of the status quo, and also, perhaps, the power to
redress the situation” and “act as collaborative regulators” (upper left square). The lower left square repre643

sents the accepted norm of collaborative security (for
both national and collective interests) practiced within
the Westphalian state system.
CYBERSPHERE
Global-Cyber Domain (Left Top Square).
#OpDarknet (October 2011). In the case of the upper left square of global governance in the cyberdomain, Anonymous (a global collective) in early October
2011 removed links to pornographic images and videos on the Hidden Wiki, located on The Onion Router
(TOR) Network’s Hidden Service Protocol to expose
the underground pedophile community known as
“Lolita City.” Shortly after the links returned online,
the site became inaccessible in its entirety, presumably as a result of distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks initiated by the group. Following the initial
attack, Anonymous members discovered the digital
fingerprint of the pornography and issued the host a
warning to remove the content from its server at 9 p.m.
central standard time on October 14. Freedom Hosting
refused to comply, and 2 1/2 hours later, Anonymous
completely shut down Freedom’s services with DDoS
attacks that created a 1-gigabyte structured query language and 100,000 American Standard Code for Information Interchange files of Guy Fawkes masks every
5 minutes.
On October 18, Anonymous released the names
of the 1,589 users of Lolita City via PasteBin, including their usernames, volume of images uploaded, and
age of the account. They invited Interpol and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to investigate the
records further. Later, through “an interview with a
user named ‘arson’ in the #OpDarknet IRC channel,”
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Anonymous stated that its “mission was only to take
down illegal materials and the operation was not triggered by any particular event.”1 The organization also
explained, “We vowed to fight for the defenseless,
there is none more defenseless than innocent children
being exploited.”2 In this case, the fight was successful. The FBI installed malware that infected all users
who accessed the “onion” sites during the occupation
period, unmasked the TOR routing protocol, and revealed the users’ real locations.3
Red October (October 2012). In October 2012, the
Russian cybersecurity firm Kaspersky Labs discovered
a worldwide cyberattack dubbed “Red October,” that
had been operating since at least 2007. Even though
there is no evidence linking this with a nation-state
sponsored attack, the campaign appears at the least to
be an example of strategic economic or political reconnaissance and espionage. The true identity of the perpetrators has not been definitively determined since
the component and connector (C&C) architecture is
arranged to hide the mothership server through proxy
functionality of every node in the malicious structure.
The exploits appear to point to Chinese hackers, although many believe the perpetrators are members of
the Russian Business Network (RBN), who are comfortable using Chinese malware and adapting it for
their own use.4 According to the Kaspersky Labs report, RBN is believed to have had a working relationship with the Russian government.5
The hackers gathered information through vulnerabilities in Microsoft’s Word and Excel programs and
obtained a huge quantity of information such as service credentials that were reused in later attacks. The
primary targets of the attacks appeared to be countries
in Eastern Europe, the former Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, and Central Asia, although Western Europe
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and North America reported victims as well. The virus
collected information from governments, embassies,
research firms, trade and commerce, aerospace, military installations, energy providers, nuclear installations, and other critical infrastructures.6 The information stolen by the attackers was of the “highest level”
and included geopolitical data that could be used by
nation-states or could be traded in the underground
and sold to the highest bidder.7 See Figure 20-2.

Figure 20-2. Operation Red October:
Cyberespionage Campaign against Many
Governments.8
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National-Cyber Domain (Center Top Square).
China.
As Timothy Thomas discussed in Chapter 7 in this
volume (“China’s Reconnaissance and System Sabotage Activities”), the Chinese aggressively probe and
enter global networks not only to gain an advantage
in economic matters, business, military, and political
bargaining but also for strategic reasons: to “win victory before the first battle” by mapping the opponent’s
digital terrain. Most of their behavior is driven by
three beliefs: The United States maintains hegemonic
power over global cyberspace; Information superiority is a key component of national power; China will
be at a strategic disadvantage in any conflict with the
United States (and its allies) unless it can take steps to
neutralize U.S. superiority.
Strategic digital reconnaissance comes not only
from all of the cyberactivities the Chinese conduct but
also from activities specifically targeted and directed
for such purposes to provide knowledge of the digital
landscape, or virtual shi, to allow more effective offensive and defensive activities, if needed. Active offense
(system sabotage) is the Chinese preferred strategy for
winning a cyberconflict. In such an offensive move,
the Chinese will seek to damage or disrupt the material and technical foundations of the opponent’s cybersystems, making it impossible to adjust to problems
on the battlefield. Strategic digital reconnaissance provides the knowledge of where are those critical nodes
to be destroyed. By controlling information, the opponent essentially is left in the dark about what is going on and is hindered and limited in what it can do,
making it impossible to turn war potential into actual
capabilities for engaging in war.
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Chinese strategic thought does not foresee information deterrence acting alone. On the contrary, nuclear deterrence capabilities, conventional deterrence,
space deterrence, and information deterrence provide
a “cocktail” for use in future conflicts.
Russia.
Much like China, Russia, as illustrated by Stephen Blank (in Chapter 8, “Information Warfare A La
Russe” in this volume), views cyberspace strategically. The Russian experience in Estonia and in Georgia,
not to mention the other probes that have taken place
against Eurasian governments from Ukraine to Kyrgyzstan, indicate that Moscow is thinking about what
U.S. analysts have called strategic information war to
achieve victory by paralyzing a target country’s social
infrastructure networks, i.e., what might be called its
central nervous system.
The elements that make up this strategy are cyberwar, economic sanctions, a domestic and international
public information campaign, the manipulation of
youth organizations or gangs, and the ongoing Russian efforts to penetrate key sectors of the target economy and subvert politicians through connections with
the energy industry or intelligence penetration. In effect, cyberspace becomes a surrogate for large-scale
military capabilities that are unavailable or simply not
usable.
The attacks on Estonian socio-economic and political institutions were allegedly the reaction to Estonian
authorities’ transferal of the site of a monument—the
Bronze Soldier of Soviet liberators of Estonia from the
Nazis—in Tallinn to another site. In fact, the computer
attacks and the other steps taken by Moscow against
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Estonia reflected a coordinated strategy that was devised in advance of the removal of the Bronze Soldier
from its original pedestal. Moreover, in Estonia and in
subsequent manifestations of cyberspace operations,
the Russian government cooperates with organized
crime structures like the RBN to launch these attacks.
While it is currently not possible to prove that RBN—
before its disappearance—worked in tandem with the
Russian Secret Police or other security services, it is
likely that they were at least connected. It is also likely
that the Russian leadership was well aware of the capabilities RBN offered and utilized them to assist in
achieving international Russian strategic objectives.9
In Georgia, we see for the first time an attempt
to attack military forces’ command-and-control and
weapons systems on the one hand, and informationpsychological attacks against media, communications,
and perceptions on the other. The plan of attack dated
back, at least, to 2006.10 Most attacks actually were carried out by civilians with little or no direct (or certainly
traceable) involvement by the Russian government or
military. But these organizers of cyberattacks were being recruited through the Internet and social technology, were aided by Russian organized crime even to
the point of hosting software ready for use, probably
had advance notice of Russian military intentions, and
were tipped off about the timing of Russian military
operations while they were taking place.11
United States.
Stuxnet, the computer malware designed to attack Iran’s nuclear facilities, was initially discovered
in June 2010 and is generally attributed to the United
States and Israel. The worm includes a highly special-
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ized malware payload designed to target only Siemens
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems that are configured to control and monitor
specific industrial processes. It subsequently almost
ruined one-fifth of the Iranian nuclear centrifuges by
causing them to spin out of control while simultaneously replaying the recorded system values which
showed the normal functioning centrifuge values
during the attack. According to The Washington Post,
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) cameras
installed in the Natanz facility recorded the sudden
dismantling and removal of approximately 900–1,000
centrifuges during the time the Stuxnet worm was reportedly active at the plant.12
Unlike most malware, Stuxnet does little harm to
computers and networks that do not meet specific
configuration requirements; “The attackers took great
care to make sure that only their designated targets
were hit. . . . It was a marksman’s job.”13 This is not
surprising. Experts believe that Stuxnet required the
largest and costliest development effort in malware
history. Developing its many capabilities would have
required a team of highly capable programmers, indepth knowledge of industrial processes, and an interest in attacking industrial infrastructure. The Guardian, the BBC, and The New York Times all claimed that
(unnamed) experts studying Stuxnet believe the complexity of the code indicated that only a nation-state
would have the capabilities to produce it.14
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Individual-Cyber Domain (Right top square).
Anonymous-Chris Forcand.
The arrest of Chris Forcand illustrates one of the
first examples of cybervigilantism (the term “diligantism” has been coined to describe this type of activity)
for individual personal physical security/safety (upper right square). On December 7, 2007, alleged Internet predator Chris Forcand, aged 53, was charged
with two counts of luring a child under the age of 14,
attempting to invite sexual touching, attempted exposure, possessing a dangerous weapon, and carrying a
concealed weapon. Cybervigilantes from Anonymous
who seek to out anyone with “a sexual interest in children” tracked Forcand and contacted the police after
he propositioned some of their members with “disgusting photos of himself.” Sexually explicit conversations were then forwarded to Forcand’s church and
a blog he wrote at praize.com, and his name, address,
and phone number were posted online.15 Reportedly,
this was also the first time a suspected Internet predator was arrested by the police as a result of Internet
vigilantism.16
Bit (Crypto) Currency 2013-14.
At the end of 2013 and into 2014, several crypto
currency exchanges saw their repositories of the legitimate legal tender used to purchase the crypto currency
significantly reduced or depleted with losses of hundreds of millions of dollars: Pony Botnet ($220,000),
Mt. Gox ($500,000), Silk Road 2 ($2.7 million), Sheep
Marketplace ($56.4 million), Silk Road ($127.4 million), and Mt. Gox ($436 million). Most of these thefts
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appear to have been committed by “insiders” (those
responsible for maintaining or administering the
exchanges).17 Users “responded with anger . . . and
threats. But Bitcoin being Bitcoin, the money was lost
and gone forever.”18
The crypto currency thefts and near collapse highlighted a case in which actions in cyberspace led to
cyberindividuals and voluntary collectives both
identifying activity and the individual(s) violating
generally accepted norms of accountability. Identifying those responsible for the losses exposed them
to possible physical security or economic loss, most
likely through vigilantism since the traditional levels
of governance were still lagging behind in their efforts to regulate digital currency. Indeed, the appeal
of this crypto currency was that it was “outside” the
normal governance of regulated currency and economic commerce operating on the World Wide Web’s
“Deep Web,” (DarkNet, or TOR) network, thereby
allowing people to make one-to-one transactions,
buy goods and services, and exchange money across
borders without involving banks, credit card issuers,
or other third parties. To some extent, however, this
has changed as governments have started to impose
some regulations on a space that had initially been
unregulated.
PHYSICAL SPHERE
Global-Physical Domain (Left bottom square).
The global-physical domain is not an unusual
arena of action within international security. States
ostensibly collaborate to enforce accepted global
norms (generally also in their individual state’s inter-
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est). Although primarily physical, instruments of the
cyberdimensions of national power are increasingly
being used in conjunction with instruments of the
military dimension of national power.
National-Physical Domain (Center bottom square).
This represents the usual realist notion of national
security; a state acting for no other reason than in its
own self-interest generally employs the military dimension of national power. The U.S. intervention in
Afghanistan in 2001 is an example of behavior in this
arena of action.
Individual-Physical Domain (Right bottom square).
Humans living in uncertain locales desiring physical safety and the basic necessities of every-day life
seem to be turning to anyone who can provide security, whether they are state or nonstate armed groups.
Michoacán Vigilantism.
The situation in Michoacán, Mexico, (as well as
most under-governed spaces) seems to substantiate
this observation. When authorities there could not or
would not provide safety for the populace, self-defense groups (vigilantes) emerged hoping to drive the
Knights Templar drug cartel (which ran an extensive
extortion racket and had come to control a number of
local governments, as well as much of the agricultural
business in the region) out of Michoacán.
In late January 2014, the Mexican federal government sent troops and federal police to the region after
the vigilantes began seizing control of communities
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around a key Knights Templar stronghold, and openly declaring their intention to attack the organization’s
members there. The situation calmed with the arrival
of the troops and officers, who controlled 27 of Michoacán’s 113 municipalities. Federal authorities detained
more than 1,200 local police and subjected them to
tests to determine their trustworthiness since many
locals suspected their local police of being enforcers
for the cartel. Though federal authorities demanded
the vigilantes lay down their arms, they continued to
sport assault rifles and other weapons at roadblocks
outside the towns they had seized; there were some
early standoffs between government forces and vigilante groups over the demand that they disarm, but
they later appeared to be cooperating in some parts of
the state.19
Failed States and Feral Cities.
As in Michoacán, residents of failed states and feral
cities look to whoever can provide some order to their
everyday lives, be it the recognized and formal level of
governance, or what Jeff Boleng and Colin Clarke (in
Chapter 5, “Big Data Challenges, Failed Cities, and the
Rise of the New ’Net,” in this volume) call terrorists,
insurgents, militias, warlords, transnational criminal
organizations, and violent drug trafficking organizations. As Kelsey Ida noted (in Chapter 16, “The Age of
E-Superheroes?” in this volume), the lack of a single
coercive actor with Weberian legitimate monopoly
on the use of force creates the conditions that lead to
alternative forms of governance. Those who cannot afford to pay for security grudgingly will accept their
personal security from wherever they can get it. In the
end, these inhabitants are only seeking some level of
physical security in the lives.
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Anonymous-Zetas.
Ida provides evidence of a global collective (Anonymous) using the cybersphere to compete with a
physical threat to one of its members. In October 2011,
following the kidnapping of an Anonymous member
residing in the state of Veracruz, Mexico, Anonymous
threatened to publicize online the personal information of Los Zetas and their associates unless Los Zetas
freed their kidnapped member by November 5. Despite attempts at “reverse hacking” and death threats
sent to Anonymous members, Los Zetas released the
kidnapped member on November 4. Admittedly, they
only did so with a warning to Anonymous that they
would execute 10 people for each name that Anonymous might publicize, but what is significant here is
that Los Zetas “blinked” first.
Notable here, too, is that Anonymous (through a
local branch in Acuña) has since re-engaged Los Zetas, publishing photos of known cartel properties online, with little retribution thus far. Kan (in Ida’s chapter in this volume) warns the group to take care with
their activities. By choosing to “out” the various parts
of their “organizational infrastructure,” Anonymous
has once more struck at Los Zetas’ “criminal brand,”
and Los Zetas are likely to respond in kind. However,
here again, the digilantes—with notable public support20—have engaged organized crime even beyond
state enforcement.
RESPONSE TO CYBERTHREATS
In the final analysis, security in cyberspace is not
a narrow technical issue. Rather, it involves fundamental issues of politics and strategy and great power
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relations, issues of global commerce and financial stability, and issues of personal privacy and the safety
of personal information. Malevolence in cyberspace
takes many forms, and there is no single response
or overarching solution. But efforts can be made at a
variety of levels to enhance both governance and security. The responses and recommendations in this
volume are highly varied, ranging from increased use
of big data, to cultural shifts about the nature of security in cyberspace, to digilantism and the reliance
on nonstate actors to police the system. At the end of
the day, all these components have their place. Cyberspace is best understood as an emergent and evolving
system; efforts to enhance both governance and security in cyberspace need to be understood in the same
light. There are no definitive and final responses: Governance and security initiatives in cyberspace need to
be both top-down (state) and bottom-up (individual
and group), to combine short-term palliatives and
long-term goals, and to be as dynamic, responsive,
and adaptable as cyberspace itself.
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